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The C�p�di�

160 West 72nd Street, New York, NY 10023                                                                  212-787-1700             ackerwines.com

Experience the world’s finest and rarest wines through the pen and palate of one of 
the world’s great wine tasters. The Compendium chronicles the tasting journey of 
John Kapon, Acker Chairman and master taster. A tome composed of 
beautiful imagery and the most colorfully written tasting notes in 
existence, The Compendium is a book that belongs in every 
collector’s library or atop any wine lover’s coffee table.

“...a master at describing wines 
and vintages, wherever he is, 
whatever it takes.”

- Martine Saunier

“There have never been more 
entertaining and insightful 
notes on wines written than 
those by John Kapon.”

- Vincent Cheung Available at ackerwines.com

“Always chew your wine 
like a food, smell it as you 
would a lover, & taste it 
when it’s gone.”

- John Kapon

T A S T I N G  T H E  W O R L D ' S  F I N E S T  W I N E S
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A C C E S S  C L U B   |   I N S I D E R  C L U B   |   J K  C L U B

ackerwines.com/wine-club

T H E  A C K E R

T A S T E  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E

W�e Club

S A I N T  LO U I S  ∙  C H I C AG O  ∙  N E W  YO R K  ∙  WA S H I N G TO N  D C  ∙  N A PA

When you choose Domaine, you STORE , 
PROTECT , ORGANIZE  and MOVE  your wine 
with EASE  and PEACE OF MIND .

Are you ready to ENJOY collecting wine?

INFO@DOMAINESTORAGE.COM

888.627.4556
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Dear Client,

Summer is finally here, but we’re still celebrating our biggest 
auction season of all time at Acker!!!  We will do an estimated 
$90M in the first six months of 2021, an absolutely incredible 
feat, and we all want to say THANK YOU!  We take great pride and 
pleasure in what we do for all of you, and we will keep giving it our 
best to get more of the best to you.  There is still a little icing left 
for this great cake in 2021, with one last Delaware auction before 
summer and an estimated US$5M in sales.  With everyone 
getting out and about more and more, which we love to see, we’re 
closing things out with an all-day sale on Wednesday, June 23rd 
at 9am ET, and we hope to see you all “live online” one more time 
this season!

We get right into the thick of it, in Lots 1-129, with a morning 
salute to Burgundy!  It is indeed a pleasure to commence our 
auction by welcoming back this prodigious collector who has 
been featured before in our Grande Fete de Bourgogne and many 
more important auctions.  He comes through in a big way with exciting selections from his cavernous cellar 
featuring Liger-Belair, Leroy, and d’Auvenay!  2015s float on to the scene from the Comte, with Echezeaux, 
La Romanee, and Aux Reignots, while Lady Leroy offers up 1996 d’Auvenay Bonnes Mares in addition to 
full cases of 1998 and 2000 Clos Vougeot.  There’s Drouhin Musigny en magnum and a treasure trove of 
Truchot, ravishing Roumier, and magical Meo Camuzet, too.  White Burgundy welcomes you to Summer 
as Lafon, Henri Boillot, and Ramonet all bring us Montrachet!  A global sojourn brings us Rayas, 1980s 
Giacosa, magnums of 2001 Monfortino, and a California gold rush with Abreu, Bryant, Harlan, Sine Qua 
Non, and friends!  There is tremendous depth and diversity here that you’ll want to read and reread, so get 
ready to start the day with Burgundy and friends!

It continues to rain and reign Burgundy in Lots 130-208, courtesy of a New York businessman and bon vivant 
who is putting his ever-growing cellar on a diet.  Burgundy leads the charge once more, with standouts like 
a 1996 DRC Assortment case and a brace of 1990 Leroy Richebourg.  Young bucks from Dujac, Fourrier, 
d’Angerville, Mugneret-Gibourg, and more make for ideal cellar reinforcements.  We turn to White 
Burgundy, with three vintages of Corton Charlemagne among more of Coche-Dury deliciousness, which 
unfurls a tapestry of White Burgundy that includes Comte Lafon, Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey, and Roulot.  
There’s a touch of Guigal, Selosse, and Clos Rougeard, a sweeter selection of Egon Muller, J.J. Prum, 
and friends, plus a parade of Piedmont that brings us more Giacosa, Giacomo Conterno, and Giuseppe 
Mascarello.  These two featured collections offer up a one-two punch of breakfast-time beauties, and I 
cannot think of a better way to start my day or kick off an auction!

We had to include but a little Bordeaux, and what a magnificent selection there is to behold in Lots 358-
445!  We dial back the clock with modern masters from Lafite crested by 1982, 1990, 2000, and 2009 
magnums.  Latour goes back to 1958, while Margaux jumps ahead with bottles of 1983 and more.  Mouton 
rallies with bottles of 1996, before we time travel back with beauties like 1928 Palmer and 1945 Pichon 
Lalande!  Yquem is eternally golden with over thirty lots highlighted by legends like 1921 and 1937, as 
well as imposing Imperials of eight vintages!  And, if six-liter bottles aren’t big enough to satisfy your sweet 
tooth, we have fifteen liters of 2005 and 2009!  A few French gems join the party like 1993 Hubert Lignier, 
1996 Domaine Leflaive, and 1990 La Chapelle, before choice selections of Colgin, Opus One, Peter 
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Michael, and friends finish off this luminous collection from a long-time client and collector.  What a 
boon for Bordeaux lovers!

There are many other highlights in this summertime sale to keep your cellar fortified for the season.  
There are dozens of selections of Romanee Conti, Romanee Conti, including a rare magnum of 1976.  
We cannot turn the spigot off on the stellar selection of Delamotte and Salon that we’ve featured on 
multiple occasions now in Lots 294-349.  Champagne for Summer certainly has the right ring to it!  
There are Bordeaux beauties that take us back to yesteryear.  Hit the motherlode of Cali Gold with a 
treasure trove of Napa Valley Reserve, or seek out selections like 1994 Dominus, several vintages of 
Screaming Eagle, and other west coast wonders. There are magnums of DRC Montrachet, scores of the 
hottest grower Champagnes, and even some killer Keller G-Max to keep you cool all Summer long.  Buy 
the best before time runs out!

I cannot wait to close out this amazing season with a stellar day of fine wine sales on June 23rd at 9am.  
I hope to see you there with something refreshing and delicious in hand!  Thank you so much and enjoy 
your summer!!!

In Vino Veritas, 

John Kapon 
Chairman, Acker Merrall & Condit Companies
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Auction of fine And RARe Wines
Live on the Web At bidLive.AckeRWines.com

WednesdAy, June 23Rd, 2021 ~ 9:00Am et

biddeR RegistRAtion :

• To register for Internet bidding for Wednesday, June 23rd 2021, email BIDLIVE@ACKERWINES.COM and  
we will register you. Please note that all requests must be received no later than 12pm Tuesday, June 22nd, 2021.

sALe  ResuLts: For prices realized, please call the Auction department at 302.525.8601.
 
AdditionAL Absentee bid foRms : Absentee Bid forms are located near the back of the catalogue.

Live On The Web (LOTs 1-1253) On June 23rd, 2021 ~ 9:00am eT 

uRL : bidlive.ackerwines.com

RegistRAtion : bidlive.ackerwines.com
 302.525.8601

stoRe LocAtion : Acker Auctions DE, LLC
 1800 Ogletown Rd. Suite D
 Newark, DE 19711
 Tel: 302.525.8601  
 Fax: 302.525.8603

AckeR Auctions de, LLc, 1800 ogLetoWn Rd. suite d, neWARk, de 19711 
Phone: 302.525.8601  • fAx: 302.525.8603 • e-mAiL: info@AckeRWines.com
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BID LIVE OVER THE INTERNET DURING THE AUCTION
LIVE ON THE WEB

AT 9:00AM ET WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23RD, 2021
TRADITIONAL ABSENTEE BIDDING 

WILL ALSO BE ACCEPTED

HOW DO I REGISTER?
EMAIL BIDLIVE@ACKERWINES.COM

AND WE WILL REGISTER YOU
OR JUST LET US KNOW.

HOW DO I LOGIN AND BID LIVE ONLINE?

YOU MUST PRE-REGISTER TO BID LIVE
OVER THE INTERNET EVEN IF YOU HAVE ALREADY

REGISTERED WITH ACKERWINES.COM

IF YOU HAVE REGISTERED TO BID LIVE BEFORE,
YOU WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE REGISTERED

TO BID LIVE FOR EVERY SALE.

You will receive an email informing you once
you’ve been approved to bid at the auction

To login and bid live online, go to
www.AckerWines.com/BidLive and 

login with your email address and password.

Once you’re logged in, click the red ‘Enter Auction’ link for the sale,
which will be active 1 hour prior to the start of each auction.

Then, just accept the auction terms and happy bidding!

If you experience difficulties logging in on the day of the auction
please call our Auction Hotline  917-553-5710

 

AckeR Auctions de, LLc, 1800 ogLetoWn Rd. suite d, neWARk, de 19711 
Phone: 302.525.8601  • fAx: 302.525.8603 • e-mAiL: info@AckeRWines.com 
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Office Use Only

ABSENTEE  BIDS

21-7
Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

NAME

ADDRESS

FAX

E-MAIL

CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

By signing this form, you authorize Acker Auction Delaware, LLC (“Acker DE”) 
and its affiliates to bid on these Lots up to the price listed in the “Bid in $” column. 
All bids must be received by Acker DE prior to the start of the auction. Credit or 
debit card information must be included on this form.

Acker DE does not charge for this confidential bidding service with the 
understanding that any failure to exercise bids or error in doing so shall not be the 
responsibility of Acker DE or its staff.

If your bid is successful, Acker DE will send you an invoice reflecting the total 
amount due within seven (7) days following the auction to the email provided 
above.  The total amount due shall be the hammer price plus a buyer’s premiumn 
equal to twenty-four and one half percent (24.5%) of the hammer price, in addition 
to any applicable taxes and fees.  Payments may be made by wire transfer, check, 
debit card, or credit card (Visa, Mastercard, or American Express).  By signing 
this form, you authorize Acker DE, without further notice to you, to charge the 
credit or debit card you provide above for the invoice amount due if you fail to 
pay the invoice in full within thirty (30) days following the date of auction.  If 
you revoke this authorization, your registration may be disabled.  Credit card 
payments greater than $15,000.00 per auction (in the aggregate) shall be subject 
to a 3% convenience fee to the extent permitted by applicable law. 

By bidding at auction, Buyer agrees that Buyer has read and agrees to the Buyer’s 
Conditions of Sale Agreement in this sale catalogue and the instruments captioned 
(i) Bottle Description, and (ii) Absentee Bids published by Acker DE and in effect 
from time to time, and which are incorporated herein by reference as part of this 
Agreement, and Buyer agrees that the above shall become the legal, valid, and 
binding obligation of Buyer, enforceable in accordance with their terms.

BIDDING INCREMENTS

0-$1000 
$1000-$2000   
$2,000-$3,000   
$3,000-$5,000   
$5,000-$10,000   
$10,000-$20,000  
$20,000-30,000   
ABOVE $30,000  

Bids are also accepted on our website  
at www.ackerauctions.com

$50
$100
$200
$200, $500, $800
$500
$1000
$2000
Auctioneer’s Discretion

DAYTIME 
TELEPHONE

*Credit or Debit Card required to participate.

EXPIRATION SECURITY CODE #
(CVV2 code is the 3 digit number on back of card)

· Fine and Rare Wines ~ Sale 21-7
· Wednesday, June 23rd, 2021 at 9:00am ET  &
· Please print clearly, and place bids in sequential order.
· We reserve the right to round any off-increment bid to  
 the next highest increment, as outlined below.

[ ] CREDIT CARD     [  ] DEBIT CARD

AckeR Auctions de, LLc, 1800 ogLetoWn Rd. suite d, neWARk, de 19711 
Phone: 302.525.8601  • fAx: 302.525.8603 • e-mAiL: info@AckeRWines.com 
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Office Use Only

21-7 21-7
Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

Bid in $
(note increments)

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 10 *

NAME:

Office Use Only

AckeR Auctions de, LLc, 1800 ogLetoWn Rd. suite d, neWARk, de 19711 
Phone: 302.525.8601  • fAx: 302.525.8603 • e-mAiL: info@AckeRWines.com 
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GOOD MORNING BURGUNDY!

Rise and shine like these brilliant bottles! Every day is good one when you begin and end with great Burgundy! It is indeed a 
pleasure to commence our auction by welcoming back this prodigious collector who has been featured before in our Grande 
Fete de Bourgogne and many other important auctions. He comes through in a big way as per his usual with more than one 
hundred exciting selections from his cavernous cellar. This collector is a true Burgundy connoisseur, but his interests and taste 
span the world of fine wine, always aiming for the top of the pyramid. Featured producers this time out are Liger-Belair, Leroy 
and d’Auvenay amongst many other top Domaines, along with other great wines from Italy and California! 

We relish an appetizer of Bordeaux with 1929 Yquem to go with the foie gras as well as 1966 Lafleur and 1937 Latour before 
we get to the seventy lots of Burgundy. At the head of the table, there are eleven selections of Comte Liger-Belair led by four 
bottles each of 2015 Echezeaux, La Romanee, and Aux Reignots. Six lovely lots of Leroy are highlighted by six bottles of 1996 
d’Auvenay Bonnes Mares and full cases of 1998 and 2000 Clos Vougeot, and we continue the dance with a trio of Dujac from 
late last century. Drouhin picks things up with eleven lots, including 2010 Griottes Chambertin and a magnum of 1999 Musigny, 
while six selections of Truchot are crowned by 2005 Charmes and Clos de la Roche. The roll call of outstanding Red Burgundy 
continues with 1976 DRC Romanee St. Vivant, 1959 Faiveley Clos des Cortons, 2010 Roumier Bonnes Mares, 1996 and 2005 
Meo-Camuzet Clos Vougeot! 

White Burgundy takes up the mantle with three vintages of Comte Lafon Montrachet, three lots of d’Auvenay, magnums of 
Henri Boillot Montracht, 2011 Ramonet Montrachet, and a magnum of 2008 Raveneau Les Clos! 2005 Rayas leads a Rhone 
interlude taking us to eighteen lots from Italy, primarily Piedmont, with seven selections of Giacosa on top including 1982, 1985, 
and 1988 Santo Stefano Riserva, the last in grand double magnum format. Bartolo Mascarello makes a magnum effort with 
1978, 1982, 1989, and 1990 magnums as well as magnums of 2010 Monfortino. Two dozen lots from California take us home 
with Abreu, Bond, Bryant, Harlan, Hundred Acre, and Sine Qua Non all well-represented. 

There is tremendous depth and diversity here that you want to read and re-read! All wines removed from multiple professional 
storage accounts thanks to this great connoisseur.

_____________________________

LIVE ON THE WEB ~ BIDLIVE.ACKERWINES.COM

LOTS 1-1253 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23RD, 2021 BEGINNING AT 9:00AM

All notes taken from the Wine Advocate unless otherwise indicated. 

IWC is Steve Tanzer, BH is the Burghound, WS is the Wine Spectator, MB is Michael Broadbent, CC is Clive Coates,  
JG is John Gilman, RJ is Richard Juhlin, VM is Vinous Media and JK is John Kapon. 
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Lot: 1
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 6 Château Troplong Mondot
 St. Emilion
 - Vintage 1989 2bsl, 1htal, 1novl (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1989 sdc (96pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 1990 5lbsl (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1990 bsl (98pts) magnum (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 2 magnums

 7 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1929
 Sauternes
 hs, remnants of label, scc, deep mahogany color

“…peaches and cream ride uppermost, also apricots 
peeled sultanas, sometimes slightly chocolatey, always 
richly penetrating.”(5 stars MB)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 8 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“There is knock-out intensity to the gorgeously textured 
and mineral-inflected flavors that are imposingly scaled 
yet there is not even a hint of heaviness on the restrained, 
delineated and explosively long and mouth coating fina-
le.”(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 9 Richebourg - Vintage 2005
 A.F. Gros

“This too is carrying noticeable toast on the otherwise 
highly spicy and pure black and blue pinot fruit aromas 
that also display notes of warm earth, leather and ex-
otiCôtea. The mouth coating flavors are structured and 
muscular, offering serious size and weight yet there is 
nothing ponderous here as the balance is impeccable and 
this too is built to age.”(92-94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 10 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1991
 Comte de Vogue

 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1 Château Lafleur - Vintage 1966
 Pomerol
 2vhs, 2lbsl, 1cc, 1scc, outstanding color

“Along with Palmer and Latour, Lafleur is consistently 
one of the finest wines of the vintage. This magnum dis-
plays a deep ruby/purple color with slight amber at the 
rim. It offers the essence of black-cherry flavors inter-
twined with wet stone and cold steel notes, full body, 
super concentration, admirable structure, magnificent 
depth and delineation, massive reserves of fruit, and an 
amazingly long finish.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 2 Château Latour - Vintage 1988
 Pauillac
 2x1 double magnum banded owc’s

“Ink-colored, with an impressive concentration of min-
eral, currant and berry flavors. Full-bodied, with huge, 
velvety tannins and a long, caressing finish.”(96pts WS)

 2 double magnums per lot $3500-5000

 3 Château Margaux - Vintage 1981
 Margaux
 3bn

“Gorgeous nose - lots of perfumy sexiness a beautiful 
wine, optimumly stored nice, delicate spice around a 
plummy, cassisy core good cedar and mineral compo-
nents has a fig-like ripeness, hearty finish, good grip and 
decent length. Justin kicked in that the wine was like good 
service you don’t have to notice it’s there, and it just gets 
the job done. This is the essence of claret smooth and 
balanced.”(93pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 4 Château Margaux - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 2lbsl

“The 2000 possesses a saturated ruby/purple color to the 
rim as well as an extraordinarily promising nose of creme 
de cassis intermixed with white flowers, licorice, and 
hints of espresso and toasty oak. There is great intensi-
ty, compelling purity, a multi-layered, full-bodied palate, 
and a finish that goes on for nearly 70+ seconds. Bottled 
naturally, with no filtration, it is a monumental example 
of the elegance and power that symbolize this extraordi-
nary vineyard. A tour de force in winemaking, many of my 
colleagues predicted, far earlier than me, that it would be 
the wine of the vintage.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 5 Château Margaux - Vintage 2005
 Margaux
 1x3 doublem magnum owc

“Black in color, delivering extraordinary aromas of 
blackberry, raisin, spices and fresh mushroom. Full-bod-
ied, with an amazing core of ripe fruit, yet ultrabalanced 
and finely textured. Touches every taste bud. This incredi-
ble young red spent two years in new wood, but you can t 
tell. It’s all glorious fruit. A legendary wine.”(100pts WS)

 3 double magnums per lot $7000-9000
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Lot: 4
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 16 La Romanée - Vintage 2015
 Comte Liger-Belair

“Tasted blind, Louis-Michel Liger-Belair’s 2015 La Ro-
manée Grand Cru is simply extraordinary, dominating a 
flight of great grands crus. The wine wafts from the glass 
with an extraordinarily complex bouquet in which notes 
of cherries, cassis and orange rind mingle with fragrant 
aromas of rose petal and Asian spices, complemented by 
deeper, more savory bass notes of grilled squab, espresso 
roast and smoked duck. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, 
multidimensional and complete, with amazing depth and 
dimension, juicy acids balancing a deep and concentrat-
ed core of fruit, and concluding with a long, reverbera-
tive finish. This is a powerful, even dramatic La Romanée 
that ranks as one of the pinnacles of this magical vin-
tage.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 17 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2012
 Clos des Grandes Vignes, Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2012 Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Clos des Grandes 
Vignes comes from the red vines within the new monopole 
including some whole cluster fruit. It has a strict, miner-
al-driven bouquet that is reticent at the moment, but very 
well defined. The palate has a rich undercurrent of dried 
orange peel and marmalade flowing under the carapace 
of quite broody black fruit. This is an intriguing Nuits 
Saint Georges that will be fascinating to watch evolve. 
Long-term for sure, but one must wait to see whether it 
will turn into an introvert or an extrovert. Louis-Michel 
suggests that latter   I tend to think the former.”(91-93pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1200-1600

 18 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair

“…is pure magic and a wine of grand cru dimension and 
beauty this year, as the more classic side of the growing 
season has really allowed this beautiful terroir to shine 
front and center in the way a more fruit-driven vintage 
such as 2009 could never accomplish. The brilliant nose 
soars from the glass in a haunting mélange of black 
raspberries, dark plums, a stunningly complex base of 
soil, Vosne spices, some very elegant, savory herb tones, 
duck and a stylish base of spicy new wood. On the pal-
ate the wine is deep, full-bodied and utterly pure and re-
fined, with laser-like focus, fine-grained tannins and su-
perb length and grip on the tangy and stunning finish..” 
(95pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 19 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2014
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair

(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 11 Échézeaux - Vintage 2011
 Comte Liger-Belair

“…is another superb example of the vintage. The glo-
rious bouquet offers up a blend of red and black rasp-
berries, a touch of blood orange, duck, great mineral-
ity, woodsmoke, Vosne spice and cedary wood. On the 
palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and utterly seamless, 
with a rock solid core of fruit, exceptional focus and bal-
ance, ripe tannins and a long, pure and youthful finish 
of magical promise. A great bottle of Echézeaux in the 
making.”(96pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 12 Échézeaux - Vintage 2014
 Comte Liger-Belair

(95pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 13 Échézeaux - Vintage 2015
 Comte Liger-Belair

“Initially there is a trace of reduction but it quickly blows 
off to reveal a broad-ranging nose that displays notes 
of anise, violet, lilac, Asian tea, purple fruit and plenty 
of spice nuances. The rich, concentrated and full-bod-
ied flavors are finer than those of the Clos de Vougeot if 
somewhat less powerful, all wrapped in a seductively tex-
tured, balanced and ever-so-mildly austere finale. I really 
like the complexity here and this strikingly good effort 
should age beautifully.”(95pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 14 La Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Comte Liger-Belair

“…is gorgeous, with a bit more sense of reserve than the 
Echézeaux out of the blocks, as well as a more refined 
and precise impression on both the nose and palate. The 
stunning bouquet delivers a suave mix of black plums, red 
and black raspberries, duck, a gloriously complex base 
of soil, exotic spices, a touch of lead pencil, fresh herb 
tones and spicy new oak. On the palate the wine is deep, 
full-bodied and hauntingly pure on the attack, with a bot-
tomless core of sappy fruit, brilliant soil inflection, very 
fine-grained tannins and stunning length and grip on the 
tangy and youthful finish.”(98pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 15 La Romanée - Vintage 2014
 Comte Liger-Belair

“In much the same fashion as the Reignots the restrained 
nose is relatively high-toned with its kaleidoscopically 
complex and broad-ranging array of rose petal, tea, red 
cherry, hoisin, soy and anise scents. There is excellent 
delineation and ample punch to the mineral-inflected and 
seductively textured middle weight flavors that possess 
controlled power and an inimitable sense of harmony on 
the hugely persistent finish. “(97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $6500-8500
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 25 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2000
 Domaine Leroy
 3vlbsl, 2spc, 2ssos, 1lstl, 1lwrl, 2x6 bottles owc

“A now fully mature nose offers up quite spicy aromas 
of earth and a touch of game that can also be found 
on the supple, delicious and impressively concentrated 
big-bodied flavors that are supported by plenty of sap on 
the noticeably ripe and lingering finish. This is perhaps 
not quite as complex as one might wish for but it is a 
very serious and broad-scaled wine in the context of the 
vintage.”(93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 26 Corton - Vintage 1993
 Renardes, Domaine Leroy
 2lbsl, 1sdc

“The 1993 Corton-Renardes has a slightly ambering robe 
and complex, lightly-evolved aromas of herbs and black 
pit fruits. Medium-to-full-bodied and hugely concentrat-
ed, it opens with spectacular, lushly-textured, intense 
fruit, then slams shut on hard tannins. Its color, aromat-
ics, and fruit seem to be evolving without much softening 
of the tannins, yet it has loads of fruit to spare.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 27 Corton - Vintage 2005
 Renardes, Domaine Leroy

“The Leroy 2005 Corton Renardes smells of red cherry, 
charred wood, vanilla, and lily, but comes onto the palate 
particularly juicy as well as satisfyingly rich and expan-
sive. This is silky in texture but bright and insistent in its 
sense of primary fresh fruit. A superbly long finish unites 
cherry liqueur, nutmeg, vanilla, chalk dust, and a savory 
meatiness, and the empty glass is sweetly perfumed with 
sensational intensity. I have never tasted a youthful Cor-
ton remotely so forward, perfumed, silken, or superficial-
ly sweet.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 28 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1998
 Domaine Leroy
 3lbsl, 3sdc

“Freshly cut violet and floral aromas add interest to the 
exuberantly spicy nose that is framed in a subtle touch of 
oak that introduce incredibly seductive and densely con-
centrated flavors that possess unbelievable length. This is 
superbly well balanced and possesses good power yet no 
undue heaviness. I very much like this as it’s classy and 
graceful.”(93pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $20000-28000

 20 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2015
 Aux Reignots, Comte Liger-Belair

“The 2015 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux Reignots has a 
very complex bouquet with black cherry, mulberry, cold 
slate, blood orange and crushed violet aromas that are 
beautifully defined and appear to flourish in the glass. 
The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grain tannin, very 
focused and with stunning salinity. It gently fans out with 
subtle touches of clove and sage furnishing the struc-
tured, authoritative finish that suggest it should age for 
many years.”(95-97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 21 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2011
 Clos du Château, Comte Liger-Belair  (90pts) (1)
 La Colombiere, Comte Liger-Belair (91pts VM)   (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 22 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 1996
 D’Auvenay (Leroy)
 1scc, 6lscl, 3lwisl

“This dark colored wine has a violet and cookie dough-
laced nose that gives way to a velvety-textured, massively 
concentrated, masculine, broad-shouldered and powerful 
character. This full-bodied, thick, highly-structured, in-
tense, and extraordinarily proportioned wine is crammed 
with candied blackberries, cassis liqueur, beef blood, and 
loads of supple tannins. Its immensely long finish tails off 
after 40 seconds on notes of sweet blueberries and va-
nilla-imbued oak. Lalou Bize-Leroy bottled her Domaine 
d’Auvenay 1996s before harvesting the 1997s because 
“they were so good, I did not think they could get bet-
ter”. She compared them to the 1959s saying they had 
the same richness, fruit, and body at this stage of their 
evolution.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $24000-32000

 23 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl, sdc, good color

“A fully mature, strikingly complex and exuberantly 
spicy nose of superb depth and breadth leads to rich, full, 
sweet, ripe but not roasted middle weight flavors that de-
liver fine length and a velvety finish.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 24 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1998
 Domaine Leroy
 8sdc, 1x12 bottle owc

“The saturated medium-to-dark ruby-colored 1998 Clos 
de Vougeot has superb talcum powder, rose, spice, and 
juicy blackberry aromatics. On the palate it has huge 
sweetness in the attack, with black pit fruits and cassis 
flavors. It then slams shut on rugged, hard tannins that 
will most likely never soften.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $22000-30000
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 32 Corton - Vintage 1959
 Clos des Cortons, Faiveley
 1-4.25cm bc, 1-4.5cm bc, 2bsl, 2wc, 1nc, excellent color

“This is slightly fresher than the Swiss-sourced bottle 
(see herein) with slightly less evident bricking and less 
evident volatile acidity as well on the pretty and very 
spicy sous-bois-infused aromas. The wonderfully rich 
and very generous medium weight flavors possess really 
lovely complexity and fine length though there is a mild 
toughness to the mildly warm finish.”(92pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 33 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2009
 Les Chaignots, Faiveley
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $700-900

 34 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 G. Roumier

“The 2010 was full of bright red cherry aromas, inter-
twined with lots of minerality and a deep intensity. It was 
so long on the finish; this was classic ‘10 with its tightness 
and brightness. There were great strawberry elements 
along with citrus. It had such great pitch.  Spectacular 
with food, truffles in the glass,’ added Kass.”(97pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 35 Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin
 1x12 bottle owc

“Here the restrained yet markedly spicy and beautifully 
layered nose is composed of liqueur-like red and black 
cherry, earth and lavender aromas. This is sleeker and 
more refined than the Grands Ech though the medium 
plus weight flavors possess no better mid-palate concen-
tration or power. There is plenty of the hallmark mineral-
ity and I very much like the texture on the balanced, per-
sistent and harmonious finale.”(93-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 36 6 magnums per lot $3000-4000
 1x6 magnum owc

 37 Chambertin - Vintage 2015
 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“The 2015 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru is a 
class act in the making, perhaps one of the finest barrel 
samples that I have tasted from Drouhin. This gem has a 
gorgeous and extraordinarily pure bouquet with crushed 
strawberry, pomegranate and overripe orange scents 
that are exquisite and beautifully defined. The palate is 
medium-bodied with super fine, almost filigree tannin 
that seem to caress the senses. It constitutes the most so-
phisticated of Drouhin’s 2015s with ineffable finesse on 
the finish that lingers so long in the mouth. This is simply 
a brilliant wine.”(96-98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 28A Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2008
 Dujac

“A cool, stony and reserved nose features spice, dark and 
red berry fruit, obvious earth and smoked game influenc-
es, all of which continue onto the intensely mineralin-
fused big-bodied flavors that for all the size and power 
remain beautifully detailed on the focused, powerful and 
moderately austere finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 28B Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2010
 Dujac

“A perfumed and ultra-elegant nose that is discreet, pure 
and very cool gives rise to restrained notes of essence 
of red pinot fruit, rose petals, lavender, violet, stone and 
earth. There is outstanding richness and drive to the 
powerful and seriously intense broad-shouldered flavors 
that possess superb mid-palate density as there is an 
impressive abundance of dry extract, all wrapped in a 
linear and massively persistent and wonderfully refined 
finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 29 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1998
 Dujac

“Deep red. Briary red berries, mocha, licorice, leather 
and smoky oak on the highly aromatic nose. Impressively 
thick and concentrated, but also conveys an impression of 
firm acidity.”(91+?pts IWC)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 30 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1999
 Dujac

“Absolutely stunned on this evening. It was a throw-in 
after a flight of 1993s, including another Dujac, a Rous-
seau and a Roumier. And it was the best of them all. There 
was so much fruit, it felt almost like chewing gum. Sweet 
purple flavors cascaded over my palate. I could not stop 
drinking it. This catnip of a wine had me frolicking and 
feeling great.”(98pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 31 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1999
 Dujac

“Cool, vibrant aromas of blueberry, cassis, strawberry, 
espresso and bitter chocolate. Lush in texture but with 
excellent structure.”(91pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200
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 42 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 J. Drouhin
 1x6 magnum owc

“Sexy, vibrant aromas of crushed dark fruits. Sappy, con-
centrated and deep, boasting superb inner-mouth tension 
and precision to the extremely primary berry and spice 
flavors; more vibrant and penetrating than the 2011. The 
resounding finish suggests a slow and glorious evolution 
in bottle.”(94pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $5000-7000

 43 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 J. Drouhin
 1x6 magnum owc

“The 2013 Griotte-Chambertin was cropped on October 
8, partial whole-cluster with a 23-day maceration, and 
will spend slightly longer in oak. It was a small harvest 
of only three barrels (18 hectoliters per hectare). This 
sample had not been racked. It has an exuberant, almost 
Bonnes-Mares-like bouquet with small black cherries, 
blueberry, truffle and attractive chalky scents. The palate 
is medium-bodied with a very sensual entry, the oak a 
little conspicuous at the moment, but that will be sub-
sumed with time. Plush and luxuriant, try to resist this for 
several years after bottling. This is “killer juice” (not a 
technical term) from Drouhin.”(94-96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 44 Musigny - Vintage 1999
 J. Drouhin

“Magnificent complexity, superb flavor detail and a pen-
etrating minerality that culminates in a finish that lasts 
for minutes. As I commented in the Musigny vertical re-
port, the Drouhin Musigny is a seriously underrated wine 
and all of the immense potential the ‘99 displayed in cask 
has been captured here. It would not surprise me if my 
score was ultimately found to be overly conservative as 
the picture perfect balance should permit this to age for 
30 years or more.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $3500-5000

 45 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2013
 Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2013 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Petits Monts, 
which Véronique commented is farmed by horse, was 
cropped (presumably not by the horse) on October 9 and 
contains partial whole-cluster. Although there was some 
reduction on the nose, there is clearly sufficient fruit bub-
bling underneath: blackberry and cassis, touches of io-
dine surfacing with time. The palate is medium-bodied 
and very harmonious, silky to the touch, with lacy tannin 
and not a hair out of place on the finish. This is a sublime 
expression of one of Vosne’s most propitious vineyards, al-
though there are just three barrels produced.”(92-94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 38 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2013
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin
 1x6 magnum owc

“…has a gorgeous nose already: very floral and exuber-
ant, very sensual with pure Crème de cassis and blueber-
ry scents. The palate is medium-bodied with very good 
structure, supremely well-judged acidity and enthralling 
harmony and precision toward the finish.”(94-96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 39 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 J. Drouhin
 1x6 magnum owc

“Oak and menthol nuances serve as a backdrop to the 
gorgeously spicy aromas of black cherry, violet, plum, 
pomegranate liqueur and sandalwood scents. There is 
sensational density and power to the robust and overtly 
muscular big-bodied flavors that possess an abundance 
of mouth coating dry extract that also does a fine job of 
buffering the very firm tannic spine on the hugely long 
and explosive finish. This is quite simply terrific with su-
perb development potential and while it’s present not as 
complex as the Bèze or Musigny, I sense that much more 
depth is in the making.”(92-95pts)

 6 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 40 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2013
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“…has a gorgeous nose already: very floral and exuber-
ant, very sensual with pure Crème de cassis and blueber-
ry scents. The palate is medium-bodied with very good 
structure, supremely well-judged acidity and enthralling 
harmony and precision toward the finish.”(94-96pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1500-2000

 41 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2013
 J. Drouhin
 1x12 bottle owc

“Oak and menthol nuances serve as a backdrop to the 
gorgeously spicy aromas of black cherry, violet, plum, 
pomegranate liqueur and sandalwood scents. There is 
sensational density and power to the robust and overtly 
muscular big-bodied flavors that possess an abundance 
of mouth coating dry extract that also does a fine job of 
buffering the very firm tannic spine on the hugely long 
and explosive finish. This is quite simply terrific with su-
perb development potential and while it’s present not as 
complex as the Bèze or Musigny, I sense that much more 
depth is in the making.”(92-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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 52 Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Vieilles Vignes, J.M. Fourrier
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“Like the Clos de Bèze moderate wood can be found on 
the brooding nose of black pinot fruit that is liberally 
laced by notes of earth and animale nuances. The lush 
and very generous medium weight plus flavors possess 
both good energy and fine precision while delivering ex-
cellent power and minerality on the balanced, long and 
youthfully austere finale. Once again I would suggest 
buying this only if you have the intent of aging it for at 
least 8 years or so.”(92-94pts BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1600-2200

 53 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2013
 Les Amoureuses, J.M. Fourrier
 1x3 magnum owc

 3 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 54 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2014
 Les Amoureuses, Vieilles Vignes, J.M. Fourrier
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

 1 Jeroboam per lot $1500-2000

 54A Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Clos St. Jacques, cuvée Centenaire, Fourrier
 1x3 bottle owc

“It is only the second time it has been made apart from 
the 2010. Deep in color, it has a very intense bouquet, 
the fruit darker than the regular Clos Saint Jacques with 
hints of oyster shell and wilted violet petals. The palate is 
medium-bodied with very fine tannin but what makes this 
different is the structure and the density of this wine. It is 
very powerful but so elegant on the finish…”(96-98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 55 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 L. Jadot
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“Sadly, Jadot only produces tiny amounts of Musigny, but 
those lucky enough to secure some of the 2002 will be en-
thralled. Its boisterous aromas greet the nose with flow-
ers, spices, raspberries, and cherries. On the palate, this 
medium to full-bodied effort is coiled, waiting to strike. 
Cloves, sweet red fruits, candied blackberries, violets, 
and roses can be discerned in its tightly wound person-
ality. A wine of power and harmony, it is chewy textured, 
dense and has a firm structure that demands cellaring. 
Projected maturity: 2010-2024. Bravo!”(94-97pts)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $2400-3200

 46 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot

(95pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 47 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot

“…is still a young wine, but in the inimitable style of 
Monsieur Truchot in his heyday, it has always been ac-
cessible and enjoyable to drink. The bouquet is a deep, 
pure and red fruity blend of cherries, strawberries, grilled 
meat, beetroot, plenty of mustard seed and thyme, coffee, 
a touch of cinnamon and a beautifully complex base of 
soil tones. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and 
very soil-driven in personality, with fine intensity of fla-
vor, superb complexity and a long, modestly tannic and 
very tangy finish.”(94pts JG)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 48 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot

“A pretty and relatively expressive nose is ripe yet fresh 
with its array of earth, spice, game and underbrush-in-
flected dark berry fruit suffused nose that is still largely 
if not completely primary in character. There is fine rich-
ness, volume and concentration to the relatively powerful 
medium-bodied flavors that possess a highly seductive 
texture as well as excellent depth and length on the im-
peccably well-balanced finale.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 49 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot

“Meat, cedar, licorice and distilled plum aromas usher 
in a palate of refinement but underlying firmness, dis-
playing blueberries, tiny purple plums and spiced meats. 
The finish grips with vividly fresh, spiced fruit, and salty 
minerality, building simultaneously with deep, rolling 
bass-tones of steamed stones, roasted game, and beef 
marrow.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 50 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2001
 Aux Combottes, J. Truchot

(93pts JG)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 51 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2002
 Clos Sorbes, J. Truchot

“Another step up, especially in richness and density with 
a beautifully focused and intense extract of pinot nose 
and intense, sweet, supple and beautifully complex fla-
vors that deliver first rate length.”(88-91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400
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 61 Échézeaux - Vintage 2010
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“Moderate wood influence surrounds aromas of black 
cherry, raspberry, earth and a plethora of spice notes. 
There is a wonderful inner mouth perfume to the pure and 
muscular medium weight flavors that possess plenty of 
dry extract that pushes the firm supporting tannins to the 
background on the intense and distinctly austere finish. 
This is quite supple on the mid-palate but will still require 
12 to 15 years to realize its full potential.”(94pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 62 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“…given how many reference standard vintages Do-
maine Ponsot has produced of the Clos de la Roche over 
the years, it would be presumptuous to anoint this as the 
best ever but if it isn’t, it will certainly take its rightful 
place among the very greatest. In sum, a ‘wow’ wine 
that makes you shake your head in sheer amazement.” 
(99pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 63 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“This impressively complete wine offers up very ripe aro-
mas of spice, earth and game that introduce strikingly 
rich, naturally sweet and mouth coating big-bodied fla-
vors that explode on the formidably long finish. This is a 
classy wine with absolutely superb complexity, impecca-
ble balance and almost uncanny presence, all delivered 
with grace and power. Be prepared to be patient however 
as this will need plenty of time.”(96pts BH)

 4 magnums per lot $5000-7000

 63A Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2014
 S. Cathiard

“The 2014 Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru, matured in 
two-thirds new oak, has an incredibly powerful and pure 
bouquet that already possesses dizzying, seductive in-
tensity. Wow. The palate has a satin-like texture, perfect 
acidity and filigree tannin. However, it is the purity of 
this wine and the shimmering tension on the finish that is 
totally entrancing. One of the wines of the vintage? Most 
certainly. Bravo Sebastien. “(96-98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 64 Montrachet - Vintage 2000
 Comte Lafon
 scl, sdc

“A fascinatingly complex nose offers up aromas of pear, 
peach, oriental spice, cinnamon, nutmeg, rosemary and a 
background note of dried sage that is followed by flavors 
that are concentrated, rich and muscular but not espe-
cially showy. This does a slow build from the mid-palate 
to an incredibly intense finish that literally lasts for min-
utes.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1300-1700

 56 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2000
 Lavaux St. Jacques, L. LeMoine
 3lbsl, 1stl, 6pc, 2spc, 6ssos, 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…is an outstanding wine. Medium to dark ruby/pur-
ple-colored, it displays plum, spicy black cherry, and 
dark raspberry aromas. Dense, velvety-textured, and 
deep, this medium-bodied wine is concentrated, flavorful, 
and has superb mouth-feel.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 57 Corton
 - Vintage 1966 Maison Leroy 3.25cm bc, (1)
 lscl, sdc, good color (94pts BH)
 Volnay
 - Vintage 1999 Santenots, Maison Leroy  (1)
 sdc (91pts BH)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 58 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 1969
 Marey-Monge (DRC)
 3.5cm bc, stl, nl, sdc, cc, excellent color

“Delicious nose intense aromas of alcohol, leather, nut a 
bit gamey with good earth flavors excellent tannins that 
are long yet fine cola flavors emerge.”(92pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 59 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1996
 Méo-Camuzet
 6vlbsl, 4lwisl

“Wonderfully wound…tight, big cherry aromas and fla-
vors, minerals, stones, roses…gets sweeter and saucy…
allspice comes in…good length, nice balance, nice ac-
ids.”(94pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 60 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2005
 Méo-Camuzet

“…displays roasted, singed meatiness along with bit-
ter-sweet, szechuan pepper-tinged mulberry fruit. Boast-
ing terrific density on the palate, fineness of tannin, clari-
ty of fruit, and saline, chalk and wet stone manifestations 
of mineral, this finishes with pungent spice and stone 
fruit.”(93-94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000
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 71 Chablis - Vintage 1990
 Les Clos, Dauvissat-Camus
 3vlbsl

“Bright, healthy yellow. Sexy musky lift to the highly nu-
anced scents of orange peel, lime blossom, frangipane, 
cinnamon, acacia flower and jasmine. Wonderfully dense 
and deep but still magically juicy and lively as well, con-
veying a sexy hint of sweetness as well as a dusty impres-
sion of dry extract and pronounced saline minerality.” 
(95pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 72 Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 H. Boillot

“…the massive flavors offer phenomenal punch, purity 
and simply phenomenal size and richness plus the fab-
ulous level of dry extract gives this a chewy, rather tex-
tured palate feel. A complete wine of superb power that 
will require at least a decade to be at its best and one 
that finishes with a distinct note of Mandarin orange ex-
tract.”(96pts BH)

 4 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 73 Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 H. Boillot

“…a beautiful mix of floral and ripe orchard fruit aro-
mas nuanced with hints of spice, honeysuckle and citrus 
that can also be found on the almost painfully intense, 
textured and focused full-bodied flavors that are a mix 
of the size and weight of the Bâtard and the delineation 
of the Chevalier, all wrapped in an explosive finish that 
spreads out on the palate like the proverbial peacock’s 
tail. A choice but what a wonderful choice!”(96pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 74 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1988
 Ramonet
 1nl

“Earthy mineral aromas and flavors add depth and tex-
ture to a polished core of pear, grapefruit and peach fla-
vors…”(93pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 75 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1989
 Ramonet

“Very pepperminty nose - quite distinctive…menthol, 
honey, touch of bread, touch of caramel, exotic spice, and 
still a lot of acidity that is strong yet totally integrated! 
Long whiff to the nose…rich texture on the palate, with 
flavors of butter, farm fresh sweet corn, and caramel.” 
(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1300-1700

 65 Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Comte Lafon
 1x1 bottle owc

“Sublimely complex aromas of white flowers and citrus 
wrapped in a gentle hint of wood spice introduce sap-
py, powerful, mouth coating and classy flavors of superb 
density and weight, all wrapped in a finish that delivers 
simply huge length.”(93-96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 66 Montrachet - Vintage 2009
 Comte Lafon
 sdc

“The 2009 Montrachet is just as glorious in bottle as it 
was from barrel. Layers of rich, expressive fruit caress 
the palate in this packed, deep wine. There is considera-
ble power here, but the wine needs time in bottle to settle 
down a bit.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 67 Nuits St. Georges Blanc
 Clos des Grandes Vignes, Comte Liger-Belair
 - Vintage 2014 (93pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 (92pts JG) (2)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 68 Meursault - Vintage 2002
 Les Narvaux, D’Auvenay (Leroy)

“…has aromatic and flavor profiles packed with smoky 
minerals, stones, spices, and pears. This detailed, pure, 
concentrated wine lingers on the palate for up to 40 sec-
onds.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 69 Meursault - Vintage 2004
 Pre de Manche, D’Auvenay (Leroy)

“A completely different nose of straw, melon and almond 
with decidedly tighter and even more focused medium 
weight flavors that possess excellent depth and a crystal-
line purity on the mineral-infused finish. There is a real 
underlying tension here and while the nose would not at 
all be typical, the flavor profile and linear character re-
minds me of a fine Chablis.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 70 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Les Folatieres, D’Auvenay (Leroy)

“There are fleeting glimpses of popcorn and even burnt 
caramel, but they are dominated by the enthralling min-
eralité on display. The palate is extremely well balanced 
and continues its Coche-like tendencies. There is stunning 
penetration here with lime zest and citrus peel forming 
the finish that has so much tension and precision.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000
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 81 NO LOT

 82 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1983
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 2-3cm bc, 1spc, 1scc

“This wine revelas a distinctive violet, cassis, bacon fat 
aroma intermixed with smoked duck and Asian spice 
components. Extremely full-bodied and sturdy with no-
ticeable tannin, this husky, powerful, concentrated La 
Mouline in 1983, it behaves more like La Landonne still 
a wealth of fruit remaining.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 83 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1976
 excellent color and condition

“Fabulously chewy and powerful with an indestructible 
power and a layered richness. Multifaceted nose with an 
elusive, almost flowery undertone and beautifully nutty, 
toasted, and honeysuckle elements.”(97pts RJ)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 84 Barbaresco - Vintage 1964
 Riserva, B. Giacosa
 1bn, 2lbsl,1nl, outstanding color and condition

“Silky, nuanced and subtle, the 1964 is pure and to-
tal class. It is truly remarkable to think that the 1964 
has made it to the present day in such perfect shape.” 
(93pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 85 Barbaresco - Vintage 1982
 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa

“Two 1982s from Bruno Giacosa are an unexpected but 
very welcome surprise. I have always adored this vin-
tage. Both wines more than live up to my expectations. 
I am also quite surprised by how translucently beautiful 
the wines are. The 1982 Barbaresco Santo Stefano Riser-
va simply has it all. Deep, pliant and explosive, the SSR 
is also quite bit fresher than the Rionda. Here too, the fla-
vors pack considerable brightness, with plenty of blood 
orange, cranberry, dark cherry and tobacco notes. Quite 
simply, this is a great, great bottle of the 1982 SSR. What 
a way to end the night.”(99pts VM)

 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 86 Barbaresco - Vintage 1985
 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa
 1bn

“…offers an irresistible mix of sweet prune and plum 
fruit with notes of spices and licorice in a soft, ethereal 
style, with notable sweetness and a warmly resonating 
alcoholic finish.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 76 Montrachet - Vintage 2011
 Ramonet
 vlscl

“The 2011 Ramonet Montrachet was a rock star white, 
with loads of minerals, zip and amazing length. There 
was great minerality and white ice in this long, long, 
long, zippy, zippy glass of majestic white. It was clearly 
the best of the flight.”(97+pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $4000-6000

 77 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Blanchots, Raveneau
 1lbsl, 1sdc, 1no top capsule

(93-95pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 78 Chablis - Vintage 2008
 Les Clos, Raveneau

“The 2008 Chablis Grand Cru Clos is the purists’ choice, 
unfurling in the glass with a classy bouquet of tangerine, 
lemon oil, oyster liquor and beeswax. On the palate, the 
wine is full-bodied, elegantly glossy and incisive, built 
around a bright line of acidity that still imparts more ten-
sion and energy than is to be found in the 2010 vintage 
tasted alongside, but it has plenty of concentration and 
flesh on its structural bones, too. This is a powerful but 
precise rendition of Les Clos that is still only entering 
adolescence.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $2400-3200

 79 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2005
 Château Rayas
 1nl, 1wrl, 2sdc, 1wc

“…is clearly the greatest wine made at this estate since 
the 1995. Made from 100% Grenache, it boasts an unu-
sually (for Rayas) dark ruby/purple-tinged color as well 
as an exceptionally sweet bouquet of black cherry jam, 
truffles, incense, licorice, and raspberries. Full-bodied 
with a stunningly rich, concentrated mouthfeel, an explo-
sive mid-palate, and a finish that lasts more than a min-
ute, it is a wine of superb power and intensity admirably 
displaying the terroir s hallmark delicacy and ethereal 
nature.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 80 Côtes du Rhône - Vintage 1995
 Château de Fonsalette, Château Rayas
 12bsl, 4nl, 10sdc, 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 1995 Chateau Fonsalette Cotes du Rhone is a 
twenty-year wine that requires 4-5 years of cellaring. It 
exhibits a black/purple color, good acidity and tannin, a 
closed, dense, moderately tannic personality, exceptional 
richness, and a powerful, full-bodied finish. Yields of 30 
hectoliters per hectare were slightly higher than the 15-
20 achieved in 1996.”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 92 Barolo - Vintage 1982
 B. Mascarello

“Bartolo Mascarello’s 1982 Barolo was a bit sweeter 
and more perfumed, but still had plenty of underlying 
verve.”(96pts VM)

 2 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 93 Barolo - Vintage 1989
 B. Mascarello

“…freshly cut roses, plums, prunes and sweet spices. The 
aromas and flavors continue to emerge with notable vigor 
and intensity, framed exquisitely by firm, silky tannins. 
Grace and class come to mind as apt descriptors for a 
wine that balances exceptional depth yet also floats on 
the palate with ethereal qualities that are hard to do jus-
tice to on the printed page. The finish is long and won-
derfully pure, with overtones of licorice and menthol that 
invite a second (and third!) taste.”(96pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800

 94 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 B. Mascarello

“…offers a mature nose of roses, leather, tobacco, cedar 
and coffee with sweet dark fruit and earthy notes in an 
irresistibly ethereal style. Medium-bodied and delicate, it 
shows plenty of supporting structure…”(94pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

 95 Barolo - Vintage 2010
 Cerretta, G. Conterno
 3x1 magnum owc’s

“…races across the palate with explosive fruit and tons 
of pure, unbridled energy. The Cerretta is an immediate, 
voluptuous wine with so much fruit that the tannins of 
the vintage are nearly buried. It will be fascinating to see 
how Conterno’s 2010s age. The Cerretta is shaping up to 
be magical. Bottled only in magnums.”(96+pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 96 Barolo - Vintage 2001
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“The 2001 Barolo Riserva Monfortino flows from the 
glass with stunning depth and purity…caresses the pal-
ate with incredible persistence as layers of aromas and 
flavors develop in the glass…This is a towering, majestic 
Monfortino that will rightfully take its place among the 
very finest Monfortinos ever made.”(99pts)

 3 magnums per lot $6000-8000

 97 Alzero - Vintage 1998
 G. Quintarelli
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…reveals compelling layers of ripe dark fruit, sweet 
herbs, chocolate and spices that gradually unfurl in 
the glass. The wine possesses gorgeous length and bal-
ance, but not the sheer opulence of the profound 1997.” 
(92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 87 Barbaresco - Vintage 1988
 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa

“Out of this world. A triumph. Not very dark in color, 
but shows loads of smoky tobacco, grilled meat and 
ripe fruit. Full-bodied, with huge, ripe, velvety tannins 
and a finish that goes on for minutes. Seductive wine.” 
(95pts WS)

 1 double magnum per lot $3500-5000

 88 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 1988 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa (1)
 (95pts WS)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1985 Collina Rionda, B. Giacosa   (1)
 (96pts VM)
 - Vintage 1990 Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva,  (1)
 B. Giacosa lscl (98pts)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 89 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa
 different importers

“The 1990 Barolo Riserva Collina Rionda, on the other 
hand is fabulous. I have had very mixed experiences with 
this wine over the years, but not tonight. The 1990 is rich, 
powerful and supple from start to finish. In other words, 
it is a pure 1990.”(95pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 90 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 Villero Riserva, B. Giacosa
 1bn, 1ts, 2scc, excellent color and condition

“…is impeccable in its round, sweet fruit, with the 
sweet, balsamic notes that are the hallmark of this site.” 
(97pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 91 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 B. Mascarello

“The 1978 vintage from Bartolo Mascarello is a slightly 
bigger and more robust wine than the 1982 and 1985 ver-
sions, and like the 1982, this is just starting to reach its 
prime. The bouquet is superb, offering up a fine aromatic 
constellation of black cherries, roasted venison, road tar, 
forest floor, fresh herb tones, dried roses and a topnote of 
bonfires. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and 
fairly muscular in style, with a fine core, excellent back-
end mineral drive, modest tannins and a very long, com-
plex finish that closes with outstanding grip and bounce. 
This too is only going to get better over the next couple of 
decades, but it is already pretty hard to keep one’s hands 
off of the bottles in the cellar!”743

 1 magnum per lot $2000-2800
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102 Masseto - Vintage 1998
Ornellaia
“Dark color, with intense aromas of green and black 
olives and rich, ripe raspberries. Full-bodied, with big 
velvety tannins and a bold, exciting finish. This is very 
structured. Full throttle.”(96pts WS)

6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

103 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
Los Posadas

6 bottles per lot $1300-1700

104 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
- Vintage 2005
Thorevilos  (100pts) magnum (1)
- Vintage 2012
Thorevilos  (99+pts) (3)
- Vintage 2013
Madrona Ranch  (100pts) (3)
- Vintage 2014
Thorevilos  (96pts VM) (3)

Above 9 bottles per lot $3500-5000
and 1 magnum

105 Bond - Vintage 2015
Pluribus  (100pts) magnum (1)
St. Eden  (99pts) magnum (1)
Vecina  (98+pts) magnum (1)

Above 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200

106 Bond - Vintage 2010
Vecina
“A Graves-like effort, it displays notes of burning embers, 
scorched earth, creme de cassis, and charcoal. Primordi-
al, dense, rich, full-bodied, masculine and backward, this 
is another example of a wine built for half a century of 
cellaring.”(99pts)

6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

107 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
“…offers a rare but magnificent forest floor/floral aro-
matic profile with lavishly rich, ripe notes of Crème de 
cassis, blueberry and black raspberry liqueur. Fleshy, 
opulent, full-bodied and multidimensional, it conceals 
some significant tannins behind its wealth of extract and 
fruit.”(98pts)

Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
and 1 magnum

98 Barbaresco - Vintage 1995
Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja
3vlbsl, 1x12 bottle owc
“International in style to the extent that it’s amazingly 
dense and filled with silky, ripe, fat tannins that just bal-
loon on the palate, but it’s clearly Piedmontese in all that 
mineral, blood orange, lead-pencil and intriguing red- 
and blackberry character.”(96pts WS)

12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

99 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 1997
Rennina, Gaja
3bn, 1vhs, 4lbsl, 3lwrl, 1x12 bottle owc
“Wonderful aromas of ripe fruit, cinnamon and Indian 
spices. Full-bodied, with very polished tannins, it coats 
the mouth with fruit. Well-structured.”(93pts WS)

12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

100 Barolo - Vintage 1996
Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone
2x6 bottle owc’s
“The 1996, one of the estate’s best, takes things to an-
other level. It shows an outrageous, well-delineated nose 
of fresh roses, minerals and menthol followed waves of 
dark fruit and licorice flavors that are just beginning to 
show the signs of early maturity, with exceptional fresh-
ness, length, and harmony. This opens beautifully in the 
glass, taking on an almost Burgundian elegance. A wine 
to marvel over.”(96+pts )

12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

101 Barolo - Vintage 1996
Le Vigne, L. Sandrone
1lnl, 1lbsl
“An extremely fine and subtle Italian red, very classy. 
Emitting complex aromas of black licorice,berry, meat, 
tobacco and mushroom, the wine isfull-bodied, with an 
amazing balance of ripefruit, fine tannins and a long 
finish. Hard towait, but do. Best after 2004. 400 cases 
made.”(97pts WS)

12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 116 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
 Few and Far Between
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“Obviously, the Eisele Vineyard next door is a first-
growth quality vineyard, and so is Jayson Woodbridge’s 
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon Few and Far Between. This 
has some Cabernet Franc (5%-15%), and spends 32 
months in barrel. It is an absolutely outrageously great 
wine from the volcanic rocks and white volcanic ash of 
these soils in this northeast sector of Napa to the south 
of Calistoga. The finish goes on for over a minute, as this 
wine has layers and layers of fruit. If anything, it remind-
ed me of a Château Latour on steroids. A magnificent 
example, it is one of the prodigious wines of this great 
vintage for Bordeaux varietals in Napa. The 2013 Few 
and Far Between already drinks well, but will still be rev-
eling its purchasers 35-40 years from now. The sad thing 
about the Few and Far Between Vineyard is that it is only 
a five-acre parcel.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 117 2 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 2x1 magnum owc’s

 118 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“…it can be noted for its inky/bluish purple color, ex-
traordinary fragrance of white flowers, Crème de cas-
sis, blackberry and graphite. Totally opulent, I always 
thought the wine tasted more like the great Pomerols, 
which are made mostly from Merlot, versus Woodbridge’s 
100% Cabernet Sauvignon. But this vineyard has a lot of 
clay in it that seems to provide a silkiness to the tannins. 
This is a beautifully balanced, full-throttle and highly ex-
tracted wine with no hard edges and a finish of a good 
45-50 seconds. The fruit character is still vibrant and in-
tense, despite the 32 months of oak age. Drink it over the 
next 30 years.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 119 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Medium garnet-purple colored, the 2014 Cabernet 
Sauvignon Kayli Morgan Vineyard simply sings of pot-
pourri, spice cake and rose hip tea with menthol, tilled 
soil, tobacco and earth plus a waft of crushed stones. The 
full-bodied palate is fantastically dense and beautifully 
perfumed with lovely freshness and super fine-grained 
tannins, finishing very, very long.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 108 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2009
“Cloves, dark plums, cherries, smoke and graphite add 
richness and resonance to this powerful, incisive wine. 
Juicy and exuberant, the 2009 has always had a certain 
raciness that is impossible to resist.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 109 2 magnums per lot $2600-3500
 1x1 magnum owc

 110 NO LOT

 111 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2010
 1x1 magnum owc

“I wouldn’t be surprised to see the 2010 Harlan Estate 
inch closer to perfection over the next decade. Surpris-
ingly supple for this vintage, while this cuvée is not usu-
ally that flamboyant or exuberant in its youth, the 2010 is 
sensual and performing remarkably well. Its deep purple 
color is accompanied by notions of charcoal, graphite, 
camphor, creme de cassis, barbecue smoke and blackber-
ries.”(98+pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 112 Harlan Estate Red
 The Maiden
 - Vintage 2008 1x3 bottle owc (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2009 1x3 bottle owc (93pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1x3 bottle owc (92pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 113 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1974
 Martha’s Vineyard
 ts, hstl, tl, outstanding color

“Superior stuff.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 114 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Few and Far Between
 3x3 bottle owc’s

“Woodbridge’s vineyard tucked away near the famous 
Eisele Vineyard, now owned by Château Latour, pro-
duces the wine known as the 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon 
Few and Far Between Vineyard. This is another luxu-
rious, exceptionally concentrated and loaded wine with 
great intensity, a multi-dimensional mouthfeel, unbeliev-
able amounts of blackberry, cassis and blueberry fruit, 
crushed rock minerality, and a floral note. It is easily the 
most backward of the five Cabernet Sauvignons I tast-
ed from Woodbridge in 2012. The wine is super-intense, 
displays plenty of tannin, but is silky and well-integrat-
ed. This wine needs at least 4-5 years of cellaring, and 
should keep for 30-50 years, as it promises to be one of 
the modern-day legends from Napa.”(100pts)

 9 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 115 2 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 2x1 magnum owc’s
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 125 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2007 Dangerous Birds  (2)
 1x6 bottle custom owc (99pts)
 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2007 Dangerous Birds  (98pts) (4)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 126 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2010
 Five Shooter  (98pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2011
 Dark Blossom  (97pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 127 Sine Qua Non Syrah - Vintage 2011
 Dark Blossom

“One of the shining successes in the vintage, it’s a 
full-bodied, concentrated and layered Syrah that has 
awesome aromatics of blackcurrants, Peking duck, pep-
per, licorice and charcuterie in its seamless, thrillingly 
pure profile. As with Manfred’s other 2011s, the tannins 
are certainly present, yet they’re sweet, polished and 
have no hard edges.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 128 Sine Qua Non White
 - Vintage 2009
 On the Lam  (93pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2011
 The Moment  (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2012
 In The Abstract  (97pts) (3)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $1900-2600

 129 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2003
“Quilceda Creek s Cabernet Sauvignon is the winery’s 
raison d’etre and is produced in significant quantities 
(3,400 cases in 2002, 3,425 in 2003). For accomplishing 
this feat the Golitzens should be doubly proud. Darker 
colored and significantly more powerful than the 2002, 
the 2003 Cabernet Sauvignon displays mouth-watering 
aromatics of black chocolate, sage, and blackberry li-
queur. Its awe-inspiring core of cassis liqueur, violets, 
blueberry nectar, black cherry syrup, and chocolate is 
immensely muscular yet elegant. Texturally reminis-
cent of liquid velvet, it slathers the palate with oodles 
of fruit, displaying unreal depth, balance, and length. 
Wow!”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 120 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2010
 Precious 1x1 magnum owc (99pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2013
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard 1x1 magnum owc  magnum (1)
 (100pts)
 - Vintage 2014
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard 1x1 magnum owc  magnum (1)
 (99pts)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 121 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 The Ark Vineyard
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“This is an amazingly deep, rich, blueberry, blackberry 
and mulberry scented and flavored wine with skyscrap-
er-like texture, remarkable intensity, again great, great 
purity, and the new oak completely concealed by the lav-
ish and extravagant amounts of fruit.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 122 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
 The Ark Vineyard
 4x3 bottle owc’s

“The 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon Ark Vineyard has a deep 
garnet color and nose of Crème de cassis, blueberry com-
pote and candied violets with hints of red roses, chocolate 
mint, stewed tea and yeast extract plus a hint of cumin. 
Full-bodied, rich and velvety, the palate is completely 
packed with spicy fruit, finishing with lingering earthy 
notes.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 123 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 The Ark Vineyard
 - Vintage 2012 2x1 magnum owc’s  magnum (2)
 (100pts)
 - Vintage 2013 2x1 magnum owc’s  magnum (2)
 (100pts)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $3200-4200

 124 Kapcsandy Family Cabernet Sauvignon  
  - Vintage 2013
 Grand Vin, State Lane Vineyard  (100pts) (6)
 Roberta’s Reserve, State Lane Vineyard   (6)
 (100pts)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
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 134 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2011
 Sauternes
 1x1 magnum owc, 5x1 magnum banded owc’s

“…offers gorgeous scents with fresh white peach, nec-
tarine and fresh apricot that are beautifully defined, 
although there is a veneer of new oak that will need to 
be subsumed. The palate is well-balanced with superb 
structure. offers gorgeous scents with fresh white peach, 
nectarine and fresh apricot that are beautifully defined, 
although there is a veneer of new oak that will need to 
be subsumed. The palate is well-balanced with superb 
structure.”(96pts)

 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 135 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2013
 Sauternes
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“Firstly, you notice the color, which is a touch deeper 
than recent vintages at this stage. The bouquet is quite 
honeyed and rich for Yquem at this early juncture, with 
subtle scents of peach skin, white flowers, and a puff of 
chalk and frangipane. The palate is viscous on the entry, 
all about the texture at first, coating the mouth with lus-
cious botrytized fruit. There are touches of Seville orange 
marmalade, fresh apricot, a hint of spice and passion 
fruit. This is imbued with impressive depth and weight, 
perhaps an Yquem that is determined to make an impres-
sion after last year-s absence. It might not possess the 
finesse of a top flight Yquem, but it has immense power 
and persistency.”(95-97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 130 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2009
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“A blend of 85% Cabernet Sauvignon and 15% Merlot 
that achieved 13.5% natural alcohol, this inky purple, 
unctuous wine possesses classic aromas of graphite, 
creme de cassis, blueberries, violets, licorice and Christ-
mas fruitcake.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 131 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500
 1x6 bottle owc

 132 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2009
 Sauternes

“Served from an ex-Château bottle. The 2009 Château 
d’Yquem is one showstopper of a wine and perhaps it is 
only in a vertical that you realize this is up there among 
the legendary wines of the past   the 2001 included. It 
has a wonderful nose that expresses the Semillon compo-
nent majestically: heady aromas of lemon curd, nectarine, 
jasmine and honeysuckle that all gain momentum in the 
glass. The oak is supremely well-integrated. The palate is 
extremely well-balanced with an unctuous entry. You are 
immediately knocked sideways by the palpable weight and 
volume in the mouth, which is almost “bulbous,” with lay-
er upon layer of heavily botrytized fruit. It builds to a spicy 
finish with hints of marzipan and pralines in the back-
ground that lend it an untrammeled sense of exoticism. 
The 2009 is utterly fabulous and decadent, a star that will 
blaze brightly and undimmed for many years.”(100pts)

 6 half-bottles per lot $900-1200

 133 1 Imperial per lot $2400-3200
 1x1 Imperial owc

MOSTLY BURUGNDY REIGNING WITH A CHANCE OF RIESLING AND PIEDMONT
The best way to follow-up a great consignment of Burgundy is with another great one, especially when it comes to us courtesy 
of a New York Businessman and bon vivant who is putting his ever-growing cellar on a diet. More than seventy-five lots are 
on the block here, showcasing his keen eye for the best of the best. Bordeaux sets the table with 2009 Ducru Beaucaillou and 
Yquem among others. There are forty plus lots of Burgundy with Dujac and Coche-Dury settling at the top after a 1996 DRC 
Assortment Case and a brace of 1990 Leroy Richebourg. Five selections of youthful Dujac lead to recent successes from Four-
rier, Drouhin, d’Angerville, Mugneret-Gibourg, and Ponsot. We turn to White Burgundy with three vintages of Corton Char-
lemagne among ten lots of Coche-Dury, including eighteen bottles of 2016 Meursault Perrieres that unfurl a tapestry of White 
Burgundy with Comte Lafon, Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey, and Roulot leading the charge. Our whirlwind tour of France winds up 
in the Rhone, Champagne, and Loire with 1999 La Landonne, 1996 Selosse, and Clos Rougeard representing respectively. We 
take a chance that is rewarded with nine lots of German Riesling from Egon Muller, JJ Prum, and Markus Molitor. Five lots 
from Piedmont are flushed out by Giacosa, Giacomo Conterno, and Giuseppe Mascarello. All wines removed from professional 
storage thanks to this tremendous cellar!
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 141 Richebourg - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leroy
 1lbsl, 1scrc

“The magnificent, healthy medium-to-dark ruby-colored 
1990 Richebourg has stupendous depth and complexity to 
its dark fruit-dominated aromas. Soy and hoisin sauces, 
cherries, and raspberries can be discerned in its deep, 
medium-to-full-bodied character. This satin-textured 
wine remains youthfully vibrant and should benefit from 
additional cellaring.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 142 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2006
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Sweetly ripe black raspberry, pungently bitter-sweet 
herbal concentrate (bay, fennel, and horehound), bud-
dleia perfume, and wood smoke vie for attention in the 
aromatic display of Dujac’s 2006 Bonnes Mares. It ex-
hibits a sweetness and concentration of primary fruit 
one rarely encounters in this vintage, yet it tones down 
the savagery of the site in its textural refinement and the 
sense of harmoniously entwined threads of fruit, herb, 
floral, and carnal flavors in a long finish that still doesn’t 
lack for the “sizzle” of berry skin, citrus zest, and herbal 
bitter-sweetness.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 143 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2016
 Dujac

“The 2016 Bonnes Mares Grand Cru has a tightly wound 
bouquet, perhaps missing a little delineation at the mo-
ment, a little loamy in style at first. Then with rigorous 
swirling of the glass, it gets its act together and provides 
the voluptuousness that signposts a great Bonnes Mares. 
The palate is medium-bodied with a ripe and generous 
entry countered by a fine line of acidity. It feels slightly 
confit in style with a satisfying and long finish that fans 
out, as if this Bonnes Mares finally slips into fifth gear. 
Gorgeous.”(95-97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 144 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2016
 Dujac

“In the same fashion as the Echézeaux the whole cluster 
vinification is evident with the notably prominent spice 
and floral elements that add breadth to the cool and ul-
tra-pure aromas of red currant, cherry and discreet wood 
nuances. The delicious and strikingly refined medium 
weight flavors possess flat-out great intensity on the sa-
line and hugely long finish.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 145 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Les Combottes, Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 136 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2016 B. Clair  (96pts VM) (3)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2016 Clos du Fonteny, B. Clair (6)
  (90-93pts BH)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 137 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2016
 Hommage a Jean Morin, Château de la Tour

“Bright, dark red-ruby. Darker on the nose and palate 
than the Vieilles Vignes, with its black cherry and licorice 
aromas complemented by a suggestion of mineral firm-
ness. Very dense and thick but quite backward, with its 
dark fruit flavors complemented by bitter chocolate and 
strong soil tones. This will evolve in bottle for a long time 
but is distinctly less seductive and expressive today than 
the Vieilles Vignes, finishing with the tannic mass of a 
2015 and strong medicinal reserve. More Richebourg in 
style than Musigny.”(94-96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 138 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2015 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot  (3)
 - Vintage 2017 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot  (2)
 (93-95pts VM)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2017 Premier Cru,  (4)
 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot 

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 139 DRC Assortment - Vintage 1996
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1-Romanée Conti, 3-La Tâche, 2-Richebourg, 
 3-Romanée St. Vivant, 1-Grands Échézeaux, 
 2-Échézeaux, 1x12 bottle owc banded before inspection

 12 bottles per lot $45000-60000

 140 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2011
 Vieilles Vignes, Domaine des Chezeaux

“ A very somber nose requires considerable swirling to 
liberate the spicy and highly complex notes that display 
a dazzling variety of nuances to the dark currant, cassis 
and violet suffused scents. The old vines are very much in 
evidence here as well with strikingly well-concentrated 
and seductive broad-scaled flavors that possess excellent 
phenolic ripeness. The copious dry extract presently ren-
ders the firm but refined tannins all but invisible on the 
magnificently long and dusty finish.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400
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 151 Musigny - Vintage 2016
 J. Drouhin
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2016 Musigny Grand Cru was picked on 29 Septem-
ber with 30% whole cluster. It remained quite introvert-
ed in my glass despite vigorous coaxing, with woodland 
and fern infusing the red berry fruit, a little static and 
less flamboyant than maybe the best Musignys. Holding 
something back for later? I think so. The palate is well 
balanced and seems to shrug off the travails of the grow-
ing season more than the nose, thanks to its gorgeous, 
pure black plum and blackcurrant fruit and the spicy, 
black pepper and clove note furnishing the sustained fin-
ish. This is an impressive Musigny that will unequivocally 
age in consummate style.”(94-96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 152 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 1985
 Maison Leroy
 1lbsl, 1nl

“…has just begun to release secondary aromas of grilled 
meats, leather, and baked red and black fruits. The high 
tannin levels may cause some to think the wine is rustic 
and rough-edged, but there is sensational concentration 
of fruit, a deep mid-palate, and a spectacular, long, opu-
lent, tannic finish.”(94pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 153 Volnay - Vintage 2016
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville
 3x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2016 Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Ducs is a stunning 
young wine, unwinding in the glass with a beautiful 
but reserved bouquet of rose petal, candied violet, red 
cherries, plums, dark chocolate and hints of the savory 
bass-notes to come. On the palate, the wine is medium 
to full-bodied, deep and concentrated, with lovely purity 
of fruit, dense but velvety tannins and a bright animating 
line of acidity, concluding with a penetrating and precise 
finish. There’s an energy to the fruit that marks this out 
as a special vintage for the Clos des Ducs, though it will 
demand a decade’s patience at a minimum.”(95pts)

 18 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 154 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2016
 Mugneret-Gibourg

“A slightly riper though still extremely fresh nose fea-
tures notes of plum and dark berry fruit liqueur aromas 
that are trimmed in discreet wood nuances. The velvety 
full-bodied flavors are blessed with plenty of dry extract 
that coats the mouth and buffers the notably firm tan-
nins on the explosively long finish. Despite the seduc-
tive texture of the mid-palate the overall impression of 
this understated yet powerful effort is both very serious 
and notably austere. Indeed this is a classic, indeed even 
brilliant, Clos de Vougeot that is indisputably built to 
age.”(96pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 146 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2016
 Aux Malconsorts, Dujac  (95-97pts) (3)
 Les Beaux Monts, Dujac  (92-94pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 147 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Les Cherbaudes, Vieilles Vignes,  (3)
 Fourrier  (92pts JG)
 Les Goulots, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier   (3)
 (91-93pts VM)
 Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier  (90pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 148 Ruchottes Chambertin - Vintage 1990
 Georges Mugneret

“An impressive grand cru, with delicate, sweet berry and 
earth aromas and flavors and a finish that goes on and 
on. The tannin and fruit structure is truly beautiful, with 
great balance and harmony.”(93pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $700-900

 149 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin
 - Vintage 2014 1x6 bottle ocb (95pts JG) (6)
 - Vintage 2016 1x3 bottle owc (94pts BH) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 150 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2016
 Premier Cru, J. Drouhin
 2x12 bottle ocb’s

“An alluring expression of pure cherry, strawberry and 
currant fruit, plus floral and spice notes, highlights this 
elegant red. A firm structure underlies it all, boding well 
for future development.”(93pts WS)

 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 159 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 1999
 Coche-Dury

“The 1999 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru is a spec-
tacular white Burgundy that numbers among the greatest 
recent vintages of this legendary wine, wafting from the 
glass with notes of preserved citrus, toasted sesame, but-
tered popcorn and gingerbread, showing more and more 
complexity as it unwinds in the glass. On the palate, the 
wine is full-bodied, deep and concentrated, with wonder-
ful tension at the core, its glossy texture underpinned by 
a bright line of acidity that carries through the penetrat-
ing, searingly intense and unremitting finish. This Cor-
ton-Charlemagne’s sheer length marks it out as one of the 
high points of this tasting. Jean-François Coche observes 
that the 1999 vintage was tight-knit and rather unyielding 
in its youth but that he always had confidence in its ex-
traordinary potential.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 160 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2008
 Coche-Dury
 2wrl, 1vlscl

“The utterly profound 2008 Corton-Charlemagne Grand 
Cru is one of Jean-François Coche’s great achievements 
and though today its quality is obvious, it’s interesting 
that Jean-François and his son Raphaël recall 2008 in 
its infancy as “rude, closed, austere and cold.” The wine 
wafts from the glass with notes of green orchard fruit, 
white flowers, oatmeal, vanilla pod, iodine and a subtle 
framing of new oak. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, lay-
ered and multidimensional, its bright line of structuring 
acidity running through an ample but tense core of satiny 
texture and extract. The finish is bright, chalky and inter-
minable. For a wine that retains all the tension and cut of 
a cool vintage, this Corton-Charlemagne’s amplitude and 
power are striking.”Classic in the best sense” is Coche’s 
understated judgment; less temperate commentators 
might call it perfection.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $12000-16000

 161 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2012
 Coche-Dury
 1sdc

“The aromatics unfurl with a sense of ease prioritizing 
finesse over power: beeswax, linden, lemon thyme and 
fresh pear. The palate is exquisitely balanced with fleet-
ing glimpses of Seville orange and apricot. But there is 
more about the tension, the effortlessness and that it just 
rolls out across the finish like a huge Turkish rug. This 
is the kind of wine that exhausts superlatives.”(97+pts)

 2 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 162 Meursault
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2005 (91pts BH) (5)
 - Vintage 2010 (94pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2016 (93pts) (3)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 155 Ruchottes Chambertin
 Mugneret-Gibourg
 - Vintage 2014 (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2016 (95pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 156 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2012
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“Tasted blind at the annual “Burgfest” tasting in Beaune. 
The 2012 Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes Grand Cru 
from Laurent Ponsot has an extravagant, generous nose 
with hints of kirsch and raisin infusing the cranberry and 
blueberry fruit. Fortunately it does seem to calm down in 
the glass, rein in some of that nascent enthusiasm. The 
palate is sweet on the entry with red fruit, marmalade and 
dried orange peel. This is a grand cru that just wants to 
go out and please, a sexy Pinot Noir that does not hold 
back, which is what you want from this grand cru. This is 
a tempting offering, so much so that it is easy to overlook 
its pedigree.”(96pts)

 4 magnums per lot $2800-3800

 157 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2015
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x6 bottle owc

“…continues to show very well, and as it settles down 
in bottle, the tangy acids that underpin its ripe, sun-
kissed fruit are becoming more apparent. Aromas of 
red berry compote, plums, blackberries, dark chocolate 
and peonies introduce a full-bodied, powerful wine with 
considerable mid-palate amplitude, structured around 
fine-grained tannins that are coming to the fore now that 
this Clos de la Roche it tightening up in bottle though 
they remain largely cloaked in the wine’s lavish core of 
fruit.”(96+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 158 Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Blain-Gagnard
 1x3 bottle ocb

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600
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 167 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Perrières, Coche-Dury
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2016 Meursault 1er Cru Perrières is the most dis-
tinctive wine in the range, unfurling in the glass with 
notes of lemon oil, crushed chalk, tart green apple, dried 
white flowers and struck flint. On the palate, the wine is 
medium to full-bodied, elegantly satiny and searingly in-
tense, with tangy acids, huge concentration and the pro-
nouncedly mineral, stony signature that always seems to 
mark out this bottling. Along with Genevrières, Coche’s 
parcel in Perrières was largely spared by the 2016 frosts. 
Given its utterly classic profile, a dozen years’ patience is 
advised.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $22000-30000

 168 6 bottles per lot $11000-15000

 169 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Clos de Barrone, Comte Lafon
 1x6 bottle ocb

 6 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 170 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Les Poruzots, Comte Lafon

“Pale yellow. Tight lemony nose muted by metallic re-
duction (this wine was the last 2016 to finish ferment-
ing). Dense, juicy and tight, with lively citrussy acidity 
giving shape to the flavors of lemon, ginger and white 
pepper. Finishes tensile and aromatic, with slowly mount-
ing length and lingering perfume. This wine finished with 
two grams per liter residual sugar (the rest were under 
one gram) but comes across as quite dry.”(91-93pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

PARCEL LOTS 171-172

 171 Chassagne Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Abbaye de Morgeot, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“ A pungent array of oak, resin and petrol aromas lead 
to unusually sleek middle weight flavors in the context 
of what is typical for Morgeot and this sense of refine-
ment also characterizes the nicely detailed and lingering 
finale. This should drink well young but reward mid-term 
cellaring as well.”(90-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 172 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 163 Meursault - Vintage 2013
 Coche-Dury

“…has a straight-down-the-line, flinty/burnt match nose 
that we have all come know and love from this domaine. 
Frankly, nobody achieves the precision like this. The pal-
ate is very flattering with great volume married with fine 
acidity, hints of peach and tangerine, lively and vivacious 
with a long and tender finish that just goes on and on.” 
(92pts)

 8 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 164 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Coche-Dury

“The 2014 Meursault Villages has a well defined bouquet 
with grapefruit, apple blossom and subtle chalky scents 
that needed a little encouragement from the glass. The 
palate is fresh with crisp acidity. It feels lively at first and 
then seems to mellow in the glass, offering a light twist of 
sour lemon on the pretty finish. It is a delightful village 
cru that should bestow several years of pleasure, possibly 
more.”(91pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 165 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Coche-Dury

“The 2016 Meursault Village wafts from the glass with 
notes of crisp apple, pear, almond paste and lemon oil, 
displaying a pure bouquet that isn’t marked by the reduc-
tive signatures of yesteryear. On the palate, it’s medium 
to full-bodied, intense and incisive, with excellent con-
centration and a tangy line of acidity that lends the wine 
enormous length.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 166 Meursault - Vintage 2016
 Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury

“The superb bouquet jumps from the glass in a blaze of 
pear, apple, hazelnut, chalky soil tones, a touch of iodine 
and a deft framing of vanillin oak. On the palate the wine 
is precise, pure and full-bodied, with lovely intensity of 
flavor, bright, zesty acids, excellent focus and grip and a 
very long, complex and flat out superb finish. Fine, fine 
juice.”(93+pts JG)

 10 bottles per lot $7000-9500
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 180 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Clos des Boucheres, Roulot
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A classic Meursault nose consists of pure and very fresh 
hazelnut, white orchard fruit and acacia blossom aro-
mas that are trimmed in subtle wood nuances. The bor-
derline painfully intense medium-bodied flavors possess 
excellent punch and very good mid-palate concentration 
before terminating in a taut and delineated finish that 
displays a distinct saline character along with hints of 
citrus. This beautifully understated wine of finesse is no-
tably finer than the Porusot if not possessing nearly the 
same degree of power.”(92-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 181 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1tl

 182 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Perrières, Roulot

“The 2014 Meursault 1er Cru Perrières looks set to rank 
as one of Jean-Marc Roulot’s all-time greats, and while 
it is still youthful, its incredible potential is already clear 
to see. A classic bouquet of citrus zest, white flowers, 
chalky soil tones and blanched almond introduce a sear-
ingly intense wine that marries striking cut and vertical 
tension with wonderful glossy amplitude and dimension, 
its tongue-tingling minerality persisting through the long, 
penetrating finish. A benchmark example of Roulot’s sin-
gular style.”(97pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 183 1 Jeroboam per lot $7000-9000
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

 184 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2007
 cuvée da Capo, Domaine du Pegau

“An inky/purple color is followed by aromas of smoked 
meats, Peking duck, licorice, lavender, aged beef, grilled 
steak blood, black currants, plums, sauteed cepes and soy. 
Enormously concentrated, broad, expansive and massive 
but not over the top, this is a tour de force in winemaking 
that is impossible to imagine unless one has a bottle to 
work through over the course of 4 to 5 hours.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 173 Chassagne Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Les Chenevottes, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“A ripe yet admirably fresh nose is comprised mostly by 
liqueur-like aromas of apple, pear and citrus. The racy 
and intense medium weight flavors are more delineated 
than is typical for Chenevottes, all wrapped in a very dry 
and clean finale. This is pretty but it’s a bit one-dimen-
sional today and will need at least a few years to better 
develop additional depth.”(89-91pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 174 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2005
 Pierre-Yves Colin Morey

“…noticeable toast elements coupled with hints of vanilla 
that serve as background notes for the green fruit, white 
apple and pear aromas that merge into big, textured and 
notably ripe big-boned flavors that feel almost opulent as 
the texture and mid-palate fat render the acidity almost 
invisible. This is a big and very rich wine that is impres-
sive through sheer size and weight…”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 175 St. Aubin - Vintage 2016
 En Remilly, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey  (15)
 2x6 bottle ocb’s (91pts VM)
 Le Banc, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey  (10)
 1x6 bottle ocb (92pts WS)

 Above 25 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 176 Chablis - Vintage 2012
 Butteaux, Raveneau 1crc (91-93pts) (3)
 Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau 1crc (94pts BH) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 177 Bourgogne Blanc
 - Vintage 2014 Roulot  (88-90pts) (6)
 Meursault
 - Vintage 2016 Roulot 1x6 bottle ocb (97pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 178 Meursault - Vintage 2014
 Charmes, Roulot

“The 2014 Meursault 1er Cru Charmes has an intense 
nose of fresh grapefruit, lime flower and a hint of frangi-
pane; it is more rounded than the Bouchères, if not quite 
possessing the same charm. The palate is crisp on the 
entry, very saline and tensile with a precise, penetrating 
finish. This will have much more to give post bottling. 
Then it will switch on the charm.”(92-94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 179 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 191 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Blanc de Blancs

“The 1999 Extra Brut Blanc de Blancs Grand Cru is an 
explosive, full-bodied wine bursting with fruit. This is a 
massive, towering Champagne where you can really feel 
the sheer density and richness of the fruit. The wine pos-
sesses exceptional length and compelling intensity in its 
layers of fruit. Mint, flowers and cloves are some of the 
nuances that linger on the eternal finish. As delicious as 
the wine is, the aromas and flavors are decidedly on the 
oxidative style and may not appeal to all palates. I also 
am inclined to think the 1999 won’t be one of the longer-
lived vintages of this wine.”(95pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 192 Rene Collard Vintage Champangne
 Carte d’Or
 - Vintage 1969 outstanding color and condition (3)
 - Vintage 1975 outstanding color and condition (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 193 Saumur Champigny
 - Vintage 2010
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard  (96pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2012
 Clos Rougeard  (2)
 - Vintage 2013
 Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard  (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 194 Sancerre
 - Vintage 2011 Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat   (4)
 (93pts JG)
 - Vintage 2014 Les Caillottes, F. Cotat  (6)
 - Vintage 2015 Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat   (4)
 - Vintage 2016 Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat   (2)
 - Vintage 2017 La Grande Côte, F. Cotat  (4)
 - Vintage 2017 Les Caillottes, F. Cotat  (12)
 1x12 bottle ocb
 - Vintage 2017 Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat   (4)
 - Vintage 2018 Les Caillottes, F. Cotat  (4)
 - Vintage 2018 Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat   (10)
 Sancerre Rose
 - Vintage 2015 Chavignol, F. Cotat  (8)
 - Vintage 2016 Chavignol, F. Cotat 1crc (5)
 - Vintage 2017 Chavignol, F. Cotat  (93pts VM) (3)
 Sancerre Rouge
 - Vintage 2015 Chavignol, F. Cotat  (2)
 - Vintage 2016 Chavignol, F. Cotat 1scrc (3)
 - Vintage 2017 Chavignol, F. Cotat  (1)

 Above 72 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 185 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1999
 La Landonne, E. Guigal

“I have given perfect scores to other vintages of La Lan-
donne, but the black/purple-colored 1999 Côte-R tie La 
Landonne may be the finest effort Guigal has ever coaxed 
out of this vineyard. It appears less animalistic than usu-
al, offering gorgeously pure notes of incense, melted road 
tar, fried bacon, blackberries, blueberries, smoked meats, 
and vanilla. Literally out of this world in terms of flavor 
concentration and balance, the finish lasts well over 60 
seconds. Anticipated maturity: 2007-2030. What is so 
remarkable about this cuvée is its tremendous layers of 
flavor, awesome texture, and perfect balance. This is an 
astonishing offering from one of the world s greatest win-
emakers.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 186 Cornas - Vintage 2015
 Reynard, T. Allemand

“Brilliant violet. An expansive bouquet evokes dark berry 
liqueur, Indian spices, violet candy and incense, bright-
ened by a smoky mineral nuance that builds in the glass. 
Sappy, sweet and penetrating on the palate, offering pli-
ant black raspberry, cherry liqueur and floral pastille fla-
vors complemented by exotic five-spice powder and white 
pepper accents. Spicy, sweet and seamless on the remark-
ably persistent finish, which displays velvety, harmoni-
ous tannins and resonating floral and blue fruit notes.” 
(98pts VM)

 8 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 187 Billecart Salmon Champagne - Vintage NV
 cuvée Bicentenaire
 2x1 magnum owc’s

 2 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 188 Henriot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1988
 cuvée des Enchanteleurs
 2x1 Jeroboam owc’s

 2 Jeroboams per lot $1200-1600

 189 Henriot Vintage Champagne
 cuvée des Enchanteleurs
 - Vintage 1990 6x1 bottle ocb’s (6)
 - Vintage 1996 (94pts BH) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 190 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Extra Brut
 2ltl

 4 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 199 Riesling Spatlese
 - Vintage 2015
 Wiltinger Braune Kupp, E. Muller 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 (92pts VM)
 - Vintage 2016
 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller  magnum (3)
 1x3 magnum ocb (95pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500
 and 3 magnums

 200 Riesling Auslese
 Bernkasteler Lay, Gold Capsule, J.J. Prum
 - Vintage 2015 2x6 bottle ocb’s (12)
 - Vintage 2016 7x1 magnum ocb’s magnum (7)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 7 magnums

 201 Riesling Auslese
 - Vintage 2005
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 1x12 bottle ocb (12)
 (92-94pts)
 - Vintage 2015
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 3x6 bottle ocb’s (18)
 (94pts)
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, GK, J.J. Prum 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 (95pts VM)
 - Vintage 2016
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 1x6 bottle ocb (6)
 (94pts WS)
 - Vintage 2017
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum  magnum (3)
 1x3 bottle ocb

 Above 42 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 and 3 magnums

 202 Riesling Auslese
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Gold Capsule, J.J. Prum
 - Vintage 2015 4x6 bottle ocb’s (96pts) (24)
 - Vintage 2016 2x6 bottle ocb’s (96pts) (12)

 Above 36 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 195 Riesling Auslese - Vintage 2015
 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller

“White peach, pear and quince garlanded in rowan and 
honeysuckle inform a heady nose and a luscious, creamy, 
glycerol-rich palate. Bright, penetratingly intense fruit 
essences are joined by incisive fresh cress, bittersweet 
candied lime peel and crystalline stony impingements, 
all of which serve for vibratory animation, while confec-
tionary notes of almond paste and salted caramel gener-
ate not only enhanced richness but also saliva-induce-
ment.”(96pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 196 Riesling Auslese - Vintage 2017
 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller

“A monumental auslese that focuses on freshness and 
minerality, rather than concentration and sweetness. This 
glides across the palate seamlessly, showing peach tart, 
ginger glaze and lemon curd flavors accented by thyme 
and spice. Well-structured and harmonious, but also with 
intense acidity for now. Elegantly framed on the super 
long, pure-tasting finish.”(96pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 197 Riesling Auslese - Vintage 2017
 Wiltinger Braune Kupp, E. Muller

“The singed and smoky elements noted in this wine’s 
auction-Spätlese counterpart are here reinforced by ad-
ditional botrytis concentration. Dried and jammy quince 
and purple plum are hauntingly garlanded in linden flow-
er (basswood) on the nose, and laced with cinnamon and 
peat on the oily-rich, creamy, yet strikingly buoyant pal-
ate. Subtle salinity and wet stone underpinnings add a 
mineral dimension rare in such a botrytis-concentrated 
Auslese, and this wine’s vibrant, superbly sustained finish 
also brings a sense of lift and clarity not approached by 
the aforementioned Spätlese.”(95pts VM)

 9 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 198 Riesling Kabinett - Vintage 2015
 Scharzhofberger, E. Muller
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This represents a variety of parcels picked over the 
course of the harvest. A meadow-like alliance of floral 
and herbal aromas is joined by intimations of fresh pear, 
lime and grapefruit that then lusciously, vivaciously dom-
inate on a firm, palpably extract-rich yet succulent and 
buoyant palate. Nips of cress and shard-like slate im-
pingements lend invigoration to an exhilaratingly bright, 
penetrating finish.”(92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500
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 205 Barolo - Vintage 2015
 Cerretta, G. Conterno
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Conterno’s 2015 Barolo Cerretta is sensual and invit-
ing, until the firm Nebbiolo tannins kick in. Bright floral 
and orange zest notes perk up a core of sweet red cherry 
fruit. Medium in body and beautifully persistent, the Cer-
retta is positively stellar.”(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 206 Barolo - Vintage 2007
 Monprivato, G. Mascarello

“…is stunningly beautiful. Monprivato is seldom this rich 
when it is young. It is most often intensely aromatic, mid-
weight and frequently out of balance, especially right af-
ter bottling. The 2007 is none of those things. It is a rich, 
dramatic wine endowed with tons of fruit and a sweeping, 
enveloping personality.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 207 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 208 Barolo - Vintage 2010
 Monprivato, G. Mascarello
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This is an impeccable expression from Castiglione 
Falletto that imparts an immense sense of purity and ele-
gance. The bouquet opens slowly to reveal pressed flower, 
cola, dried ginger, forest fruit and balsam herb. This is 
a magnificent expression of Nebbiolo that changes and 
shifts each time you come back to contemplate its aro-
mas.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 203 Riesling Auslese
 - Vintage 2015 Urziger Wurzgarten ***, (6)
 Markus Molitor 1x6 bottle ocb (98+pts)
 - Vintage 2015 Zeltinger Sonnenuhr***,  (6)
 Markus Molitor 1x6 bottle ocb
 - Vintage 2016 Zeltinger Sonnenuhr***,  (12)
 Markus Molitor 2x6 bottle ocb’s
 Riesling Beerenauslese
 - Vintage 2015 Zeltinger Sonnenuhr,  half-bottle (6)
 Markus Molitor 1x6 bottle ocb (96-97pts VM)
 - Vintage 2015 Zeltinger Sonnenuhr,  (12)
 Markus Molitor 2x6 bottle ocb’s (96-97pts VM)
 Riesling Spatlese - Vintage 2015
 Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Markus Molitor  (4)
 Zeltinger Sonnenuhr, Markus Molitor  (2)

 Above 6 half-bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 42 bottles

 204 Barbaresco - Vintage 1989
 Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa
 lscl

“…explodes from the glass with an array of soy, spices, 
menthol, minerals and pine in a profound, kaleidoscopic 
expression of this great, great vineyard. Endowed with 
never-ending layers of perfumed fruit, the wine reveals 
mind-bending complexity and a profound personality 
that words will never do justice to.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000
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 212 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2004
 Comte de Vogue  (89-91pts BH) (2)
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue  (90-93pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 213 Musigny
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1987 nl, scc (1)
 - Vintage 1988 1nl (90pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1997 (94pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 1 bottle different importer (96pts BH) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 1nl (95pts BH) (2)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 214 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, scc, good color

“Intense; a marvelous core of fruit warm, mature colour; 
ripe, elegant, slightly scented squashed cherry bouquet ; 
pure Pinot flavor, good texture, dry finish.”(4 stars MB)

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600

 215 La Tâche - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc, lbsl, excellent color and condition

“Aged burg nose of Asian spices and a hint of sous bois 
with pretty, nicely spicy flavors that have quite a bit of 
tannin poking through on the finish. However, there is 
good richness to more or less buffer the tannins and while 
this does not display classic La Tâche power and bal-
ance, it does offer plenty of spiciness.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2400-3200

 209 Château d’Yquem
 Sauternes
 - Vintage 1991 3sdc, 1 different importer (91pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1993 (2)
 - Vintage 1994 (1)
 - Vintage 1995 2vlscl (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1998 (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2000 (90pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 (96pts WS) (2)

 Above 16 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 210 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau

“Here too there is a gentle touch of wood spice framing 
the more elegant and ultra refined high-toned red pinot 
fruit nose that also evidences ample minerality that con-
tinues onto the rich, sweet and sappy middle weight fla-
vors that are almost delicate yet focused, pure and sneaky 
long as the flavor impact is really impressive.”(93pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400

 211 Bonnes Mares
 Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1987 spc (1)
 - Vintage 1998 lgsl (92+pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 1nl, 1 different importer (93pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2006 (94pts BH) magnum (1)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 1 magnum

ROMANEE CONTI AND LA TACHE PANACHE
We welcome this Midwest collector to the show with thirty-five lots of almost all Burgundy focusing most deservedly on Do-
maine de la Romanee Conti, with Yquem and Grange bookends.  This longstanding collector has a long history of collecting and 
drinking the world’s greatest wines while sampling its greatest restaurants as well!  Almost everything from the 1993 vintage 
forward was purchased from local merchants.  There are more than two dozen selections from Domaine de la Romanee Conti.  
Seven lots of La Tache seduce us going back to 1976 paving the way for a dozen selections of Romanee Conti, Romanee Conti 
crowned by a magnum of 1976 with bottles of 1993, 1995, 2003 and more!  Our red carpet of great Burgundy continues with a 
2006 Rousseau Clos St. Jacques magnum as well as mini-verticals of Vogue Musigny and Ponsot.  All wines carefully maintained 
in a climate-controlled home cellar.
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 222 Richebourg - Vintage 1987
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 spc

“The Richebourg has large quantities of tannin, but it has 
the stuffing and huge concentration of fruit and ripeness 
to match. It is a very full-bodied, rich, super-concentrat-
ed wine that should last for several decades.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 223 Richebourg - Vintage 1994
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“Pure, clean and very intense, with toasted bread, grilled 
meat, blackberry and black cherry flavors. Full-bodied, 
it needs time to settle down, but has impressive structure, 
well-integrated tannins and a long, albeit slightly green, 
finish.”(90pts WS)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 224 Richebourg - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 4.25cm bc, vlscl

“The ruby-colored 1997 Richebourg is big and flavorful. 
Its rose, violet, talcum powder, and crushed berry-scent-
ed nose leads to a boisterous, dense personality. Medi-
um-to-full-bodied and loaded with spices freshly ground 
black pepper, and blackberries, this is a deeply ripe, ex-
pressive wine.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1500-2000

 225 Richebourg - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3vlscl, different importers

“Violets, roses, raspberries, and red cherries emanate 
from the 2003 Richebourg. Full-bodied, deep, and hugely 
concentrated, it is muscular, firm and displays the firmest 
structure of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti s 2003s. 
Soy sauce, tar, chocolate, and dark fruits are found in its 
focused, audacious personality. Its impressively persis-
tent finish is studded with highly present tannin.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 216 La Tâche - Vintage 1986
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.5cm bc, bsl, ltl, scc

“Lovely nose of roses, cherry, earth, stone, and alcohol 
still very tight on the nose not a ripe wine but enjoya-
ble good length and nice, taut red flavors with additional 
ones of chalk and stone long finish, but will the lack of 
ripeness ever develop further?…”(93pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 217 La Tâche - Vintage 1987
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, ltl, lwisvl, sdc

“The 1987 was full of tangy citrus, rose and forest floor. 
It had a date-like quality along with exotic game and tut-
ti-frutti flavors.”(90pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 218 La Tâche - Vintage 1992
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 spc, ssos

“The group found the 1992 to be a  pleasant surprise,’ 
and it was a perfect bottle from a less than perfect vin-
tage. It smelled really good, full of Christmas cheer with 
red fruits and pudding. The palate was dry with a pleas-
ant citrusy freshness, though it wasn’t that fleshy. The 
acidity was still holding well.”(93pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 219 La Tâche - Vintage 1994
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3vlscl

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 220 La Tâche - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“Stunning nose of red and black fruits, oriental spices, 
tea and leather notes. Intensely sappy flavor with wave 
after wave of ever changing flavors. The personality here 
is edgy, cool, confident and pure with the ripe acidity 
framing the flavors.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 221 La Tâche - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1nl, 1wisvl, 1 bottle different importer

“This too is sublime in its subtlety and grace with inef-
fably pure aromas and it strikes a balance between the 
opulence of the RSV and the restraint of the GE with an 
expressive yet ultra fine nose of rose petals, violets and 
seductive spice notes that introduce unbelievably refined 
flavors that seem crafted from silk and lace, culminat-
ing in a linear, mouth coating finish that detonates like a 
bomb and lasts and lasts.”(95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $10000-14000
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 231 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1992
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlwisl

“Finally a hint of maturity in the nose - rose petals, 
earthworms, wet soil and varnish very fleshy palate rich, 
meaty, round and the most drinkable someone awarded 
it “Miss Congeniality” and Best of Show holds a bit, but 
will probably descend in points in the future, rather than 
ascend like some of the others.”(93pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $11000-15000

 232 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1993
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.75cm bc, scl

“Beautiful nose with a hint of sweet kirsch to its gamey 
precociousness excellent spice, leather and nice length to 
the nose minerals, vitamins and iron - a complete, mul-
ti-dimensional wine lavender spice and flavor red, meaty, 
rich flavors.”(97+pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $12000-16000

 233 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1994
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlbsl

“Nice t ‘n a in the nose - more alcohol than the 1995, 
which gives a misleading impression of power pal-
ate most round and mature so far a pinch of vitamins 
emerge…still tannins on the palate, but the first vintage 
that has a medium body, although structure still excel-
lent that is the greatness of Romanée-Conti the structure. 
It would be safe to say that collectively tasting all these 
wines together made it easier to “nitpick” and find flaws. 
It is also a given in retrospectives that Romanée-Conti 
needs more time than even the best of wines, and tasting 
these wines was infanticide, for sure. Almost every one of 
these wines should have a + next to its rating.”(91pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $10000-14000

 234 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1995
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc, lscl

“An opulent, spicy, lush and powerfully complex nose 
merges seamlessly with deep, classy, sappy, simply gor-
geous, fresh flavors that offer incredible depth and purity 
of expression. Classy and the length doesn’t seem to quit 
by no means shy yet the breadth of flavors and nuance 
seems endless. Extremely impressive should continue to 
age effortlessly for years…”(96pts BHs)

 1 bottle per lot $14000-18000

 226 Richebourg - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1vlscl

“…surprisingly understated and subtle with an intense-
ly floral nose of red and black fruit aromas that are nu-
anced and beautifully elegant, merging seamlessly into 
linear, reserved, indeed almost brooding flavors that are 
as once supple yet precise and detailed, all wrapped in a 
powerful and muscular finish that delivers striking length 
there is a gorgeous combination of finesse and power and 
again, I really like the sense of drive and energy here as 
well as the first rate balance.”(94pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 227 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1976
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ts, bsl, scc, outstanding color and condition

“…aromatically dazzling wine with a sumptuous mix 
of spices, dried flowers, earth, leather and hints of un-
derbrush, all of which continue onto the sappy, elegant, 
velvety medium full flavors that possess solid power and 
much better tannin integration than is typical for the vin-
tage, all wrapped in a beautifully long finish of obvious 
class and refinement…”(91pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $30000-40000

 228 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1984
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.25cm bc, lbsl, sdc, cuc

“Contrary to the vintage’s reputation for under ripe and 
rot-troubled aromas, here the nose is genuinely spectacu-
lar with a gorgeous combination of spice, sous bois, earth 
and seemingly as always, the hallmark dried rose petal 
notes though the somewhat lean palate impression can-
not match the brilliance of the nose.”(91pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $8000-11000

 229 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1986
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3cm bc, vlscl, scc, cuc

“Confectioners, powdered sweet nose very dusty with 
lots of sweet spice nice leather, stone and earth flavors 
and approaching full maturity, but not quite there yet 
chalky.”(93pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $11000-15000

 230 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1987
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 bsl, cuc

“Extremely concentrated, exotic, and sensationally per-
fumed, with its telltale bouquet of oriental spices, toasty 
vanillin oak, berry fruit, and plums, this wine had fab-
ulous gingery, cinnamon flavors as well as astonishing 
length.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $11000-15000
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 239 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3vlscl

“A deft touch of wood frames exuberantly expressive and 
luxurious black fruit nose nuanced by a huge range of 
spices including anise, clove and cinnamon with notes 
of tea and hoisin as well. The moderately full flavors are 
sappy, rich and sweet with ample volume and a palate 
drenching finish that benefits from an underlying sense 
of vibrancy. There is real energy here, which seems to 
collect and focus the flavors.”(92pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 240 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The Domaine de La Romanée-Conti’s 2006 Ro-
manée-St.-Vivant charts its own mysterious path, dis-
similar to that of their Grands-Échézeaux, as well as 
reflecting the strides in quality that have manifestly been 
achieved in recent years in this site, more than at any 
other at this domaine. Iris, buddleia, and musky narcis-
sus-like floral perfume; ripe purple plum and blackberry; 
sassafras and licorice; along with smoked meat and a 
hoisin-like amalgam of spices and soy all waft alluring-
ly from the glass. The tannins here are ultra-refined and 
there is a vintage-typical sense of levity, despite all of the 
dark intrigue of enveloping black fruits, forest floor, fun-
gal, and carnal flavors that persist on the palate. Here is 
an uncanny alliance of the sensual and thought-provok-
ing such as only great red Burgundy among the world’s 
red wines can engender, and if this wine doesn’t stimulate 
in you cravings and wonder at once, the fault is doubtless 
in yourself and not the glass. It seems to marry the bright-
ness and finesse of the 2002 with the texturally richness 
of the (unexpectedly fine) 2000, two standouts in recent 
tasting of Romanée-St.-Vivant that I was privileged to at-
tend. But there is much more depth here, and I expect that 
this wine’s beauty will be worth pondering and savoring 
for at least two decades.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 241 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2003
 Les Genevrieres, Domaine Leroy
 vlscl, sos

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 242 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2004 G. Roumier  (93pts JK) (1)
 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2004 G. Roumier  (1)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2006 J. Drouhin  (92pts BH) magnum (1)
 Musigny
 - Vintage 2004 J. Drouhin 1vlscl (93pts BH) (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 1 magnum

 235 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl, sos

“An intensely floral nose that is surprisingly reserved, 
particularly for a vintage that in many cases has already 
peaked, also evidence notes of spice and dried rose petal 
and significantly, there is no sign of surmaturit  or the 
obverse case of undue greenness. The firm structure un-
derpinning the ripe medium weight flavors remains well 
integrated and there is good volume if not the sheer depth 
of the finest vintages. In sum, a deceptively graceful 
wine that is still on its way up. Multiple, and consistent, 
notes.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $14000-18000

 236 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1998
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 nl

“Deep ruby. A deeply pitched and distinctly different nose 
from what one usually finds in 10 year old RC as there are 
wonderfully dense and layered aromas of orange com-
pote, red and black cherry along with the usual spice and 
floral notes, which introduces refined, pure and concen-
trated medium full flavors that possess the usual spec-
tacular detail on the gorgeously persistent finish. This is 
beginning to lose its baby fat and the underlying sense of 
structure is becoming more prominent.”(96pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $13000-17000

 237 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2003
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lscl

“Good red-ruby. Knockout nose of black raspberry, to-
bacco and flowers; vibrant for 2003. Then dense, creamy 
and seamless yet almost shockingly vibrant, with out-
standing balance and an impression of firm acids. The 
mounting finish goes on and on. Great wine, perhaps 
monumental.”(97+pts IWC)

 1 bottle per lot $14000-18000

 238 Romanée Conti - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“I have never been treated to such a profusion of floral 
perfume from this legendary site as rose over the glass 
of 2007 Romanée-Conti. Hyacinth, rose, gladiola, and 
iris are underlain by scents of moss-covered, damp stone, 
wild ginger, and diverse tiny red fruits.”Romanée-Conti 
c est le nez,” remarks de Villaine of this almost ethereal 
Pinot. The contrast with the more fleshly La Tache could 
not be more dramatic. But this doesn t pull back on its 
silken-textured palate, either   far from it: along with 
persistent inner-mouth profusion of floral perfume come 
savory, irresistibly juicy raspberry and pomegranate as 
well as an impression of marrow-rich, multi-boned meat 
stock. A wafting, wave-like finish harbors the sort of ex-
hilarating sheer refreshment one looks for in white wine, 
and a kaleidoscopic interchange of colorful floral, spice, 
fruit, carnal, and mineral elements such as few wines of 
any sort can deliver.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $13000-17000
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 244 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2005
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot

“…given how many reference standard vintages Do-
maine Ponsot has produced of the Clos de la Roche over 
the years, it would be presumptuous to anoint this as the 
best ever but if it isn’t, it will certainly take its rightful 
place among the very greatest. In sum, a ‘wow’ wine 
that makes you shake your head in sheer amazement.” 
(99pts BH)

 2 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 245 Penfolds Grange
 - Vintage 1990 (98pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 (95pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (97pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2002 (98pts) (2)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________

 243 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2002 Ponsot  (89-92pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 Clos de Bèze, Ponsot  (93-95pts BH) (2)
 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2014 Les Charmes, Ponsot  (91-93pts BH) (2)
 Chapelle Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 Ponsot  (93-95pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2014 Ponsot vlscl (93-95pts) (1)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2004 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (93pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2006 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2007 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2008 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (96pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (96pts BH) (3)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $4500-6000
 and 1 magnum
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 249 Richebourg - Vintage 1997
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The ruby-colored 1997 Richebourg is big and flavorful. 
Its rose, violet, talcum powder, and crushed berry-scent-
ed nose leads to a boisterous, dense personality. Medi-
um-to-full-bodied and loaded with spices freshly ground 
black pepper, and blackberries, this is a deeply ripe, ex-
pressive wine.”(93pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 250 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2004
 Domaine Leroy
 lscl, ssos

“Again, the aromatic profile is completely different with a 
much deeper emphasis on iron-infused earth, underbrush 
and an understated sauvage quality that leads to stylish, 
powerful and almost implausibly complex flavors that ex-
ude a sense of raw power yet the overall impression is 
one of control and near perfect balance. A stunner of a 
wine that has complexity to burn.”(95pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 251 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2004
 Domaine Leroy
 2vlscl, 9ssos

“Another step up in aromatic complexity with classic 
Vosne spice notes as well as the Asian spice cabinet notes 
associated with a fine RSV that add nuance to the potent 
mix of red and black pinot fruit aromas that merge into 
rich, mouth coating, concentrated and powerful flavors 
that put the attribute of class on parade. This is an excep-
tionally stylish wine with a richness and velvety quality 
that is incredibly seductive.”(95pts BH)

 9 bottles per lot $18000-24000

 246 Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos de Bèze, A. Rousseau

“A positively kaleidoscopic nose features a wonderful 
panoply of spice and fruit aromas that offer something 
new and different with every sniff. The rich, full and ut-
terly classic flavors are a study of the harmonious liaison 
of refinement and power that culminate in an explosive 
and driving finish that is even longer than that of the Clos 
St. Jacques yet it sacrifices nothing in terms of balance, 
harmony or transparency. A strikingly good wine packed 
with upside potential. While pronouncements of this sort 
are always fraught, it’s possible that the 2005 Bèze could 
one day rival the best Rousseau Bèze ever…”(98pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 247 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1993
 Comte de Vogue
 2htal, 2bsl, 2wc

 2 magnums per lot $1000-1400

 248 Musigny - Vintage 2001
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“One of the finest wines of the vintage, this is simply a 
spectacular effort that has captured every bit of the po-
tential it originally displayed in cask. Restrained and 
backward nose of a fantastically complex mix of black-
berries, spice, cedar, soy, anise and dried herbs followed 
by full-bodied, multi-layered flavors of amazing length. 
Opulent and lavish yet all remains exquisitely balanced 
and this is astonishingly precise. A real stunner of a wine 
that is as classy and graceful as they come. As good and 
classy as the ‘02 if not quite as structured.”(96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

BURGUNDY BLISS WITH A KISS OF PIEDMONT
These two dozen lots celebrating Burgundy and Piedmont come to us courtesy of a savvy East Coast businessman who has been 
enjoying these regal regions for decades.  He is doing a little prudent pruning to fund new endeavors.  A bottle of 2005 Rousseau 
Clos de Beze commences the festivities followed by 2001 Vogue Musigny, 2004 Leroy Vosne Romanee, 2005 Roumier Bonnes 
Mares, 1996 Prieure-Roch Close de Beze and 2010 Ramonet Montrachet magnum.  A six-bottle killer Keller G-Max intermezzo 
takes to a smattering of Giacosa as well as 1999 Bartolo Mascarello and Conterno Monfortino!  All wines professionally stored.
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 256 Volnay - Vintage 2002
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville

“As it almost always is in its youth, this is a linear wine 
but the ‘02 ratchets up the minerality and that sense of 
almost exacting precision and detail yet here there is an-
other level of elegance and purity with absolutely perfect 
harmony and a subtle, understated, almost Zen-like re-
serve.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 257 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2004 Méo-Camuzet  (91+pts IWC) (3)
 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2004
 Aux Boudots, Méo-Camuzet 1lscl (89-92pts BH) (2)
 Aux Murgers, Méo-Camuzet  (2)
 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2004
 Les Brulées, Méo-Camuzet  (91pts BH) (1)
 Les Chaumees, Méo-Camuzet  (2)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 258 Chambertin - Vintage 1996
 Clos de Bèze, Prieure-Roch
 2lwasl

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 259 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1995
 Les Brulées, R. Engel
 1wasl, 1vlwisl

“Exhibiting enticing aromas of dark and toasted berries, 
the ruby-colored, silky Vosne-Romanée Les Brulées has a 
spicy, soft-textured, delineated, full-bodied style.”(90pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 260 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 1996
 Maizieres, R. Engel

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 261 Montrachet - Vintage 2010
 Ramonet
 bsl

“A blast of pungently toasty aromas and gorgeously 
complex aromas of resin, petrol, spice, pear, white peach, 
apricot, honeysuckle and acacia blossom. There is ex-
cellent size, weight and punch to the imposingly scaled 
broad-shouldered flavors that drench the palate in dry 
extract yet the precision and detail are nothing short of 
remarkable. There is flat out superb depth of material, all 
wrapped in a tightly wound yet massively long finish that 
is borderline painful in its intensity.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5500-7500

 252 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2001 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley   (3)
 (91-4pts IWC)
 - Vintage 2002 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley  (2)
 1nl (93+? IWC)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2005 Faiveley  (92-95pts BH) (6)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2001 Faiveley  (91-93pts BH) (2)
 Latricieres Chambertin
 - Vintage 2002 Faiveley  (91-94pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2006 Faiveley 1x6 bottle owc  (6)
 (92+pts VM)
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2011 Les Damodes, Faiveley  Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc (90-92pts BH)

 Above 25 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 and 1 Jeroboam

 253 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2007
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier
 3vlscl, 2vlwrl

“A seriously pretty nose of earthy yet high-toned and cool 
red berry fruit aromas that offer subtle spice hints and a 
touch of underbrush that merge seamlessly into elegant 
and very fine mineral-infused middle weight flavors that 
are rich, intense and possess solid mid-palate concen-
tration. I very much like the poise this wine displays as 
it’s harmonious, transparent and beautifully well-bal-
anced.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 254 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2005
 G. Roumier
 3vlscl

“In contrast to the aromatic fireworks of the Amoureuses, 
here the nose is equally, indeed stunningly complex and 
deep but with a discreet and brooding character of mostly 
violets and blueberry notes against a backdrop of fresh 
earth that continues on the rich, intense and quite firm-
ly structured big-boned flavors that are hugely long and 
built to age for decades.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 255 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2004 Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin (6)
 2tl, 1lbsl (92pts BH)
 Musigny
 - Vintage 2004 J. Drouhin 2stl, 2lscl, 1tvl (6)
 (93pts BH)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000
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 266 Barolo - Vintage 1999
 B. Mascarello

“Aromas of leather, berry and tobacco follow through 
to a full-bodied palate, with sweet and ripe fruit, silky 
tannins and a long finish. Beauty.The genuine deal 
here.”(93pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 267 Barolo - Vintage 1996
 Cascina Francia, G. Conterno

“The 1996 Barolo Cascina Francia is a prototypical wine 
for the vintage. Hard as nails and completely forbidding 
when it was first released, the 1996 has developed into a 
stellar wine. A host of orange peel, iron, rose petal, melt-
ed road tar, licorice and plum notes give the 1996 its lay-
ers of aromatic nuance. Brooding and inward, the 1996 
needs several hours of air to be at its best.”(95pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 268 Barolo - Vintage 1999
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“…deeply expressive in its aromatics, with breathtak-
ing nuances of roses, menthol, spices and licorice that 
emerge from the glass, melding seamlessly onto the pal-
ate where complex layers of dark ripe fruit captivate the 
taster in an endless counterpoint of aromas, flavors and 
sensations that are hard to fully capture with mere words 
it is a remarkable wine in every way, and is sure to take 
a place among the great Monfortinos of all time.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5500-7500
_____________________________

 262 Riesling Trocken - Vintage 2011
 G-Max, Keller

 4 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 263 Riesling Trocken - Vintage 2013
 G-Max, Keller

“The perfume of the 2013 Riesling trocken G-Max is 
fascinatingly clear, fresh, complex and concentrated: 
crushed rocks, spinach, basil and spices are intertwined 
with steely, iron, and chalky aromas but also peach, lem-
ons and paprika. Full-bodied and highly complex, this 
is a dense, vibrant, extremely tension-filled, electrifying, 
long-distance runner of a Riesling that is firmly struc-
tured and full of citrus flavors in the finish that is extreme-
ly long, long, and longer as it leads to a persistently pi-
quant aftertaste.”(95-96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 264 Barbaresco
 Asili, B. Giacosa
 - Vintage 2001 6vlstl, 2lscl (95+pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2003 (92pts) (4)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 265 Barolo
 - Vintage 2000
 Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga,  (3)
 Riserva, B. Giacosa 1fl (96pts)
 - Vintage 2003
 Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, B. Giacosa (3)
 3lbsl,1lwasl (94pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 272 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2018 Lamarche   Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc (91-93pts VM)
 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2018 Lamarche  Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc (92-94pts VM)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2018 Les Malconsorts,  Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc Lamarche 

 Above 3 Jeroboams per lot $1800-2400

 273 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2016
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche
 1x3 bottle owc

“The sleek, ultra-intense and beautifully delineated fla-
vors are notably more mineral-inflected while displaying 
an overt muscularity on the imposingly powerful finish. 
This is a borderline massive yet impeccably well-bal-
anced wine and I would strongly suggest that you not 
even think about opening a bottle before its 10th birthday 
and at least 20 will be necessary for this to reveal its full 
potential.”(92-95pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 274 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2017
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche 
 1x3 bottle owc

“It is more strict and linear by direct comparison and the 
fruit is slightly darker. The palate is very well balanced, 
with a bit more grip than the regular cuvée – again, quite 
linear and “correct” – and shows wonderful mineralité 
and poise toward the finish. Perhaps the most intense of 
Lamarche’s crus in 2017, this should offer up to two dec-
ades of drinking pleasure.”(93-95pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 269 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier 
 1x3 magnum owc

“An exuberantly fresh nose offers relatively high-toned 
notes of wild red cherry, pomegranate and currant that 
are liberally laced with earth, spice and discreet oak 
hints. There is once again good vibrancy to the gener-
ously proportioned and fleshy medium-bodied flavors 
that display fine power and plenty of minerality on the 
youthfully austere finale that is also very clearly built-to-
age.”(91-93pts VM)

 3 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 270 Richebourg - Vintage 2018
 Hudelot-Noellat 
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“The 2018 Richebourg Grand Cru has plenty of dark 
berry fruit on the nose, including blackberry and touches 
of blueberry, as well as a tang of sea cave; the marine 
inflection becomes more noticeable with aeration in the 
glass. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, 
finely tuned and very supple in texture. This is a very 
harmonious Richebourg, albeit without the persistence I 
have found in other vintages from the domaine. Still, an 
excellent wine.”(93-95pts VM)

 1 Methuselah per lot $6000-8000

 271 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2018
 Hudelot-Noellat 
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“The 2018 Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru, matured 
in 50% new oak like all the domaine’s grand crus, has a 
tightly wound bouquet of black cherries, raspberry cou-
lis and touches of bergamot tea and briar. Lovely defini-
tion, but bashful at this early stage. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with supple tannins, a fine bead of acidity and 
a smooth texture. There is not enormous depth of grip to 
this RSV, though it has a spring in its step on the persis-
tent finish.”(93-95pts VM)

 1 Methuselah per lot $5500-7500

BRILLIANT YOUNG BURGUNDY AND CHAMPAGNE
Hot new releases from Fourrier, Hudelot-Noellat, Lamarche, Bernard Moreau, Roulot, Cedric Bouchard, Marguet and Pierre 
Peters come to us courtesy of a regular consignor who has his finger intimately on the pulse of the market.  He has a great wine 
mind to consult for the best of best and what’s new in Burgundy, Champagne and more.  All wines purchased on release and 
removed from professional storage.
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 283 Cedric Bouchard Champagne
 - Vintage NV  (12)
 Roses de Jeanne Blanc de Noirs Côte de Val Vilaine
 2x6 bottle ocb’s (94pts) 
 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 2016 Roses de Jeanne Blanc de magnum (3)
 Noirs, Les Ursules 

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 and 3 magnums

 284 Marguet Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2010
 Sapience
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“This is the fifth vintage of Benoît Marguet’s Sapience, 
Champagne’s first organic prestige cuvée, which he be-
gan producing before he took over his family vineyards, 
using purchased grapes: Bouzy Pinot Noir from Benoît 
Lahaye, Cumières Pinot Meunier from Vincent Laval 
(more abundantly represented this year than in its 2009 
counterpart) and Trépail Chardonnay from David Le-
clapart. Disgorged in September 2020 without dosage, 
the 2010 Brut Nature Premier Cru offers up inviting aro-
mas of fresh pastry, golden orchard fruit, white flowers 
and walnuts, followed by a full-bodied, layered and con-
centrated palate that’s vinous and intense, with elegant 
structure and a sapid finish. The 2010 vintage was a more 
challenging growing season than 2009, certainly, yet I’m 
inclined to rate this impressive wine on the same level as 
the 2009. 3,100 bottles were produced.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 285 Pierre Peters Champagne - Vintage NV
 Grande Reserve 
 4x6 bottle ocb’s

“The NV Brut Grand Réserve (2015 base), a new wine 
in the range oriented towards the French domestic and 
select European markets, is a blend of 2015 L’Esprit with 
20-25% 2014 Réserve Oubliée as the réserve wine por-
tion, a combination that works beautifully. Citrus peel, 
white flowers and chalk give the Grand Réserve strik-
ing nuance, tension and energy. Interestingly, the Grand 
Réserve does not show the green notes that are found in 
the Cuvée de Réserve based on 2015. Sadly, production 
is limited to 4,000 bottles. Dosage is 5 grams per liter.” 
(92pts VM)

 24 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 275 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2018
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche 
 1x1 magnum owc

“A slightly more deeply pitched nose is comprised by 
aromas of plum, violet, lavender, sandalwood and spiced 
tea. The caressing and seductive yet intense big-bodied 
flavors possess more volume and just a bit more concen-
tration while flashing excellent power and drive on the 
beautifully long finish. This is definitely firmer and a bit 
more complex as well.”(92-95pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 276 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000 
  1x3 bottle owc

 277 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2018
 Les Suchots, Lamarche 
 1x6 magnum owc

“A strikingly spicy nose offers up notes of anise, hoisin 
and soy along with notes of Asian-style tea, violet and 
red and dark pinot fruit. There is a bit more mid-palate 
density to the seductive textured, velvety and mouthcoat-
ing flavors that possess better depth and persistent on the 
slightly firmer finale.”(90-92pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $1500-2000

 278 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1999
 Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Medium ruby-red, not as deep as the Cailles. Sap-
py-sweet aromas of maraschino cherry, red berry li-
queur, violet, licorice and spice. Silky and minerally in 
the mouth, but rather unforthcoming today and less sweet 
than the Cailles. Shows more oak influence on the firmly 
tannic, subtle finish.”(90-92pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 279 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Les Charmes Dessus, B. Moreau 
 1x6 magnum ocb

 6 magnums per lot $1300-1700

 280 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Les Poruzots Dessus, B. Moreau 
 1x6 magnum ocb

 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 281 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2018
 J.M. Roulot 
 1x3 magnum owc

 3 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 282 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 291 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo - Vintage 2010
 Emidio Pepe 
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Bright ruby. Precise, spicy aromas of ripe red berries, 
dark plum and violet accented by cumin and caraway 
seed. At once densely packed and broad but juicy and 
refined too, boasting terrific acid-fruit-tannin balance 
and penetrating red cherry, underbrush and sweet spice 
flavors. This lovely wine is suave and fine-grained and 
finishes very long. It would be prudent to decant this at 
least two-three hours ahead”(95+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 292 Trebbiano D’Abruzzo - Vintage 2015
 Valentini 
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Good bright yellow. The pure, complex nose suggests 
lime, yellow apple and botanical herbs. Then very pre-
cise, intense and penetrating, if still youthfully unevolved, 
conveying a powerful, three-dimensional impression of 
extract and a deep, textured, multilayered mouthfeel. The 
wine closes very long and juicy, with herbal and saline 
elements that titillate the taste buds. Another outstand-
ing wine from Valentini, who never misses a beat with his 
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo.”(93+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 293 La Brena - Vintage 2018
 Comando G 
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…It has more finesse than the initial 2016, but it doesn’t 
seem to reach the finesse of the other plots in 2018. It’s 
juicy and has a gentle texture, and the granite is quite 
subtle.”(95+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 286 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2013
 cuvée spéciale, Les Chetillons
 1x6 magnum ocb

“Unfurling in the glass with scents of citrus oil, toasted 
almonds, buttery pastry, freshly baked bread and crisp 
yellow apple, it’s full-bodied, layered and incisive, with 
superb concentration and a taut, chiseled profile. Long 
and penetrating, it concludes with an intensely saline fin-
ish.”(96+pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 287 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200 
  2x6 bottle ocb’s

 288 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2013
 cuvée spéciale, Les Montjolys
 1x6 bottlw ocb

“The 2013 Brut Blanc de Blancs Cuvée Spéciale Les 
Montjolys is lovely, unwinding in the glass with aromas 
of citrus oil, walnuts, green apple, crisp stone fruit and 
fresh bread. Full-bodied, layered and structured, it’s 
more gourmand and less austere than Les Chétillons but 
is still a taut, chiseled and notably structural wine that 
will really repay extended bottle age. As readers will re-
member, Les Montjolys is a lieu-dit that sits in a small 
depression where the soils are richer in clay than those of 
Les Chétillons.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 289 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2015
 Tenuta Nuova, Casanova di Neri 
 1x6 magnum ocb

“Giacomo Neri and his family have crafted a wine that 
impresses from the first sip forward (especially when 
the wine is given ample time to open). The Casanova di 
Neri 2015 Brunello di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova must be 
treated with patience, and that patience is returned with 
many great rewards. Blackberry, plum and summer cher-
ry are slowly folded into lasting flavors of spice, leather 
and beautiful balsam or medical herb. These are always 
a distinctive signature of this estate. The aromas flow 
with seamless transitions, and that fluid and ever-chang-
ing nature of the bouquet is what helps to build intensity 
and staying power. Fruit is harvested from a south- and 
southeast-facing slope at 250 to 300 meters above sea 
level. The soils are mixed loosely with crushed rock, al-
lowing access to air and moisture. Indeed, pretty mineral 
accents appear as the wine takes on more air in the glass. 
What stands out most in this Brunello is the quality of 
the bouquet that is rigid and firm, yet not excessively so. 
You feel the structural texture of the wine as it sits firmly 
over the palate, yet there is mobility and softness to its 
many moving parts. I tasted this wine at various intervals 
over a 24-hour period. Tenuta Nuova was bottled in June 
2018, and some 70,032 bottles were released.”(98+pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1100-1500

 290 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400 
  2x6 bottle ocb’s
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 298 Delamotte Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1985
 Collection
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

PARCEL LOTS 299-304

 299 Delamotte Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1999
 Collection
 12x1 bottle owc’s

“…is a beautifully nuanced wine. Here the Chardonnay 
speaks with notable eloquence, often drawing parallels 
with the wines of Burgundy. The mousse is exceptionally 
finessed and the wine offers great depth as well as rich-
ness.”(92pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 300 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 301 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 302 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 303 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 304 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 294-295

 294 Delamotte Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2007
 Blanc de Blancs
 6x6 bottle ocb’s

“Disgorged in May 2015, Delamotte’s white-golden 
colored 2007 Blanc de Blancs (dosage Brut) opens with a 
pure, fresh, intense and smoky/chalky bouquet with white 
fruit aromas, orange/lemon, brioche, nut and toffee fla-
vors. Pure, fresh and elegant on the palate, this is a con-
centrated, complex and juicy yet finessed and tensioned 
Chardonnay from the Côte des Blancs. It is tight but 
creamy and harmonious and reveals concentrated lemon 
juice flavors in the long, mineral finish.”(93pts)

 36 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 295 36 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 6x6 bottle ocb’s

 296 Delamotte Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1970
 Collection
 6x1 magnum owc’s

“Deep golden, soft and soft mousse. Nectarily and ripe 
full of honey, honeysuckle, caramel and dried apri-
cot.”(93pts RJ)

 6 magnums per lot $5500-7500

 297 5 magnums per lot $4500-6000
 5x1 magnum owc’s

EXCEPTIONAL SELECTIONS OF DELAMOTTE AND SALON
More than fifty lots here finely focus on the two champion pillars of the Blanc de Blancs Champagne style: Salon and Delamotte! 
This selection is yet another installment from this collection, coming to us courtesy of a passionate Champagne lover and friend 
of the houses.  His close, personal relationship with these Domaines allowed him to acquire significant allocations, particularly 
rare magnums and recently disgorged collection vintages.  Our consignor is the original owner of all wines and has kept them 
all professionally stored in London since purchase, making this selection as if buying directly from the Champagne houses!  
Delamotte Collection gets things going with magnums of 1970 and bottles of 1985 as well as parcels of 1999 and 2000.  Laurent 
Perrier is pretty in pink with 1998 and 2004 cuvée Alexandra, Rose in bottle and magnum.  A pair of Oenotheque Assortments 
begin the superb Salon parade of ten cases of 2002 and five cases of 2006 in bottle as well as magnums from the 2004 vintage.  
Bidding on a few these lots will keep your cellar swimming in the world’s best bubbles for years to come!
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PARCEL LOTS 316-320

 316 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 cuvée Alexandra, Rose
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Tasted from magnum, the 2004 Grande Cuvée Rosé 
Alexandra, Laurent-Perrier’s flagship Rosé is a blend 
of 80% Pinot Noir (on the skins) and 20% Chardonnay 
vinified together that has only been bottled seven times 
since 1982. From the very first taste, the 2004 is utterly 
spectacular. Rich, ample and vertical in feel, the 2004 
is dazzling. Dried rose petal, star anise, tobacco, dried 
flowers, red berry fruit and earthy notes all grace this ut-
terly exquisite Champagne. As good as the 2004 is today   
and it is fabulous   it will be even better in another few 
years’ time. The 2004 has been nothing short of magnifi-
cent on both occasions I have tasted it so far.”(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 317 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 318 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 319 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 320 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

PARCEL LOTS 321-322

 321 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000
 6x1 magnum ocb’s

 322 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000
 6x1 magnum ocb’s

PARCEL LOTS 323-324

 323 Salon Assortment - Vintage MV
 Oenotheque
 2 bottles each 2004, 2006, 2007 & 1 magnum 2008, 
 1x6 bottle & 1 magnum custom owc

 7 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 324 7 bottles per lot $7000-9000
 2 bottles each 2004, 2006, 2007 & 1 magnum 2008, 
 1x6 bottle & 1 magnum custom owc

PARCEL LOTS 305-310

 305 Delamotte Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2000
 Collection
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 306 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 307 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 308 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 309 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

 310 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 12x1 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 311-313

 311 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 6x1 magnum owc’s

 312 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 6x1 magnum owc’s

 313 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 6x1 magnum owc’s

 314 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1998
 cuvée Alexandra, Rose
 3x3 bottle ocb’s

“(made from 80% pinot noir and 20% chardonnay): 
Bright, orange-tinged pink. Pungent, expressive aromas 
of singed orange, fresh red berries and gingerbread, with 
a hint of toasty lees. Deeply concentrated red fruit and 
citrus zest flavors are impressively lithe and focused, with 
a back-end kick of peppery spices adding lift. Silky, bright 
and focused on the smoky, mineral-accented finish, which 
lingers with impressive tenacity and length. Seems still 
quite youthful.”(94pts VM)

 9 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 315 6 magnums per lot $3800-4800
 2x3 magnum ocb’s
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 336 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 Le Mesnil
 6x1 magnum owc’s

“…has been superb each time I have tasted it over the 
last year or so. Bright, tense and crystalline, with all of 
the energy that is typical of both Salon and the vintage in 
the Côte des Blancs, the 2004 bristles with superb preci-
sion and cool, pulsating mineral.”(97+pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $7000-9000

 337 5 magnums per lot $5500-7500
 5x1 magnum owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 338-342

 338 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2006
 Le Mesnil

“…exudes richness in all of its dimensions, with myriad 
inflections of sumptuous fruit that fill out its ample, large-
scaled frame.”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 339 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 340 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 341 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 342 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 343-344

 343 David Leclapart Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2010
 L’Apotre
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 344 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

PARCEL LOTS 325-334

 325 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2002
 Le Mesnil
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Intensely perfumed aromas of tangerine, poached pear, 
white flowers and candied ginger, with a vibrant miner-
al overtone. Velvety and seamless on the palate, offering 
densely packed orchard and citrus fruit flavors that gain 
spiciness and vivacity with air. Shows superb depth and 
finishes long, taut and minerally, with clinging pear and 
honeysuckle qualities.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 326 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 327 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 328 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 329 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 330 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 331 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 332 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 333 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 334 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 335 2 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x1 magnum owc’s
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Lot: 335-337
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PARCEL LOTS 346-349

 346 Brunello di Montalcino - Vintage 2010
 Riserva, Poggio di Sotto
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2010 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva is rich, pow-
erful and explosive. Dark cherry, plum, spice, menthol 
and a host of balsamic, mentholated notes flesh out in the 
glass. As is often the case with the Poggio di Sotto wines, 
the Riserva has noticeable volatile acidity, but here, is a 
thread in a very rich fabric with many, many strands. In 
2010, the Poggio di Sotto Riserva is unusually dense and 
virile. It will be interesting to see if it gains a bit more 
finesse over time.”(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 347 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 348 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 349 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

_____________________________

 345 Tiano & Nareno Malbec - Vintage 2013
 Travesia 1908

“Bright ruby-red; more saturated than the 2014 version. 
Sexy burnished dark-chocolate oak complements aromas 
of dark berries, licorice pastille and fresh herbs. A su-
perb balance of sweetness and harmonious acidity gives 
shape and definition to the rich, dense but restrained 
flavors of dark berries, bitter chocolate and licorice. A 
richer, deeper and perhaps even more youthful version 
of the 2014. Finishes with serious tannins but also plush 
and smooth, with licorice and bitter chocolate flavors 
coating the molars. Like the 2014, there’s a slight warmth 
here but this wine has even more buffering material and 
length.”(93pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $1000-1400
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Lot: 354
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PARCEL LOTS 352-353

 352 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 9bn, 1hs, 1x12 bottle owc

“Clearly the youngest looking, most opaque and concen-
trated wine of the group, it tastes as if it has not budged in 
development since I first tasted it out of barrel in March, 
1987. An enormously concentrated, massive Mou-
ton-Rothschild, comparable in quality, but not style, to 
the 1982, 1959, and 1945, this impeccably made wine is 
still in its infancy I suspect the 1986 Mouton-Rothschild 
requires a minimum of 15-20 more years of cellaring; it 
has the potential to last for 50-100 years!…”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000

 353 12 bottles per lot $9000-12000
 3bn, 3ts, 3vhs, 2hs, 12cc, 
 1x12 bottle owc

 354 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1989
 Pomerol 
 1wc

“Multi-millionaire collectors will have fun comparing 
the 1989 and 1990 Pétrus. The 1989 has a slightly more 
saturated color, and seems more tightly knit both aromat-
ically and on the palate. However, this is splitting hairs, 
as this is another stunningly opulent, rich, full-bodied, 
amazingly concentrated, exotic, flamboyant Pétrus that 
remains remarkably youthful, and in need of more years 
of bottle age. Additionally, the tannins are slightly more 
elevated, at least from a tactile impression. However… 
extraordinary equilibrium between all of its component 
parts. An amazing effort!”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $20000-28000
_____________________________

 350 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 6bn, 12cc, 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1986 possesses outstanding richness, a deep color, 
medium body, a graceful, harmonious texture, and su-
perb length. The penetrating fragrance of cedar, chest-
nuts, minerals, and rich fruit is a hallmark of this wine. 
Powerful, dense, rich, and tannic, as well as medium to 
full-bodied, with awesome extraction of fruit, this Lafite 
has immense potential.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 351 Château Latour - Vintage 1966
 Pauillac
 1ts, 1htms, 1lwisl, 1cuc, Nicolas, Rebouchee en 1988, 
 outstanding color & condition

“The wine of the vintage a classic, old style Bordeaux 
that has required decades to become drinkable. A dark, 
opaque garnet color is followed by a fabulous nose of ce-
dar, sweet leather, black fruits, prunes, and roasted wal-
nuts, refreshing underlying acidity, sweet but noticeable 
tannin, and a spicy finish powerful, vigorous, immensely 
impressive, concentrated…”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

1986 LAFITE AND MOUTON, 1989 PETRUS
It doesn’t get much Bordeaux better!  One case of Lafite and two cases of Mouton Rothschild from the mammoth 1986 vintage 
are joined by six bottles of 1989 Petrus.  All wines ideally stored.
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 356 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x1 double magnum owc

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in your 
mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants and min-
erals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses of 
silky, refined tannins and a finish that lasts for minutes. 
Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.”(100pts WS)

 1 double magnum per lot $3000-4000

 357 Château Latour - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 1x1 Imperial owc

“Dark ruby black in color. Brilliant, intense aromas of 
mineral, blackberry and currant, with hints of Indian 
spices and cigar box, lead to a full-bodied palate, with 
ultrafine tannins and a beautiful balance of blackberry, 
raspberry and mineral. There’s subtlety, yet also great 
depth. Lasts for minutes on the palate. This is a Latour 
with fabulous tone and vigor.”(99pts WS)

 1 Imperial per lot $6000-8000
_____________________________

 355 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2009
 St. Estephe
 1x1 Imperial owc

“A remarkable effort from winemaking guru Jean-Guil-
laume Prats and owner Michel Reybier, this blend of 
65% Cabernet Sauvignon and the rest Merlot (33%) and 
a touch of Cabernet Franc (2%) was cropped at 33 hec-
toliters per hectare. It boasts an inky/black/purple color 
along with an extraordinary bouquet of white flowers in-
terwoven with blackberry and blueberry liqueur, incense, 
charcoal and graphite.”(100pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $2200-3000

IMPERIAL BORDEAUX
Imperials of 2009 Cos d’Estournel and 2005 Latour accompany a double magnum of 2000 Latour.  All in original wood cases 
and removed from professional storage.
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 361 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 1961
 St. Julien
 1vhs, 1htms, 2 remnants of label, 1sdc, 1cuc, 
 outstanding color

“Fully mature, yet continuing to exhibit gobs of rich, 
lush, expansive fruit fat, rich, and loaded with sweet, 
highly extracted fruit it is a brilliant wine.”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 362 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2004
 St. Julien
 1x6 magnum owc

“One can t say enough about the efforts Bruno Borie is 
pouring into this wonderful estate that I have often called 
the “Lafite Rothschild of St.-Julien.” An undeniable suc-
cess, the 2004 Ducru boasts sweet aromas of creme de 
cassis, spring flowers, pain grille, licorice, and road tar. 
This pure, medium-bodied wine possesses moderately 
high tannin, superb concentration, good sweetness, and 
low acidity.”(94pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1100-1500

 363 1 Imperial per lot $800-1100
 1x1 Imperial owc

 364 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1961
 Graves
 hs, bsl, cuc, outstanding color

“It had toffee, caramel and peanut aromas with an egg 
cream kiss. It was rich and luscious on the palate with 
great, coffee and chocolate flavors alongside dark plum 
and cassis. This was a long and sexy wine; if flavors 
could be midnight, this wine was it. I wanted to take it 
back to my hotel room accordingly.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 358 Carruades de Lafite - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“Wonderfully ripe and decadent, with tobacco, meat and 
ripe berry aromas, with hints of currants. Full-bodied, 
and very velvety, with unctuous fruit flavors. Long and 
exotic aftertaste. Terrific wine.”(93pts WS)

 5 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 359 Château Clinet - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol
 1x1 Imperial owc

“Chocolate and berry, with mineral and cream. Full-bod-
ied, with a wonderful velvety, caressing texture and a 
long, long finish. Wonderfully balanced and generous. 
Best Clinet I have ever tasted.”(96pts WS)

 1 Imperial per lot $1200-1600

 360 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2001
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2001 Cos d’Estournel is blended of 55% Caber-
net Sauvignon and 45% Merlot a very high percentage 
of Merlot in this vintage and a very late harvest, which 
started on October 1st. Deep garnet in color, the nose 
is singing with savory notes of smoked meats, tapenade, 
bay leaves and beef drippings with a core of plum pre-
serves, redcurrant jelly, dried cherries and baked black-
currants with wafts of peppermint tea and dried roses. 
Medium-bodied, the palate practically tingles with vi-
brant dried herbs, red fruit preserves and minty notes, 
structured with firm, finely grained tannins and fantastic 
freshness, finishing very long and minerally.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

MAGNIFICENT BORDEAUX FEATURING LAFITE AND YQUEM
This longtime client is relocating and selling a portion to lighten the load a bit. There are over eighty excellent lots here, mostly 
Bordeaux with lots of luscious Yquem and tasty tidbits of Burgundy and Cali. 2000 Clinet Imperial, 2001 Cos, 2004 Ducru 
Beaucaillou, and 1995 Haut Brion welcome us to Bordeaux, before modern masters from Lafite crested by 1982, 1990, and 
2009 magnums summon us to salute! Latour goes back to 1958, while Margaux majestically marvels at 1983, along with six 
magnums of 1996! Mouton rallies with bottles of 1996 and we continue to dial the back the clock of golden oldies with 1928 
Palmer and1945 Pichon Lalande!! Yquem is eternally golden with more than thirty lots highlighted by legendary wines from 
1921 and 1937, as well as imposing Imperials of 1988, 1993, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2007, and 2015, we are officially ready for 
dessert! And if six-liter bottles aren’t big enough to satisfy your sweet tooth we have fifteen liters of 2005 and 2009!!! We round 
thing out with 1993 Hubert Lignier Clos de la Roche, 1996 Domaine Leflaive Chevalier and 1990 La Chapelle as well as choice 
selections from Colgin, Dominus, Opus One and Peter Michael Les Pavots. All wines removed from the temperature-controlled 
cellar of this longtime professor and consultant.
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Lot: 366
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Lot: 368
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Lot: 371
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 369 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1988
 Pauillac

“The 88 had a wonderful nose, very smoky in addition 
to the usual cedar, mineral and tobacco. It has nice vim, 
but I wouldn t call it vigor. There was also some exotic 
chestnut on a secondary bed of cassis. Pencil was there, 
along with good spice. Long and hearty, the 88 Lafite 
had good intensity without being intense. Carob, earth, 
tobacco and a kiss of wood flavors rounded out this ex-
cellent wine.”(94pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 370 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac

“The 1990 Lafite has turned out far better than my early 
assessment. While it still possesses some firmness, and 
performs like a late adolescent in terms of its evolution, 
it boasts gorgeous aromas of cedar, tobacco leaf, cassis, 
and lead pencil shavings. The explosive aromas are fol-
lowed by a fleshy, full-bodied wine that should hit its peak 
in 5-8 years, and last for 25-30 more.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3800-4800

 371 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“…has an opaque ruby/purple color, followed by an ex-
traordinary aromatic expression of liquid minerals/stones 
interwoven with the tell-tale graphite notes, mulberry, 
black currants, caramel, and tobacco. In the mouth, it is 
remarkably light on its feet, but somehow seems to pack 
intense flavors into layer upon layer of fruit and richness 
that cascade over the palate. A compelling wine, with 
extraordinary precision, great intensity, and a seamless-
ness…”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 372 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac 
 1bn, 2ts, 1lbsl, 1nl, 1cuc

“A tight, but potentially gorgeous nose of graphite, black 
currants, licorice and camphor is followed by a full-bod-
ied wine revealing the classic elegance, purity and delin-
eated style of Lafite.”(99+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 373 6 magnums per lot $8000-11000
 1x6 magnum owc

 374 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1958 htms, bsl, sdc, cuc, outstanding color (1)
 (94pts JK)
 - Vintage 1981 lbsl, ll (1)
 - Vintage 1987 (1)
 - Vintage 1989 gsl (92pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (91pts IWC) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 365 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1995
 Graves

“This wine has been brilliant on every occasion I have 
tasted it. More accessible and forward than the 1996, 
it possesses a saturated ruby/purple color, as well as a 
beautiful, knock-out set of aromatics, consisting of black 
fruits, vanillin, spice, and wood-fire smoke. Multidimen-
sional and rich, with layers of ripe fruit, and beautifully 
integrated tannin and acidity, this medium to full-bodied 
wine is a graceful, seamless, exceptional Haut-Brion that 
should drink surprisingly well young.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 366 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1996
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 1996 Haut Brion Blanc was  the best white’ per the 
Ringmaster, and he was right. It had a fantastic nose of 
glue city, with intense, rich and twisted flavors that were 
dry with apricot and lanolin hints. Its structure and den-
sity were  wow’ and  wow.’ HBB is always a bit of an S&M 
wine, and sometimes it’s good to be a masochist when on 
the drinking end.”(96pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 367 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 2008
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“…this superb claret was aged 18 months in 75% new 
French oak. Mulberry, spring flower, black cherry and 
raspberry characteristics as well as hints of spice and 
coffee emerge from this full-bodied, opulent, structured 
beauty.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 368 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 1bn, 2ts, 1lbsl, 1nl, 1cuc

“The 1982 Lafite possesses a dark, dense ruby/purple 
color with only a subtle lightening at the rim. Spectac-
ular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits in-
tertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood 
scents. Powerful for a Lafite, this wine unfolds to reveal 
extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in 
addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The 
finish lasts for nearly a minute. The modern day equiv-
alent of Lafite-Rothschild’s immortal 1959 An amazing 
achievement!…”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6500-8500
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Lot: 379
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 380 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1989 1wisl (93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1983 bn, bsl, lscl (93+pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (90pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1993 (90pts) (5)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 381 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac

“Incredible nose of ultraripe fruit, it’s yet subtle and 
complex. Full-bodied, with very ripe, almost sweet fruit 
and a long, long caressing finish. Superb.”(96pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 382 Château Palmer - Vintage 1928
 Margaux
 ts, lbsl, cuc, rebouchee en 1988, Nicolas,
 outstanding color and condition

“The tannins and acidity of the 28 stood out immediately. 
The nose was deep and brooding with lots of minerals 
and sinus-clearing freshness. Nut and sweet tobacco per-
meated the room. Chunks of fruit fattened in the glass, 
and its rust, vigor and explosive, rocket-like finish were 
incredibly impressive. Chocolaty flavors emerged in the 
best bottle of 28 Palmer that I have ever had.”(97pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 383 Château Palmer - Vintage 2000
 Margaux

“The wine is opulent, rich, and full-bodied, with tannin 
that has become sweeter with age. Its best showing yet, 
most importantly, has been from bottle. This is a great 
Palmer that should rival the best of recent vintages, 
which have all been stunning, as this estate continues to 
go from strength to strength…”(96pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 384 Château Pichon Lalande
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1945 vhs, hbsl, nl, Negociant,  (1)
 outstanding color (96pts)
 - Vintage 1989 1vhs (94pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1990 (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1995 (96pts) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 385 Château Rauzan Segla - Vintage 1994
 Margaux

“Fabulous aromas of vanilla, toasted oak and fruit, 
ultrafine tannins and a long, caressing finish. All in fi-
nesse.”(90pts WS)

 1 15 liter per lot $1400-1800

 375 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 1957
 St. Julien
 1bn, 6ts, 2vhs, 1hs, 3vlscl, 4spc, 1cuc, 
 excellent color and condition

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 376 Château Leoville Poyferre - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“The plushest, most ostentatious and dramatic of all the 
Leovilles in 2000, this wine is already sumptuous, dis-
playing some nuances in its huge nose of vanilla bean, 
black chocolate, jammy black cherries, cassis, and 
graphite in a flamboyant style. Opulent, savory, rich, and 
full-bodied, it is a head-turning, prodigious wine and a 
complete contrast to the extracted behemoth of Leoville 
Barton and the backward, classic Leoville Las Cases. 
The Poyferre’s low acidity, sweet tannin and an already 
gorgeous mouthfeel make it a wine to drink now as well 
as over the next 25 or more years.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 377 Château Lynch Bages
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1961 vhs, stl, nl, outstanding color (95pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1983 (92pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1989 (99+pts) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 378 Château Margaux
 Margaux
 - Vintage 1983 (98pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1986 1ts (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1989 (94pts JK) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $3800-4800

 379 Château Margaux - Vintage 1996
 Margaux
 1x6 magnum owc

“The 1996 Château Margaux, a blend of 82% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 12% Merlot, 4% Petit Verdot and 2% Caber-
net Franc, must be a strong contender for wine of the vin-
tage. It offers everything you desire from this First Growth. 
It is blessed with breathtaking delineation and freshness 
on the nose, understated at first and then blossoming with 
mineral-infused black fruit, hints of blueberry, crushed 
stone and violet. The palate is perfectly balanced with 
filigree tannin, perfect acidity, a wine where everything 
seems to be in its right place. Blackberry, crushed stone 
at the front of the mouth, just a touch of spice towards 
the finish that shows supreme control. This is a Margaux 
that seems to light up the senses. It was outstanding in its 
youth…something that has not changed one bit over the 
intervening two decades. This may well turn out to be the 
Left Bank pinnacle of the 1990s.”(100pts)

 6 magnums per lot $7000-9000
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 391 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1988
 Sauternes
 ts, scc

“…displays more richness and unctuosity than any young 
d’Yquem I have tasted. It should have 40-60 years of pos-
itive evolution, although one suspects that much of the 
production will be consumed within the next 4-5 years. 
If my instincts are correct, this is the most profound 
d’Yquem since the legendary 1959. It may not prove as 
timeless as the 1975, but I believe it to be even more con-
centrated.”(99pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $2000-2800

 392 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1990
 Sauternes
 1x12 bottle owc

“An extraordinary effort, Yquem s 1990 is a rich and fab-
ulously superb, sweet wine. This wine also possesses lots 
of elegance and finesse. The wine s medium gold color 
is accompanied by an exceptionally sweet nose of hon-
eyed tropical fruits, peaches, coconut, and apricots. High 
quality, subtle toasty oak is well-integrated…”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 393 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1993
 Sauternes
 bn, nl

 1 Imperial per lot $1200-1600

 394 Château d’Yquem
 Sauternes
 - Vintage 1994 half-bottle (5)
 - Vintage 1999 1x12 half bottle owc  half-bottle (12)
 (92pts)

 Above 17 half-bottles per lot $1400-1800

 395 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2000
 Sauternes
 1x1 Imperial owc

“Served from an ex-Château bottle. The millennial 2000 
Château d’Yquem is a valiant effort in one of the most 
challenging Sauternes vintages in recent memory. The 
2000 is quite deep in color. The nose is crisp and well-de-
fined but not the most complex, as you would expect from 
a truly challenging growing season in Sauternes. It is 
pleasant in its own way with delicate scents of tangerine, 
yellow flowers and Mirabelle. The palate is well-bal-
anced with marmalade tinged opening. I like the acidity 
here, an Yquem with good race, although it does feel a 
little tapered toward the finish. Drink now-2025. “(90pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1800-2400

 386 Domaine de Chevalier
 Graves
 - Vintage 1982 5gsl (6)
 - Vintage 1986 (93pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 1989 2lbsl (94+pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 1nl (90pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2000 1x12 bottle owc (93pts) (12)

 Above 29 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 387 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1921
 Sauternes
 hs, lwisl, nl, sos, beautiful dark mahogany color

“There is no doubt that the two most profound and ma-
ture Yquems made in the 20th century were the 1921 and 
1937.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 388 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1937
 Sauternes
 1bn, 1hs, 1wisl, 1ltl, 1tc, 1 Rebouche en 2002, 
 1-beautiful mahogany color, 
 1-beautiful dark mahogany color

“It was creamy and exotic with marzipan, cocoa butter-
nut and liquid caramel qualities. Rich, round, smooth and 
sweet, the wine had great complexity and length. There 
was an easiness to it that warmed the soul; it was classic 
and great, and still a baby.”(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 389 Château d’Yquem
 Sauternes
 - Vintage 1970 2ts, 1lstl, light amber color (90pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1975 5bn, 1ts, beautiful gold color (6)
 (99pts JK)
 - Vintage 1979 ts, lbsl, nl, light amber color (1)
 (93pts WS)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 390 Château d’Yquem
 Sauternes
 - Vintage 1981 1lbsl, 1wrl, 1nl (90pts) magnum (2)
 - Vintage 1990 (99pts) magnum (1)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600
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 402 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2006
 Sauternes
 1x1 Imperial banded owc

“This light gold wine offers up a sensational smorgas-
bord of aromas including huge honeyed pineapple and 
other caramelized tropical fruit flavors, massive richness, 
and a viscous, unctuous texture with the oak beautifully 
integrated.”(96-98+pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1800-2400

 403 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2007
 Sauternes
 1x1 Imperial owc

“…shines like a diamond. Nevertheless, it is initially 
rather taciturn on the nose, eventually opening up beau-
tifully with touches of lemon curd, Mirabelle, and clear 
honey. The palate is medium-bodied with very fine defi-
nition and there seems to be a great deal of energy and 
vigor dispensed for your pleasure. There is such race and 
nervosity, and then that finish just purrs with harmony 
and focus.”(98pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1800-2400

 404 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2009
 Sauternes
 2x12 half bottle banded owc’s

“Served from an ex-Château bottle. The 2009 Château 
d’Yquem is one showstopper of a wine and perhaps it is 
only in a vertical that you realize this is up there among 
the legendary wines of the past   the 2001 included. It has 
a wonderful nose that expresses the Semillon component 
majestically: heady aromas of lemon curd, nectarine, 
jasmine and honeysuckle that all gain momentum in the 
glass. The oak is supremely well-integrated. The palate is 
extremely well-balanced with an unctuous entry. You are 
immediately knocked sideways by the palpable weight 
and volume in the mouth, which is almost “bulbous,” 
with layer upon layer of heavily botrytized fruit. It builds 
to a spicy finish with hints of marzipan and pralines in 
the background that lend it an untrammeled sense of ex-
oticism. The 2009 is utterly fabulous and decadent, a star 
that will blaze brightly and undimmed for many years. 
Drink now-2060+. Tasted March 2014.”(100pts)

 24 half-bottles per lot $3500-5000

 405 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 2x6 bottle banded owc’s

 406 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 1x6 bottle banded owc

 407 1 15 liter per lot $6000-8000
 1x1 15 Liter owc

 396 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2001
 Sauternes
 1x1 Imperial owc

“…with airing, it offers up honeyed tropical fruit, orange 
marmalade, pineapple, sweet creme brulee, and buttered 
nut-like scents. In the mouth, it is full-bodied with gor-
geously refreshing acidity as well as massive concen-
tration and unctuosity. Everything is uplifted and given 
laser-like focus by refreshing acidity. This large-scaled, 
youthful Yquem appears set to take its place among the 
most legendary vintages of the past…”(100pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $3500-5000

 397 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1x6 bottle owc

 398 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2002
 Sauternes
 1x1 Imperial owc

“Beautiful apple, vanilla and honey aromas, with just the 
right amount of new wood. Full-bodied, medium sweet, 
with lots of pretty pineapple and honey. Long and refined. 
A beautifully silky and balanced Sauternes.”(96pts WS)

 1 Imperial per lot $1800-2400

 399 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2003
 Sauternes
 1x12 bottle banded owc

“Subtle and racy, with lemon rind, vanilla cream and 
dried pineapple. Very spicy and intense. Full-bodied, 
with great length and flavor. Electrified yet refined, with 
medium sweetness and a wonderful finish. I love the class 
of this, and the length. Has afterburners.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 400 Above 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 and 1 magnum

 1x6 bottle banded owc

 401 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2005
 Sauternes
 1x1 15 liter owc

“Lucid in colour, the bouquet is detailed with very pure 
honey, vanilla and almond scents, still a little new oak 
to be fully assimilated but demonstrating superb focus. 
The palate is virtually identical to last year’s bottle: ex-
quisite balance and perfectly judged acidity, but perhaps 
just gaining a little richness and viscosity over the last 12 
months.”(97pts)

 1 15 liter per lot $5000-7000
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 413 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Le Mesnil
 1x6 bottle owc

“This bottle of the 1996 Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil Brut 
was drinking superbly and represents the apotheosis of 
Blanc de Blancs, unfurling over the course of three hours 
with a stunningly complex bouquet of citrus oil, confit 
lemon, dried white flowers and oyster shell, with hints 
of praline and pastry cream becoming more pronounced 
as the wine opens up in the glass. On the palate, it’s me-
dium to full-bodied, deep and multidimensional, defined 
by the incisive spine so typical of the vintage that, here, 
is cloaked in layers of crisp fleshy and chalky extract. 
The finish is long, penetrating and saline. Unfortunately, 
since the 1996 Salon has been traded so zealously over 
the last decade, finding a bottle that hasn’t travelled too 
far can be a challenge. But from a perfectly stored bottle, 
this is just the beginning.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 414 Colgin Red - Vintage 2010
 IX Estate
 1x6 bottle owc

“…is another perfect wine. Its opaque purple color is ac-
companied by copious aromas of blueberries, cassis, pen 
ink, asphalt, licorice and subtle oak.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 415 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2014 Tychson Hill 1x3 bottle owc (98pts) (3)
 Colgin Red
 - Vintage 2009 Cariad Vineyard 1x3 bottle owc (3)
 (94pts)
 - Vintage 2014 Cariad Vineyard 1x3 bottle owc (3)
 (96pts)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 416 Dominus - Vintage 1994
“…strikingly thick, compellingly rich wine with the tex-
ture of a great Pomerol, despite being made primarily 
from Cabernet Sauvignon. The wine exhibits a dense pur-
ple color, and an incredibly fragrant nose of jammy black 
fruits, spice, smoke, and loamy, truffle-like scents. In the 
mouth, it is full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract and 
richness, but no sense of heaviness or harshness. This 
seamless Dominus possesses no hard edges, as its acidity, 
tannin, and alcohol are beautifully meshed with copious 
quantities of ripe fruit.”(99pts)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 and 2 magnums

 408 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2015
 Sauternes
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“Following a very long harvest stretching nearly two 
months, the 2015 Château d’Yquem came in at 13.9% 
alcohol and 144 grams per liter of residual sugar, sport-
ing a pH of 3.65 and six grams per liter of tartaric acid. 
None of these numbers, however, even remotely begin to 
tell you how profound this wine is. The nose opens with 
electric notes of ripe pineapples, green mango, orange 
blossoms and lemon tart with hints of fungi, lime zest, 
crushed rocks and jasmine. The freshness on the palate 
is just astonishing, permeating and lifting layer upon lay-
er of tropical fruits and earthy notions, all encased in a 
sumptuous texture and culminating in a very, very long, 
mineral-tinged finish. Truly, this is a legendary vintage 
for d’Yquem. I’ve been conservative with my drinking 
window here, and I would not be at all surprised if our 
descendants are drinking this vintage well into the next 
century.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 409 1 Imperial per lot $2400-3200
 1x1 Imperial owc

 410 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1993
 H. Lignier

“The 1993 Hubert Lignier Clos de la Roche was called 
in as an audible by Bijan since his Meurgers was corked, 
delivered fresh off the van from Acker on 72nd Street. I 
didn’t take many notes at this point, but I did note that it 
was spectacular. It was easily in my top three wines for 
the evening, which was no easy task. Wow.”(97+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 411 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1996
 Domaine Leflaive
 vlscl

“Next up was a rock star bottle of 1996 Leflaive Cheva-
lier Montrachet. When they are on, they are definitely on. 
It was full of rich, buttered popcorn and a light, tertiary 
caramel note. It was so tasty and in that perfect spot, the 
one where the plateau is just beginning,”(97pts JK)

 1 magnum per lot $2600-3500

 412 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet

“Spectacular aromatics offer up aromas of incense, 
smoke, blackberry fruit, cassis, barbecue spice, coffee, 
and a touch of chocolate. As it sits in the glass, addition-
al nuances of pepper and grilled steak emerge. There is 
extraordinary freshness for such a mammoth wine in ad-
dition to abundant tannin, an amazing 60-second finish, 
and a level of glycerin and thick, fleshy texture that have 
to be tasted to be believed.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 420 Realm Red - Vintage 2014
 The Absurd

“A blend of 83% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Merlot, 6% 
Cabernet Franc and the rest Petit Verdot, is the 2014 
The Absurd, basically a choice of their finest barrels, or 
as winemaker and owner Benoit Touquette says, “The 
Crème de la Crème.” This is another perfect wine equal-
ing their incredible 2013. Yet the 2014 is slightly more 
forward and showy, as many 2013s are just beginning to 
shut down. There are 250 cases of this majestic wine that 
has an opaque purple color, extraordinary nose of spring 
flowers, blueberry, blackberry, creosote, charcoal, toast 
and spice. The wine has unbelievable fruit on the attack, 
midpalate and finish, compelling purity, texture and a fin-
ish of close to a full minute. It is (as advertised by the 
winery) a “showcase of the best of Napa Valley with the 
freedom of expression that results from no rules.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 421 Quintessa Red
 - Vintage 2005 3x1 magnum owc’s magnum (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 magnum owc  magnum (1)
 (93pts VM)
 - Vintage 2013 1x1 magnum owc magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2014 1x6 bottle owc (6)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 5 magnums

 422-445 NO LOTS
_____________________________

 417 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2009
 1x3 bottle owc

“Cloves, dark plums, cherries, smoke and graphite add 
richness and resonance to this powerful, incisive wine. 
Juicy and exuberant, the 2009 has always had a certain 
raciness that is impossible to resist.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 418 Opus One
 - Vintage 1979 bn, lscl, scc (91pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1981 2bn, 1lscl, 2cc (91pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 1982 vhs, lwisl, sos (90pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 1bn (93pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 1996 (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (96pts) (1)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 419 Realm Red
 - Vintage 2011
 Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard  (93pts VM) (1)
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon Vineyard  (94pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2012
 Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard  (95pts VM) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1100-1500
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 448 Château Cheval Blanc - Vintage 2009
 St. Emilion
 1x6 bottle owc

“Deep garnet colored, the 2009 Cheval Blanc offers up 
profound notions of baked blueberries, blackberry com-
pote and Crème de cassis with suggestions of chocolate 
mint, new leather and cloves plus a waft of candied vi-
olets. Medium to full-bodied, the palate is an exercise 
in elegance with very classy, super fine-grained tan-
nins, beautiful freshness and layer upon layer of min-
eral-laced blue and black fruits, finishing long and per-
fumed.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 449 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 6 bottles different importer

“This is incredible on the nose, showing coffee cake, 
blackberry, floral, coffee bean and vanilla bean, with 
Chinese spices. A very complex, full-bodied red, with 
seamless, hyperpolished tannins that caress every mil-
limeter of the palate. Lasts for minutes. So beautifully 
balanced, I’m left speechless. Is it even better than the 
1989?”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 450 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2006
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“Sixty-four percent of the production went into this wine, 
and while it displays the vintage s powerful tannins and 
structure, it possesses superb concentration, and the 
minerality/scorched earth notes of a great Haut-Bri-
on.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 446 Château Angelus - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion

“Truly great stuff, this wine performed at a three-digit 
level both in the horizontal tasting of 2005s in Baltimore, 
as well as in Montreal at this mini-vertical. This sensa-
tional, opaque, bluish/purple wine offers up notes of van-
illin, spring flowers, blueberry and blackberry liqueur, 
plus a touch of licorice. The wine hits the palate with a 
thunderous cascade of ripe, rich, concentrated fruit. It 
is full-bodied, multidimensional and layered. The tannins 
are beautifully integrated but still present, and the wood, 
acidity, alcohol, etc., are all beautifully assimilated in 
this magnificent, majestic vintage of Angelus. It can be 
drunk now, but it is still an adolescent and that suggests 
it has at least another 25-35 years of longevity.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 447 Château Ausone - Vintage 2009
 St. Emilion
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“A masterpiece in the making, proprietor Alain Vauthi-
er’s 2009 Ausone boasts a dense purple color along with 
notes of powdered chalk, crushed rocks and wild blue, 
red and black fruits. Extravagantly rich with great min-
erality, precision and freshness as well as a voluptuous 
texture (unusual for a baby Ausone), this is an extraordi-
nary wine. Sadly, there are fewer than 1,200 cases … for 
the world.”(98+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

BANKABLE YOUNG BORDEAUX AND BURGUNDY
More than three dozen lots of investment grade Bordeaux and Burgundy come to us of a longtime collector whose cellar is filled 
with thousands bottles of only the best of the best!  This is a little spring cleaning here since he can’t possibly drink all he has, 
beginning with Bordeaux from 2005 Angelus, 2009 Ausone, four vintages of Haut Brion, 2009 La Mission, 1982 Lafite, 20 bottles 
of 2000 Latour and four vintages of Margaux, as well as two cases of 2009 Mouton and 2005 Pavie!!  The benchmark 2005 Red 
Burgundy vintage is represented by Clos de Tart magnums, Jadot Bonnes Mares and Angerville Clos des Ducs and we wash 
it all down with all three 2013 Guigal La Las and 2012 Sassicaia.  All wines stored in a custom-built, temperature-controlled 
home cellar.
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 455 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2010
 Graves

“This full-bodied, colossal giant of a wine is one of the 
goliaths of the vintage. It may well have the highest lev-
el of natural alcohol for any wine from the Left Bank of 
Bordeaux (15.1%) and has the definite potential to be a 
50- to 75-year wine. Dense purple, it offers up notes of 
lead pencil shavings, charcoal embers, blueberry and 
blackberry liqueur along with massive concentration, a 
multi-dimensional mouthfeel and a monumental finish 
that goes well past a minute, which I think might be a 
record for a young Bordeaux.”(98+pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 456 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 1bn, 1ts, 1hs, 1dc, 2scc, 1cc

“The 1982 Lafite possesses a dark, dense ruby/purple 
color with only a subtle lightening at the rim. Spectac-
ular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits in-
tertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood 
scents. Powerful for a Lafite, this wine unfolds to reveal 
extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in 
addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The 
finish lasts for nearly a minute. The modern day equiv-
alent of Lafite-Rothschild’s immortal 1959 An amazing 
achievement!…”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 457 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2002
 Pauillac

“Bubbling over with crushed berries, currants and spic-
es, with tobacco notes. Beautiful. Full-bodied, with gor-
geously velvety tannins and a long finish of pretty fruit. 
This is a racy yet elegant Lafite.”(95pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 458 Château Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x6 bottle owc

“A young wine that electrifies every taste bud in your 
mouth. Compacted aromas of crushed currants and min-
erals, with roses and lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses of 
silky, refined tannins and a finish that lasts for minutes. 
Stunning. Best Latour since 1990.”(100pts WS)

 9 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 451 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2008
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“…reveals more evolution and complexity in its large-
scaled perfume. The dense purple color is followed by a 
sweet nose of creosote, asphalt, blueberries, black cur-
rants and jammy raspberries, sweet tannins, a savory, 
fleshy mouthfeel and a stunning finish.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 452 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2012
 Graves
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…is certainly one of the candidates for the wine of 
the vintage, with a dense purple color, classic nose of 
crushed rock, lead pencil shavings, black raspberry, 
blueberry and flowers. The wine shows subtle barbecue 
smoke notes in the background, but is full-bodied, stun-
ningly concentrated and builds incrementally, yet finishes 
with luxurious, almost extravagant amounts of fruit and 
intensity.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 453 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2006
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“From bottle, it reminds me of the 1998, given its struc-
ture and backward style. Dense ruby/purple-colored, it 
possesses a boatload of tannin, but with coaxing, tobacco 
leaf, sweet black currant, burning ember, and blue fruit 
characteristics emerge.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 454 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2009
 Graves

“A remarkable effort from the Dillon family, this is an-
other large-scaled La Mission that tips the scales at 15% 
alcohol. A blend of equal parts Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Merlot (47% of each) and the rest Cabernet Franc, it ex-
hibits an opaque purple color as well as a magnificent 
bouquet of truffles, scorched earth, blackberry and blue-
berry liqueur, subtle smoke and spring flowers. The wine’s 
remarkable concentration offers up an unctuous/viscous 
texture, a skyscraper-like mouthfeel, sweet, sumptuous, 
nearly over-the-top flavors and massive density.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 464 Château Margaux - Vintage 2003
 Margaux
 4vlscl

“A wine of extraordinary complexity and intensity, it 
reveals a deep purple color, a style not unlike the 1990 
Margaux (possibly even more concentrated), a velvety 
texture, and notes of spring flowers interwoven with cam-
phor, melted licorice, Crème de cassis, and pain grille. 
Not a blockbuster, it offers extraordinary intensity as well 
as a surreal delicacy/lightness.”(99pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 465 Château Margaux - Vintage 2005
 Margaux

“Black in color, delivering extraordinary aromas of 
blackberry, raisin, spices and fresh mushroom. Full-bod-
ied, with an amazing core of ripe fruit, yet ultrabalanced 
and finely textured. Touches every taste bud. This incredi-
ble young red spent two years in new wood, but you can t 
tell. It’s all glorious fruit. A legendary wine.”(100pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 466 Château Margaux - Vintage 2009
 Margaux
 1x6 bottle owc

“Abundant blueberry, cassis and acacia flower as well 
as hints of charcoal and forest floor aromas that are al-
most Burgundian in their complexity are followed by a 
wine displaying sweet, well-integrated tannins as well 
as a certain ethereal lightness despite the wine’s overall 
size.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 467 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac
 1lwisl, 4ll, 1ssos

“Backward, powerful, and extremely tannic, the dense 
purple-colored 2003 Mouton-Rothschild, a blend of 76% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc, 
and 2% Petit Verdot, fashioned from yields of 28 hec-
toliters per hectare, with a finished alcohol of 12.9%, 
improves dramatically with aeration. With full-bodied, 
meaty, powerful, dry flavors as well as a huge finish, 
this high class wine should be at its finest between 2012-
2040+. During its sojourn in barrel, it reminded me of a 
hypothetical blend of the 1982 and 1986 Moutons, but 
since bottling, it appears different, and even more tannic 
than those two vintages. I still believe the finest recent 
Mouton-Rothschild is the 2000.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 459 Château Latour - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac
 10lscl, different importers

“A prodigious effort, it boasts a saturated purple color 
as well as a gorgeous perfume of smoke, cedar, creme de 
cassis, flowers, crushed rocks, and blackberries. Massive 
and multi-layered, with huge richness and low acidity, it 
is about as unctuous as a young Latour can be. It could 
be compared to the 1982, but it may be even more pure, at 
least at this early stage, than that monumental wine. The 
level of intensity builds prodigiously in the mouth, and 
the finish lasts nearly a minute.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 460 8 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 6lscl

 461 Château Latour - Vintage 2005
 Pauillac
 different importers

“Dark ruby black in color. Brilliant, intense aromas of 
mineral, blackberry and currant, with hints of Indian 
spices and cigar box, lead to a full-bodied palate, with 
ultrafine tannins and a beautiful balance of blackberry, 
raspberry and mineral. There’s subtlety, yet also great 
depth. Lasts for minutes on the palate. This is a Latour 
with fabulous tone and vigor.”(99pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 462 Château Latour - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac

“An elixir of momentous proportions, it boasts a dense 
purple color as well as an extraordinarily flamboyant 
bouquet of black fruits, graphite, crushed rocks, subtle 
oak and a notion of wet steel. It hits the palate with a thun-
dering concoction of thick, juicy blue and black fruits, 
lead pencil shavings and a chalky minerality.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 463 Château Margaux - Vintage 2002
 Margaux
 1lscl

“This wine reveals a dense ruby/purple color in a style 
somewhat reminiscent of the 1988 but with more power, 
concentration, and volume. It has a beautifully elegant 
nose of black fruits intermixed with truffle, flower, and 
oak. The wine is medium to full-bodied, dense, with won-
derful precision, freshness, and a long, full-bodied finish 
with impressive levels of concentration.”(93pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2600-3500
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Lot: 469-472
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 472 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2012
 Pauillac
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2012 Mouton-Rothschild clearly has the upper 
hand over the 2011, if not quite at the level of the 2009, 
2010 and what I envisage will be the 2015. There is ob-
viously greater fruit intensity here, as if the contrast has 
been dialed up a couple of notches. It is quite showy on 
the nose, preening in its infancy with pure black cherries, 
graphite and hints of cold slate-like scents, later that hint 
of seaweed I observed when tasted blind a few months 
earlier. The palate is beautifully balanced with great vim 
and vigor. This is a Mouton that will not be put down - 
vivacious, vivid and delineated with wonderful focus and 
crucially, impressive persistence on the finish. Do not un-
derestimate this Mouton-Rothschild, because I can see an 
upswing as it matures in bottle.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4500-6000

PARCEL LOTS 473-474

 473 Château Pavie - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2005 Pavie is an absolutely amazing wine that 
has shed most of its oak aging (usually 24-28 months). 
Opaque purple in color, it is beyond belief in extract and 
concentration, but perfectly balanced and pure, with the 
oak well-integrated. Massively concentrated, and still a 
baby, this wine tastes more like it’s two to three years old 
than one that’s been around for a decade. Intense notes of 
grilled meats, spice box, cassis, black cherry, licorice and 
graphite arepresent in abundance. Enormously endowed, 
but with superlative purity and balance, this is the great-
est Pavie in the early Perse era, starting in 1998. Only 
the 2009 and 2010 rival this in his opinion, but I would 
add the 2000. This killer effort should drink well for an-
other 50 years and demonstrates the greatness of this ter-
roir owned by the Perse family. Only 7,000 cases were 
produced from a blend of 70% Merlot, 20% Cabernet 
Franc and 10% Cabernet Sauvignon. Bravo!”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 474 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 5 bottles different importer

 475 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2003
 Domaine du Clos de Tart

“It is dark ruby/purple-colored and bursts from the glass 
with black cherries, blackberries, and roasting spices. In-
tensely powerful, this wine boasts superb concentration 
and depth. A mouth-coating, full-bodied, thick effort, it 
slathers the palate with black fruits.”(94pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 468 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2006
 Pauillac
 1 bottle different importer

“…possesses extraordinary purity and clarity. A large-
scaled, massive Mouton Rothschild that ranks as one of 
the top four or five wines of the vintage, it may turn out 
to be the longest-lived wine of the vintage by a landslide. 
The label will undoubtedly be controversial as a relative 
of Sigmund Freud, Lucian Freud, has painted a rather 
comical Zebra staring aimlessly at what appears to be 
a palm tree in the middle of a stark courtyard. I suppose 
a psychiatrist could figure out the relationship between 
that artwork and wine, but I couldn t see one. This ut-
terly profound Mouton will need to sleep for 15+ years 
before it will reveal any secondary nuances, but it is a 
packed and stacked first-growth Pauillac of enormous 
potential.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

PARCEL LOTS 469-470

 469 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2009
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“…has a remarkable nose of lead pencil shavings, vi-
olets, creme de cassis and subtle barrique smells. It is 
stunningly opulent, fat, and super-concentrated, but the 
luxurious fruit tends to conceal some rather formidable 
tannins in the finish.”(99+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 470 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500
 1x12 bottle owc

 471 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2010
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Tasted at the Mouton-Rothschild vertical in London, the 
2010 Mouton-Rothschild is a modern-day benchmark for 
the First Growth and here, side-by-side with the 2009, it 
certainly has its nose in front. It is in possession of quite 
breathtaking delineation and precision, a crystalline bou-
quet with black fruit laced with minerals, potent pencil 
shaving notes, a touch of cold slate. It is totally entranc-
ing. The palate has beguiling symmetry, but for me what 
really distinguishes this Mouton is its effortlessness. Like 
watching Usain Bolt in his prime sprinting to another 
world record, this wine is almost self-effacing in terms 
of its brilliance. Will Philippe Dhalluin ever better this 
Mouton-Rothschild? Keep it in the cellar for 15 years, if 
you know what’s good for you.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $6500-8500
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 480 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2013
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Explosive aromas of ripe dark berries, licorice, incense, 
vanilla and Indian spices, joined by a smoky nuance as 
the wine opens up. Deeply concentrated yet impressively 
lively and precise on the palate, offering intense, finely 
etched black and blue fruit, cherry liqueur and floral 
pastille flavors complemented by hints of olive paste and 
star anise. Smoothly blends richness and finesse, offering 
wonderful clarity and no rough edges.”(96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 481 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2013
 La Mouline, E. Guigal
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2013 Côte Rôtie La Mouline shows none of the vin-
tage’s sometimes dry tannins. It offers crisp black fruit 
plums and blackberries underscored by hints of pencil 
shavings, espresso and grilled meat. Suave and long, it 
should drink well for a couple of decades.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 482 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2013
 La Turque, E. Guigal
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…is a bit firm, austere and cool. It’s medium-bodied and 
tannic, with some drying notes on the finish that suggest 
further cellaring is warranted. Yes, it shows ample con-
centration and complex notes of plums and raspberries, 
but patience will be required.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 483 Sassicaia - Vintage 2012
 Tenuta San Guido
 1x6 bottle banded owc

“The 2012 Sassicaia is dark and immediate, with gor-
geous up-front richness, density and power. Black cherry 
jam, cloves and new leather are some of the many signa-
tures that take shape in the glass. The 2012 is an unusu-
ally deep, concentrated Sassicaia that is going to need 
time in bottle to develop the full breadth of its aromas and 
flavors.”(94+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 476 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2005
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 1ltl, 4sdc

“Tasted at the pre-dinner vertical to mark Sylvain Piti-
ot’s retirement from the domaine, the 2005 Clos de Tart 
Grand Cru (tasted from magnum) is bestowed a mag-
nificent bouquet of haunting intensity and purity: wild 
strawberry and raspberry - every atom infused with 
mineral/cold stone scents with amazing focus. The pal-
ate is simply to die for. Here, a precise lattice of tannin 
that is incredibly framed with perfect poise and detail, 
there is a gentle crescendo to an incisive finish that takes 
your breath away. Could this be Sylvain Pitior’s greatest 
achievement alongside the 2002? Astonishingly fine - très 
grand cru, très délicieux.”(97pts)

 4 magnums per lot $4500-6000

 477 Latricieres Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 J. & J.L. Trapet

“An exceptionally fresh nose of beautiful red berry fruit 
and mineral hints trimmed in a subtle touch of wood spice 
introduces absolutely lovely, classy and pure moderately 
sized flavors that are built on a base of minerality, all 
wrapped in a vibrant and firmly structured finish where 
there is an almost palpable sense of the underlying ten-
sion and energy.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 478 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2005
 L. Jadot

“Good bright, full red. Brooding aromas of medicinal 
blueberry and menthol lifted by brilliant high notes of 
rose petal, mace and minerals. Compellingly deep and 
young, even youthfully imploded today, but this already 
boasts brilliant detail and energy and an exhilarating 
high pitch. Penetrating, powerful blue fruits, graphite, 
flowers and minerals stain the palate with flavor and will 
not quit. A great Bonnes-Mares for the Musigny lover. 
Should gain in bottle for two decades and go on for an-
other two.”(96+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 479 Volnay - Vintage 2005
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville

“The magnificently pure and airy essence of red pinot 
fruit is reserved and cool with its classy, sweet and vi-
brant flavors that are also linear and filled with an un-
derlying tension, culminating in a fine, long and utterly 
harmonious finish that seems to go on and on. This is 
truly Zen-like in its harmony of expression. The ‘05 Duc-
ster is destined to take its place alongside the greatest 
vintages of the past and while the words “best ever” are 
presumptuous in a wine with such a distinguished history, 
the mere fact that it has the potential to be among the very 
best is praise enough.”(94-97pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 484 Realm Red - Vintage 2014
 The Absurd

“A blend of 83% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Merlot, 6% 
Cabernet Franc and the rest Petit Verdot, is the 2014 
The Absurd, basically a choice of their finest barrels, or 
as winemaker and owner Benoit Touquette says, “The 
Crème de la Crème.” This is another perfect wine equal-
ing their incredible 2013. Yet the 2014 is slightly more 
forward and showy, as many 2013s are just beginning to 
shut down. There are 250 cases of this majestic wine that 
has an opaque purple color, extraordinary nose of spring 
flowers, blueberry, blackberry, creosote, charcoal, toast 
and spice. The wine has unbelievable fruit on the attack, 
midpalate and finish, compelling purity, texture and a fin-
ish of close to a full minute. It is (as advertised by the 
winery) a “showcase of the best of Napa Valley with the 
freedom of expression that results from no rules.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________
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 488 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien

“Delivers breathtaking aromas of blackberry, currant, 
licorice and flowers. Full-bodied, with a solid core of 
fruit and supersilky tannins. Dark chocolate, currant, 
berry and licorice follow through. This is racy and beau-
tiful.”(96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 489 Château Leoville Las Cases - Vintage 2003
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Incredible nose of crushed berry, licorice, violets and 
lightly toasted oak. Pure Crème de cassis. Full-bodied, 
with big, velvety tannins and a long, long finish. Sol-
id.”(97pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 490 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
 1x6 magnum owc

 491 Château Montrose - Vintage 2000
 St. Estephe

“This estate has frequently hit the bull’s eye over recent 
vintages, and the 2000 Montrose is the finest effort pro-
duced since the compelling 1990 and 1989. This gigan-
tically sized, tannic, backward effort boasts a saturated 
inky purple color followed by a huge nose of acacia 
flavors, crushed blackberries, creme de cassis, vanil-
la, hickory smoke, and minerals. Extremely full-bodied, 
powerful, dense, and multi-layered, this unreal Montrose 
should last for 30+ years.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $900-1200

 485 Château Ducru Beaucaillou - Vintage 2005
 St. Julien

“It is an exceptionally powerful wine with a dense pur-
ple color, superb intensity, and a beautiful, sweet nose 
of spring flowers, raspberries, blueberries, graphite, and 
creme de cassis. Full-bodied with fabulous concentra-
tion, exceptionally high tannin, good acidity, and mas-
sive layers of richness that build incrementally on the 
palate…”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 486 Château L’Evangile - Vintage 2005
 Pomerol
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2005 L’Evangile’s gorgeous aromatics consist of 
spring flowers, black raspberries, licorice, truffle and 
graphite. The wine is full-bodied, rich, still youthful 
and backward, with sweet tannin and a long, layered, 
full-bodied mouthfeel. This stunner is capable of another 
two to three decades of longevity. The greatest L’Evang-
ile since the 1982 and before the heroic duo of 2009 and 
2010?”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 487 Château Larcis Ducasse - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“With an unbelievable nose of licorice, tapenade, black 
cherry and blackcurrant liqueur, as well as full body, su-
per-sweet tannin, and astonishing richness and length, 
this prodigious effort in 2005 announced the resurrection 
of this great terroir on the slopes near Château Pavie. 
Dark garnet/plum/purple, this is compelling stuff and 
drinkable already, but capable of lasting another 25-30 
years. This beauty is not to be missed! Only 3,000 cases 
were produced, from a blend of 78% Merlot, 20% Caber-
net Franc and 2% Cabernet Sauvignon.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

BORDEAUX CITADEL
Several of our favorite collectors band together to bring us nearly fifty lots of mostly Bordeaux of course! We guard the castle 
with cases of the benchmark 2005 vintage from Ducru, l’Evangile, Pavie, Leoville Barton and Las Cases as well as multi-case 
parcels from the pivotal 2000 vintage from Leoville Barton, Lynch Bages, Montrose, Pichon Lalande and Smith Haut Lafitte. 
More mature wines have their days as well with a twenty-six vintage loose vertical of Haut Brion arching over 1957 to 2001. All 
wines properly stored.
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 495 Château Troplong Mondot - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2005 Troplong Mondot is a blend of 90% Merlot 
and the rest Cabernet Franc. It was emotional tasting 
this wine, thinking of the late Christine Valette, who made 
this compelling wine while battling with considerable 
courage against an insidious disease. It is a great effort 
and a superstar of the vintage. Dense purple, it offers 
notes of white chocolate, blackberry, cassis and licorice 
as well as a hint of truffle and some subtle background 
oak. Full-bodied, multi-layered, and spectacularly pure 
and rich, it is a tour de force, and a great tribute to an 
incredible woman. Remarkably youthful, this wine prob-
ably needs another 4-8 years of bottle age, and should 
keep for 20 or more years. Kudos to the late Christine 
Valette!”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 496 Château Rieussec - Vintage 2001
 Sauternes

“Like lemon curd on the nose, turning to honey and car-
amel. Full-bodied and very sweet, with fantastic con-
centration of ripe and botrytized fruit, yet balanced and 
refined. Electric acidity. Lasts for minutes on the palate. 
This is absolutely mind-blowing. This is the greatest 
young Sauternes I have ever tasted.”(100pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200

 497 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2005
 Domaine des Lambrays

“A much more deeply pitched nose of dark berry fruit, 
spice, earth, a hint of animale and an overlay of obvi-
ous minerality complements perfectly the rich, full and 
sweet broad-scaled yet elegant flavors that are solidly 
structured and firm on the detailed and wonderfully in-
tense finish. This powerful, long and serious vintage of 
Clos des Lambrays is built for the medium plus term…” 
(94pts BH)

 12 half-bottles per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 498 Château Brane Cantenac - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“The 2000 Brane-Cantenac is a blend of 42% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 55% Merlot and 3% Cabernet Franc. It has 
a really wonderful bouquet that is coming into its own: 
potent with black truffle and gravel infusing the red berry 
fruit. The palate is medium-bodied with a saline tang on 
the entry. It is not a powerful or huge wine, but there is 
impressive length here and genuine complexity on the fin-
ish, with black truffle, cedar and tobacco notes vying for 
attention. Henri Lurton oversaw a really quite fabulous, 
almost aristocratic Brane-Cantenac in this millennial 
year.”(93pts)

 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 492 Château Montrose - Vintage 2003
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“…pure blackberry, graphite and roasted herbs on the 
nose, perhaps even more elegant than I have observed 
on previous bottles. The palate is medium-bodied rather 
than full bodied with sturdy tannins couched in layers of 
seamless blackberry and cassis fruit, offset by scents of 
tobacco and graphite.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 493 Château Pape Clement - Vintage 2005
 Graves

“Owned by Bernard Magrez, this great terroir a few 
miles from Haut Brion and La Mission Haut Brion has 
produced one of the superstars of the vintage. A blend of 
55% Merlot and 45% Cabernet Sauvignon, Pape Clem-
ent’s 2005 has an opaque purple color and smoky bar-
becue and chocolaty notes intermixed with cassis and 
blackberries. There is also some underlying minerality 
in this full-bodied, super-concentrated wine, which has 
wonderfully sweet, well-integrated tannins. This ma-
jestic, multidimensional wines is one of the great, great 
wines of the vintage. It should drink well for at least an-
other 25 years.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 494 Château Pavie - Vintage 2005
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“The 2005 Pavie is an absolutely amazing wine that 
has shed most of its oak aging (usually 24-28 months). 
Opaque purple in color, it is beyond belief in extract and 
concentration, but perfectly balanced and pure, with the 
oak well-integrated. Massively concentrated, and still a 
baby, this wine tastes more like it’s two to three years old 
than one that’s been around for a decade. Intense notes of 
grilled meats, spice box, cassis, black cherry, licorice and 
graphite arepresent in abundance. Enormously endowed, 
but with superlative purity and balance, this is the great-
est Pavie in the early Perse era, starting in 1998. Only 
the 2009 and 2010 rival this in his opinion, but I would 
add the 2000. This killer effort should drink well for an-
other 50 years and demonstrates the greatness of this ter-
roir owned by the Perse family. Only 7,000 cases were 
produced from a blend of 70% Merlot, 20% Cabernet 
Franc and 10% Cabernet Sauvignon. Bravo!”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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Lot: 504, 505, 509-511 
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PARCEL LOTS 504-505

 504 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“Beginning to open magnificently, the still dense pur-
ple-colored 2000 reveals a blossoming bouquet of black-
berries, cassis, graphite and pen ink. Full-bodied with 
velvety tannins that have resolved themselves beautifully 
over the last eleven years, this wine is still an adoles-
cent, but it exhibits admirable purity, texture, mouthfeel 
and power combined with elegance. One of the all-time 
great examples of Lynch Bages, the 2000 is just begin-
ning to drink well yet promises to last for another 20-25+ 
years.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 505 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1x12 bottle owc

PARCEL LOTS 506-507

 506 Château Montrose - Vintage 2000
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“This estate has frequently hit the bull’s eye over recent 
vintages, and the 2000 Montrose is the finest effort pro-
duced since the compelling 1990 and 1989. This gigan-
tically sized, tannic, backward effort boasts a saturated 
inky purple color followed by a huge nose of acacia 
flavors, crushed blackberries, creme de cassis, vanil-
la, hickory smoke, and minerals. Extremely full-bodied, 
powerful, dense, and multi-layered, this unreal Montrose 
should last for 30+ years.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 507 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 508 Château Pape Clement - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“This wine stands out as a sensational effort just a few 
years away from full maturity. A 50/50 blend of Mer-
lot and Cabernet Sauvignon, the wine displays loads of 
scorched earth and smoky barbecue scents along with 
blueberry, black raspberry and black currant. The wine 
is expansive, has a savory, broad palate and a full-bod-
ied mouthfeel, yet possesses vivid purity and uplift. The 
tannins are still present, but they are sweet and well-inte-
grated. This wine should hit full maturity in another year 
or two and last for at least 20 more years.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 499 Château La Gomerie - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“…boasts spectacular aromas of roasted coffee, sweet, 
jammy black cherry and currant fruit, more tannin than 
normal, but a sumptuous, thick, expansive, juicy mid-sec-
tion as well as finish. This terrific offering is made in 
a modern, cultish style aimed at unabashed hedon-
ists.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 500-501

 500 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“The saturated purple-colored 2000 Leoville Barton is 
one of the greatest wines ever made at this estate. The 
wine has smoky, earthy notes intermixed with graphite, 
camphor, damp earth, jammy cassis, cedar, and a hint of 
mushroom. Enormous, even monstrous in the mouth, with 
tremendous extraction, broodingly backward, dense fla-
vors, and copious tannins, this should prove to be one of 
the longest-lived wines of the vintage and one of the most 
compelling Leoville Bartons ever made.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 501 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 1x12 bottle owc

 502 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400
 1x6 magnum owc

 503 Château Leoville Poyferre - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“The plushest, most ostentatious and dramatic of all the 
Leovilles in 2000, this wine is already sumptuous, dis-
playing some nuances in its huge nose of vanilla bean, 
black chocolate, jammy black cherries, cassis, and 
graphite in a flamboyant style. Opulent, savory, rich, and 
full-bodied, it is a head-turning, prodigious wine and a 
complete contrast to the extracted behemoth of Leoville 
Barton and the backward, classic Leoville Las Cases. 
The Poyferre’s low acidity, sweet tannin and an already 
gorgeous mouthfeel make it a wine to drink now as well 
as over the next 25 or more years.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
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 516 Château Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 1957 1hs,bsl, wisl, outstanding color (1)
 (90pts)
 - Vintage 1960 vhs, hbsl, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1963 htms, bsl, nl, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1966 lbsl,   (1)
 outstanding color and condition (92pts WS)
 - Vintage 1967 bn, stl, outstanding color (1)
 (90pts JG)
 - Vintage 1968 vhs, stl, nl, scc, outstanding color (1)
 - Vintage 1969 bsl, nl, scc,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1970 ts, bsl, nl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition (92pts)
 - Vintage 1971 vhs, bsl, scc,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition (96pts JK)
 - Vintage 1972 ts, bsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1973 bsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1974 bsl, lgsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1975 bsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition (93pts)
 - Vintage 1976 bsl, sdc,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition
 - Vintage 1978 lbsl, lgsl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition (90pts)
 - Vintage 1979 bsl, nl,  (1)
 outstanding color and condition (93pts)
 - Vintage 1981 lbsl, scl (1)
 - Vintage 1983 lscl (90pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 lbsl (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 lbsl (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1988 (98pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1991 lbsl (1)
 - Vintage 1992 lscl (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1993 vlscl (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1994 nl (94pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 2001 nl (95pts WS) (1)

 Above 26 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 517 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1994
 Graves
 2nl, 1lwisl, 11lbsl

“Has wonderful richness and suppleness, lovely fruit and 
harmony. A superb example of a graceful, balanced wine 
that is delicious…”(94pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

PARCEL LOTS 509-511

 509 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“In short, I find this to be a spectacular Pichon Lalande. 
Dense purple in color, with loads of coffee, mocha, creme 
de cassis, and chocolate notes, this is a somewhat unusu-
al blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 34% Merlot, and a 
whooping 10% Petit Verdot, with a little bit of Cabernet 
Franc.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 510 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle owc

 511 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle owc

 512 Château Quinault L’Enclos - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 3x12 bottle owc’s

“…boasts an opaque purple color as well as a gorgeous 
concoction of crushed blackberries, blueberries, and 
black currants intermixed with violets, licorice, and sub-
tle smoky oak. It cuts a broad swath across the palate 
with an expansive chewiness in addition to terrific con-
centration, purity, and overall equilibrium..”(94pts)

 36 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 513-514

 513 Château Smith Haut Lafitte - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“One can’t say enough about this winery, which may still 
fly under the radar of most consumers. The fully mature 
2000 displays gorgeous aromas of camphor, lead pencil 
shavings, unsmoked tobacco, plums, and black currants. 
With full body, a velvety texture, and beautiful weight, 
richness, and length, this superb wine should evolve, pos-
sibly improve for another 15 years. It’s a beauty!”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 514 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 1x12 bottle owc

_____________________________

 515 NO LOT
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 521 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2008
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“Like a lot of wines in this underrated vintage, the 2008 
La Mission was one of the great bargains of recent vin-
tages. Its healthy blue/purple color is followed by aro-
mas of blueberries, black raspberries, licorice, truffles, 
underbrush and forest floor. The scorched earthy/smoky 
character of this estate’s terroir has not yet emerged. Me-
dium to full-bodied and concentrated with good acidity, 
freshness and delineation, this is a big wine for the vin-
tage, but also very classic in its balance of tannin, acidity 
and extract. It will benefit from another 5-7 years of cel-
laring and should keep for three decades. The final blend 
was 51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 43% Merlot and 6% Ca-
bernet Franc.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 522 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2014
 Pauillac

“The 2014 Lafite-Rothschild, tasted with head winemak-
er Eric Kohler, has retained that very opulent and out-
going bouquet that dare I say actually reminded me of 
Mouton-Rothschild. There are layers of blackberry and 
boysenberry fruit, still that hint of juniper berry, certain-
ly a more extrovert Lafite-Rothschild compared to recent 
vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with crisp tannin, 
very focused and quite linear, again with plenty of black 
fruit laced with cedar and tobacco. It begins to clam up 
towards the saline finish, suggesting that it will need sev-
eral years in bottle, but I still have high expectations for 
this First Growth once afforded several years in bottle.” 
(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 523 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2003
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Intense blackberry and cherry, with hints of currant. 
Toasted oak and sweet tobacco too. Roses and other flow-
ers, such as lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses of tannins 
yet incredibly long and seductive.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 524 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1993
 Pauillac
 5balthus label

“…but there is more richness of fruit, a sweet, ripe, 
pureness to the wine, as well as medium body and out-
standing balance. This moderately tannic, well-focused, 
surprisingly rich 1993 is capable of 15-20 years of evo-
lution.”(90pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 518 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1996
 Graves
 6scl

“The 1996 Haut Brion Blanc was  the best white’ per the 
Ringmaster, and he was right. It had a fantastic nose of 
glue city, with intense, rich and twisted flavors that were 
dry with apricot and lanolin hints. Its structure and den-
sity were  wow’ and  wow.’ HBB is always a bit of an S&M 
wine, and sometimes it’s good to be a masochist when on 
the drinking end.”(96pts JK)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 519 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2015
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“…the medium to deep garnet-purple colored 2015 
Haut-Brion is reticent to begin, languidly revealing 
crushed black cherries, ripe black plums and wild blue-
berries with sparks of cinnamon stick, cloves, nutmeg, 
espresso, unsmoked cigars, tapenade, crushed rocks and 
lavender. The full-bodied palate possesses wonderfully 
complementary contrasts of bold black and blue fruit 
richness and delicately nuanced cherry fruit, baking 
spices and floral accents, strutting ripe, finely pixelated 
tannins and seamless acidity that is placed firmly in the 
background, finishing very long and with plenty of atti-
tude. This impeccably poised, exquisitely perfumed 2015 
Haut-Brion possesses the most alluring yet seemingly ef-
fortless beauty.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 520 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2016
 Graves
 1x6 bottle owc

“Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, the nose is at 
once profound and arresting, offering drop-dead gor-
geous Morello cherries, lilacs and red rose scents with 
a core of Black Forest cake, warm blackcurrants and 
blueberry preserves plus wafts of sandalwood and un-
derbrush. Medium-bodied, the elegantly crafted palate is 
completely packed with intense floral, mineral and cas-
sis-laced flavors with a firm frame of very finely pixelated 
tannins and seamless freshness, finishing very long and 
achingly stunning.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 529 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1992
 Pomerol
 nl

“Along with Lafleur, the 1992 Pétrus is one of the lead-
ing candidates for the wine of the vintage. It exhibits an 
opaque ruby/purple color, and a big, sweet nose of car-
amel vanillin, blackcurrants, and herbs. Rich and ripe, 
with layers of sweet, jammy fruit, this unctuously-tex-
tured, thick, superbly-concentrated wine will have a great 
future.”(90pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 530 Château d’Yquem
 Sauternes
 - Vintage 1989 (97pts) half-bottle (6)
 - Vintage 2001 (100pts) half-bottle (1)
 - Vintage 2003 1nl (98pts WS) half-bottle (5)

 Above 12 half-bottles per lot $1400-1800

 531 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 2008
 Sauternes
 2x12 banded half bottle owc’s

“…has a nuanced bouquet, with scents of clear honey, 
lime flower, vanilla and orange blossom that is beauti-
fully defined. The palate is very harmonious on the entry, 
with a fine thread of acidity, tense and full of energy like 
the 2010 tasted alongside, with notes of white peach, cit-
rus lemon, clear honey and a hint of quince.”(96pts)

 24 half-bottles per lot $3000-4000

 532 Château Haut Brion Blanc
 Graves
 - Vintage 1988 lbsl (1)
 - Vintage 1990 lbsl (1)
 - Vintage 1995 lscl (92pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 3lscl, 1 bottle different importer (3)
 (96pts)
 - Vintage 1998 2lscl, 1 bottle different importer (2)
 (96pts)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 533 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 Cristal

“The Louis Roederer 1990 Cristal is awesome! A classic 
of power and finesse, richness and delicacy, it may be the 
greatest Cristal I have ever tasted!…”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 534 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne
 Cristal Rose
 - Vintage 1989 (97pts RJ) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 (97pts RJ) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 525 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac
 2lscl, 1bottle different importer

“Incredible nose of ultraripe fruit, it’s yet subtle and 
complex. Full-bodied, with very ripe, almost sweet fruit 
and a long, long caressing finish. Superb.”(96pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 526 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2001
 Pauillac

“Very smoky, with berry, coffee and tobacco aromas. 
Full-bodied, with polished velvety tannins, plenty of fruit 
and a cedary aftertaste. Tight and compacted. This is bet-
ter than the 2000 Mouton.”(94pts WS)

 9 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 527 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2015
 Pauillac
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…emerging from the glass with profound notes of black-
berry preserves, plum pudding, Crème de cassis and 
grilled meats, featuring perfectly accessorized accents 
of sandalwood, cinnamon stick and fenugreek with wafts 
of dried roses, unsmoked cigars and tilled soil. Medium 
to full-bodied, the palate is completely packed with rich, 
ripe black fruits sparked with blue and red fruit under-
tones and an incredible structure of very firm, very ripe 
tannins, with seamless freshness and an epically long, 
earth-laced finish.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 528 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 2016
 Pauillac
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 2016 Mouton Rothschild is a blend of 83% Caber-
net Sauvignon, 15% Merlot, 1% Cabernet Franc and 1% 
Petit Verdot, with the Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot 
vinified together. It has a very deep purple-black color 
and slowly slides out of the glass with spicy notes of Si-
chuan pepper, cloves and cinnamon stick giving way to 
a core of perfumed black fruits and florals blackcurrant 
cordial, candied violets, blackberry compote, rose hips 
and black plums plus suggestions of espresso, damp soil, 
tar and beef drippings. Medium-bodied, the palate is 
very firmly structured and jam-packed with latent energy 
about to burst, offering superbly ripe, grainy tannins and 
bold freshness to support the intense floral and black fruit 
layers and finishing very long and very minerally. Power-
ful, profound wine.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 535 Penfolds Grange - Vintage 1990
 2lbsl

“ Magnificent, exotic, a veritable cascade of opulent 
flavors--earthy currant, black cherry and licorice--on 
a grand frame of incredible length, wrapped in finely 
grained tannins.”(98pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________
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 539 Bond
 - Vintage 2007
 Pluribus  (98+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010
 Melbury 1x5 bottle custom owc (98+pts) (1)
 Pluribus  (97pts) (1)
 Quella  (98pts) (1)
 St. Eden  (95pts) (1)
 Vecina  (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012
 Melbury 1x3 bottle owc (95pts) (3)
 Quella 1x3 bottle owc, 1x1 bottle owc (98pts) (4)

 Above 13 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 540 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon
 The G.T.O
 - Vintage 2014 1x1 magnum owc  magnum (1)
 (96+pts)
 - Vintage 2015 2x1 magnum owc’s  magnum (2)
 (99pts)
 - Vintage 2016 3x1 magnum owc’s magnum (3)

 Above 6 magnums per lot $3200-4200

 541 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2012
 Stones No. 1 1x3 bottle owc (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2013
 GIII 1x3 bottle owc (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014
 Stones No. 2 1x3 bottle owc (97pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2015
 Sigaro 1x3 bottle owc (96pts VM) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 536 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2016
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“…has an ineffably complex bouquet, not as intense as it 
showed in barrel yet extremely deep and cerebral, black 
fruit mingling with forest floor, crushed stone and a touch 
of sea spray. The palate is perfectly balanced with a de-
ceivingly understated entry, before a wave of black and 
red fruit crashes over the senses. It is framed by supreme-
ly fine tannin, the intensity building toward a crescendo 
as it fans out.”(99+pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 537 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2007
 Thorevilos 1x1 magnum ocb (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2013
 Madrona Ranch 1x3 bottle ocb (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014
 Madrona Ranch 1x3 bottle ocb (97pts VM) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 and 1 magnum

 538 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2010
 Eisele Vineyard
 1x6 bottle owc, 1x1 magnum owc

“…is a picture perfect example of the year. Vibrant, pre-
cise and beautifully chiseled, the 2010 boasts serious 
depth and concentration. The aromas and flavors are in-
credibly vivid in this textured, dazzling Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon. Hints of dark blue and black fruit, mocha, espresso 
and grilled herbs flesh out on the huge finish.”(98pts)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 and 1 magnum

CALIFORNIA DREAMING
As we head toward summer, we find ourselves dreaming of Cali gold, vinous gold that is!  Here to help are several loyal consign-
ors with nearly ninety lots from Abreu, Araujo, Aubert, Bond, Bryant, Caymus, Dominus, Harlan, Heitz, Opus One, Sine Qua 
Non, Scarecrow, Schafer, Schrader, Screaming Eagle and its Second Flight!  Many in their original packaging, and all wines 
properly stored.
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 547 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon
 Materium
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 magnum owc (97pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2012 1x1 magnum owc (98pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2013 1x1 magnum owc (100 pts) magnum (1)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $1400-1800

 548 Myriad Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
 Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard  (94+pts) (3)
 Beckstoffer George III Vineyard  (93pts) magnum (1)
 Beckstoffer George III Vineyard  (93pts) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1100-1500
 and 1 magnum

 549 Promontory Red
 - Vintage 2009 1x1 magnum owc (97pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2010 1x3 bottle owc (98+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 magnum owc (98+pts) magnum (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 and 2 magnums

 550 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Monsieur Etain
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 551 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2006
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon Vineyard vlscl (98+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2007
 GIII nl (97+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010
 CCS 1x4 bottle custom owc (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2011
 CCS 1x4 bottle custom owc (95pts) (1)
 LPV  (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon Vineyard 1x6 bottle  (1)
 custom owc (98pts)
 CCS  (100pts) (3)
 GIII  (96pts) (1)
 LPV 1x6 bottle custom owc (95pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 2015
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon Vineyard  (100pts) (2)
 CCS  (99pts) (2)
 GIII  (96-100pts) (2)
 LPV  (98+pts) (2)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $4200-5500

 542 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2013 1x1 Liter bottle owc (89-91pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2015 1x1 Liter bottle owc (97+pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2016 1x6 bottle owc (97pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2016 1x1 Liter bottle owc  (1)
 (97pts VM)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 and 3 Liters

 543 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2012
 1x6 bottle owc

“Probably a candidate for perfection with another 4-5 
years of bottle age, the wine is inky plum/purple to the rim 
and offers a gorgeous nose of scorched earth, blackberry 
and cassis, forest floor, and a floral, lavender-like com-
ponent followed by deep, opulent, majestic flavors that 
caress the palate with high but sweet tannin.”(99+pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 544 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 - Vintage 2012 2x1 magnum owc’s  magnum (2)
 (99pts)
 - Vintage 2015 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 and 2 magnums

 545 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 bottle owc (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 2x1 bottle owc’s (96-100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2015 3x1 bottle owc’s (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 546 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2011
 Mount Veeder 1x3 bottle owc (93pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2012
 Mount Veeder etched double magnum  double 
 (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2013
 Spring Mountain District 1x6 bottle owc  (6)
 (94pts VM)
 - Vintage 2014
 Diamond Mountain 1x3 bottle owc (91pts VM) (3)
 Howell Mountain 1x3 bottle owc (99pts) (3)
 Mt. Veeder 1x3 bottle owc (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2015
 Mt. Veeder 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)

 Above 21 bottles per lot $5000-7000
 and 1 double magnum
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 557 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2010
 1x3 bottle owc

“Utter perfection, the 2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet 
Sauvignon (a 610-case blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon, 16% Merlot and 9% Cabernet Franc; 14.5% natu-
ral alcohol) boasts a dense ruby/purple color along with 
a staggering bouquet of spring flowers, graphite, creme 
de cassis, kirsch, licorice and subtle toast in the back-
ground. Opulent and full-bodied with a multidimension-
al personality, gorgeous purity and a stunning, flawless 
texture, this spectacular wine is among the wines of the 
vintage. “(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 558 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2011
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is a sexy, upfront, precociously styled wine exhibit-
ing a dense ruby/purple color as well as lots of licorice, 
camphor, black currant jam, new oak and spice box 
characteristics. Dense, rich and impressive, the early 
drinking charm of the 2011 vintage gives it immediate 
appeal.”(91-94pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 559 Venge Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 Bone Ash Vineyard

 3 bottles per lot $180-240

 560 Verite Red - Vintage 2013
 La Joie 1x3 bottle custom owc (100pts) (1)
 La Muse  (100pts) (1)
 Le Desir 1x3 bottle owc (99pts) (4)
 La Muse 1x1 magnum owc (100pts) magnum (1)
 Le Desir 1x1 magnum owc (99pts) magnum (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 and 2 magnums

 561 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay
 - Vintage 2012
 Ritchie Vineyard  (95pts) (5)
 UV-SL Vineyard  (96pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2013
 CIX Estate Vineyard  (97pts) (1)
 Eastside Vineyard  (100pts) (2)
 Lauren Vineyard  (98-100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014
 CIX Estate Vineyard  (99pts) (4)
 Eastside Vineyard 1nl (98pts) (3)

 Above 20 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 562 Peter Michael Chardonnay - Vintage 2012
 Point Rouge

(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1200-1600
_____________________________

 552 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon
 Old Sparky
 - Vintage 2010 1x1 magnum owc (98pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2012 1x1 magnum owc (100pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2016 1x1 magnum owc (100pts) magnum (1)

 Above 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 553 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
 Old Sparky
 2x1 magnum owc’s

“Tasting like a first-growth Pauillac, the wine is opaque 
purple and has a fabulous nose of lead pencil, spring 
flowers, blueberry and blackberry and the telltale cassis. 
There is also some licorice and sweet oak, the tannins 
are ripe, and the wine full-bodied. Built like a skyscraper, 
with an incredible finish (like most of these wines) going 
on for 50 seconds to a minute, this amazing wine should 
still be drinking splendidly well at age 25 or 30.”(100pts)

 2 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 554 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 Old Sparky
 2x1 magnum owc’s

“This is a beautiful wine with great intensity and seems to 
be one of the superstars of this vintage. Smoky barbecue 
notes intermix with charcoal embers, blackberry, cassis, 
Christmas fruitcake, licorice and camphor.”(98pts)

 2 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 555 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2010
 RBS  (99pts) (2)
 T6  (96+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2011
 RBS  (91pts) (1)
 T6  (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2012
 RBS  (98pts) (4)
 T6  (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2015
 RBS  (98+pts) (2)
 T6  (100pts) (2)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 556 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2009
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is insanely beautiful. It is a relatively open vintage 
that nevertheless possesses stunning intensity, depth and 
elegance. Dark red berries, flowers, mint and spices are 
all woven together beautifully. Layers of fruit build ef-
fortlessly to the long, seductive finish.”(98+pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9500
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 568 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2014
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The deep garnet-purple colored 2014 Proprietary Red 
Wine offers up subtle cassis, black cherries and crushed 
blackberries notes with tons of savory and earthy layers: 
forest floor, black soil, charcoal and dried herbs, plus 
wafts of violets and rare beef. Full-bodied and built like a 
brick house in the mouth, it has loads of tense, muscular 
fruit with many layers of earth, savory and spice nuances 
emerging, finishing with epic length. Around 2,100 cases 
were bottled.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 569 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2015
 1x6 bottle owc

“Bottled in early 2018, the deep garnet-purple color-
ed 2015 Proprietary Red Wine is a little closed, slowly 
unfurling to reveal black cherries, Crème de cassis and 
plum pudding with nuances of potpourri, baking spices 
and tilled soil plus wafts of garrigue and wild sage. The 
palate is full-bodied and concentrated with exquisitely 
ripe, fine-grained tannins and fantastic poise and depth 
with a long, decadently fruited finish.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 570 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1x3 bottle owc

 571 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2013
 The Maiden
 1x6 bottle owc

“More serious and concentrated, bigger and denser, the 
2013 The Maiden is one of the strongest efforts, and pos-
sibly the best Maiden tasted to date. Deep, with mulberry 
and blackberry fruit, some cedarwood, and terrific opu-
lence, this is a stunner and a wine to drink over the next 
20 or more years.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

PARCEL LOTS 572-573

 572 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 Ark Vineyard
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“From Howell Mountain, the 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon 
Ark reveals the mulberry, chocolate, graphite and an in-
credibly dense bluish black color, massive fruit extract and 
richness, but without a hard edge to be found. All three of 
these are extraordinary wines, which is what we’ve come 
to expect from Jayson Woodbridge.”(98-100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 573 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 1x6 bottle owc, 2x3 bottle 
 owc’s

 563 Château Latour - Vintage 2001
 Pauillac

“The beautiful integration of tannin, acidity, and wood is 
stunning. The wine flows across the palate with fabulous 
texture, purity, and presence. This luscious, full-bodied 
Latour was surprisingly open-knit on the three occasions 
I tasted it from bottle. However, do not mistake its aging 
ability…”(95pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 564 Bevan Cellars Red - Vintage 2015
 Sugarloaf Mountain

“Incredible aromatics of spring flowers and blue and 
black fruits are followed by a long, deep, skyscraper-like 
wine with explosive fruit intensity, loads of glycerin and 
a wonderfully, fleshy, succulent mouthfeel, which is cer-
tainly a characteristic of the top 2015s.”(96-100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 565 Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
“Both 2013s are clearly the finest Eisele wines made un-
der the administration of François Pinault and his top 
lieutenant, Frédéric Engerer, who also runs the show at 
Château Latour. The utterly compelling 2013 Cabernet 
Sauvignon is 100% Cabernet Sauvignon in this vintage 
and 1,800 cases were made. The wine is off-the-charts 
great, with an opaque bluish/purple color to the rim, an 
aroma of pen ink, graphite, blackberry and blueberry 
fruit, a hint of licorice, camphor and incense. The wine is 
full-bodied, with extraordinary concentration, remarka-
ble equilibrium and noticeable, but sweet, well-integrat-
ed tannin. This is a large-scaled Eisele Vineyard Caber-
net Sauvignon, but flawless and with no edges. It is an 
amazing effort and a great achievement from this incred-
ible terroir. “(100pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $1500-2000

 566 Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2015 Caber-
net Sauvignon charges from the gate with exuberant red 
and black cherries notes, black currants and mulberries 
with a beautiful roses and lavender perfume, plus hints 
of sandalwood and cinnamon stick. Full-bodied, concen-
trated and downright explosive in the mouth, it is still 
wearing loads of gorgeous puppy-fat fruit flavors, offer-
ing suggestions of the complex, multilayered blockbuster 
that it will emerge into. The structure deserves its own 
mention: wonderful, seamless freshness and oh-so-fine, 
pixelated tannins, with an extraordinary persistence of 
fruit and mineral nuances. Wow.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 567 NO LOT
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 578 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
“Composed of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 
4% Cabernet Franc, the very deep purple-black colored 
2015 Screaming Eagle leaps from the glass with notes of 
freshly crushed black currants, black cherries and black-
berries with suggestions of cigar box, black raspberries, 
red currants, chocolates, pencil lead and cast-iron pan 
plus a touch of potpourri. Medium to full-bodied with a 
rock-solid backbone of ripe, grainy tannins and oodles 
of freshness, it features the most incredible black and 
red fruit layers and finishes with incredible vibrancy and 
depth.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 579 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2017
“The 2017 Screaming Eagle is a deeply intriguing, fas-
cinating wine, as it represents just a small portion of the 
harvest in that only pre-fire lots were used here (and in 
The Flight). As a result, the 2017 is unusually bright and 
tightly wound, with a decidedly savory, mineral-infused, 
old school-leaning personality. I won’t be surprised if 
the 2017 turns out to be even better than this note sug-
gests, although I also don’t expect I will taste it too of-
ten given that the entire production was bottled in mag-
num.”(96+pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 580 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
“Crème de cassis, lavender and spice open first, followed 
by sage, lavender, rose petal and a whole range of more 
floral and savory notes that convey freshness as well as 
energy. A wine of total class and sophistication, the 2018 
is a knock-out from the very first taste. There is an exoti-
cism that I find especially alluring.”(98+pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 581 Second Flight of Eagles - Vintage 2013
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is dark, powerful and incisive, with layers of graph-
ite-infused minerality that are pushed forward. This is 
perhaps the most intense, brooding Second Flight I have 
tasted so far. Unctuous and deep to the core, the 2013 
possesses magnificent concentration to match its spher-
ical texture. Lavender, rose petal, mint and a host of sa-
vory notes wrap around the deep, somber finish.”(95pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 582 The Flight Red - Vintage 2015
 1x3 bottle owc

“…opens with electric notes of black and blue fruit sparks 
wild blueberries, fresh blackberries and crushed black 
plums with nuances of lavender, violets, pencil shavings, 
tilled soil, yeast extract and a waft of cinnamon stick. Me-
dium to full-bodied, it hits the palate with tons of energy 
and freshness supported by firm, finely grained tannins, 
finishing with tons of fragrant earth layers.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 574 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 Deep Time
 2x2 bottle custom owc’s

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 575 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2013
 Few and Far Between
 1x6 bottle owc, 2x3 bottle owc’s

“Obviously, the Eisele Vineyard next door is a first-
growth quality vineyard, and so is Jayson Woodbridge’s 
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon Few and Far Between. This 
has some Cabernet Franc (5%-15%), and spends 32 
months in barrel. It is an absolutely outrageously great 
wine from the volcanic rocks and white volcanic ash of 
these soils in this northeast sector of Napa to the south 
of Calistoga. The finish goes on for over a minute, as this 
wine has layers and layers of fruit. If anything, it remind-
ed me of a Château Latour on steroids. A magnificent 
example, it is one of the prodigious wines of this great 
vintage for Bordeaux varietals in Napa. The 2013 Few 
and Far Between already drinks well, but will still be rev-
eling its purchasers 35-40 years from now. The sad thing 
about the Few and Far Between Vineyard is that it is only 
a five-acre parcel.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 576 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Medium garnet-purple colored, the 2014 Cabernet 
Sauvignon Kayli Morgan Vineyard simply sings of pot-
pourri, spice cake and rose hip tea with menthol, tilled 
soil, tobacco and earth plus a waft of crushed stones. The 
full-bodied palate is fantastically dense and beautifully 
perfumed with lovely freshness and super fine-grained 
tannins, finishing very, very long.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 577 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon Kayli Morgan Vineyard 
has a medium garnet-purple color and is a little closed 
to begin, giving up red and black currants, violets, lilacs 
and spice box plus chocolate-covered coffee beans, men-
thol, tilled soil and cardamom. The palate is full-bodied, 
concentrated and built like a brick house, with loads 
of floral sparks and a very long, mineral-laced finish. 
Through the roof.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000
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 588 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Deep Time
 - Vintage 2013 (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2014 (2)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 589 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Few and Far Between
 - Vintage 2012 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2013 (100pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 590 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Kayli Morgan Vineyard
 - Vintage 2012 (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2013 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2016 (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 591 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Wraith
 - Vintage 2013 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2015 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 592 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2013 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (100pts) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 593 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2012
 1x3 bottle owc

“…is composed of 79% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Mer-
lot and 4% Cabernet Franc. Made in the classic, iconic 
Screaming Eagle style that the original proprietress, Jean 
Philipps, first showcased in the early 1990s, before the 
winery was sold to Stan Kroenke, the inky/purple-color-
ed, seamless 2012 possesses an extraordinary set of ar-
omatics consisting of pure blackcurrant liqueur, licorice, 
acacia flowers, graphite and a subtle hint of new oak. 
Full-bodied, opulent and voluptuous, this profound wine 
is as prodigious as I thought it would be last year when 
tasted from barrel.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 594 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2014
 1x3 bottle owc

“…sexy, up-front, opaque ruby/purple-colored wine is 
seamlessly constructed, full-bodied, and has a long fin-
ish with silky tannins. This seems to float across that pal-
ate with that great fruit purity that is a characteristic of 
Screaming Eagle.”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 583 The Flight Red
 - Vintage 2016 2x3 bottle owc’s (98pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2017 1x3 bottle owc (94+pts VM) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $4500-6000

_____________________________

 584 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2012
“Probably a candidate for perfection with another 4-5 
years of bottle age, the wine is inky plum/purple to the rim 
and offers a gorgeous nose of scorched earth, blackberry 
and cassis, forest floor, and a floral, lavender-like com-
ponent followed by deep, opulent, majestic flavors that 
caress the palate with high but sweet tannin.”(99+pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 585 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2013
“This great first-growth property, with aspirations to 
produce the finest Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine made 
in the New World, has given us a wine that has it all in 
2013. Dense purple to the rim, with notes of espresso, 
white chocolate, mocha, blackberry, cassis, and cedar 
wood, the wine is full-bodied, opulent, but also struc-
tured, pure and incredibly long (well past a minute after-
taste).”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1600-2200

 586 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2015
“Bottled in early 2018, the deep garnet-purple color-
ed 2015 Proprietary Red Wine is a little closed, slowly 
unfurling to reveal black cherries, Crème de cassis and 
plum pudding with nuances of potpourri, baking spices 
and tilled soil plus wafts of garrigue and wild sage. The 
palate is full-bodied and concentrated with exquisitely 
ripe, fine-grained tannins and fantastic poise and depth 
with a long, decadently fruited finish.”(100pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1500-2000

 587 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon
 Ark Vineyard
 - Vintage 2015 2x3 bottle owc’s (100pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2016 1x3 bottle owc (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 600 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2014
 Capo dei Putti  (96+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2015
 Trouver L’Arene  (100pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2016
 Ratsel 16  (98+pts VM) (6)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $3800-4800

 601 The Third Twin Mourvedre - Vintage 2016
 Nuestra Senora del Tercer Gemelo
 1x5 custom bottle owc

“Very deep garnet-purple in color, the 2016 Nuestra Se-
nora Del Tercer Gemelo has a wonderfully meaty/savory 
nose over a core of Crème de cassis and baked plums 
with nut and fruit cake undertones followed by yeast ex-
tract, tilled soil, fungi and unsmoked cigar notes. The 
massively rich, full-bodied palate is incredibly precise, 
features wonderfully delineated, complex savory, earthy 
and mineral layers, all lifted by fantastic freshness. The 
jaw-dropping depth of flavors is superbly supported by 
firm, ripe, grainy tannins, finishing on a compelling iron-
ore note. Truly, this is a wine without peers!”(99+pts)

 5 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 602 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2000
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“A mouthful, this wine gushes with pure, ripe Cabernet 
fruit. Tiers of currant, anise, blackberry, cherry and wild 
berry flavors are supported by pretty mocha-scented oak 
and plush, velvety tannins that firm up on the finish, giv-
ing it a solid backbone, yet the persistent flavors keep 
pushing through.”(95pts WS)

 6 bottles per lot $800-1100

 603 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2001
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“ is a big wine (14.9% natural alcohol), but the alcohol 
is buried beneath an avalanche of creme de cassis, wood 
smoke, toast, licorice and spring flower characteristics. 
Super full-bodied with fabulous fruit purity, a broad, ex-
pansive mouthfeel, lots of glycerin and a huge upside, 
this 2001 is still an infant at age ten, but it is approacha-
ble as well as compelling to smell and taste. It has at least 
another three decades of aging potential ahead of it and 
is one of the great young, legendary classics from Napa 
Valley.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 595 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
 1x3 bottle owc

“Composed of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 
4% Cabernet Franc, the very deep purple-black colored 
2015 Screaming Eagle leaps from the glass with notes of 
freshly crushed black currants, black cherries and black-
berries with suggestions of cigar box, black raspberries, 
red currants, chocolates, pencil lead and cast-iron pan 
plus a touch of potpourri. Medium to full-bodied with a 
rock-solid backbone of ripe, grainy tannins and oodles 
of freshness, it features the most incredible black and 
red fruit layers and finishes with incredible vibrancy and 
depth.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 596 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 1x3 bottle owc

“Crème de cassis, lavender and spice open first, followed 
by sage, lavender, rose petal and a whole range of more 
floral and savory notes that convey freshness as well as 
energy. A wine of total class and sophistication, the 2018 
is a knock-out from the very first taste. There is an exoti-
cism that I find especially alluring.”(98+pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 597 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2015
 The Flight
 1x3 bottle owc

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 598 Sine Qua Non Graciano
 - Vintage 2016 The Third Twin 1x5 bottle owc (5)
 (98+pts VM)
 - Vintage 2017 The Third Twin 1x5 bottle owc (5)
 (98pts VM)
 The Third Twin Graciano
 - Vintage 2016 (98+pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2017 (98pts VM) (2)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 599 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2014
 Testa dei Cherubini  (98+pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2015
 Le Chemin Vers L’Heresie  (98+pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2016
 Dirt Vernacular  (98+pts) (3)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
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 608 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2006
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“…is a stunningly rich effort displaying notes of licorice, 
cassis, camphor and subtle toast along with a full-bodied, 
powerful texture and richness. Very pure with surprising-
ly sweet tannins for a 2006, it’s long finish lasts over 40 
seconds.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 609 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“Deep purple-black colored, the 2007 Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon Hillside Select exudes beautiful notions of violets, 
dark chocolate, black olives, spice cake and cedar chest 
with a core of Crème de cassis, blackberry pie, plum 
preserves and fragrant earth plus a waft of unsmoked 
cigars. Full-bodied, super concentrated and jam-packed 
with multilayered black and blue fruits, it has a rock-solid 
frame of grainy tannins and fantastic freshness, finishing 
long with tons of exotic spice and savory sparks.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 610 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2008
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“…is one of those rare wines that looks like it will be 
absolutely delicious pretty much at any point in its life. 
Super-refined and silky, the 2008 caresses the palate with 
layers of deeply expressive dark fruit. The 2008 is a wine 
of exceptional textural finesse and pedigree. According to 
Doug Shafer, cool weather in the spring resulted in small 
clusters with high skin to juice ratios, always a plus for 
high quality wines.”(96pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 611 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2009
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“…is deep, racy and layered from the very first taste. A 
large-scaled, sumptuous wine, the 2009 impresses for its 
exceptional balance and pure pedigree. There is plenty of 
flesh here, but also more than enough tannin to help bal-
ance some of the wine’s more overt tendencies.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600
_____________________________

 612 Meursault
 A. Ente
 - Vintage 2013 (92pts VM) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 (90pts) (4)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 604 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2002
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“A dark purple color is accompanied by a gorgeously 
powerful nose of pure Crème de cassis, pain grill , flow-
ers, licorice, and spice box. Full-bodied with multiple di-
mensions, superb purity, layers of fruit, and a blockbuster 
finish, it is an amazing offering.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 605 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2003
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“The 2003 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon Hillside Select 
has a dense, purple color, notes of creosote, graph-
ite, blackberry and cassis fruit, charcoal and scorched 
earth. It has a full-bodied mouthfeel and excellent purity, 
while some rather noticeable tannins kick in on the fin-
ish.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 606 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2004
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“Inky/purple-colored with notes of blueberry, blackber-
ry, cassis, spring flowers, and a touch of toast, the wine 
is opulent, voluptuous and full-bodied with sweet tannin, 
just enough acidity to provide freshness, vibrancy and 
delineation, and a spectacular finish that goes on 40+ 
seconds. This is a killer, a showy and flamboyant style 
of Hillside Select that’s already drinking beautifully and 
should continue to do so for another 15-20 years.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 607 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2005
 Hillside Select
 1x6 bottle owc

“One of the world’s great wines and profound expressions 
of Cabernet Sauvignon, is the 2005 Cabernet Sauvignon 
Hillside Select….another one of those “wow” wines, but 
it does it with a sort of measured richness and restraint 
and extraordinary subtle character, like the Gary Cooper 
of Napa Cabernet Sauvignons authentic, tall, straight-
boned, but substantial and worthy of introspection. Inky 
purple, with a classic nose of Crème de cassis, licorice, 
a touch of vanilla and forest floor, the wine hits the pal-
ate with a gorgeous display of measured, but substantial 
fruit, body and intensity.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 619 Colgin Red - Vintage 2005
 IX Estate
 1scl

“Lastly, the 2005 Proprietary Red IX Estate, from one 
of the most strikingly beautiful vineyards in all of Napa, 
high on Pritchard Hill overlooking Lake Hennessey, is 
a blend of 64% Cabernet Sauvignon, 21% Merlot and 
the balance Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. Inky pur-
ple with a provocative and profound bouquet of graphite, 
white flowers, cassis and blackberry as well as hints of 
coffee and chocolate, this full-bodied classic has perfect 
balance, undeniable purity and a long finish.”(98+pts)

 7 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 620 Dominus
 - Vintage 1986 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1990 (98pts) (4)
 - Vintage 1996 (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1998 (91pts WS) magnum (1)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $2000-2800
 and 1 magnum

 621 Dominus - Vintage 1998
“Earthy, elegant and refined Cabernet blend, deliver-
ing layers of currant, tar, black cherry, cedar, coffee and 
anise, all sharply focused and framed by just the right 
amount of tannin.”(91pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 622 Dominus - Vintage 1999
“A wine of great intensity, depth and complexity. Beau-
tifully crafted, ripe, rich and creamy, showing off pretty 
vanilla and mocha-scented oak before a deep core of cur-
rant, blackberry, black cherry and minerally flavors fold 
in. Firm tannins add structure on the finish.” (95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1900-2600

 623 Dominus
 - Vintage 1999 (95pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 2001 (98pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2002 (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (98pts) (6)

 Above 14 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 624 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1993 1nl (91pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (91pts WS) (2)
 - Vintage 2004 (90-92pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 2005 (93pts IWC) (1)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $700-900

 613 Meursault - Vintage 2013
 Les Grands Charrons, Boisson-Vadot

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 614 Bond
 - Vintage 2003
 Melbury  (97pts) (1)
 Pluribus  (98pts) (3)
 St. Eden  (95pts) (3)
 Vecina  (96+pts) (4)
 - Vintage 2004
 Pluribus  (98pts) (6)

 Above 17 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 615 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
“One of the most awesome young reds I have ever tasted, 
it possesses a black/purple color, a seamless texture, and 
freakishly high levels of intensity (cassis, black and blue-
berries infused with espresso, chocolate, and licorice) 
that are flawlessly presented in a full-bodied, massive yet 
elegant wine. Nothing is out of balance in this explosively 
rich, thick, highly-extracted Cabernet.”(100pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 616 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2000 (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2004 (98pts) (4)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 617 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon
 Special Selection
 - Vintage 1994 (95pts) (5)
 - Vintage 1997 (95pts WS) (4)
 - Vintage 1998 (91ptsWS) (5)
 - Vintage 2001 (96pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts) (2)

 Above 22 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 618 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2005
 Special Selection

“The 2005 Cabernet Sauvignon Special Selection is made 
in the classic Caymus style that Chuck Wagner has per-
fected, seemingly so easily. It’s a big, ripe Napa Cabernet 
Sauvignon (as it should be) coming in at 15.2% natural 
alcohol. This has gorgeous notes of fig, plum, blackberry, 
cassis, with no real oak showing through, at least at age 
ten. Low in acidity, opulent, sexy and fresh, it is indeed a 
beverage of pleasure, and Chuck Wagner certainly knows 
how to deliver it in spades. This full-bodied, juicy Cab-
ernet Sauvignon will age easily for another 10-15 years, 
but why wait? It is that stunning at present.”(96pts)

 17 bottles per lot $2000-2800
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 631 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon
 Mount Veeder
 - Vintage 1996 (89+? Pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1997 (93pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 (100pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2003 (93+pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2004 (99pts) (6)

 Above 23 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 632 Opus One
 - Vintage 1988 (92pts VM) (2)
 - Vintage 1992 (92pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1994 (92pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1995 (95pts WS) (1)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 633 Opus One - Vintage 1996
“This is one of the finest Opus Ones to date, offering a 
dark ruby/purple color, as well as a striking, intense bou-
quet of sweet licorice intermixed with blackberries, cas-
sis, plums, and saddle leather. This seamless, full-bodied 
wine is more velvety-textured, opulent, and succulent 
than past vintages. The mid-palate is expansive and 
chewy. The long finish is filled with glycerin, ripe fruit, 
and sweet tannin.”(94pts)

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 634 Opus One - Vintage 1999
“An exquisite, complex, stylish wine, wearing a cloak of 
earthy, leathery tannins around flavors of mineral, cur-
rant, earth and blackberry. Gains intensity and shows its 
depth and concentration on the finish, which is long and 
detailed.”(93pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $2600-3500
_____________________________

 625 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2005
“Bright, saturated ruby-red. Deep aromas of black fruits, 
violet, tobacco, licorice, minerals, nuts and earth. Lush, 
rich and sweet, with an intriguing smoky character and 
lovely lightness for a wine with so much breadth and 
volume. Unusually powerful and deep for this bottling; 
complex and distinctive. In a rather Old World style, with 
complex soil tones currently dominating primary fruiti-
ness. Finishes broad and dry, with very lush, fine tannins. 
A superb vintage for this estate.”(93pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 626 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
“Pure creme de cassis, black cherry, wood spice, crushed 
rock, and subtle oak characteristics are present in this 
dark ruby/purple-colored 2007 Cabernet Sauvignon. This 
is another 2007 that shows abundant minerality, some-
thing I have detected in many Napa 2007 Cabernet Sau-
vignons. This youthful effort will benefit from 3-5 years 
of cellaring, and should evolve for 25+ years.”(92+pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 627 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1985
 Martha’s Vineyard

“…explosive richness and ripeness, as well as gobs 
of sweet fruit presented in a full-bodied, powerful 
style.”(94pts)

 9 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 628 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 1997
 Martha’s Vineyard

“A dark, dense, richly flavored wine, with tiers of cur-
rant, mint, blackberry, sage and mineral. Packs in lots 
of stuffing while maintaining a sense of fine balance 
and elegance. Long and persistent flavors on the finish, 
with firm yet well-integrated tannins. Could be a long-
ager.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 629 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 2004
 Insignia

“… boasts a dense ruby/purple color as well as rich, 
full-bodied, supple tannins, abundant fruit and exciting 
levels of complexity and richness. This cuvée’s large pro-
duction makes it one of the finest quality/quantity Caber-
nets produced in Napa Valley.”(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 630 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon
 Diamond Mountain
 - Vintage 1995 (93pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1999 2bsl (91-94 pts) (9)
 - Vintage 2003 (93pts VM) (5)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts) (5)

 Above 23 bottles per lot $2800-3800
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 638 Cornas - Vintage 2009
 M. Juge

(94pts JG)

 1 magnum per lot $1100-1500

 639 Barolo - Vintage 1971
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 vhs, stl, tvl, cc, outstanding color

“As good as the older wines are, the 1971 Barolo Riserva 
Monfortino is just insanely beautiful. Still deeply colored 
and intense to the core, the 1971 delivers a classic Mon-
fortino experience. Layers of dark, mineral-infused fruit 
flow across the palate in a deep, muscular Monfortino 
endowed with stunning depth. The 1971 shows why it is 
one of the all-time greats. This is a mind-blowing bot-
tle.”(99pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1600-2200

 640 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 bn, stl, nl, outstanding color

“The 1978 Barolo Riserva Monfortino is a poignant re-
minder of how moving the epic Monfrotinos are. This 
is an especially brilliant bottle. Huge swaths of tannin 
wrap around a core of dark, balsamic-inflected fruit in a 
young, virile Barolo that will drink well for another two 
to three decades. The 1978 remains a seminal Monforti-
no. Wow!”(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 635 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2013 A. Rousseau  (93pts) (1)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2011 A. Rousseau lwisvl  (1)
 (92+pts IWC)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2012 Lavaux St. Jacques, A. Rousseau (1)
 vlscl (90pts)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 2012 A. Rousseau  (93+pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2013 A. Rousseau  (91-94pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 636 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 1990
 Dujac
 scl, cuc

“And what a red we began with, a 1990 Dujac Clos St. 
Denis. Dujac killed it in 1990 for sure, what a fabulous 
nose. There was so much red cherry fruit, blending in with 
the alluring forest and this edge of the wilderness. Its fin-
ish was thick like bouncing asses in rap videos; someone 
confirmed my  cherry,’ but it was too early to be popped. 
There was this grassy kiss of fresh Hamptons lawn, but it 
wasn’t the fresh Hamptons lawn lol.  So good,’ I wrote, 
there were great perfume and a sweet, maple tree-hug-
ging goodness.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $5000-7000

 637 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2001
 Dujac
 lscl

“…a compelling mix of red and black fruits and a stun-
ningly precise and pure flavor profile of abundant miner-
al notes and a chalky, slightly dusty finish. There is a re-
ally lovely mouth feel as the flavors are velvety and mouth 
coating.”(93pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

FLOCK OF FINE FEATHERED BURGUNDY AND FRIENDS
More than 140 lots of Burgundy and great wines come to us courtesy of a coterie of collectors with a keen eye for quality. Bur-
gundy highlights include 1990 Dujac Clos St. Denis, 2009 Bizot Jachees, 1990 Rouget Echezeaux, 2018 Hudelot-Noellat Riche-
bourg in bottle and magnum, 1999 Vogue Amoureuses, 2005 Grivot Beaux Monts, 1990 Vogue Musigny magnums, 1990 DRC 
Echezeaux magnum, 1990 Ponsot Clos de la Roche, 1990 Domaine Leflaive Chevalier, and 2001 and 2002 DRC Montrachet 
magnums!!! We get a little help from our friends with 1978 Monfortino, four cases of 2008 Dom Perignon, 1994 Dominus, 2000 
La Mission Haut Brion double magnum, 2018 Scarecrow and Screaming Eagle. All wines properly stored.
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 647 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1969
 Cristal
 lbsl, good color

“There were still two more wines, actually champagnes, 
left in the evening. The train was about to leave the sta-
tion, so Big Boy had to send it off in style. This bottle 
was un-real, full of coconut and coffee aromas, fresh like 
a Sunday morning bread basket. Sorry, I couldn’t take 
many notes at the time, but it was one of the best bottles 
of champagne that I have ever had.”(98pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $900-1200

 648 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 Clos des Goisses
 1nl

“Rich, dense and explosive, the 2008 exists in three di-
mensions, with remarkable textural depth and vertical 
intensity to burn. Clos des Goisses is notoriously slow to 
develop. Readers who can be patient will be treated to a 
spectacular Champagne.”(98pts VM)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 and 3 magnums

 649 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 La Grande Dame Rose
 3x1 Jeroboam owc’s

“Salmon-orange with a pale rim. Deep, smoky aromas of 
strawberry, pear cider, cinnamon, earth and maple syrup. 
Very rich in the mouth, but also shows excellent verve for 
a wine with such volume; superripe flavors of strawberry, 
rose petal, iron and earth. In texture and size, this comes 
across more like a red wine than a rose Champagne. 
Spicy finish is long and gripping.”(92pts IWC)

 3 Jeroboams per lot $2400-3200

 650 Dominus - Vintage 1994
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…strikingly thick, compellingly rich wine with the tex-
ture of a great Pomerol, despite being made primarily 
from Cabernet Sauvignon. The wine exhibits a dense pur-
ple color, and an incredibly fragrant nose of jammy black 
fruits, spice, smoke, and loamy, truffle-like scents. In the 
mouth, it is full-bodied, with thrilling levels of extract and 
richness, but no sense of heaviness or harshness. This 
seamless Dominus possesses no hard edges, as its acidity, 
tannin, and alcohol are beautifully meshed with copious 
quantities of ripe fruit.”(99pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
_____________________________

 641 Barolo - Vintage 1998
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 ll, lscl

“The 1998 Barolo Riserva Monfortino is a monumental 
effort. A deep dark red, it opens with a huge nose of li-
corice, roses and cocoa, then flows onto the palate with 
masses of sweet, concentrated dark fruit that go on forev-
er. Notes of mineral and leather gradually develop in the 
glass, adding further complexity as this great wine begins 
to reveal its expansive and profound personality.”(97pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 642-645

 642 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“What I admire most about the 2008 is the way it shows 
all the focus, translucence and energy that is such a sig-
nature of the year, and yet it is also remarkably deep and 
vertical. In other words, the 2008 is a Champagne that 
plays in three dimensions.”(98+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 643 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 644 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 645 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 646 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Oenotheque

“The 1996 Dom Pérignon OEenotheque offers up layers 
of pastry, lemon, smoke and toastiness. At first deceptive-
ly understated, the wine turns positively explosive and 
layered on the palate, showing remarkable tension, ele-
gance and power, all wrapped around a seriously intense 
frame. The balance between fruit and acidity is awesome. 
This is a marvelous DP OEeno. The OEeno is the same 
juice as the regular Dom Perignon, except the OEeno is 
aged on the cork while the regular DP is aged in crown-
sealed bottles. Once disgorged, the OEenos gets a slight-
ly lower dosage than is typical for the original release 
DP.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 656 Alzero - Vintage 1992
 G. Quintarelli
 1ltl

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 657 Amarone - Vintage 1995
 G. Quintarelli
 5vlscl, 1scl

“…is a towering, majestic wine of heroic proportions. 
This big, full-bodied wine flows across the palate with 
remarkable depth, expansiveness and purity. There are 
tons of ripe dark fruit here, along with nuances of leather, 
spices and sweet tobacco. This opulent wine builds on the 
finish, where it displays superb staying power.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 658 Amarone - Vintage 1997
 G. Quintarelli
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Deep ruby with a hint of garnet at the rim. Highly com-
plex aromas of raspberry, red cherries macerated in al-
cohol, violet, balsamic vinegar, rose, and milk and bitter 
chocolate. Amazingly rich, superconcentrated wine, with 
flavors of chocolate-covered raspberry, cherries macer-
ated in alcohol and fig jam. Refreshing acidity and very 
silky tannins make this an elegant blockbuster, a feat only 
the greatest wines manage to achieve.”(94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 659 Barolo - Vintage 1996
 Le Vigne, L. Sandrone
 3x1 magnum owc’s

“An extremely fine and subtle Italian red, very classy. 
Emitting complex aromas of black licorice,berry, meat, 
tobacco and mushroom, the wine isfull-bodied, with an 
amazing balance of ripefruit, fine tannins and a long 
finish. Hard towait, but do. Best after 2004. 400 cases 
made.”(97pts WS)

 3 magnums per lot $1000-1400
_____________________________

 660 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 2003
 Graves

“…possesses extremely high tannin, but that component 
is well-concealed by a cascade of mulberry, blackberry, 
cherry, and plum-like fruit. There is even a hint of figs 
under the blue and red fruit spectrum. While broad and 
ripe with a sweet, glyceral mouthfeel as well as a long, 
powerful, persistent finish, it retains its elegance and no-
bility.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 651 Barolo - Vintage 1989
 Granbussia Riserva, A. Conterno
 1bsl, 3nl, 3tal, 3hstl, 1ltl, 1 bottle different importer

“Conterno’s 1989 Barolo Riserva Granbussia is darker 
in color and fresher than the 1990. Sweet mentholated, 
balsamic aromatics meld gracefully into an expressive, 
layered core of dark fruit. The 1989 is a big, expansive 
Granbussia that takes time to reveal its qualities in full, 
but it is a remarkable wine for the integrity of its fruit, 
the finesse of its tannins and its sumptuous overall bal-
ance. It remains a benchmark wine for Conterno and the 
appellation. Curiously, two bottles I tasted at the estate 
were more forward than several I have had in the US re-
cently.”(97pts VM)

 8 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 652 Barolo - Vintage 1973
 G. Conterno
 2-3.5cm bc, 4-4.25cm bc, 6hbsl, 6tal, outstanding color

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 653 Barolo - Vintage 1978
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 outstanding color and condition

“The 1978 Barolo Riserva Monfortino is a poignant re-
minder of how moving the epic Monfrotinos are. This 
is an especially brilliant bottle. Huge swaths of tannin 
wrap around a core of dark, balsamic-inflected fruit in a 
young, virile Barolo that will drink well for another two 
to three decades. The 1978 remains a seminal Monforti-
no. Wow!”(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 654 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“BJ called it a  monster’ in the most complimentary fash-
ion. It was oily, rich and dark with tremendous structure. 
Someone called it a  Moby Dick of a wine.’ This brooding 
beast was a classic with great balance, zip, tar and leather.” 
(98pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 655 Barolo - Vintage 1999
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 lvl

“…deeply expressive in its aromatics, with breathtak-
ing nuances of roses, menthol, spices and licorice that 
emerge from the glass, melding seamlessly onto the pal-
ate where complex layers of dark ripe fruit captivate the 
taster in an endless counterpoint of aromas, flavors and 
sensations that are hard to fully capture with mere words 
it is a remarkable wine in every way, and is sure to take 
a place among the great Monfortinos of all time.”(98pts)

 1 magnum per lot $1800-2400
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 666 Barolo - Vintage 1998
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“The 1998 Barolo Riserva Monfortino is a monumental 
effort. A deep dark red, it opens with a huge nose of li-
corice, roses and cocoa, then flows onto the palate with 
masses of sweet, concentrated dark fruit that go on forev-
er. Notes of mineral and leather gradually develop in the 
glass, adding further complexity as this great wine begins 
to reveal its expansive and profound personality.”(97pts)

 4 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 667 1 magnum per lot $1600-2200

 668 Barolo - Vintage 2000
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“…explodes from the glass with a luxurious, expansive 
personality that leaves me speechless. Endowed with 
generous ripe fruit, it is a seamless, seductive Monfor-
tino that possesses incredible length as well as purity 
in a style that perfectly encapsulates the qualities of the 
vintage. With air, suggestions of roses, cocoa, tar and 
anise emerge to complete this magnificent expression of 
Barolo from Serralunga. Despite its seemingly approach-
able personality this wine has plenty of underlying struc-
ture…”(97pts)

 9 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 669 Barolo
 Monprivato, G. Mascarello
 - Vintage 2000 (94pts VM) (5)
 - Vintage 2001 (95pts) (3)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 670 Barbaresco - Vintage 2004
 Costa Russi, Gaja  (97pts VM) (4)
 Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja  (98pts VM) (4)
 Sori Tildin, Gaja  (97pts VM) (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 671 Barolo - Vintage 2004
 Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone

“A translucent dark ruby, this weightless yet sumptuous 
Barolo bursts from the glass with layers of dark ripe fruit 
that coat the palate with stunning grace and elegance. As 
it sits in the glass notes of licorice, tar and sweet toast-
ed oak gradually emerge to complete this magnificent 
wine.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 672 Barolo - Vintage 2004
 Brunate, R. Voerzio  (97pts VM) (6)
 Cerequio, R. Voerzio  (97pts VM) (6)
 Rocche dell’Annunziata Torriglione, R. Voerzio   (6)
 (96pts VM)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2800-3800
_____________________________

 661 Barbaresco
 - Vintage 2004 Santo Stefano di Nieve, B.Giacosa   (6)
 (95pts)
 Barolo
 - Vintage 1998 B. Giacosa 1x12 bottle owc (12)
 - Vintage 2004 B. Giacosa  (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 662 Barolo - Vintage 2004
 Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2004 Barolo Ciabot Mentin Ginestra sweeps across 
the palate with stunning depth and expansiveness in 
its dark cherries, menthol, spices, chocolate and sweet 
toasted oak. It offers exceptional length and delineation, 
with a note of freshness that provides lift on the close. It 
is a profound effort from Domenico Clerico. Anticipated 
maturity: 2012-2024.”(97pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 663 Barolo - Vintage 2007
 Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico

“…is one of the greatest wines I have ever tasted at 
this address. Deep, sensual layers of fruit flow from the 
glass as this full-throttle, intense Barolo reveals its pro-
found, breathtaking personality. The 2007 shows tons of 
Ginestra nuance, but with extra dimensions to the fruit 
that literally covers every nook and cranny of the pal-
ate.”(98pts)

 24 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 664 Barolo - Vintage 1990
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“BJ called it a  monster’ in the most complimentary fash-
ion. It was oily, rich and dark with tremendous structure. 
Someone called it a  Moby Dick of a wine.’ This brooding 
beast was a classic with great balance, zip, tar and leather.” 
(98pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 665 Barolo - Vintage 1996
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“The 1996 was  benchmark Monfortino.’ This was classic 
and wound, with a finish that went as far as sound and 
light could travel. What a wine!”(98+pts JK)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 679 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2017 Aux Combottes, H. Lignier (5)
 2nl (91-93pts VM)
 Morey St. Denis
 - Vintage 2016 Vieilles Vignes, H. Lignier (10)
 2nl (95pts JK)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 680 Richebourg - Vintage 2018
 Hudelot-Noellat
 2x3 bottle owc’s

“The 2018 Richebourg Grand Cru has plenty of dark 
berry fruit on the nose, including blackberry and touches 
of blueberry, as well as a tang of sea cave; the marine 
inflection becomes more noticeable with aeration in the 
glass. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, 
finely tuned and very supple in texture. This is a very 
harmonious Richebourg, albeit without the persistence I 
have found in other vintages from the domaine. Still, an 
excellent wine.”(93-95pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 681 3 magnums per lot $4000-6000
 1x3 magnum owc

 682 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2018
 Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat

“The 2018 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts 1er Cru has a 
fragrant, floral bouquet with pressed iris flower and pot-
pourri infusing dark cherry and black currant fruit. There 
is fine lift and perfume here. The palate is medium-bodied 
with supple tannins, moderate density, good acidity and 
a slightly savory, dried-blood-tinged finish that I find at-
tractive.”(91-93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 683 Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 J.M. Millot

“Here too reduction completely masks the fruit. The 
richer and even more full-bodied flavors possess out-
standing concentration and a velvety mouthfeel thanks to 
the abundance of dry extract that coats the palate and 
buffers the slightly more structured finale on the power-
ful and driving finish that offers excellent depth. Impres-
sive.”(91-93pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 684 Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2018 J.M. Millot  (6)
 Grands Échézeaux
 - Vintage 2016 J.M. Millot  magnum (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $1900-2600
 and 3 magnums

PARCEL LOTS 673-674

 673 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2017
 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot

“The 2017 Clos de la Roche Grand Cru comes from vines 
planted in 1933 and 1954, though remarkably, Sébastien 
told me that one parcel was a fruit orchard as late as 
1964. The classy bouquet of mineral-rich red berry fruit, 
graphite and undergrowth aromas reveals just a hint of 
morels in the background. The palate is medium-bodied 
with supple tannin, a fine bead of acidity, a very ele-
gant, refined style and a linear finish. Understated and 
classy.”(92-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 674 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 675 Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“The 2017 Echézeaux Grand Cru, which comes from 
two lieux-dits, has a lilting bouquet of dark berry fruit, 
brown spices and quite potent undergrowth, almost 
mushroom-like aromas that develop with aeration. The 
precise, detailed palate is very well balanced, with fine 
acidity and impressive weight and grip toward the finish. 
This is an Echézeaux of substance and should age well 
over the next 20 years.”(92-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 676 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2009
 Les Jachees, Domaine Bizot
 1nl, 1wc

“When this was poured I was somewhat apprehensive 
due to a slightly cloudy appearance, which rarely por-
tends well for quality. In this case however the overtly 
spicy and floral-infused nose of ripe secondary aromas 
was entirely clean. There is fine intensity and richness 
to the attractively textured medium-bodied flavors that 
offer both excellent depth and persistence on the rea-
sonably well-balanced finale as there is discreet touch of 
warmth.”(91pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 677 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 E. Rouget
 1-3.5cm bc, 2lbsl, 1wc, 1sdc

“So tight, yet so fabulous…should have opened this and 
double-decanted it about three hours earlier. Thanks, 
G!”(96+pts JK)

 2 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 678 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 1993
 H. Jayer for Georges
 lbsl, lwrl

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400
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 691 La Tâche - Vintage 2000
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“Though the 2000 had a milky nose, it had freshness and 
was ready to go. There was some forest and cedar with 
open expression in the nose. There were nice rocky fla-
vors with touches of roses, tomato and strawberry before 
a very dry finish.”(95pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3500-5000

 692 Échézeaux - Vintage 2005
 E. Rouget

“A ripe, expressive and airy nose that combines both 
upper and mid-level register fruit notes that include red 
pinot, black berry and violet notes trimmed in moderate 
wood spice as well as natural spice notes of clove and 
anise that can also be found on the round, rich and beau-
tifully balanced big-bodied flavors that are powerful, 
long and more stylish than usual. This is a terrific Ech 
that should be capable of at least a decade’s worth of 
improvement.”(91-94pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1900-2600

 693 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2005
 Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot
 1x12 bottle ocb

“This is gorgeously airy and fine with beautiful aromas of 
floral and spicy black fruit and subtle hints of soy, Asian 
spice and anise that can also be found on the rich, de-
tailed and minerally middle weight flavors that possess 
excellent transparency and near perfect balance. This 
offers real drive and energy but note that it is very firmly 
if not aggressively structured and will require a decade 
plus to really be at its best.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 694 Chambertin - Vintage 1999
 Clos de Bèze, J. Prieur

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 695 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2005
 Clos de la Marechale, J.F. Mugnier
 1x12 bottle owc

“In contrast to the expressiveness of the first two ‘05s, 
here there is a completely different aromatic profile and 
one that is brooding with more deeply pitched and quite 
ripe blue and violet aromas combining with pungent earth 
and game hints that continue onto the sweet, rich and 
sappy flavors wrapped around a firm tannic spine. This is 
impressive as it is clearly Nuits in character yet with re-
fined and sophisticated structural elements.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 685 Corton Charlemagne
 - Vintage 2017 P. Girardin  (9)
 Meursault
 - Vintage 2017 Les Narvaux, P. Girardin (11)
 4lscl

 Above 20 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 686 Château Calon Segur - Vintage 2000
 St. Estephe
 1x12 bottle owc

“…gorgeous aromas of creosote intermixed with spring 
flowers, black cherries, cassis, licorice, and stony, liq-
uid minerals. A powerful, tannic, full-bodied and opulent 
wine, it possesses considerable structure that is reasonably 
well-concealed by considerable glycerin and intensity.” 
(94pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 687 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 1x1 double mangum owc

“…possesses everything I could ever want from a terroir 
that has given me as much hedonistic and intellectual 
pleasure as any other wine in the world.”(100pts)

 1 double magnum per lot $2000-2800

 688 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2005
 La Combe d’Orveau, A. Gros
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 689 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Aux Mazoyeres, C. Roumier

“Brilliant ruby. A reluctant but pretty red berry and very 
earthy nose that displays plenty of Gevrey sauvage char-
acter trimmed in a bit of wood gives way to admirably 
rich and full-bodied flavors that possess admirable size, 
power and weight while culminating in a long and har-
monious finish. This is not super concentrated but there 
is sufficient extract for the amount of structure and should 
age well.”(92pts BH)

 4 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 690 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 1999
 Les Amoureuses, Comte de Vogue

“A stunning example of classic Amoureuses with its ruby 
and black hues, spicy and sexy red and black fruits, soil 
and mineral inflected flavors and superb length. In short, 
this is drop dead gorgeous that has much in common with 
its bigger brother Musigny…”(91-93pts BH)

 5 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 702 Musigny
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 1993 (97pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2002 1 bottle different importer (2)
 (97-99pts)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 703 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2001 Comte de Vogue  (93pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2009 Comte de Vogue  (96pts) (1)
 Musigny
 - Vintage 2006 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue   (1)
 (96pts BH)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 704 Échézeaux - Vintage 1990
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ts, lbsl, lscl

“The sort of fabulous Pinot Noir that quickens a wine 
lover’s pulse. Pretty amazing: Dark in color, it starts 
out reserved then hits high gear with loads of lush, ripe, 
sweet red- and blackberry flavor. Fine tannins and a long 
finish.”(97pts WS)

 1 magnum per lot $7000-9000

 705 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2004
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“A deft touch of wood frames exuberantly expressive and 
luxurious black fruit nose nuanced by a huge range of 
spices including anise, clove and cinnamon with notes 
of tea and hoisin as well. The moderately full flavors are 
sappy, rich and sweet with ample volume and a palate 
drenching finish that benefits from an underlying sense 
of vibrancy. There is real energy here, which seems to 
collect and focus the flavors.”(92pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 706 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 1990
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1nl, 1x6 bottle owc

“This is a prodigious effort. Given recent perplexing of-
ferings from this producer, it is amazing how phenomenal 
Ponsot’s wines can be. The 1990 exhibits a deep, dense, 
murky, ruby color as well as an explosive nose of grav-
el, spring flowers, and black and red fruits. Extremely 
rich and full-bodied, with spectacular concentration, an 
unctuous texture, and an extraordinarily long finish, this 
wine remains youthful, but its fat and succulent texture 
are hard to resist.”(98pts)

 6 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 696 Pommard - Vintage 2005
 Combes Dessus, Marquis d’Angerville
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 697 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 La Riotte, Vieilles Vignes, Perrot-Minot
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Ruby-red. Aromas of blackberry, spices, clove and men-
thol, supported by firm minerality. Supple on entry, then 
less silky than the Champs-Perdrix, with bright acidity 
cutting the wine’s density. Saturates the palate with black 
fruits and minerals. Finishes long, with a serious tannic 
structure.”(90-92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 698 Chambolle Musigny
 Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier
 - Vintage 1995 4lbsl, 1nl (91pts) (6)
 - Vintage 1999 lwrl (93pts IWC) magnum (1)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 and 1 magnum

 699 Montrachet - Vintage 1985
 J. Prieur
 1ts, 2stl, 2crc, 1sdc, 1sos

 2 magnums per lot $2000-2800

 700 Chablis - Vintage 2002
 Vaillons, Raveneau
 2crc, 1crc with no top

“Prominently oak with the wood spice complementing 
the natural spiciness of Vaillons and for the moment, 
completely dominating the nose and leading to big, mus-
cular, robust, indeed even slightly rustic and chewy fla-
vors that offer superb extract and a notably long finish 
that is markedly sweetened by the oak.”(91pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 701 Musigny - Vintage 1990
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue
 2lbsl, 1nl

“The Bordeaux-like, saturated dense ruby/purple color is 
followed by a tight-fisted nose and flavors of black fruits, 
underbrush, minerals, smoke, and new oak… This loaded 
effort should prove to be one of the longest-lived red Bur-
gundies made in the last twenty years.”(96pts)

 3 magnums per lot $5000-7000
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 712 Meursault
 - Vintage 2001
 Les Perrières, Comte Lafon nl (92-95pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2004
 Charmes, Comte Lafon  (92pts BH) (2)
 - Vintage 2005
 Charmes, Comte Lafon vlscl (93-95pts IWC) (1)
 - Vintage 2007
 Les Perrières, Comte Lafon  (95pts BH) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 713 Batard Montrachet
 Domaine Leflaive
 - Vintage 2004 lbsl, ssos (94pts BH) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 3lbsl, 1ssos (96pts WS) (3)

 Above 4 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 714 Chevalier Montrachet
 Domaine Leflaive
 - Vintage 2004 1lwisl, 1nl (96pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 3vlscl (96pts BH) (4)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 715 Meursault - Vintage 2000
 Charmes, Roulot lscl, lwrl (95pts WS) (1)
 Les Perrières, Roulot scl (94+pts JG) (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1300-1700
_____________________________

 716 Musigny - Vintage 2014
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“Slightly reduced aromas of blackberry, cassis, violet, 
licorice and bitter chocolate, with leather and herb nu-
ances. Rich, tactile and deep, offering outstanding con-
centration and chewiness to its dark fruit and saline fla-
vors.”(93-96pts VM)

 2 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 717 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 1999
 R. Engel
 1lwasl

“This too is hardly charming in style but the quality of 
the underlying material clearly says “grand cru” with its 
dense, ripe, black fruit, ripe dusty tannins and big flavors 
of earth and spice. A wine that will need 8 to 10 years to 
fully express itself though it should hold for a number of 
years thereafter.”(91-93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 707 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2002 Ponsot nl (89-92pts BH) (1)
 Chapelle Chambertin
 - Vintage 2002 Ponsot  (91pts BH) (1)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 1996 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (1)
 lscl (90pts WS)
 - Vintage 1999 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (98pts) (2)
 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 1997 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot nl (1)
 - Vintage 2000 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (93pts BH) (1)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 708 Musigny Blanc - Vintage 2015
 Comte de Vogue

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 709 Montrachet - Vintage 2000
 Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin
 2vlscl

“…heady perfume of white flowers, touch of honey and 
crushed dried herbs followed by wonderfully complex, 
intense and relatively fine flavors understated and refined 
though this is not to suggest that there is not good weight 
here as this is a relatively big Montrachet by the usual 
Drouhin standards.”(92pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000
_____________________________

 710 Bourgogne Blanc
 Coche-Dury
 - Vintage 2005 (4)
 - Vintage 2010 (4)
 - Vintage 2013 (4)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 711 Meursault - Vintage 2005
 Les Caillerets, Coche-Dury
 3lscl

“The second encounter with Coche-Dury’s 2005 Meur-
sault 1er Cru Caillerets is just as thrilling as the first. 
It retains that unmistakable signature “Coche” nose, 
that slight reduction, here with a lifted popcorn scents, 
straight out of the microwave. The palate is poised with 
a killer line of acidity, sophisticated and refined, a gentle 
crescendo of flavors to the light, spiced finish…”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000
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 723 Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 A. Rousseau

“The 2016 Chambertin Grand Cru, which was two-thirds 
impacted by the frost, has an elegant bouquet, not power-
ful but charming, with pure red berry fruit, orange blos-
som, cold stone and Earl Grey scents. The palate is very 
well balanced with a sappy entry, with good structured 
here and a fine line of acidity. It is not an extravagant or 
even regal Chambertin, but it is extremely well propor-
tioned and there is a lovely tang of spice toward the long 
and tender finish. It is a wonderful Chambertin, although 
I suspect that it will ultimately have to bow to the superi-
ority of the Clos-de-Bèze.”(94-96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 724 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2017
 Dujac
 lscl

“The 2017 Clos Saint-Denis Grand Cru is more expres-
sive aromatically than the Clos de la Roche at the mo-
ment. The terroir is slightly better articulated, notes of 
crushed stone perfectly infusing the red berry fruit. The 
palate is precise and focused, almost symmetrical in 
style, and very expressive. The long, gorgeous, almost 
tart finish belies the structure of this Grand Cru. Su-
perb.”(94-96pts VM)

 1 magnum per lot $1000-1400

 725 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2015
 Les Amoureuses, J.F. Mugnier

“Mugnier’s 2015 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les 
Amoureuses is spine-tinglingly beautiful, soaring from 
the glass with a haunting bouquet of violets, wild rose, 
Griotte cherries and red plum, with fruits and flowers 
currently taking center stage and little to hint at the sa-
vory bass notes to come with bottle age. On the palate, 
the wine is full-bodied, velvety and expansive, its gener-
ously textural almost gourmand attack giving way to a 
layered core of crunchy, pristine fruit framed by chalky 
tannins and succulent acids. This Amoureuses’ weightless 
concentration is incredible, and its finish, unsurprisingly, 
is long, racy and penetrating.”(96pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1300-1700

 726 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2013
 Coche-Dury

“An incredibly densely fruited nose also only grudgingly 
offers up notes of stone, tangerine peel, white flowers, 
green apple and plenty of spice and soft wood nuances. 
There is an almost painful intensity to the equally con-
centrated and overtly powerful broad-shouldered flavors 
that brim with dry extract that simultaneously coats the 
palate while buffering the extremely firm acid spine on 
the incredibly long finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 718 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2000
 R. Engel
 1vlscl

 4 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 719 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2015 Tychson Hill 1x3 bottle owc (100pts) (3)
 Colgin Red
 - Vintage 2015 Cariad Vineyard 1x6 bottle owc (6)
 (98+pts)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 720 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 2004
 Diamond Mountain 1nl (95pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2005
 Diamond Mountain 1nl (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2006
 Diamond Mountain 1nl (93pts) (2)
 Howell Mountain 1nl (92+pts) (2)
 Mount Veeder 1vlwrl (95+pts) (5)
 - Vintage 2007
 Diamond Mountain 1nl (96pts) (2)
 Howell Mountain  (92pts VM) (2)
 Mount Veeder 2nl (99pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008
 Diamond Mountain 1nl (91pts VM) (2)
 Howell Mountain  (94pts VM) (2)
 Mount Veeder  (97+pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2009
 Diamond Mountain  (94pts VM) (2)
 Howell Mountain 1x3 bottle owc (92pts) (3)
 Mount Veeder 1x3 bottle owc (93pts) (3)

 Above 33 bottles per lot $4800-6500

 721 Promontory Red
 - Vintage 2013 1x3 bottle owc (99pts) (3)
 - Vintage 2014 1x3 bottle owc (100pts VM) (3)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2800-3800
_____________________________

 722 Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 A. Rousseau

“Discreet wood sets off a highly reserved and not quite 
as overtly ripe nose of dark berries, earth, and animale 
nuances that are trimmed in notes of spice, in particular 
anise, sandalwood and exotiCôtea scents. There is su-
perbly good detail and focused power to the large-scaled 
flavors that also possess an outstanding concentration of 
structure buffering dry extract that imparts a sappy tex-
ture to the intensely mineral-driven and explosively long 
finish.”(97pts BH)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800
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 732 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2005
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 
 3x1 Jeroboam owc’s

“A discreet touch of pain grillé and reduction frames 
fresh and exotic aromas of peach, melon and mango that 
continue onto the round, rich and concentrated flavors 
that possess real texture due to the solid dry extract on 
the mouth coating and solidly long finish.”(91pts BH)

 3 Jeroboams per lot $3000-4000

 733 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Les Pucelles, Domaine Leflaive 
 1x6 magnum ocb

“A mildly reduced nose features honeysuckle and aca-
cia blossom notes introduces sweet, rich and beautifully 
complex flavors of impressive purity and vibrancy with 
brilliant length. A terrific effort that has the hallmark 
softness of Pucelles while retaining a firm and tangy, in-
deed almost linear finish that displays more minerality 
than usual.”(93pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $4000-6000
_____________________________

 734 La Tâche - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 La Tâche Grand Cru soars from the glass with 
a captivating and beautifully integrated bouquet of exotic 
spices, rose petals, raspberries, cherries and blood or-
ange mingled with notions of cinnamon and coniferous 
forest floor. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, deep 
and multidimensional, with a deep and tightly coiled core 
that marks it out as the most muscular wine in the cel-
lar, displaying considerable concentration and largely 
concealed structure. While this is a dramatic young La 
Tâche, there’s evidently plenty held in reserve, too, and 
it simply has appreciably more presence than any of the 
other wines that preceded it in this tasting.”(96+pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3200-4200

 735 Richebourg - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2017 Richebourg Grand Cru offers up generous 
aromas of ripe strawberries, raspberries, cinnamon and 
coniferous forest floor, framed by a lavish application of 
creamy new oak that’s less immediately integrated than 
in the Domaine’s other wines at this early stage. On the 
palate, the Richebourg is full-bodied, rich and multidi-
mensional, with a lavishly enveloping attack and supple 
structuring tannins that are almost entirely concealed by 
its deep core of fruit. Long and sapid, this is a spectacu-
lar wine in the making.”(95pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 727 Riesling - Vintage 2017
 G-Max, Keller

“Smoky, stony intensity on the nose anticipates the sense 
of pithy, palpably mineral-infused concentration exhib-
ited inner-mouth. Lime and crabapple offer welcome 
bright, tart juiciness while staining the palate with the pi-
quancy of their seeds   an impression reinforced by a bit-
tersweet note of chewy almond skin. In an effort not to be 
outdone in vibrancy by its impressive Grosses Gewächs 
siblings   in particular, the Abtserde   this wine, too, 
shakes up the mouth as it deposits a nearly ineradicable 
array of smoky, stony, oily, alkaline and other, hard-to-
name mineral traces.”(96pts VM)

 2 bottles per lot $3200-4200
_____________________________

 728 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Domaine Leflaive

“This is also on the ripe side for a 2007 with an ultra 
elegant nose that is pure, airy and cool, indeed this is 
unusually elegant for the appellation with its white flow-
er, citrus, pear, menthol, white pepper and light spice 
hints that are in perfect keeping with the rich, full and 
broad-shouldered flavors that possess the usual volume 
and power of a classic Bâtard but do not lose any of the 
precision or detail on the expansive, mouth coating and 
hugely long and very dry finish.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 729 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2007
 Domaine Leflaive

“A strikingly complex nose that is even more complex 
than that of the Bâtard as there is a great breadth of aro-
mas to the ripe, pure and airy nose of white flower, spice 
and subtle pear aromas that complement to perfection 
the rich and mouth coating flavors built on a base of fine 
minerality, all wrapped in a sappy and mouth coating 
finish that oozes dry extract. This is really a lovely ef-
fort that is almost as powerful as the Bâtard but as one 
would expect, finer and even a bit longer with an almost 
painfully intense backend. A very impressive effort that is 
positively Zen-like in its poise and quiet sense of harmo-
ny.”(96pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $4200-5500

 730 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 731 Puligny Montrachet - Vintage 2004
 Clavoillon, Domaine Leflaive 
 1x6 magnum ocb

“The reduction this displayed after bottling now domi-
nates the nose and has become, in my view, permanent. 
Thus, how much you will like this wine necessarily de-
pends on whether moderately strong reduction bothers 
you or not. By contrast, the highly energetic and vibrant 
rich, round and detailed medium-bodied flavors possess 
good extract for the vintage and plenty of punch and per-
sistence on the finish.”(90pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200
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 744 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 1x3 bottle owc

“Crème de cassis, lavender and spice open first, followed 
by sage, lavender, rose petal and a whole range of more 
floral and savory notes that convey freshness as well as 
energy. A wine of total class and sophistication, the 2018 
is a knock-out from the very first taste. There is an exoti-
cism that I find especially alluring.”(98+pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000
_____________________________

 745 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 1994
 Domaine Leflaive

“Like sipping cream. Oily-textured and full-bodied, with  
pear, piecrust, vanilla bean, peach and toasted bread  
flavors. Appealingly round, supple, harmonious  fin-
ish.”(94pts WS)

 10 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 746 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1990
 Domaine Leflaive
 1-3.5cm bc, 9lbsl

“While I entertained higher expectations of the 1989, it 
was in fact the 1990 Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru 
that emerged as the wine of the tasting, blossoming in 
the glass with a complex bouquet of confit lemon, orange 
rind, dried white flowers, pastry cream, warm bread and 
vanilla pod. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, satiny 
textured and enveloping, with broad shoulders, a lively 
spine of acidity and superb amplitude and concentration, 
concluding with a long, penetrating finish. Powerful and 
strikingly complete, this is a Chevalier that more than 
nods to Montrachet in style. But by the numbers alone, it 
was cropped at 57 hectoliters per hectare and finished up 
with 14.1% alcohol and pH 3.23. This is by some margin 
the finest bottle of Leflaive’s 1990 Chevalier-Montrachet 
that I’ve encountered.”(98pts)

 9 bottles per lot $10000-14000

 747 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 1994
“A truly prodigious effort, it boasts an opaque ruby/
purple color as well as a gorgeously sweet, expansive 
bouquet of sweet cherries interwoven with black currant, 
truffle, licorice, and scorched earth aromas. Full-bodied, 
potent, powerful, and well-delineated with crisp acidity, 
sweet but noticeable tannin, a multidimensional, expan-
sive, layered palate feel, and a pure yet refreshing finish, 
it should be a wine for the history books.”(98pts)

 10 bottles per lot $4200-5500
_____________________________

  736 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2017
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“A total stunner, the 2017 Romanée St. Vivant Grand 
Cru is the most expressive wine in the lineup today. Rich, 
creamy and so wonderfully textured, the RSV simply has 
it all. The tannins are present, but they are also matched 
by tremendous fruit density and pure power. Floral and 
savory overtones grace the lifted, saline finish. Leaving 
price aside, if I could only have one wine in this range, 
it would unquestionably be the RSV. The 2017 is a total 
knock-out. That’s all there is to it.”(98pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400

 737 Montrachet - Vintage 2018
 Ramonet

 1 bottle per lot $2200-3000
_____________________________

 738 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2015
 Vieilles Vignes, Domaine des Chezeaux
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 739 5 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 740 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2012
 Domaine des Chezeaux

 5 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 741 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2014
 Domaine des Chezeaux
 1x6 magnum ocb

 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 742 Volnay - Vintage 1993
 Champans, Marquis d’Angerville
 2vlscl

“Bright, fresh fruit flavors and assertive oak notes make 
this a big, showy Volnay. Has black cherry, clove and 
spice notes, all in balance, and the finish really lingers.” 
(90pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 743 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 2x3 bottle owc

“Seemingly endless waves of fruit completely bury the 
tannins. A bit of coaxing releases an exotic melange of 
gravel, spice, smoke, grilled herb and licorice nuanc-
es that meld into the super-concentrated dark fruit.” 
(97pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 753 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2009
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2009 Clos St. Denis Cuvée Tres Vieilles Vignes, 
from vines planted in 1905, is a weightless, elegant wine 
laced with crushed raspberries, autumn leaves, licorice 
and subtle earthiness. The wine flows through effortlessly 
to the long, impeccably textured finish.”(93-95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $6000-8000

 754 NO LOT
_____________________________

 755 Chambertin - Vintage 1987
 A. Rousseau
 scc

 1 magnum per lot $4500-6000
_____________________________

 *756 La Romanée - Vintage 1953
 Maison Leroy
 1vlscl, 2wisvl, 2sos, 2sdc, outstanding color

“…a fabulous bouquet with plenty of fruit: overripe rasp-
berry, smudged strawberry and wilted rose petal scents. 
Then upon further investigation a tang of blood orange. 
The palate is marked by impressive weight and overrid-
ing sense of roundness in the mouth. I do not often find 
the ‘53s plush but this certainly is a more “buxom” La 
Romanée.”(98pts)

 2 bottles per lot $8000-11000
_____________________________

 748 Montrachet - Vintage 2001
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ts, sdc, ssos

“Bright, pale yellow-gold. Exotic orange peel and pine-
apple on the nose, along with lower-toned butterscotch, 
clove and coconutty oak. Powerfully minerally, firm in 
acidity and very tightly wound; comes across as drier and 
less silky than the young 2002. A very structured, chewy 
white Burgundy that offers an impressive combination of 
power and delicacy.”(94+pts IWC)

 1 magnum per lot $16000-22000

 749 Montrachet - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 ssos

“Highly reticent but seriously complex aromas of lime-
stone, apple, pear and white flowers perfectly comple-
ment the big, rich, powerful yet very tight full-bodied fla-
vors that possess simply superb detail and cut. This is one 
muscular, massively constituted wine of profound depth 
and concentration that possesses near perfect balance 
and a finish that simply doesn’t stop. This will require at 
least a decade to come into its own and should live for 
another 20 years after that. In short, this has that wow 
factor…”(97pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $18000-24000

 750-751 NO LOTS
_____________________________

 752 La Tâche - Vintage 2016
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1x3 bottle owc

“As is often the case, the highly perfumed nose is the 
most floral-inflected of the range with its equally cool 
and restrained array of violet and rose petal scents that 
combine with an extraordinary group of spice elements 
on the essence of red currant aromas. The mouthfeel 
of the imposingly-scaled and powerful flavors is again 
robust yet refined with just as much minerality as the 
Richebourg adding even more lift to the almost painfully 
intense and extravagantly long finish that also just goes 
and goes.”(98pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $11000-15000
 

_____________________________
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 762 Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 A. Bichot
 1x6 bottle owc

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 763 Montrachet - Vintage 2017
 L. Jadot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A densely fruited nose that is more complex if less el-
egant also only grudgingly offers up notes of wet stone, 
mandarin orange peel, white flowers, pear liqueur and 
plenty of spice and soft wood nuances. There is an al-
most painful intensity to the even more concentrated and 
overtly powerful broad-shouldered flavors that brim with 
dry extract that simultaneously coats the palate while 
buffering the extremely firm acid spine on the incredibly 
long finish.”(94-96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 764 Ermitage - Vintage 2015
 Ex Voto, E. Guigal
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Deep, glass-staining ruby. Deep-pitched aromas of 
cherry liqueur, blackberry, fruitcake and incense on the 
highly perfumed nose. Stains the palate with vibrant black 
and blue fruit liqueur, allspice and violet pastille flavors, 
enlivened by a smoky mineral nuance that builds with 
aeration. Shows a suave blend of richness and vivacity, 
and no rough edges. Spicy and expansive on the striking-
ly long, sappy finish, which features resonating dark ber-
ry character and youthfully chewy tannins.”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 765 Ermitage Blanc - Vintage 2012
 Ex Voto, E. Guigal
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Bright yellow-gold. Ripe citrus and pit fruits and pun-
gent flowers on the powerful, mineral-tinged nose. Sappy, 
deeply concentrated nectarine, poached pear and honey-
suckle flavors show superb clarity and pick up a sugges-
tion of iodine with air. Smoothly melds power and finesse 
and finishes with outstanding energy and length, leaving 
behind notes of candied flowers, honey and smoky min-
erals.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 757 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2005
 Clos St. Jacques, A. Rousseau
 2hbsl, 2hwasl, 2hstl, 2nl

“Pure, sweet, fresh black cherry fruit, marrowy and en-
veloping carnal richness, mysteriously enticing florality, 
low-toned, chalky minerality and accents of black tea and 
star anise are featured in this remarkably seamless wine. 
Meat, minerals and mystery dominate a finish that is pro-
foundly layered yet preserves sheer palate-cleansing re-
freshment and positively vibrates with vividly fresh fruit 
intensity…”(94-96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2400-3200
_____________________________

 *758 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos de Bèze, L. Jadot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2017 Chambertin Clos-de-Bèze Grand Cru has 
quite an intense bouquet of mainly red but some black 
fruit, the oak neatly enmeshed and hints of black truffle 
and tobacco emerging with aeration. This feels very com-
posed. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannin, 
a fine bead of acidity and good structure. There is a firm 
grip to this Clos-de-Bèze and it sports one of the most 
energetic finishes. Great potential.”(92-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 759 3 magnums per lot $1300-1700
 1x3 magnum owc

 760 Musigny - Vintage 2017
 L. Jadot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…revealing cranberry and hints of hoisin, sous-bois, 
tobacco and crushed stone aromas, all very complex. 
The palate is medium-bodied, with supple tannin framing 
pure dark berry fruit laced with brown spice, tobacco and 
sage. This Musigny displays wonderful density and pow-
er, yet retains the precision of a noble Burgundy on the 
long finish.”(95-97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 761 Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Clos de Bèze, O. Bernstein
 1x3 bottle owc

“Dark red-ruby. Knockout nose combines raspberry, 
cherry, game and saline underbrush, plus a whiff of tor-
refaction. At once fully ripe and delicate; in a distinctly 
more feminine style than the Mazis. The plush, rich yet 
elegant flavors of medicinal dark fruits, spices and exotic 
flowers are complicated by salty minerality. Less sweet in 
the early going than the Mazis, finishing precise, classic 
and extremely long, with serious but fully buffered tan-
nins that melt into the palate.”(94-97pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 769 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2008
 Extra Brut
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“Offering up pretty aromas of honeycomb, crisp green 
apple, white flowers and fresh pastry, it’s medium to 
full-bodied, tensile and incisive, with a tightly wound 
core, racy acids and an elegant pinpoint mousse.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200

 770 Bollinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 RD
 4x3 bottle ogb’s

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9500

PARCEL LOTS 771-772

 771 Taittinger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2006
 Comtes de Champagne Rose
 2x3 magnum ogb’s

 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 772 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200
 2x3 magnum ogb’s

_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 766-767

 766 Ermitage Blanc - Vintage 2015
 Ex Voto, E. Guigal
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Limpid yellow-gold. Smoke- and mineral-tinged or-
chard and pit fruit and honey aromas show outstanding 
clarity, and a sexy floral element emerges slowly. Intense, 
palate-staining pear, peach nectar and tangerine flavors 
show superb energy and complicating notes of anise, io-
dine and nougat. Fleshes out and becomes spicier on the 
mineral-driven finish, which hangs on with outstanding 
tenacity and a lingering floral quality.”(95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 767 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 768 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 2004
 Blanc de Blancs
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“The 2004 Blanc de Blancs is impressive. Brioche, white 
stone fruits, smoke, chamomile, honey and wild flowers 
all blossom in a distinctly powerful, muscular Blanc de 
Blancs. Layers of flavor continue to build as the wine 
shows off its intense personality.”(94pts VM)

 18 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 778 Bonnes Mares
 Comte de Vogue
 - Vintage 2006 1x6 bottle owc (94pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2007 (94pts) (3)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 779 Musigny - Vintage 1998
 Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue

“Massive aromas of red and black fruits and a fascinat-
ing array of spices and violets with austere yet regal soil 
inflected flavors of incredible density. This is arguably 
100% pure extract of pinot yet the textural impact does 
not come across as syrupy or viscous. There is superb 
balance to go with the serious nature of this wine and 
it simply reeks class. Wine simply doesn’t get much bet-
ter.”(95pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 780 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2006 Vieilles Vignes, Intra-Muros,  (6)
 D. Laurent (96pts)
 Nuits St. Georges
 - Vintage 2005 Les Vaucrains, Vieilles Vignes,  (6)
 D. Laurent  (92-94pts VM)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2005 Aux Beaux Monts, VieillesVignes,  (6)
 D. Laurent 1x6 bottle ocb
 - Vintage 2006 Les Suchots, D. Laurent   (3)
 (91-94pts VM)

 Above 21 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 773 Château Ducru Beaucaillou
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 1996 1x12 bottle owc (96pts) (9)
 - Vintage 2008 (95+pts) (6)

 Above 15 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 774 Château Leoville Barton
 St. Julien
 - Vintage 2000 (96pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2003 (98pts WS) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 775 Château Pavie
 - Vintage 2001 St. Emilion  (96pts) (6)
 Château Troplong Mondot
 - Vintage 2005 St. Emilion  (100pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 776 Chambertin
 Clos de Bèze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 - Vintage 1999 (92pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2002 (94pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 777 Clos Vougeot
 Vieilles Vignes, Château de la Tour
 - Vintage 2008 (94pts BH) (6)
 - Vintage 2009 (96pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2012 1x6 bottle owc (93-96pts BH) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2000-2800

FINE WINE SUMMER MIX TAPE
We get a little bit of this and all that with nearly a hundred lots from several regular consignors who did not miss this sale!  
Several lots of Clos des Lambrays and Clos de Tart start us off smartly leading to 2008s from Dujac and Roty.  We head to the 
Rhone with 2009 La Chapelle and get great bracing acidity from 1996 Krug and Salon.  We diversify delightfully with 2008 
Le Pergole Torte, 1976 Lopez Bosconia, 2005 Cos magnums, 1982 Le Pin, three vintages of La Tache, 1971 Monfortino, 2012 
Dominus Imperial, 1990 Winston Churchill, 1982 Petrus, 1971 Romanee Conti and some Sine Qua Non!!!  All wines properly 
stored.
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 786 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2006
 Dujac

“The Dujac 2006 Clos de la Roche is a dark, brooding 
Pinot no less complex or long than its Clos St.-Denis 
sibling. Here, the animal side is a gamey, faintly sweaty 
beast; the fruits dark and as bitter as they are sweet; and 
the sense of chocolate-like richness remarkable in the 
context of the vintage. And rather than an energetic sense 
of interplay, this conveys a layering of fruit, meat, and 
stony, saline mineral elements, supported by tactile vis-
cosity and a sappy sense of almost indelible cling. Lucky 
are those who can follow and compare both of these 
wines over the next dozen years.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 787 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2008
 Dujac
 1x6 bottle ocb

“The 2008 Clos de la Roche is particularly refined in 
this vintage. The wine literally floats on the palate with 
weightless elegance in its intensely perfumed fruit. 
Crushed flowers and red berries linger on the silky, im-
possibly fine finish. This is a fabulous effort from Dujac. 
Anticipated maturity: 2018-2033.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 788 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2004
 Premier Cru, Dujac
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A subtle trace of wood frames dark berry fruit and 
touches of earth, briar and iron that combine with rich, 
full and sweet flavors that offer a bit more phenolic ripe-
ness and concentration as well as better finishing inten-
sity.”(88-90pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 789 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2012 Clos de Bèze, Faiveley  (6)
 1x6 bottle owc (93-96pts BH)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2012 Faiveley 1x6 bottle owc  (6)
 (92-94pts BH)
 Latricieres Chambertin
 - Vintage 2012 Faiveley 1x6 bottle owc  (6)
 (92-95pts BH)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 790 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2006
 Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier

“A perfume-like, profuse and variegated bouquet of red 
raspberry, maraschino, cinnamon, marigold, and rose 
leads to a silken-textured though subtly-tannic palate 
with smoked meat and saline undertones.”(95pts)

 6 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 781 Musigny - Vintage 2002
 Domaine de la Vougeraie

“Ruby-red. High-pitched aromas of red fruits, licorice 
and minerals. Vibrant, very intensely flavored and tightly 
wound; at once powerful and elegant. Superb building 
finish features serious tannins that are not at all hard 
or dry. An extremely young Musigny that will need at 
least seven or eight years and should be long-lived.” 
(92-95pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 782 Clos des Lambrays - Vintage 2002
 Domaine des Lambrays

“Aromas of wild berries, game and a subtle note of 
smoke lead to rich, intense, moderately fat flavors that 
are wonderfully well-balanced largely because of the 
racy, indeed bright acidity.”(92pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 783 NO LOT

 784 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2002
 Domaine du Clos de Tart

“Tasted at the pre-dinner vertical to mark Sylvain Piti-
ot’s retirement from the domaine, the 2002 Clos de Tart 
Grand Cru has long been one of my favorite vintages 
from this monopole, and at 13-years-old it shows no signs 
of losing that place in my heart. The bouquet is just so 
pure and refined, reminiscent of the 2005 in some way, al-
beit with not quite the same intensity. However, the detail 
is breathtaking - one of those bouquets that whisks you 
straight to its place of birth, within those ancient stone 
walls in Morey-Saint-Denis. The palate is brilliantly 
balanced, utterly refined with lace-like tannin, perfectly 
pitched acidity and a gentle build in the mouth towards a 
glorious, saline-tinged finish that hangs like the final pi-
ano chord in an empty hall. Wondrous - perhaps the high 
point of Pitiot’s tenure?”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 785 Clos de Tart - Vintage 2005
 Domaine du Clos de Tart
 4tl

“Tasted at the pre-dinner vertical to mark Sylvain Piti-
ot’s retirement from the domaine, the 2005 Clos de Tart 
Grand Cru (tasted from magnum) is bestowed a mag-
nificent bouquet of haunting intensity and purity: wild 
strawberry and raspberry - every atom infused with 
mineral/cold stone scents with amazing focus. The pal-
ate is simply to die for. Here, a precise lattice of tannin 
that is incredibly framed with perfect poise and detail, 
there is a gentle crescendo to an incisive finish that takes 
your breath away. Could this be Sylvain Pitior’s greatest 
achievement alongside the 2002? Astonishingly fine - très 
grand cru, très délicieux.”(97pts)

 6 bottles per lot $3500-5000
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 796 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2001 Les Amoureuses, L. LeMoine (6)
 1ssos
 Clos St. Denis
 - Vintage 2001 L. LeMoine  (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 797 Volnay - Vintage 2007
 Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville

“This too is exceptionally fresh and pretty with attrac-
tively ripe, vivid and elegant red cherry, raspberry and 
wet stone nuances that are very much in keeping with the 
lacy, pure and laser-like medium-weight flavors that dis-
play fine precision. As it typically is with a classic Duc-
ster, the dominant flavor influence is the intense sense of 
minerality that culminates in a harmonious, understated 
yet driving finish that does not seem to stop for sever-
al minutes. This is a not a big Ducster but for purity of 
delivery, it’s hard to beat and the balance is impecca-
ble.”(93pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 798 Mazis Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 O. Bernstein

“Here too noticeable reduction knocks down the expres-
siveness of the nose but the underlying fruit appears quite 
ripe as to the rich, full, mouth coating and seductively 
textured big-scaled flavors that don’t possess quite the 
same definition of the Bonnes Mares but offer even more 
complexity as well as more buffering dry extract on the 
superbly long finish.”(93-96pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 799 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2008 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot  (96pts) (6)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2007 Ponsot  (92pts BH) (6)
 Morey St. Denis
 - Vintage 2008 cuvée des Alouettes, Ponsot   (6)
 (91-93pts BH)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 800 Chambolle Musigny - Vintage 2013
 Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier

“Tasted blind at the Burgfest tasting in Beaune, the 2013 
Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Amoureuses has a com-
posed bouquet with good fruit intensity, blueberry and 
wild strawberry, neatly integrated oak, a real presence. 
The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannin, tight-
ly wound at the moment but with precision and a brisk 
acidic line that keeps everything very focused. Give 
this 4-5 years in the cellar at least. Tasted September 
2016.”(93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 791 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2010
 Combe Aux Moines, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A slightly riper though still extremely fresh nose fea-
tures notes of plum and dark berry fruit liqueur aromas 
that complement the equally ripe and velvety full-bodied 
flavors that brim with both minerality and plenty of dry 
extract that coats the mouth. Despite the seductive texture 
the overall impression is that this understated effort is 
both very serious and notably austere, indeed this is a 
classic Combe aux Moines that is built to age. In a word, 
superb.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 792 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2008
 cuvée de Tres Vieilles Vignes, J. Roty

(92-93pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 793 Bonnes Mares
 L. Jadot
 - Vintage 2002 1x6 bottle owc (97-99pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2006 1x6 bottle owc (94pts BH) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 794 Chapelle Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 L. Jadot  (92-95pts IWC) (4)
 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2002 L. Jadot 1x6 bottle owc (92-94pts) (6)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2008 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot (6)
  (91-92pts)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2006 Les Suchots, L. Jadot  (92pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2012 Aux Malconsorts, L. Jadot  (6)
 (92-94pts)

 Above 28 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 795 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2007 L. LeMoine  (95pts VM) (3)
 Chambertin
 - Vintage 2007 Clos de Bèze, L. LeMoine (3)
  (91-94pts BH)
 Corton
 - Vintage 2002 Bressandes, L. LeMoine  (3)
 - Vintage 2003 Bressandes, L. LeMoine  (3)
 Volnay
 - Vintage 2013 Santenots, L. LeMoine  magnum (6)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2012 Les Petits Monts, L. LeMoine   (6)
 (92-94pts BH)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 and 6 magnums
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 804 Krug Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Remarkably perfumed nose projects an exotic bouquet 
of deep, leesy yellow fruit, minerals, honeycomb, smoked 
meat and flowers, with Asian spices building expanding 
in the glass. Almost painfully concentrated, offering a 
surreal parade of orchard and pit fruits, smoked meat, 
toasted brioche and marrow braced by intensely salty, 
stunningly incisive minerality. Imagine a Frankenstein’s 
monster of Chablis Le Clos and Clos Ste. Hune-but one 
with perfect balance, of course-and you get an idea of 
what I found in my bottle. The energetic, stony charac-
ter builds exponentially on the finish, which didn’t seem 
to, well, finish. The best analogy I can come up with for 
the intensity, focus and clarity of this Champagne is liq-
uefied barbed wire. Utterly hallucinatory and one of the 
most amazing wines I’ve ever been fortunate enough to 
drink.”(99+pts IWC)

 6 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 805 Salon Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1996
 Le Mesnil
 1x6 bottle owc

“This bottle of the 1996 Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil Brut 
was drinking superbly and represents the apotheosis of 
Blanc de Blancs, unfurling over the course of three hours 
with a stunningly complex bouquet of citrus oil, confit 
lemon, dried white flowers and oyster shell, with hints 
of praline and pastry cream becoming more pronounced 
as the wine opens up in the glass. On the palate, it’s me-
dium to full-bodied, deep and multidimensional, defined 
by the incisive spine so typical of the vintage that, here, 
is cloaked in layers of crisp fleshy and chalky extract. 
The finish is long, penetrating and saline. Unfortunately, 
since the 1996 Salon has been traded so zealously over 
the last decade, finding a bottle that hasn’t travelled too 
far can be a challenge. But from a perfectly stored bottle, 
this is just the beginning.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 806 Le Pergole Torte - Vintage 2007
 Montevertine

“…is an astonishing achievement. The wine offers soar-
ing intensity and an enduring sense of balance and pow-
er. It has also entered a stunning phase in its lifeline, yet 
it still possesses that inner energy and youthfulness that 
ensures an even longer aging trajectory ahead. The bou-
quet is singular both in terms of its varietal purity and its 
aromatic reach.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1100-1500

 807 Rioja - Vintage 2001
 Vina Real, Gran Reserva, CVNE
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Full red. Musky aromas of dried cherry, vanilla, herbs 
and smoked meat are complicated by slow-building flo-
ral and spice qualities. Tangy, sharply focused red fruit 
flavors show a pleasing bitterness, with zesty minerality 
providing lift. Becomes more floral with air, finishing with 
impressive clarity and notes of sweet red fruits, vanilla 
and anise.”(91pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200

 801 Chablis - Vintage 2005
 Les Clos, V. Dauvissat

“As it usually is, this is ever so slightly more elegant with 
an interesting mix of botrytis hints and spicy white flower 
aromas that introduce sophisticated, pure and gorgeous-
ly intense flavors that explode on the strikingly long and 
chewy finish that presently displays just a touch of res-
in and so much minerality that this is the definition of 
stony.”(94pts BH)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 802 Ermitage - Vintage 2012
 L’Ermite, M. Chapoutier

“Another wine that topped out on my scale, the 523-case 
2012 Ermitage l’Ermite is as profound an Hermitage as 
you can find. Coming from the granite soils located around 
the Chapel on the top of Hermitage hill, it’s always the 
most tight, backward and structured of the releases, even 
more so than the Pavillon, which always seems to have 
another layer of sweet fruit to me. The 2012 is deeper 
and richer than the 2011, yet as with most 2012s, it more 
approachable and forward than the 2010 (and 2009 in 
this case). Exhibiting awesome notes of powdered rock, 
creme de cassis, liquid violets and lite gunpowder, it hits 
the palate with full-bodied richness, awesome mid-palate 
depth and building, ultra-fine tannin that frame the finish. 
It’s an incredible wine that will won’t start to become ap-
proachable until a decade after the vintage, and then will 
keep for three decades.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 803 Hermitage - Vintage 2009
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“It will be thrilling to follow the 2009 and 2010 la 
Chapelles over the coming 40-50 years. Much more sexy, 
voluptuous and layered than the 2010, the 2009 Hermit-
age la Chapelle offers sensational levels of extract and 
concentration to go with notes of cassis, black raspber-
ries, coffee bean, toasted bread and sweet spice. Beau-
tifully pure, layered, and yet massively endowed, with 
sweet tannin, it will be drinkable at an earlier age than 
the 2010, but I suspect will be just as long lived. It’s a true 
tour de force in Hermitage!”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 814 Château Le Dome - Vintage 2010
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“A full-bodied wine, but ethereal in its elegance and fi-
nesse, the wine has a strikingly provocative bouquet of 
camphor, blueberry jam, violets, new saddle leather, 
white chocolate and spice. Extremely full-bodied, but 
again, not showing any weighty fatigue or any type of 
aggressiveness, this wine has extraordinary purity and 
richness as well as a blockbuster finish of close to a min-
ute, yet is so flawless, seamless and compelling, it’s hard 
to believe the wine is this concentrated and rich. It will 
be interesting to see how it evolves, but it certainly can be 
drunk in 3-4 years and, I’m sure, cellared for as long as 
25-35 years from now.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 815 Château Pavie Decesse - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion

“The wine is full-bodied, rich, with striking purity, fab-
ulous delineation, immense body and extract, and sweet 
but high levels of tannin in the finish, which goes on for 
nearly one minute. This is undoubtedly the greatest Pavie 
Decesse ever produced and a modern-day Bordeaux leg-
end. At one-half the price of its sibling, Pavie, it should be 
obvious what readers should do!…”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 816 Château Pichon Baron
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2009 (98pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1900-2600

 817 Château Smith Haut Lafitte - Vintage 2005
 Graves
 1x12 bottle owc

“This sensational, opaque blue/purple-colored wine from 
Smith Haut Lafitte has a gorgeous floral nose with notes 
of graphite, blueberries, blackberries, and cassis that 
jump from the glass of this inky, very dense, yet strikingly 
pure wine. Light on its feet despite its stunning concen-
tration and multi-layered mouthfeel, this wine has fabu-
lous intensity, richness and length. Quite impressive, and 
still incredibly youthful, this is a superstar of the vintage, 
and capable of lasting another 25-30 years.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 808 Rioja - Vintage 1976
 Vina Bosconia, Gran Reserva, Lopez de Heredia
 2-3.5cm bc, 2-4cm bc, 2-4.5cm bc, 
 2ssos, excellent color

“Pale-edged red. Multidimensional nose of raspberry, 
black plum, orange zest, coffee, milk chocolate, game 
and a superripe whiff of raisin. Uncanny sweetness in 
the mouth, with a strong spine of acidity framing and in-
tensifying the fruit flavors. Really remarkable acid/fruit 
balance. Big, rich, powerful and deep. Finishes extremely 
long and magically fresh.”(96pts VM)

 6 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 809 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon
 - Vintage 1997 1ltl (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2001 (97pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2004 (95pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2005 (95+pts) (6)

 Above 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 810 Dominus
 - Vintage 2001 1x6 bottle owc (98pts) (6)
 Joseph Phelps Winery
 - Vintage 2002 Insignia 1x6 bottle owc (100pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 811 Paul Hobbs Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2005
 Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard  (95+pts) (3)
 Beckstoffer To-Kalon Vineyard  (95pts) (3)
 Hyde Vineyard 1x6 bottle owc (91-94pts VM) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
_____________________________

 812 Château Cos d’Estournel - Vintage 2005
 St. Estephe
 1x6 magnum owc

“Black in color, with aromas of orange peel, new leather, 
currant, berry and Christmas pudding. Full-bodied, with 
layers of velvety tannins and a long, long finish of fruit 
and spices. The cashmere texture is all there. 2003 plus 
2000 equals 2005.”(98pts WS)

 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 813 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1996
 Graves
 12scl

“The 1996 Haut Brion Blanc was  the best white’ per the 
Ringmaster, and he was right. It had a fantastic nose of 
glue city, with intense, rich and twisted flavors that were 
dry with apricot and lanolin hints. Its structure and den-
sity were  wow’ and  wow.’ HBB is always a bit of an S&M 
wine, and sometimes it’s good to be a masochist when on 
the drinking end.”(96pts JK)

 12 bottles per lot $4200-5500
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 822 Châteauneuf du Pape
 - Vintage 2009
 Hommage a Jacques Perrin,   Jeroboam (1)
 Château de Beaucastel 1x1 Jeroboam owc (99pts)
 - Vintage 2016
 cuvée da Capo, Domaine du Pegau  Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc (99pts)

 Above 2 Jeroboams per lot $2200-3000

 823 Barolo - Vintage 1999
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“…deeply expressive in its aromatics, with breathtak-
ing nuances of roses, menthol, spices and licorice that 
emerge from the glass, melding seamlessly onto the pal-
ate where complex layers of dark ripe fruit captivate the 
taster in an endless counterpoint of aromas, flavors and 
sensations that are hard to fully capture with mere words 
it is a remarkable wine in every way, and is sure to take 
a place among the great Monfortinos of all time.”(98pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 824 Barolo - Vintage 2000
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno

“…explodes from the glass with a luxurious, expansive 
personality that leaves me speechless. Endowed with 
generous ripe fruit, it is a seamless, seductive Monfor-
tino that possesses incredible length as well as purity 
in a style that perfectly encapsulates the qualities of the 
vintage. With air, suggestions of roses, cocoa, tar and 
anise emerge to complete this magnificent expression of 
Barolo from Serralunga. Despite its seemingly approach-
able personality this wine has plenty of underlying struc-
ture…”(97pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 825 Le Pergole Torte
 Montevertine
 - Vintage 2007   double magnum (1)
 1x1 double magnum owc (99pts) 
 - Vintage 2013 (98pts) double magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2014   double magnum (1)
 1x1 double magnum owc (93pts) 
 Above 3 double magnums per lot $2200-3000

 826 Le Pergole Torte - Vintage 2015
 Montevertine
 1x12 bottle owc

“…captures all the radiance and intensity of the vintage. 
Deep, powerful and resonant, the 2015 will be a racy 
wine once it emerges from its recent bottling. As always, 
the Pergole Torte is differentiated from the Montevertine 
by its greater textural richness and perfume. In 2015, 
Pergole Torte is exotically ripe and flamboyant, not to 
mention utterly captivating. Don’t miss it.”(97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 818 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2013
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“Tasted blind at the Burgfest tasting in Beaune, the 2013 
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Saint-Jacques has a 
composed bouquet with dark cherry, red plum, a light es-
tuarine influence seeping through with aeration, all with 
good intensity and focus. The palate is medium-bodied 
with firm tannin, plenty of blackcurrant and raspber-
ry fruit, tensile with a brisk and quite punchy finish. I 
thought it might be Bruno Clair’s Clos Saint Jacques be-
fore its identity was revealed - a classy number from the 
Jadot team. Tasted September 2016.”(93pts)

 1 Methuselah per lot $1000-1400

 819 Griotte Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 L. Jadot  Jeroboam (1)
 1x1 Jeroboam owc (92-94pts BH)
 Latricieres Chambertin
 - Vintage 2005 L. Jadot nl,  Jeroboam (1)
 J 1x1 eroboam owc (93-95pts BH)

 Above 2 Jeroboams per lot $1600-2200

 820 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2013
 Domaine Leflaive
 lscl, 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“Here the nose is restrained to the point of being all but 
mute and only aggressive swirling coaxes the grudging 
aromas of pear, white peach, apricot, acacia blossom and 
discreet menthol nuances. As is usually the case there is 
more size, weight and muscle to the medium weight plus 
flavors that possess a hint of bitter lemon on the massively 
long finish. What I find interesting about the 2013 Bâtard 
is not only that it is more elegant then usual but also that 
it manages to deliver so much volume and power without 
any appreciable weight. In a word, brilliant.”(93-96pts 
BH)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $2400-3200

 821 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 2014
 Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“A cool, pure and decidedly airy nose combines notes 
of various white orchard fruit with those of spice, soft 
wood, floral and tea-like aromas. The wonderfully sleek 
and refined medium weight plus flavors possess ample 
minerality on the hugely long and well-balanced finish 
that seems to just go on and on. In short, this gorgeously 
complex effort is seriously good and should age effort-
lessly.”(95pts BH)

 1 Methuselah per lot $2600-3500
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 832 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The Domaine de La Romanée-Conti 2007 Grands-
Échézeaux exhibits a rich, roasted meat dimension to 
parallel its sweetness of ripe red raspberry and cherry, 
with hints of vanilla and caramel adding a confection-
ary hint, and a flatteringly plush, creamy texture. Carda-
mom, soy, and ginger add pungency and savor to a long, 
layered finishing melange. Follow it for at least 10-12 
years.”(92pts)

 1 magnum per lot $4200-5500

 833 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2008
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“The 2008 Grands-Échézeaux is a stunningly beautiful 
wine. Exotic notes of star anise, fennel, hard candy and 
orange peel meld into a deep core of expressive fruit. The 
2008 Grands-Échézeaux is powerful from start to finish, 
with endless layers of flavor that grow in the glass. It is a 
spherical, multi-dimensional Burgundy in need of at least 
a few years in the cellar, perhaps quite a few.”(95pts)

 1 magnum per lot $5000-7000

 834 La Tâche - Vintage 1986
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 lbsl, gsl, scc

“Lovely nose of roses, cherry, earth, stone, and alcohol 
still very tight on the nose not a ripe wine but enjoya-
ble good length and nice, taut red flavors with additional 
ones of chalk and stone long finish, but will the lack of 
ripeness ever develop further?…”(93pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 835 La Tâche - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 1vlscl

“Hints of mocha, vanilla, maraschino, and almond paste 
lend a confectionary note to generously rich cassis and 
raspberry, while Latakia tobacco, peat, clove, black pep-
per, star anise, and cumin contribute commune-typical 
Vosne-Romanée personality in spades. The high-toned, 
sweet themes continue inner mouth, with intimation of he-
liotrope, rowan, and lily perfume, while the wine’s smoky, 
spicy elements seem to descend into a low-register under-
tone of roasted red meats and forest floor. As this opens 
to the air, a subtly sweet-saline suggestion of lobster 
shell reduction adds richness and succulence. Strikingly 
creamy in feel, this La Tâche nevertheless possessed a 
fresh berry edge that helps convey vibrancy to a finish 
that practically glows in your mouth, offering another of 
those Burgundian paradoxes of light and dark..”(96pts)

 2 bottles per lot $6500-8500

 827 Brunello di Montalcino
 Madonna del Piano, Riserva, Valdicava
 - Vintage 2010 1x6 bottle owc (95+pts) (6)
 - Vintage 2012 1x6 bottle owc (95+pts VM) (6)
 - Vintage 2013 1x6 bottle owc (96pts) (6)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 828 Morlet Family Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon  
  - Vintage 2013
 Mon Chevalier

“The Bordeaux varietals range from a tiny 180 cases 
of Morlet’s Force de La Nature (100% Cabernet Franc 
from the Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard) to 650 cases 
of his Knights Valley Mon Chevalier. The 2013 Caber-
net Sauvignon Mon Chevalier, a blend of 86% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 8% Cabernet Franc, 3% Merlot and the rest 
Malbec and Petit Verdot, offers cassis, mocha, loamy 
soil undertones, plenty of chocolate, blackberry and a 
full-bodied, lush style. Peter Michael was the first to ex-
ploit just how superb Knights Valley Bordeaux varietals 
can be, but Morlet has certainly proven with this wine 
what is possible. This is a beauty to drink now and over 
the next 20+ years.”(95pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
_____________________________

 829 Château Le Pin - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 1bn, 1ts, 4lbsl, 1nl, 2scc, 1cuc

“Probably not a perfect wine for the classicist, this flam-
boyant, exotic, lavishly rich, concentrated, low acid fruit 
bomb exhibits remarkable aromatic complexity (espresso 
roast, roasted herbs, caramel, chocolate, and oodles of 
sweet plum, fig, and berry fruit). It is very jammy and in-
credibly low in acidity, but it is still intact, and the dense 
plum/garnet color is just beginning to show some lighten-
ing at the edge…it is still going strong.”(100pts)

 4 bottles per lot $26000-35000

 830 Château Le Pin - Vintage 1985
 Pomerol
 1bn, 1ts, 2lgsl, 1lwisl

“Wonderful lychee and berry fruit character on the nose. 
Full-bodied and soft-textured, with caressing tannins. 
Long and beautiful. More friendly than the 1986. Lovely, 
open, inviting and seductive.”(94pts WS)

 2 bottles per lot $4000-6000

 831 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1934
 Sauternes
 hs, hbsl, ltl, spc, beautiful dark mahogany color

 1 bottle per lot $1200-1600
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 840 Barolo - Vintage 1971
 Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno
 2bn, 2wisl, 1lbsl, 1lvl, outstanding color

“As good as the older wines are, the 1971 Barolo Riserva 
Monfortino is just insanely beautiful. Still deeply colored 
and intense to the core, the 1971 delivers a classic Mon-
fortino experience. Layers of dark, mineral-infused fruit 
flow across the palate in a deep, muscular Monfortino 
endowed with stunning depth. The 1971 shows why it is 
one of the all-time greats. This is a mind-blowing bot-
tle.”(99pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $4800-6500

 841 Dominus - Vintage 2012
 1x1 Imperial owc

“This wine’s opaque plum/purple color is accompanied 
by a beautiful nose of sweet Crème de cassis, a touch of 
background oak (only 40% new oak is used), spice box, 
cedarwood, black cherries and a hint of spring flowers. 
The complex, intense aromatics are followed by a deep, 
opulent, multidimensional, full-bodied wine with not a 
hard edge to be found. Everything is seamlessly craft-
ed in this beauty and the vintage’s abundant richness is 
well-displayed.”(99pts)

 1 Imperial per lot $1500-2000

 842 Penfolds Grange
 - Vintage 1993 nl (95pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1998 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 (97pts) (3)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 843 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 2003
 Pauillac

“Dense purple-colored, with classic notes of graphite in-
tertwined with melted licorice, Crème de cassis, smoke, 
and flowers, it reveals extraordinary richness, opulence, 
power, purity, intensity, and viscosity.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 844 Château Latour - Vintage 1996
 Pauillac
 1 bottle different importer

“An opaque purple color is followed by phenomenally 
sweet, pure aromas of cassis infused with subtle minerals. 
This massive offering possesses unreal levels of extract, 
full body, intensely ripe, but abundant tannin, and a finish 
that lasts for nearly a minute…”(99pts)

 4 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 845 Château Margaux
 - Vintage 1996 Margaux  (100pts) (2)
 Château Mouton Rothschild
 - Vintage 1996 Pauillac 1bsl (96pts WS) (4)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 836 La Tâche - Vintage 2016
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti

“As is often the case, the highly perfumed nose is the 
most floral-inflected of the range with its equally cool 
and restrained array of violet and rose petal scents that 
combine with an extraordinary group of spice elements 
on the essence of red currant aromas. The mouthfeel 
of the imposingly-scaled and powerful flavors is again 
robust yet refined with just as much minerality as the 
Richebourg adding even more lift to the almost painfully 
intense and extravagantly long finish that also just goes 
and goes.”(98pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 837 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2007
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 vlscl

“An ultra elegant, pure and quite delicately fruited and 
spiced nose that is extremely fresh, floral and expansive 
that is more layered still as it introduces seductively tex-
tured, detailed and gorgeously delineated middle weight 
flavors that possess laser-like focus if less density than 
is usually seen with this wine. Indeed, this is rather like 
a ballerina with limited power and weight but the watch 
word here is purity, purity and purity. I quite like this but 
it will strike some as unduly light though I believe the 
underlying material is present such that it will add weight 
in bottle as it ages.”(94pts BH)

 1 magnum per lot $4500-6000

 838 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 1982
 La Landonne, E. Guigal
 1lstl, 2cc

“For such a precocious vintage, the 1982 La Landonne 
remains a backward, beefy, smoky, chewy mouthful of tan-
nic wine. It has thrown a huge amount of sediment, and 
the bottle is completely stained, as if it were a 15-year-old 
vintage port. The wine reveals an olive, earthy, licorice, 
mineral, smoked-meat nose, fabulous depth, and a huge, 
formidably endowed personality. It is a monstrous, su-
per concentrated wine that should reach its apogee by 
the turn of the century. Anticipated maturity: 2000-2025. 
Last tasted 12/95.”(95pts)

 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 839 Hermitage - Vintage 2003
 J.L. Chave
 1nl

“Its inky/purple color is accompanied by glorious aro-
mas of Crème de cassis, black cherries, licorice, crushed 
rocks, and flowers. Prodigiously rich and full-bodied 
yet elegant and fresh, this is a tour de force in winemak-
ing.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000
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 852 Sine Qua Non Grenache
 - Vintage 2007 Pictures  (97pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2008 The Duel  (97pts) (1)
 Sine Qua Non Pinot Noir
 - Vintage 2005 Over and Out  (94pts) (1)
 Sine Qua Non Red
 - Vintage 2002 Just For The Love Of It nl (100pts) (1)
 Sine Qua Non Syrah
 - Vintage 2005 Atlantis Fe 203 1A  (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 Atlantis Fe 203 1B  (100pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 Dangerous Birds  (98pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2007 Labels  (98+pts) (2)
 - Vintage 2009 The Thrill of Stamp  (1)
 Collecting  (95pts VM)
 - Vintage 2009 This is Not An Exit  (97pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2010 Five Shooter  (98+pts) (2)
 Sine Qua Non White
 - Vintage 2009 On the Lam  (93pts) (2)

 Above 18 bottles per lot $4500-6000

 853 Penfolds Grange
 - Vintage 1998 1lstl (99pts) (3)
 Torbreck Shiraz
 - Vintage 2003 Run Rig  (99pts) (6)

 Above 9 bottles per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 854 Château Beausejour Duffau Lagrosse - Vintage 1990
 St. Emilion
 3hgsl, 1wc

“The color remains an opaque murky purple. The nose 
offers up fabulously intense aromas of black fruits (plums, 
cherries, and currants), along with smoke, a roasted 
herb/nut component, and a compelling minerality. The 
wine is fabulously concentrated, with outstanding puri-
ty, and a nearly unprecedented combination of richness, 
complexity, and overall balance and harmony.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 846 Château Margaux - Vintage 2000
 Margaux
 2lbsl

“The 2000 possesses a saturated ruby/purple color to the 
rim as well as an extraordinarily promising nose of creme 
de cassis intermixed with white flowers, licorice, and 
hints of espresso and toasty oak. There is great intensi-
ty, compelling purity, a multi-layered, full-bodied palate, 
and a finish that goes on for nearly 70+ seconds. Bottled 
naturally, with no filtration, it is a monumental example 
of the elegance and power that symbolize this extraordi-
nary vineyard. A tour de force in winemaking, many of my 
colleagues predicted, far earlier than me, that it would be 
the wine of the vintage.”(100pts)

 2 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 847 Dom Pérignon Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1988 1nl (94pts JK) magnum (3)
 - Vintage 1990 nl (96pts) magnum (1)

 Above 4 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 848 Krug Vintage Champagne
 - Vintage 1985 1nl, 1lscl (96pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1988 (98pts WS) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 849 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne - Vintage 1990
 cuvée Sir Winston Churchill

“Fabulously creamy and nut-toffee-scented in the same 
style as P. R. ‘88. Winston is usually a slow starter, which 
is hardly the case with this vintage. Because the grape 
composition is secret, it is safe to speculate on the sub-
ject. Namely, it appears that the ‘90 contains slightly 
more Chardonnay than usual. To me this is a 1990 P. 
R.!”(96pts RJ)

 2 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 850 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 1994
 2lbsl, 1nl

“I have tasted the wine for three consecutive years, and 
each time it satisfied all of my requirements for perfec-
tion. The opaque purple color is followed by spectacular 
aromatics that soar from the glass, offering up celestial 
levels of black currants, minerals, smoked herbs, cedar 
wood, coffee, and pain grille. In the mouth, this seamless 
legend reveals full body, and exquisite layers of phenom-
enally pure and rich fruit, followed by a 40+ second fin-
ish.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $3500-5000

 851 Harlan Estate Red
 - Vintage 1995 (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1996 (98pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2004 (98pts) magnum (1)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 and 1 magnum
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 858 Château Margaux - Vintage 1986
 Margaux
 1bn, 1ts, 1lbsl, 1stl

“The 1986 Château Margaux is one of the dark horses 
of the vintage. It has an exquisite bouquet that is now 
fully mature, with a mixture of red and black fruit, vio-
lets, pastilles and hints of cold stone. It blossoms in the 
glass, gaining intensity all the time. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with fine tannin, a more robust Margaux as 
you would expect given the vintage, clearly with firm 
backbone, more straight-laced than the 1985 or 1989. Yet 
there is wonderful delineation and focus here. If you seek 
strictness and classicism in a wine, then this is the place 
to come, plus there is superb mineralité and tension on 
the ferrous finish. Perhaps a little overlooked in recent 
years, the 1986 Margaux comes highly recommended for 
those who love the property. This is a wine finally coming 
of age.”(97pts)

 2 bottles per lot $900-1200

 859 Château Margaux - Vintage 1990
 Margaux
 1bn, 2vlbsl

“Its ethereal bouquet of sweet black fruits, cedar, spices, 
flowers, smoke, and vanilla is remarkably well-formed 
and intense. In the mouth, there is not a hard edge to this 
classic wine, which is super-concentrated, soft, silky-tex-
tured, and opulent. It displays an opaque ruby/purple 
color, a compelling bouquet, and exquisite layers of fla-
vors that cascade over the palate without any notion of 
toughness or coarseness.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 860 NO LOT

 855 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves
 3lbsl, 1nl

“This continues to be one of the immortal wines and one 
of the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last half-cen-
tury. Consistently prodigious and almost a sure bet to 
top the scoring card of any blind tasting of this vintage 
as well as other years, the 1989 Haut-Brion is a seam-
less, majestic classic, and a tribute to this phenomenal 
terroir and its singular characteristics. The wine still 
has a very thick, viscous-looking ruby/purple color, a 
spectacular, young but awesome smorgasbord of aromas 
ranging from scorched earth, liquid minerals, graphite, 
blackberry and black currant jam to toast, licorice, and 
spice box. The levels of fruit, extract, and glycerin in this 
viscous, full-bodied, low-acid wine are awe-inspiring. 
The brilliant symmetry of the wine, extraordinary puri-
ty, and seamlessness are the hallmarks of a modern-day 
legend.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 856 Château La Mission Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves
 2lbsl

“I am certainly not going to argue with anyone who be-
lieves La Mission-Haut-Brion’s 1989 is every bit as pro-
found as the 1989 Haut-Brion. It is a spectacular wine, 
and as it ages in the bottle, it is quickly becoming one 
of my all-time favorite La Mission-Haut-Brions, rank-
ing alongside the 1982, 1975, 1961, 1959, and 1955. 
The 1989 boasts a dense, thick, purple color, followed 
by a sweet, roasted cassis, chocolatey-scented nose with 
whiffs of tobacco, tar, and minerals. The wine is extreme-
ly full-bodied, unctuously-textured, sweet, jammy, and 
rich. Although it is still a youthful, unformed wine, it is 
already delicious to drink.”(100pts)

 2 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 857 Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 1ts, 3lbsl, 1sos

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, with 
layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral and 
berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect struc-
ture, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern clothes. 
It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400
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 865 Château Haut Brion
 Graves
 - Vintage 1966 vhs, hbsl, nl, sdc, outstanding color (1)
 (92pts WS)
 - Vintage 1980 (2)
 - Vintage 1982 1bn, 1ts, 2lbsl (96pts JK) (2)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 866 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1957 htms, bsl, nl, cuc, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1970 bn, hgsl, excellent color (1)
 (93pts JK)
 - Vintage 1971 ts, gsl, excellent color and condition (1)
 - Vintage 1975 ts, gsl, scc,  (1)
 excellent color and condition (92pts)
 - Vintage 1981 lbsl (91pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1982 ts, bsl, wc (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1986 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1997 (92pts) (1)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 867 Château Latour
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1970 (95pts JK) (1)
 - Vintage 1971 (94pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1973 (3)
 - Vintage 1980 (3)

 Above 10 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 868 Château Mouton Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1969 (1)
 - Vintage 1970 (96pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1971 (2)
 - Vintage 1975 (91pts) (2)
 - Vintage 1980 (90pts JK) (2)
 - Vintage 1981 (91pts WS) (3)
 - Vintage 1982 (100pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1984 (92pts WS) (1)
 - Vintage 1985 (90pts) (1)
 - Vintage 1999 (93pts) half-bottle (1)

 Above 1 half-bottle per lot $4800-6500
 and 14 bottles

 869 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1976
 Pomerol

“Pretty nose and an earthy, cedary style on the palate 
a lot of character but a dirty style still fresh but doesn’t 
have the fruit of a great Pétrus still very good.”(92pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $1000-1400

 861 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 1990
 Château Rayas
 3.5cm bc, sos

“…represents the essence of black cherry and blackberry 
fruit intertwined with intensely spicy aromas, as well as 
those of roasted nuts massive richness, expansive, sweet, 
full-bodied, chewy texture, and spectacularly long finish 
make this one of the most decadently flavored wines I 
have ever encountered. I would suggest tasting a bottle 
just so you know what this eccentric genius is capable of 
producing.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

 862 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 J.L. Chave
 4lbsl, 1wisl, 1spc, 2wisvl

“…Big Boy deemed ‘somewhere between strong and ex-
tremely strong,’ which was quite accurate. It had great 
bacon and mint aromas, with the perfect ‘zippy zip’ I 
wanted at the end of the night. It wound up being one 
of the best bottles of 1990 Chave Hermitage that I have 
ever had, firing away on all cylinders in all its rich and 
decadent glory.”(98pts JK)

 4 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 863 Hermitage - Vintage 1990
 La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet
 1-3.75cm bc, 2lbsl, 1lstl, 1tl

“Spectacular aromatics offer up aromas of incense, 
smoke, blackberry fruit, cassis, barbecue spice, coffee, 
and a touch of chocolate. As it sits in the glass, addition-
al nuances of pepper and grilled steak emerge. There is 
extraordinary freshness for such a mammoth wine in ad-
dition to abundant tannin, an amazing 60-second finish, 
and a level of glycerin and thick, fleshy texture that have 
to be tasted to be believed.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 864 Sassicaia - Vintage 1985
 Tenuta San Guido
 ts, stl

“A dear friend had saved a bottle of the 1985 Sassicaia to 
share, and that was the impetus for getting together. Al-
though I have had the 1985 Sassicaia a number of times 
I have never been totally convinced. This bottle did it for 
me. It was as perfect as anything can be in this world. Still 
fresh, perfumed and full of life, the wine showed incredi-
ble detail and pedigree in a dazzling expression of class. 
To say it was profound would be an understatement. Life 
changing is more like it. Those who have bestowed the 
1985 with the highest of praise must have surely tasted 
bottles like this one.”(100pts VM)

 1 bottle per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________
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Lot: 874
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 876 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2003
 St. Julien

“Intense blackberry and cherry, with hints of currant. 
Toasted oak and sweet tobacco too. Roses and other flow-
ers, such as lilacs. Full-bodied, with masses of tannins 
yet incredibly long and seductive.”(98pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 877 Château Leoville Poyferre - Vintage 2003
 St. Julien

“It is a colossal success and a potential legend in the 
making. Its saturated, dense inky/blue/purple color offers 
up notes of crushed rocks, acacia flowers, blueberries, 
black raspberries, and cr me de cassis. A synthesis of 
power and elegance, this multi-layered wine has spectac-
ular concentration, sweet but high tannin, and low acidi-
ty A stunning effort that showcases this legendary terroir, 
it is a brilliant, brilliant success.”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 878 Château Lynch Bages - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 1bn

“…has been drinking well since the day it was released 
and it continues to go from strength to strength. The big-
gest, richest, fullest-bodied Lynch Bages until the 2000, 
the fully mature 1990 exhibits an unbelievably explosive 
nose of black currants, cedarwood, herbs and spice. The 
majestic, classically Bordeaux aromatics are followed by 
a full-bodied, voluptuously textured, rich, intense wine 
with superb purity as well as thrilling levels of fruit, glyc-
erin and sweetness.”(99pts)

 6 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 879 Château d’Yquem - Vintage 1995
 Sauternes
 1x12 bottle owc

“… is moving into its secondary aroma phase. A deep 
golden color, it has a dense and almost Barsac-like bou-
quet with tangerine, apricot, acacia and melted candle 
wax. It displays good intensity, unfolding beautifully in 
the glass. The palate has a strident opening, with a slight 
bitter edge that lends this Yquem great tension.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 880 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2001
 Special Selection
 2nl

“Caymus has been around for so long there is a tendency 
to under-estimate their wines. However, they have a bril-
liant track record as evidenced by the decade old 2001 
Cabernet Sauvignon Vintage Selection. Abundant choco-
laty, black currant, licorice and coffee aromas soar from 
the glass of this perfumed wine. It exhibits an opaque 
ruby/purple color, wonderful opulence, a deep, full-bod-
ied mouthfeel, fabulous depth and not a hard edge to be 
found. While seemingly fully mature, the supple tannins, 
expansive fruit and glycerin, depth and overall balance 
suggest it will keep for another 15+ years.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 870 Château Pétrus - Vintage 1982
 Pomerol
 bn, lbsl, wc

“The color reveals some amber at the edge. A sweet nose 
of caramel, roasted herbs, cherry jam, cedar, and smoke 
is followed by a thick, full-bodied, unctuously-textured, 
low acid a dazzling showing for this 1982 abundant tan-
nin remains, the wine is sweet, smoky, and ideal for drink-
ing now and over the next 20-25 years.”(98pts)

 1 bottle per lot $3200-4200

 871 NO LOT

 872 La Tâche - Vintage 1982
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 3.25cm bc, bsl, scc

(96pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $2600-3500

 873 Richebourg
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 - Vintage 1970 4cm bc, stl, wc,  (1)
 excellent color (91pts BH)
 - Vintage 1974 4.75cm bc, bsl, sdc, fair color (1)
 - Vintage 1975 4.75cm bc, bsl, sdc, scc, fair color (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 874 Romanée Conti - Vintage 1971
 Domaine de la Romanée Conti
 stl, sdc, scc, wc, excellent color

“A magnum of 1971 DRC Romanée Conti came next. 
That’s right. In fact, this magnum was purchased at our 
November Hong Kong auction the month prior. I love it 
when that happens, too. The magnum was in outstanding 
condition, and it had outstanding provenance, so I was 
feeling no pressure. After one sip, I was feeling no pain. 
Its nose was full of that autumnal rust and spice. There 
were tomato, rose, bouillon and menthol aromas filling 
my nose to capacity. The Winemaster found the 1971  
more elegant than 1978’ in general, and I was in love 
with its great, fully mature flavors. There were brick, rust 
and autumn flavors here. While its palate was elegant, its 
finish was thick. It got more minty and (good) herbal on 
its finish, with almost a kiss of Chartreuse-like complexi-
ty. What a wine.”(99Mpts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $16000-22000
_____________________________

 875 Château Cos d’Estournel
 St. Estephe
 - Vintage 1996 (94pts IWC) (6)
 - Vintage 2000 (97pts) (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $1900-2600
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 885 Les Forts de Latour - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 10lscl

“The 2000 Les Forts de Latour is a seriously endowed 
wine with notes of black walnuts, black currants, crushed 
rock, tobacco and spice box. Full-bodied, luscious but 
still in need of another 2-3 years to hit full maturity, it 
certainly can evolve for another 15 or more years, and 
looks to be slightly richer and longer-lived than I origi-
nally predicted.”(92pts)

 10 bottles per lot $1600-2200
_____________________________

 881 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2002
 Special Selection

“A fabulous effort, the 2002 Cabernet Sauvignon Special 
Selection boasts an inky/purple color to the rim as well 
as a gloriously exuberant bouquet of Crème de cassis, 
graphite, vanilla, and charcoal. Dense and full-bodied, 
with fabulous purity, sweet tannin, decent acidity, and 
perfect equilibrium…”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 882 Bahans Haut Brion - Vintage 2000
 Graves
 3lscl

“The 2000 Bahans Haut-Brion is fully mature, but I had 
indicated that back in 2003, giving it an anticipated ma-
turity date of 2005-2016. Its smoky, soft berry fruit and 
notes of fresh porcini mushrooms intermixed with cigar 
tobacco and black currants are complex. This complexity 
is followed by a fleshy, elegant, silky wine to drink over 
the next 5-6 years.”(91pts)

 10 bottles per lot $900-1200

 883 Château Brane Cantenac - Vintage 2005
 Margaux

“Tasted at the Brane-Cantenac vertical at the château, 
the 2005 Brane-Cantenac is a blend of 51% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 43% Merlot and 6% Cabernet Franc. It has 
a focused, conservative (for the vintage) nose with grav-
el-tinged red berry fruit intermingling with cedar, graph-
ite and pine needle scents. The palate is medium-bodied 
with a firm structure and unlike the bottle tasted in Janu-
ary, which I declined to score, there is no green streak on 
the finish. It is very backward and some might describe 
it as curmudgeonly. Personally I would not touch it for 
another five years, even though apparently it is beginning 
to open according to Henri Lurton. No, I would afford it 
another two or three years in bottle and let’s see where 
we are then.”(92+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 884 Château D’Issan - Vintage 2000
 Margaux

“A suave, aristocratic, classic built on delicacy and fi-
nesse as opposed to power and blockbuster fruit, the 
2000 requires introspection, but what one finds is ex-
tremely rewarding. This graceful, symmetrical, refined 
effort displays a dark ruby/purple color in addition to a 
sweet perfume of white flowers intermixed with black cur-
rants, licorice, and subtle new oak.”(93pts)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200
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 888 Château Latour - Vintage 1959
 Pauillac
 ts, wrl, excellent color

“The Good Doctor set a high bar when he said that the 
1959 Latour was one of the best bottles of Latour I’ve ever 
tasted.’ He was absolutely right; I seconded that emotion! 
This was a perfect bottle that was so sweet (in the right 
way) and so rich with loads of great spice. Dusty, long, 
thick and smooth, the crowd cooed chocolate’ and cassis.’ 
This was a gritty and exciting wine. I often say that I usu-
ally prefer the ‘59 Latour these days to the ‘61, and this 
bottle was Exhibit A-Z.”(99pts JK)

 1 bottle per lot $3000-4000

 889 Château Leoville Barton - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“The saturated purple-colored 2000 Leoville Barton is 
one of the greatest wines ever made at this estate. The 
wine has smoky, earthy notes intermixed with graphite, 
camphor, damp earth, jammy cassis, cedar, and a hint of 
mushroom. Enormous, even monstrous in the mouth, with 
tremendous extraction, broodingly backward, dense fla-
vors, and copious tannins, this should prove to be one of 
the longest-lived wines of the vintage and one of the most 
compelling Leoville Bartons ever made.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 886 Château Grand Puy Lacoste - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac

“The 2000 Château Grand Puy Lacoste is an exceptional 
wine from Xavier Borie. It has a brilliant nose of black-
berry, crushed stone, graphite and cedar. Putting it to one 
side for ten to 15 minutes reveals subtle mint-like aromas 
that whisk you straight to Pauillac. The palate is smooth 
and silky, cloaking the tannic frame of this GPL so that 
you barely notice it. But that will stand it in good stead 
for the long-term, the cornerstone of all great wines from 
this estate. Then there is that hint of spice on the after-
taste the show ain’t over yet. Served alongside a magnum 
of Pichon Baron 2000, I would say that at the moment, it 
does not quite possess the same level of precision. How-
ever, it remains a magnificent Pauillac to cherish long-
term.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 887 Château Gruaud Larose - Vintage 2000
 St. Julien
 1x12 bottle owc

“Absolutely wonderful aromas of flowers, currants and 
citrus. Full-bodied, yet very, very refined, with a center 
core of fruit that tastes like crushed raspberries and 
goes on and on. Greatest wine from this estate since 
1945.”(95pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

A TREASURE TROVE OF NAPA VALLEY RESERVE
More than two hundred lots showcasing The Napa Valley Reserve come to us through a retired businessman who is moving to 
a new home and needs to lighten the load. He has been collecting and drinking world-class wines for more the forty years and 
has many great stories from his decadent bacchanalian feasts. An avid golfer who is extremely generous, he has loads of wine 
stories to tell that include baby tigers eating meatballs out of his hands at wine parties from the 1990s, and other bacchanalian 
feats, he has been collecting and drinking great wines for 40+ years, with everything on offer being purchased on release, even 
the oldies from the 80s!!! 

Our opening act of 2000 Bordeaux stars Grand Puy Lacoste, Gruaud Larose, Leoville Barton, Pichon Lalande, and Vieux 
Chateau Certan. A trio of Harlan full cases with a pair of 1997 Phelps Insignia cases get us ready for nearly 200 selections of 
the exclusive Napa Valley Reserve, Harlan’s exclusive winemaking and luxury lifestyle project. The Napa Valley reserve is large 
and charge here with five cases of 2006, four cases of 2007, fourteen from 2008, eighteen of 2009, seventeen from 2010, eighteen 
of 2011, a baker’s dozen of 2012 and twenty-two from 2013. We hit blackjack with twenty-one cases of 2014 and continue 
with twenty-three cases from 2015 as well as ten cases each from both the 2016 and 2017 vintages with numerous magnums as 
reinforcements!!!!! All wines purchased upon release and properly stored.
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Lot: 895-897
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 895 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2003
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“One of the most backward yet promising wines of the 
vintage is the 2003 Harlan Estate. Its dense opaque 
plum/purple color is accompanied by a sumptuous bou-
quet of graphite, camphor, creme de cassis, smoky bar-
becue wood and a hint of forest floor. Similar flavors hit 
the mouth with full-bodied splendor, a multidimensional 
mouthfeel and texture, and the sensational finish lasts 
more than 45 seconds. Some tannins are still present, and 
this wine seems much younger than expected at ten years 
of age, so give it 4-5 more years of bottle age and con-
sume it over the following 20-25 years.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 896 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2004
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“…probably the most precocious and accessible Har-
lan Estate that this perfectionist team has made. Already 
compelling, the wine has notes of roasted coffee, char-
coal, blackberry, spring flowers, and some background 
sweet, toasty notes. Dense, fleshy, exuberant, even flam-
boyant by the standards of Bill Harlan, this wine exhibits 
no jaggedness or rough edges, has relatively high tan-
nins, but they melt away on the palate. The wine is sensa-
tionally well-endowed, long, and rich   a tour de force in 
winemaking. They can do no wrong at Harlan…”(98pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 897 Harlan Estate Red - Vintage 2005
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The 2005 is incredibly youthful at age ten, although cer-
tainly drinkable. And who wouldn’t consume it if they had 
the opportunity? It will benefit from another 5-10 years 
of cellaring and certainly has 30 or more years left in its 
evolutionary curve. Gorgeous, and tasting akin to a hy-
pothetical Pauillac blended with a great Pessac-Léognan 
from Bordeaux comes to mind because of the smoky, sub-
tle barbecue notes, fruitcake, forest floor, graphite and 
minerality. The wine has stunning fruit and a full-bodied, 
powerful richness, yet is still nimble on its feet. This is 
a classic Napa Cabernet Sauvignon from an absolutely 
magnificent hillside vineyard in the Mayacamas Moun-
tains overlooking the Oakville corridor on the valley 
floor. This opaque, garnet/purple wine is another tour de 
force and, once again, proves that Harlan Estate is not 
only one of the greatest wines of California, but of the 
world.”(98+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $7500-10000

 890 Château Pichon Lalande - Vintage 2000
 Pauillac
 1x12 bottle owc

“In short, I find this to be a spectacular Pichon Lalande. 
Dense purple in color, with loads of coffee, mocha, creme 
de cassis, and chocolate notes, this is a somewhat unusu-
al blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 34% Merlot, and a 
whooping 10% Petit Verdot, with a little bit of Cabernet 
Franc.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 891 Château Rauzan Segla - Vintage 2000
 Margaux

“…still reveals a certain sternness in addition to tough 
tannin, it is sweeter and more expansive and flavorful. 
The dark ruby/purple color is saturated and impres-
sive.”(90pts)

 24 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 892 Château Troplong Mondot - Vintage 2000
 St. Emilion
 1x12 bottle owc

“Extremely young with an unbelievable deep purple 
color, the 2000 Troplong Mondot has hardly budged 
since I tasted it in 2003. Two recent tastings confirmed 
that this is the greatest Troplong Mondot between their 
profound 1990 and more recent vintages such as 2005, 
2008, and 2009. Copious chocolate, graphite, blackber-
ry, blueberry, cassis, and ink characteristics are present 
in this full-bodied, powerful, massive St.-Emilion. While 
the tannins are noticeable, they are better integrated than 
they were seven years ago, and the fruit, extract, and 
richness clearly outweigh the wine’s structure. This 2000 
will benefit from another 4-5 years of cellaring (longer 
than I originally predicted), and has at least two decades 
of drinkability ahead of it.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 893 Vieux Château Certan - Vintage 2000
 Pomerol

“The dense ruby/purple-colored, tight 2000 gradually 
reveals notes of oak, tapenade, blackberries, spice box, 
licorice, and vanilla. Deep, medium to full-bodied, and 
powerful, with superb purity, low acidity, and high tan-
nin, this backward, concentrated Vieux Château Certan 
falls just short of rivaling the sensational 1998.”(95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 894 Échézeaux - Vintage 1995
 Faiveley

 12 bottles per lot $950-1300
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PARCEL LOTS 913-926

 913 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2008

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 914 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 915 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 916 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 917 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 918 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 919 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 920 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 921 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 922 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 923 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 924 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 925 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 926 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 927-928

 927 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 928 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 898-899

 898 Joseph Phelps Winery - Vintage 1997
 Insignia
 1x12 bottle ocb

“An inky/plum/purple color is accompanied by a stun-
ning bouquet of violets, charcoal, creme de cassis and 
a hint of toast. Prodigious when it hits the palate with a 
full-bodied expansiveness, there is not a hard edge to be 
found in the 1997, only velvety tannins, compelling depth 
and fruit intensity, and stunning purity. It is a perfect ex-
pression of Napa viticulture and wine that should contin-
ue to age effortlessly for two decades or more.”(100pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 899 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200
 1x12 bottle ocb

PARCEL LOTS 900-904

 900 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2006

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 901 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 902 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 903 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 904 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 905-906

 905 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 906 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 907-910

 907 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2007

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 908 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 909 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 910 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 911-912

 911 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 912 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500
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PARCEL LOTS 949-965

 949 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2010

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 950 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 951 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 952 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 953 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 954 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 955 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 956 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 957 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 958 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 959 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 960 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 961 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 962 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 963 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 964 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 965 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 966-967

 966 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 967 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 929-946

 929 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2009

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 930 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 931 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 932 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 933 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 934 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 935 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 936 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 937 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 938 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 939 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 940 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 941 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 942 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 943 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 944 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 945 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 946 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 947-948

 947 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 948 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200
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Lot:  986, 987, 1007, 1008, 1031, 1053, 1077, 
 1088, 1099     
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PARCEL LOTS 988-1006

 988 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2012

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 989 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 990 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1nl

 991 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 992 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 993 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 994 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 995 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 996 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 997 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 998 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 999 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1000 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 1tl

 1001 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1002 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1003 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1004 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1005 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1006 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1007 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1008 4 magnums per lot $1600-2200

PARCEL LOTS 968-984

 968 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2011

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 969 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 970 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 971 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 972 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 973 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 974 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 975 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 976 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 977 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 978 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 979 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 980 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 981 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200
 1nl

 982 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 983 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 984 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 985 11 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 986 6 magnums per lot $1800-2400

 987 4 magnums per lot $1200-1600
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PARCEL LOTS 1032-1052

 1032 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2014

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1033 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1034 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1035 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1036 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1037 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1038 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1039 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1040 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1041 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1042 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1043 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1044 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1045 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1046 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1047 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1048 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1049 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1050 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1051 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1052 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1053 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200

PARCEL LOTS 1009-1029

 1009 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2013

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1010 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1011 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1012 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1013 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1014 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1015 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1016 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1017 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1018 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1019 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1020 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1021 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1022 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1023 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1024 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1025 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1026 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1027 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1028 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1029 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1030 NO LOT 

 1031 6 magnums per lot $2800-3800
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PARCEL LOTS 1078-1087

 1078 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2016

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1079 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1080 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1081 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1082 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1083 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1084 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1085 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1086 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1087 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1088 6 magnums per lot $2200-3000

PARCEL LOTS 1089-1098

 1089 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2017

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1090 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1091 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1092 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1093 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1094 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1095 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1096 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1097 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1098 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1099 6 magnums per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1054-1075

 1054 The Napa Valley Reserve Red - Vintage 2015

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1055 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1056 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1057 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1058 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1059 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1060 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1061 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1062 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1063 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1064 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1065 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1066 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1067 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1068 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1069 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1070 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1071 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1072 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1073 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1074 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1075 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1076 NO LOT

 1077 6 magnums per lot $2400-3200
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 1103 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2018
 Clos des Porrets, H. Gouges 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2018 Nuits Saint-Georges Clos des Por-
rets-Saint-Georges 1er Cru was due to be racked the fol-
lowing week and bottled before the end of the year. It has 
a generous bouquet of upfront red cherry and crushed 
strawberry fruit, a little too ripe for my liking and when 
compared to previous vintages. The medium-bodied pal-
ate offers soft tannins, gentle grip and plenty of fleshy 
red fruit, although it is missing some grip and density to-
ward the finish. Pleasant, but I would broach this in its 
youth.”(88-90pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1104 Clos Vougeot
 Hudelot-Noellat
 - Vintage 2017 (91-93pts) magnum (1)
 - Vintage 2018 (93-95+pts) magnum (1)

 Above 2 magnums per lot $550-750

 1105 Romanée St. Vivant - Vintage 2018
 Hudelot-Noellat 
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2018 Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru, matured 
in 50% new oak like all the domaine’s grand crus, has a 
tightly wound bouquet of black cherries, raspberry cou-
lis and touches of bergamot tea and briar. Lovely defini-
tion, but bashful at this early stage. The palate is medi-
um-bodied with supple tannins, a fine bead of acidity and 
a smooth texture. There is not enormous depth of grip to 
this RSV, though it has a spring in its step on the persis-
tent finish.”(93-95pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1100 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2018
 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A gorgeous bouquet of dark berry fruit, crushed stone 
and touches of truffle and iodine. It just bursts from the 
glass. The palate is very ripe and sweet on the entry, dis-
playing a lot of sucrosity and a very vibrant finish laden 
with cola-tinged black fruit. It might just be a little too 
much for my palate, although I suspect it will be very 
seductive.”(92-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1101 Échézeaux - Vintage 2018
 Coquard-Loison-Fleurot 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A fragrant, perfumed bouquet with violet and iris petals 
infusing shimmering black cherry and wild strawberry 
fruit; touches of orange pith emerge with time. The palate 
is medium-bodied with fine tannins and very harmonious, 
showing a velvety texture that is very sleek and tempting. 
A lovely Échézeaux.”(92-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1102 Échézeaux - Vintage 2018
 Duroche 
 1x1 Jeroboam owc

“…offers earthy red berry aromas with hints of sloe 
and fig. The fleshy, ripe palate has an attractive, cor-
pulent entry, moderate acidity and juicy red cherries 
and strawberry laced with black pepper on the finish.” 
(92-94pts VM)

 1 Jeroboam per lot $900-1200

SCINTILLATING YOUNG BURGUNDY WITH ITALIAN SPICE
Sought after new releases from Coquard-Loison-Fleurot, Duroche, Gouges, Hudelot-Noellat, Lamarche, and Coche-Dury 
populate these pages that will make your palate purple, as well as some Italian spice from Emidio Pepe and Valentini. All wines 
professionally stored.
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 1111 Échézeaux - Vintage 2015
 Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The wood is more prominent and it presently is strong 
enough to fight somewhat with the otherwise pretty and 
overtly spicy aromas of red currant, cherry and lavender. 
The supple and seductively textured medium-bodied fla-
vors, like several of the wines in the range, immediately 
tighten up on the balanced and sneaky persistent finish 
that really fans out as it sits on the palate.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1112-1113

 1112 Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“An exuberantly spicy nose reflects aromas of exot-
iCôtea, sandalwood, red and dark currant plus a pretty 
array of floral elements. The supple and round flavors 
possess both good volume and richness though not near-
ly the same minerality on the succulent yet still entirely 
serious finish that coats the palate with sappy dry extract. 
This is a quality Ech though at least some patience is 
required.”(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1113 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700 
  1x12 bottle ocb

 1114 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2016
 Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A subtle touch of wood serves as a suitably discreet 
backdrop for the exceptionally floral-infused and per-
fumed nose that offers up additional notes of spice, red 
currant and pekoe tea. The round, refined and lilting if 
impressively intense flavors are blessed with excellent 
punch and power while exhibiting a lovely salinity on the 
built-to-age finish. This refined effort is very classy, in-
deed the word Zen comes up mind.”(95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1115 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2018
 cuvée 1959, Lamarche 
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“A slightly more deeply pitched nose is comprised by 
aromas of plum, violet, lavender, sandalwood and spiced 
tea. The caressing and seductive yet intense big-bodied 
flavors possess more volume and just a bit more concen-
tration while flashing excellent power and drive on the 
beautifully long finish. This is definitely firmer and a bit 
more complex as well.”(92-95pts BH)

 1 Methuselah per lot $7500-10000

 1106 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2018
 Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2018 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts 1er Cru has a 
fragrant, floral bouquet with pressed iris flower and pot-
pourri infusing dark cherry and black currant fruit. There 
is fine lift and perfume here. The palate is medium-bodied 
with supple tannins, moderate density, good acidity and 
a slightly savory, dried-blood-tinged finish that I find at-
tractive.”(91-93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1107 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2015
 Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…offering very discreet red and black fruit intermixed 
with pencil lead, sous-bois and dried orange peel. The 
palate is very well balanced, displaying a fine bead of 
acidity, traces of graphite and brown spices, filigreed tan-
nin and a poised, classy finish.”(94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1108 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2016
 Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A nicely broad and unusually perfumed mélange dis-
plays notes of earth, spice, red currant and blackberry. 
The rich, delicious and supple middle weight plus flavors 
possess excellent delineation on the vibrant, intense and 
driving youthfully austere finish that immediately tight-
ens up to confirm that this will also need extended keep-
ing before it fully reveals its full potential.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

PARCEL LOTS 1109-1110

 1109 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2017
 Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A background whiff of wood sets off the very fresh aro-
mas of red and dark berry, earth and a hint of leather. 
The rich, full-bodied and very serious flavors possess 
solid size and weight along with excellent drive on the 
powerful and youthfully austere if decidedly linear fin-
ish.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1110 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600 
  1x12 bottle ocb
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 1122 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Les Poruzots Dessus, B. Moreau 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1123 Bourgogne Chardonnay - Vintage 2017
 Coche-Dury 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The 2017 Bourgogne Blanc bottling from Raphaël 
Coche is excellent and up to the customary standards of 
the domaine as one of the very finest examples at this lev-
el that one can find in all of Burgundy. The bouquet wafts 
from the glass in a refined blend of pear, apple, chalky 
soil tones, almond, a touch of orange zest and a very dis-
creet foundation of vanillin oak. On the palate the wine 
is crisp, full-bodied and shows good mineral undertow, 
with bright acids and lovely cut and grip on the long fin-
ish. First class Bourgogne!”(90pts JG)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1124 Meursault - Vintage 2017
 Coche-Dury 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Coche’s 2017 Meursault Rouge offers up an appealing 
bouquet of raspberries, cherries, coniferous forest floor 
and warm spices. On the palate, it’s medium to full-bod-
ied, succulent and fleshy, built around a chassis of rich, 
powdery tannins and lively acids. More structured than 
the domaine’s Bourgogne, this is nevertheless a pliant, 
charming wine.”(90pts)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

 1125 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo - Vintage 2012
 Emidio Pepe 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1126 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo - Vintage 2013
 Emidio Pepe 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500

PARCEL LOTS 1127-1128

 1127 Trebbiano D’Abruzzo - Vintage 2016
 Valentini 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1128 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400 
  1x12 bottle ocb

 1116 Nuits St. Georges - Vintage 2015
 Les Cras, Lamarche 
 2x12 bottle ocb’s

“Here the dark berry fruit nose exhibits notes of earth, 
game, floral and a hint of the sauvage yet it remains rela-
tively elegant. The detailed and intensely mineral-driven 
medium weight flavors possess a sleek muscularity along 
with plenty of punch before culminating in a dusty, mod-
erately austere and persistent finish.”(90-92pts BH)

 24 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1117 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2016
 La Croix Rameau, Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“A relatively high-toned and markedly floral-suffused 
nose displays aromas composed by the essence of red 
cherry, anise, violet, rose petal and a hint of hoisin. The 
middle and attractively vibrant flavors possess a sleek 
and sophisticated mouthfeel that is almost lacy and deli-
cate though there is good punch and focused power to the 
delicious and balanced finish.”(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1118 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2017
 La Croix Rameau, Lamarche
 1x12 bottle ocb

“ There is just enough reduction to push the fruit to the 
background though spice nuances still poke through the 
funk. The medium-bodied flavors are not quite as concen-
trated though there is excellent intensity that carries over 
the impressively complex and sneaky long finish that is 
also clearly built to age.”(90-92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

 1119 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2016
 Les Malconsorts, Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1120 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2015
 Les Suchots, Lamarche 
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Here too there is just enough wood to remark upon set-
ting off the notably fresh but deeper pitched aromas of 
plum, violet, Asian-style tea and ample spice nuances. 
There is a bit more volume to the seductively textured 
medium weight flavors that possess a supple mid-palate 
that contrasts with the tightly wound and gorgeously long 
finale. This is a classic Suchots that delivers excellent 
power with no apparent weight and one that should be 
approachable young if desired.”(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1121 Meursault - Vintage 2018
 Les Charmes Dessus, B. Moreau 
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
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PARCEL LOTS 1131-1132

 1131 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* - Vintage 2016

 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500 
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1132 12 bottles per lot $1100-1500 
  2x6 bottle owc’s

_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1129-1130

 1129 Vega Sicilia Unico - Vintage 2011
2x6 bottle owc’s  
“The wine has a developed nose with some notes of ripe 
black fruit, meat and underbrush, somewhat herbal and 
perfumed. There is something about the nose of the  nicos 
that I cannot quite describe but is quite distinct, and it’s 
in this vintage and also in the Reserva Especial.”(96pts)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1130 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000 
  2x6 bottle owc’s
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PARCEL LOTS 1137-1139

 1137 Corton - Vintage 2013
 Clos des Cortons, Faiveley
 1x12 bottle owc

“A pretty red, this features wild strawberry and cherry 
fruit along with accents of spice and licorice, showing 
terrific harmony and length. Seductive now, but the gentle 
tannins suggest this could benefit from at least another 
few years of age. Best from 2018 through 2030. 2,133 
cases made.”(93pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1138 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 1x12 bottle owc

 1139 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 1x12 bottle owc

 1140 Beaune Rouge - Vintage 2013
 Clos des Couchereaux, L. Jadot
 4x12 bottle owc’s

“… a fragrant and the most floral bouquet compared 
to Jadot’s fellow 2013 Beaune crus, with touches of or-
ange sorbet and fresh raspberries developing nicely 
in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with slight-
ly “stringy” tannins at the moment, the acidity nicely 
judged and showing fine focus on the elegant finish. Ex-
cellent.”(90-92pts)

 48 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1133 Corton - Vintage 2006
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x6 magnum owc

“A reserved and relatively cool nose of wild red berries, 
game, underbrush and crushed herbs introduces earthy, 
intense and impressively broad scaled and powerful 
flavors that are dense, balanced and vibrant and real-
ly stain the palate on the explosively long finish that is 
youthfully austere. A stunner that should age beautifully 
well.”(93pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $1000-1400

PARCEL LOTS 1134-1135

 1134 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2004
 Vieilles Vignes, Chezeaux (Ponsot)
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1135 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle ocb

 1136 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2006
 Domaine de Montille
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Good medium red. Red cherry and licorice on the nose, 
along with a metallic mineral note. Lush, round and sup-
ple, with no hard edges to the red fruit and licorice fla-
vors. The acidity here is ripe and harmonious. Already 
quite seamless, and long on the finish.”(90-92pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

PICTURE PERFECT BURGUNDY
More than sixty lots of perfectly preened Burgundy come to the block here focusing on Ponsot. youthful Bouchard, Montille 
and Jadot set us for three dozen selections from Ponsot including multi-case parcels of 2016 Chapelle Chambertin, 2004, 2014 
and 2016 Clos de la Roche, as well as 2014s and 2015s from Clos Vougeot and Corton Bressandes! We head back to Bouchard 
with seven lots of Corton Charlemagne and head north to Chablis with five selections from Fevre, and conclude with cases of 
Corton Charlemagne and Criots Batard Montrachet from Henri Boillot! All wines bought on release and stored professionally. 
Picture perfect stock!!!
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PARCEL LOTS 1146-1149

 1146 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2014
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“The 2014 Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes Grand Cru 
has a corker of a nose: here, a rush of raspberry and 
Morello cherry infused with limestone and flint aromas. 
The palate is stately, regal, with filigree tannin and a be-
guiling sense of symmetry. It bides its time in the mouth 
before fanning out with effortless ease. This is a fabulous, 
vivacious Clos de la Roche.”(95-97pts)

 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1147 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1148 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1149 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1150-1152

 1150 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2016
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“A very mild touch of reduction is just enough to blur 
the distinctions of the ripe red berry, earth and soft spice 
nuances and I suspect that a quick aeration would be 
sufficient to dissipate it. The broad-shouldered flavors 
possess a lovely texture thanks to the plentiful level of 
dry extract that enrobes the firm tannins shaping the se-
rious and linear finish that displays excellent power and 
length. This is very promising.”(94pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000

 1151 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1152 6 magnums per lot $3500-5000
 2x3 magnum owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1153-1155

 1153 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1154 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1155 12 bottles per lot $3500-5000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1141 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2013
 L. Jadot
 2x12 bottle owc’s

“Full medium red. Medicinal cherry and oak aromas are 
energized by minerals and pungent blood orange. Very 
primary and sharply delineated, with bitter cherry and 
saline mineral flavors complemented by an exotic floral 
character. Juicy, tightly wound and serious but already 
conveying strong personality.”(92pts VM)

 24 bottles per lot $1800-2400

PARCEL LOTS 1142-1143

 1142 Chapelle Chambertin - Vintage 2016
 Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1143 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1144-1145

 1144 Clos de la Roche - Vintage 2004
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle owc

“Good deep red. Superripe, slightly decadent aromas of 
red cherry, leather and underbrush. Plush, fat and large-
scaled; a full-blown expression of soil, with notes of 
smoke and game. This boasts extraordinary sweetness for 
the vintage, remaining just this side of over the top. Just a 
hint of nut skin on the finish. Very sexy wine.”(93pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500

 1145 12 bottles per lot $2600-3500
 2x6 bottle owc’s
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PARCEL LOTS 1160-1161

 1160 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2015
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“This too is notably ripe but even more restrained with 
its layered array of earthy dark berry fruit aromas and 
subtle spice notes. There is terrific concentration to the 
muscular and surprisingly sleek full-bodied flavors that 
are delicious and also possess excellent mid-palate den-
sity that drenches the palate in sappy dry extract that also 
completely buffers the robust tannic spine on the explo-
sive, rustic and hugely long finish.”(93-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000

 1161 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1162 Corton - Vintage 2011
 Bressandes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“As one would expect this is more elegant and attrac-
tively fresh with a mix of various red berries, wet stone 
and moderate earth influence that also is reflected by the 
more mineral-driven broad-shouldered flavors that pos-
sess outstanding intensity. There is lovely balance to the 
lengthy finish and overall this is a highly appealing com-
bination of power and finesse.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1163 Corton - Vintage 2014
 Bressandes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A slightly riper nose features notes of black cherry, earth 
and sauvage characters. I very much like the mouth feel 
of the sleek middle weight plus flavors that are shaped 
by finer if even firmer tannins on the impressively com-
plex and persistent finish. This well-balanced effort is a 
classic Bressandes of refinement but make no mistake the 
structure makes clear that this is built-to-age and is going 
to need plenty of it.”(91-94pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1164 Corton - Vintage 2016
 Bressandes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Good deep red. Sexy cherry and spice aromas compli-
cated by alluring soil tones. Still a touch of reduction on 
the palate, but clearly a much sweeter and more generous 
wine than the Cuvée du Bourdon, with dense, well-deline-
ated raspberry, spice and soil tones saturating the mouth 
and echoing on the finish. This firmly structured, sappy 
wine boasts notably ripe tannins and an attractive chew-
iness.”(90-93pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1156 Clos St. Denis - Vintage 2013
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“This stunning effort possesses arguably the most com-
plex nose of the range as it combines a beautiful array 
of spice, floral, dark berry, plum and gentle earth ele-
ments. The impressively rich, serious, mouth coating and 
broad-shouldered flavors possess superb volume and a 
taut muscularity on the sensationally persistent and ex-
plosive finish. This is a genuinely remarkable wine of 
class and grace that should also age for years though 
unlike some of the Ponsot 2013s, be approachable soon-
er.”(94-97pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $2600-3500

 1157 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2012
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“There is fine layering to the spiced plum, cassis, warm 
earth and hint of exotiCôtea aromas. I very much like the 
sense of vitality and masculine punch of the lush, even 
opulent middle weight plus flavors that possess plenty of 
tannin-buffering dry extract before concluding in a dusty 
and palate coating finish that delivers excellent persis-
tence. Like many of the grands crus in the range patience 
will be required if you wish to drink this at its peak.” 
(92-94pts BH)

 6 magnums per lot $3000-4000

PARCEL LOTS 1158-1159

 1158 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2014
 Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“The expressive and strikingly complex nose features 
broad-ranging notes of cassis, plum, sandalwood, spice, 
earth of the sauvage. There is superb richness to the volu-
minous, powerful and punchy flavors that display plenty 
of muscle on the youthfully austere finish.”(92-95pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1159 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle owc’s
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PARCEL LOTS 1173-1175

 1173 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2011
 Clos des Monts Luisants, Pressee du Centenaire, Ponsot
 6x1 magnum owc’s

 6 magnums per lot $1100-1500

 1174 6 magnums per lot $1100-1500
 6x1 magnum owc’s

 1175 6 magnums per lot $1100-1500
 6x1 magnum owc’s

 1176 Morey St. Denis - Vintage 2004
 cuvée des Allouettes, Ponsot
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $750-1000

 1177 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2007
 Bonneau du Martray
 1x12 bottle owc

“A wonderfully elegant, pure and high-toned nose that 
is quite floral with a pronounced citrus influence to the 
green apple and wet stone notes that border on a min-
eral- reduction character, which continues onto the 
detailed and equally pure flavors that possess a cuts-
likea- knife linearity on the bone dry and palate staining 
finish.”(93pts BH)

 10 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1178 Chevalier Montrachet - Vintage 1999
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x12 bottle owc

“Wonderfully intense fruit liberally laced with citrus and 
minerals, especially wet stones. This too, as one would 
expect, is rather unexpressive today with its reserved but 
impressively detailed flavors and a terrific palate feel. 
The wine is ripe but this is more of a background nuance 
because of the pronounced acid structure, which serves 
to emphasize the strong citrus and mineral character.” 
(92pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1179 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2002
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“A strong note of brioche complements wonderfully fresh 
and astonishingly intense, pure and focused green apple 
fruit introduces simply unbelievably powerful, gorgeous-
ly detailed, big, indeed huge flavors seemingly fashioned 
straight from crystalline rock. This literally explodes in 
the mouth as it completely stains the palate and the per-
sistence is flat out incredible. Classy, refined and alto-
gether stunning…”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1600-2200

PARCEL LOTS 1165-1169

 1165 Corton - Vintage 2014
 cuvée du Bourdon, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Firm reduction completely dominates the nose. There 
is excellent concentration to the big-bodied and overt-
ly powerful flavors that exude a fine bead of minerality 
on the mouth coating, well-balanced and very firm but 
not hard finish. The underpinning tannins are ripe and 
this should reward from 12 to 15 years of cellaring.” 
(91-93pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1166 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1167 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1168 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1169 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700
 2x6 bottle owc’s

PARCEL LOTS 1170-1171

 1170 Corton - Vintage 2015
 cuvée du Bourdon, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Complex aromas of ripe black fruits, underbrush, spic-
es and black pepper. Densely packed, savory wine with 
a tight core of fruit, spice and earth flavors. This very 
concentrated, energetic, soil-inflected Corton grand cru 
is going to need at least several years in the cellar to 
unwind.”(92+pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1171 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 2x6 bottle owc’s

 1172 Corton - Vintage 2016
 cuvée du Bourdon, Ponsot
 2x6 bottle owc’s

“Bright, full red. Sexy carnal scents of plum, red cherry 
and spices. Then quite dry and uncompromising on the 
palate, showing more soil than primary fruit today. In a 
rather strict style and tough going at present. Finishes 
with substantial, slightly drying tannins.”(89-91pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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PARCEL LOTS 1185-1187

 1185 Chablis - Vintage 2015
 Bougros, Côte de Bouguerots, Fevre
 1x12 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1186 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
 1x12 bottle owc

 1187 12 bottles per lot $1000-1400
 1x12 bottle owc

 1188 Chablis - Vintage 2013
 Les Clos, Fevre
 3x6 magnum owc’s

“…has a clean and precise, chalk and white flower-scent-
ed bouquet with just a touch of lemon curd behind. The 
palate is well balanced with good weight in the mouth, 
just a touch of spice and citrus peel, grilled walnut and 
smoke surfacing toward the finish that fans out nicely. Ex-
cellent.”(93pts)

 18 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1189 Chablis - Vintage 2012
 Vaulorent, Fevre
 3x6 magnum ocb’s

“The 2012 Chablis 1er Cru Vaulorent comes from the re-
maining 60-year-old vines that Didier Seguier believes 
elevates quality toward grand cru level. It has a lifted 
bouquet with limestone and citrus aromas that are very 
precise. The palate is crisp and fresh, very nicely poised 
and there is a gradual build in concentration to a very 
tense finish that is a little spicier than the Fourchaume. 
Excellent. Drink 2017-2028+”(92pts)

 18 magnums per lot $1500-2000

PARCEL LOTS 1190-1191

 1190 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2004
 H. Boillot
 1x12 bottle ocb

“…aromas of apple, lime, wet stone, nutmeg and men-
thol. Chewy, tactile and juicy, with compelling sappiness 
to the steely flavors of menthol and liquid stone. A great 
mineral expression with the sheer density to prevent it 
from coming off as hard…”(94+pts IWC)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1191 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 1x12 bottle ocb

PARCEL LOTS 1180-1181

 1180 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2004
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x12 bottle owc

“Green apple, white pear and hint of crushed herb are 
framed by gentle notes of pain grill  that combine with 
huge and unbelievably intense flavors blessed with phe-
nomenal power and length. This has that “wow” factor 
as the flavors are both palate staining and almost painful-
ly intense and the finale is like a block of stone.”(93-5pts 
BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1181 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000
 1x12 bottle owc

PARCEL LOTS 1182-1183

 1182 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2006
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x12 bottle owc

“A reserved, indeed even reluctant nose of fresh and 
stony green fruit and citrus aromas that offer real depth 
leads to precise, minerally and exceptionally powerful 
full-bodied flavors that possess huge amounts of dry ex-
tract on the hugely long finish. This is still sorting itself 
out but the quality of the raw materials is impeccable and 
it possesses impressive potential, which will require at 
least a decade to realize.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1183 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
 1x12 bottle owc

 1184 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2008
 Bouchard, Pere et Fils
 1x12 bottle owc

“This is a classic example of Corton-Charlemagne with 
its impressively layered floral, green fruit, lime and 
stone-infused nose that precedes citrusy, precise and 
powerful mineral-driven flavors that possess real muscle 
on the almost painfully intense and steely finish that de-
livers striking length. While it’s not quite as great as the 
Montrachet, it easily holds its own.”(96pts BH)

 12 bottles per lot $1400-1800
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 1195 Corton Charlemagne - Vintage 2012
 Ponsot
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“So we began with his 2012 Corton-Charlemagne Grand 
Cru. It has a very attractive bouquet with subtle scents 
of pear skin, apple blossom and citrus fruit, although I 
hope it develops a little more vigor by the time of bottling. 
The palate is very gras with fine acidity, quite phenolic 
with a weighty, spicy finish that needs a little more ner-
vosite.”(90-92pts)

 6 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 1196 Morey St. Denis Blanc - Vintage 2016
 Clos des Monts Luisants, Ponsot
 4x3 magnum owc’s

“Knockout vibrant nose combines peach, crushed stone 
and spices, plus subtle nuances of mint, licorice, honey 
and flowers. Combines lovely richness with an impres-
sion of energy, displaying terrific spicy depth and saline 
soil tones. Finishes slatey and very long. Amazing Alig-
oté, from a normal yield of about 42 hectoliters per hec-
tare…”(92-93pts VM)

 12 magnums per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

PARCEL LOTS 1192-1194

 1192 Criots Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2006
 H. Boillot
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…is expansive and rich yet infectiously juicy and ex-
hilarating in its energy and grip, as well as possessed 
of singular concentration. White peach, crushed stone, 
narcissus, blond tobacco, lemon, and nut oils all contrib-
ute to the superb sense of complexity on display here.” 
(94-95pts)

 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1193 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

 1194 12 bottles per lot $2400-3200
 2x6 bottle ocb’s
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Lot: 1192-1194
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 1200 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Les Corbeaux, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet
 1x12 bottle ocb

“It is divine on the nose, offering pixelated red berry fruit 
mixed with oyster shell and limestone aromas. The palate 
is medium-bodied with filigreed tannins, perfect acidity 
and more freshness and tension than it knows what to do 
with. This is a sleek, wonderfully proportioned Gevrey 
that will age effortlessly.”(94-96pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1201 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet
 3x6 magnum ocb’s

“…gorgeous and pure bouquet with small dark cherries, 
raspberry preserve and subtle violet notes. The new oak 
is seamlessly integrated. The palate is medium-bodied 
with supple red and black fruit, lightly spiced with a 
slightly confit-like finish.”(90-92pts VM)

 18 magnums per lot $2200-3000

 1202 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Domaine Trapet

“A background application of wood surrounds the cool 
and airy aromas of dark cherry, plum, earth and a whis-
per of the sauvage. There is terrific intensity to the beau-
tifully delineated mineral-driven flavors that possess a 
refined mouthfeel before culminating in a saline, focused 
and strikingly persistent finish. This is almost a hypo-
thetical combination of the Chapelle and the Latricières 
with the richness and volume of the former allied with 
the minerality, finesse and power of the latter. Patience 
advised.”(93pts BH)

 3 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1197 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2015 La Combe d’Orveau, B. Clavelier (3)
 (95pts VM)
 Gevrey Chambertin
 - Vintage 2015 Les Corbeaux, B. Clavelier (6)
 (91-93pts VM)
 Vosne Romanée
 - Vintage 2015 La Combe Brulee, B. Clavelier (6)
 (89-91pts BH)
 - Vintage 2015 Les Brulées, B. Clavelier  (3)
 - Vintage 2015 Les Hauts de Beaux Monts, (6)
 Vieilles Vignes, B. Clavelier  (91pts VM)
 - Vintage 2016 Les Beaux Monts, Vieilles Vignes, (3)
 B. Clavelier  (90-92pts VM)

 Above 27 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1198 Griottes Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Chezeaux
 1x12 bottle ocb

 12 bottles per lot $1500-2000

 1199 Charmes Chambertin - Vintage 2018
 Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet
 1x12 bottle ocb

“The crystalline, floral bouquet blossoms in the glass, 
turning very intense and delivering a mixture of red and 
black fruit laced with rose petals and iris flower. The pal-
ate is medium-bodied with fine tannins. Not a powerful 
Grand Cru by a long way, but much more refined and 
graceful, almost dichotomous to the growing season. A 
dash of white pepper peps up the finish.”(95-97pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $5500-7500

CUTTING EDGE BURGUNDY WITH TOOTHY RHONES
Thirty plus lots of mostly Red Burgundy come to us courtesy of a connected consignor who has finger on the pulse of the 
market with his cutting edge selections from Chezeaux, Bachelet, Trapet, Faiveley, Jadot, Drouhin and Olivier Bernstein.  
Particular standouts that we shine the spotlight on are 2016 Faiveley Musigny, 2017 La Grande Rue bottles and magnums, 
2016 Clos Vougeot Prieure-Roch, and 2016 Ramonet Montrachet in bottle and magnum!  The Rhone gets in on the action 
with six selections of Henri Bonneau as well as high scoring Clos St. Jean, Delas Freres and Chapoutier.  Sexy stuff!   All wines 
professionally stored, and almost all purchased upon release.
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Lot: 1199
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 1208 Vosne Romanée - Vintage 2017
 Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin
 2x6 bottle ocb’s

“…quite a powerful bouquet of strawberry pastilles, 
raspberry and light rose petal aromas, quite pure and 
complex, deserving of this excellent Premier Cru. The 
palate is medium-bodied with supple tannin, beautiful 
pure cranberry and raspberry fruit and real race and 
vigor toward the structured finish.”(92-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2000-2800

PARCEL LOTS 1209-1211

 1209 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot
 2x3 magnum owc’s

“The 2017 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos Saint-Jacques 1er 
Cru clearly has the finest bouquet of seven wines that I 
tasted from the appellation by Jadot. It is very precise 
and focused, showing superb edginess and impressive 
terroir expression. The palate is medium-bodied with fine 
tannin. This is quite linear in style, the fruit just a little 
muted toward the finish, but there is fine structure and 
detail on this more masculine Clos Saint-Jacques than 
anticipated.”(91-93pts VM)

 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600

 1210 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1211 6 magnums per lot $1200-1600
 2x3 magnum owc’s

 1212 La Grande Rue - Vintage 2017
 Lamarche

“This is also quite floral with its array of violet, laven-
der and rose petal wisps that add considerable elegance 
to the very pretty mix of black pinot fruit, sandalwood 
and lovely spice elements. The mouthfeel of the medi-
um weight plus flavors is finer than those of the Grands 
Echézeaux if not quite as powerful or muscular, all 
wrapped in a wonderfully long if slightly warm and aus-
tere finale.”(93pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1213 3 magnums per lot $2400-3200

 1214 Bonnes Mares - Vintage 2017
 O. Bernstein

“Black cherry, black currant, rose and charred oak fla-
vors mark this silky red. Quickly firms up, with a lining 
of mouthcoating tannins on the spicy finish.”(95pts WS)

 8 bottles per lot $2000-2800

 1203 Musigny - Vintage 2016
 Faiveley
 1x1 bottle owc

“Here too wood and menthol aromas are present on the 
firmly reduced nose. There is seriously good richness to 
the mocha and spice-tinged flavors that possess superb 
concentration while brimming with minerality on the 
driving, powerful and gorgeously persistent finish where 
the only nit is a hint of warmth. This is classy and refined 
but like several wines in the range, very serious in the 
sense that it’s built for long-term aging. In a word, bril-
liant.”(94-97pts BH)

 2 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1204 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos de Bèze, J. Drouhin

“The 2017 Chambertin Clos-de-Bèze Grand Cru in-
cludes 40% whole cluster fruit and contains both estate 
and purchased fruit. It has a lovely bouquet of dark ber-
ry fruit laced with bergamot and undergrowth aromas, 
beautifully defined, with real Pinoté shining” through. 
The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red berry fruit.” 
(94-96pts VM)

 Above 6 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 and 2 magnums

 1205 Grands Échézeaux - Vintage 2017
 J. Drouhin
 1x6 bottle ocb

“Deep garnet in color, it has a well-defined bouquet of 
brambly black fruit, briar, lightly crushed stone and a 
touch of iris petals. The palate is medium-bodied with 
fine-grained tannin, the acidity well-judged and im-
parting a natural balance. This is quite a suave Grands 
Echézeaux, a little spicy toward the second half, with 
gentle but insistent grip.”(93-95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $3200-4200

 1206 Clos Vougeot
 - Vintage 2017 J. Drouhin  (90-93pts BH) (6)
 Griottes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2017 J. Drouhin 1x6 bottle ocb (6)

 Above 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1207 Musigny - Vintage 2017
 J. Drouhin

“As is often the case chez Drouhin, this possesses the 
spiciest nose in the range with its aromas of red and dark 
currant, Asian tea, sandalwood and plenty of floral influ-
ence. There is very outstanding depth on the focused and 
sleekly muscular broad-shouldered flavors that exude a 
sense of focused power as well as ample minerality be-
fore culminating in a strikingly long and well-balanced 
finish.”(96pts BH)

 3 bottles per lot $1300-1700
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Lot: 1203
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Lot: 1217
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Lot: 1220, 1221
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 1220 Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Ramonet

“…is stunning, unfurling in the glass with youthfully ret-
icent but already complex aromas of crisp green pear, 
mandarin, dried white flowers, honeycomb, toasted nuts 
and iodine. In the mouth, the wine is full-bodied, deep 
and powerful, with striking amplitude and volume, im-
mense concentration and chewy structuring extract, its 
satiny attack segueing into a tense, focused mid-palate 
and finish.”(98pts)

 4 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1221 2 magnums per lot $9000-12000
 1lwisl, 1ltl

 1222 Châteauneuf du Pape
 - Vintage 2017
 La Combe des Fous, Clos St. Jean  (97pts) magnum (6)
 - Vintage 2018
 Deus Ex Machina, Clos St. Jean  (97pts) magnum (5)

 Above 11 magnums per lot $1600-2200

 1223 Côte Rôtie - Vintage 2016
 La Landonne, Delas Freres
 4x6 bottle owc’s

“Unlike most vintages (which require cellaring), the 2016 
Côte Rôtie La Landonne is already drinking well. It is 
perfumed and floral, with violets, herbs, pepper and rose-
mary notes coming together in a kaleidoscope of aromas 
and flavors that are backed by layers of silky-textured 
raspberry fruit. Medium to full-bodied, it’s creamy and 
lush on the palate, with a long, delicate finish.”(95pts)

 24 bottles per lot $2400-3200

 1224 Hermitage - Vintage 2016
 Les Bressandes, Delas Freres
 4x6 bottle owc’s

“Opaque purple. Mineral-accented dark berries, can-
died licorice, olive paste, exotic spices and pungent 
flowers on the explosively perfumed nose. Deeply con-
centrated yet energetic black raspberry, spicecake, 
smoked meat and violet pastille flavors are complicated 
by vibrant mineral and dark chocolate notes that build on 
the back half. Sweet, sappy and sharply delineated on an 
extremely long, floral- and dark-fruit-driven finish that 
shows superb clarity and steadily building, harmonious 
tannins.”(95pts VM)

 24 bottles per lot $2800-3800

 1225 Châteauneuf du Pape
 H. Bonneau
 - Vintage 2013 magnum (4)
 - Vintage 2014 (7)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $1200-1600
 and 4 magnums

 1215 Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Clos de Bèze, O. Bernstein
 1x3 bottle owc

“Rich and smoky, with ample flesh, sweet, ripe black 
cherry and blackberry fruit and well-integrated spicy oak 
notes, all underlined by a vein of mineral, lingering nice-
ly…”(95pts WS)

 4 bottles per lot $1400-1800

 1216 Bonnes Mares
 - Vintage 2016 O. Bernstein  (93-96pts BH) (1)
 Chambolle Musigny
 - Vintage 2017 Les Lavrottes, O. Bernstein   (1)
 (94pts WS)
 Charmes Chambertin
 - Vintage 2017 O. Bernstein  (2)
 Clos de la Roche
 - Vintage 2016 O. Bernstein  (93-95pts VM) (1)
 - Vintage 2017 O. Bernstein  (6)
 Gevrey Chambertin - Vintage 2017
 Les Cazetiers, O. Bernstein  (94pts WS) (1)
 Les Champeaux, O. Bernstein  (93pts WS) (5)
 Villages, O. Bernstein  (3)
 Mazis Chambertin
 - Vintage 2017 O. Bernstein  (95pts WS) (8)

 Above 28 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1217 Clos Vougeot - Vintage 2016
 Prieure-Roch
 1x6 bottle owc

 12 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1218 Batard Montrachet - Vintage 2016
 Ramonet

“…is lovely, offering up aromas of sweet yellow orchard 
fruit, iodine, lemon oil, hazelnut cream and honeycomb. 
On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, ample and rich-
ly textured, with considerable flesh for the vintage and a 
deep, concentrated core, though balanced by tangy, inci-
sive acids. The finish is long and expansive. It’s a terrific 
Bâtard that will develop beautifully in the cellar.”(95pts)

 3 magnums per lot $3000-4000

 1219 Montrachet - Vintage 2015
 Ramonet
 1nl

“…is exquisite, wafting from the glass with a youthful 
bouquet of lime, lemon pith, toasted nuts, pastry cream 
and fresh mint. On the palate, the wine combines the am-
plitude and texture of the Bâtard with the incisiveness 
and energy of the Chevalier, its glossy, multidimensional 
attack followed by a deep, limpid mid-palate and a long, 
penetrating finish.”(96pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5500-7500
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 1231 Ermitage Blanc - Vintage 1999
 De l’Oree, M. Chapoutier
 1x1 Methuselah owc

“The awesome 1999 Ermitage cuvée de l Or e flirts with 
perfection. It is full-bodied, with an incredible bouquet 
of liquid minerals, licorice, honeysuckle, citrus, and a 
hint of tropical fruits. One-hundred percent new oak ag-
ing has been completely absorbed by the wine’s fruit and 
glycerin. This is a winemaking tour de force, made from 
exceedingly low yields.”(99pts)

 1 Methuselah per lot $1100-1500

 1232 Ermitage Blanc - Vintage 2012
 L’Ermite, M. Chapoutier
 1nl, 3x1 magnum owc’s

“Vivid yellow-gold. Explosive, exotically perfumed or-
chard fruit, honey, iodine and mineral aromas pick up 
hints of quinine and jasmine with air. Bitter pear skin and 
Meyer lemon flavors gain weight as the wine opens up, 
with juicy acidity adding lift and focus. Closes on a ripe 
tangerine note, with serious mineral-driven persistence 
and lingering floral character.”(95pts VM)

 4 magnums per lot $1800-2400
_____________________________

 1226 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2011
 cuvée Marie Beurrier, H. Bonneau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“About as sexy as they come, the 2011 Châteauneuf du 
Pape Cuvée Marie Beurrier is just about overflowing 
with notions of kirsch, bouquet garni, Provençal gar-
rigue and bloody meat. Medium to full-bodied, sexy, 
nicely concentrated and already hard to resist, it will 
probably see the inside of a bottle in the not too distant 
future.”(90-92+pts)

 12 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1227 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2013
 cuvée Marie Beurrier, H. Bonneau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Brilliant ruby-red. High-pitched red berry and floral 
scents show very good clarity and hints of garrigue and 
white pepper. Silky and sweet on the palate, offering fresh 
raspberry and cherry flavors that open up nicely on the 
back half. Closes sappy and very long, with resonating 
spiciness and smooth tannins.”(91-94pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1228 6 magnums per lot $1300-1700
 2x3 magnum ocb’s

PARCEL LOTS 1229-1230

 1229 Châteauneuf du Pape - Vintage 2011
 Reserve des Celestins, H. Bonneau
 1x12 bottle ocb

“Deep ruby. Potent aromas of cassis, blueberry, fruitcake, 
violet and smoky minerals. Impressively deep, seamless 
and broad, offering black and blue fruit flavors accented 
by espresso, cola, star anise and cracked pepper. For all 
its power and richness this wild wine comes across as 
almost feminine, showing impressive lift and focus thanks 
to bright, juicy acidity. The deep, sappy blackcurrant and 
blueberry flavors come back strong on the long, spicy fin-
ish.”(93-95pts VM)

 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000

 1230 12 bottles per lot $2200-3000
 1x12 bottle ocb
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 1235 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
 1x3 bottle owc

“The most profound Screaming Eagle since the 2002 and 
1997, the 2007 Cabernet Sauvignon (an 800-case blend 
of 77% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 3% Cab-
ernet Franc) offers up a prodigiously pure, complex nose 
of cassis, spring flowers, licorice and black currants, the 
latter component being so intense and lingering that it 
makes this cuvée stand apart from other Napa Valley 
wines. Full-bodied in the mouth, like a ballerina on her 
toes, this wine glides gracefully across the palate with 
a cascade of purity, equilibrium and compelling com-
plexity. Extraordinary balance and elegance combined 
with power make for an utterly stunning wine that should 
drink well for two decades or more.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1236 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2016
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2016 Screaming Eagle is, as usual, mainly Cabernet 
Sauvignon with a little Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Deep 
garnet-purple colored, it leaps from the glass with bright, 
exuberant blackberries, kirsch and warm blackcurrants 
scents plus touches of lavender, roses, tilled black loam, 
wild sage and dark chocolate with wafts of yeast extract, 
underbrush and crushed rocks. Medium to full-bodied, 
firm and fine grained, with amazing freshness, it is lay-
ered with crunchy black and red fruits, sparked by floral 
and mineral notions and finishing with epic length and 
depth.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000

 1237 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2018
 1x3 bottle owc

“Crème de cassis, lavender and spice open first, followed 
by sage, lavender, rose petal and a whole range of more 
floral and savory notes that convey freshness as well as 
energy. A wine of total class and sophistication, the 2018 
is a knock-out from the very first taste. There is an exoti-
cism that I find especially alluring.”(98+pts VM)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000
_____________________________

 1233 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2007
 1x3 bottle owc

“The most profound Screaming Eagle since the 2002 and 
1997, the 2007 Cabernet Sauvignon (an 800-case blend 
of 77% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 3% Cab-
ernet Franc) offers up a prodigiously pure, complex nose 
of cassis, spring flowers, licorice and black currants, the 
latter component being so intense and lingering that it 
makes this cuvée stand apart from other Napa Valley 
wines. Full-bodied in the mouth, like a ballerina on her 
toes, this wine glides gracefully across the palate with 
a cascade of purity, equilibrium and compelling com-
plexity. Extraordinary balance and elegance combined 
with power make for an utterly stunning wine that should 
drink well for two decades or more.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $8000-11000

 1234 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon - Vintage 2016
 1x3 bottle owc

“The 2016 Screaming Eagle is, as usual, mainly Cabernet 
Sauvignon with a little Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Deep 
garnet-purple colored, it leaps from the glass with bright, 
exuberant blackberries, kirsch and warm blackcurrants 
scents plus touches of lavender, roses, tilled black loam, 
wild sage and dark chocolate with wafts of yeast extract, 
underbrush and crushed rocks. Medium to full-bodied, 
firm and fine grained, with amazing freshness, it is lay-
ered with crunchy black and red fruits, sparked by floral 
and mineral notions and finishing with epic length and 
depth.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $7000-9000
_____________________________

STRETCH RUN
We stretch our wings with several vintages of Screaming Eagle back to the outstanding 2007 vintage, 2012 Marcassin Pinot Noir, 
a mix of classified growth Bordeaux from the 1960s and 1970s and 1989 Haut Brion.  All wines properly stored.  See you soon!
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 1242 Château Lafite Rothschild
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1965 ts, bsl, nl, scc, excellent color (1)
 - Vintage 1969 1bn, 1ts, 2lsbl, 1 different importer,  (2)
 excellent color & condition

 Above 3 bottles per lot $900-1200

 1243 Château Lafite Rothschild
 - Vintage 1966 Pauillac vhs, bsl, ltl,  (1)
 excellent color (90pts JK)
 Château Latour
 - Vintage 1966 Pauillac bn, bsl, lwrc,  (1)
 outstanding color & condition (96pts)

 Above 2 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1244 Château Latour
 - Vintage 1967 Pauillac vhs, bsl, nl,  (1)
 outstanding color & condition (94pts JG)
 - Vintage 1979 Pauillac gsl, sdc,  (1)
 outstanding color & condition (93pts)
 Les Forts de Latour
 - Vintage 1971 Pauillac vhs, gsl, outstanding color (1)
 (93pts JG)
 - Vintage 1982 Pauillac bn, lbsl (94pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2000 Pauillac bn, bsl (92pts) (1)

 Above 5 bottles per lot $1200-1600

 1245 Château Lynch Bages
 Pauillac
 - Vintage 1985 3ts, 3stl, lscl (95pts) (3)
 - Vintage 1990 lbsl (99pts) (1)
 - Vintage 2005 1bn, 4lstl (93pts WS) (4)

 Above 8 bottles per lot $1300-1700

 1246 Château Cheval Blanc
 - Vintage 1995 St. Emilion bn, lbsl, lwisl (92pts) (1)
 Château Clinet
 - Vintage 1995 Pomerol bn, wisl (96pts) (1)
 Château Grand Puy Lacoste
 - Vintage 1995 Pauillac 1lstl, 4bsl,   (5)
 1 different importer (95pts)

 Above 7 bottles per lot $800-1100

 1238 Château Angelus
 - Vintage 1961 St. Emilion hs, bsl, wc,  (1)
 excellent color
 Château Troplong Mondot
 - Vintage 1961 St. Emilion ts, lbsl, sdc,  (1)
 outstandinding color & condition

 Above 2 bottles per lot $700-900

 1239 Château Lafite Rothschild
 - Vintage 1962 Pauillac vhs, stl, spc,  (1)
 excellent color (93pts WS)
 Château Latour
 - Vintage 1962 Pauillac htms, lscl, cuc, (1)
 outstanding color (95pts)
 Château Mouton Rothschild
 - Vintage 1962 Pauillac vhs, bsl, nl,  half-bottle (1)
 outstanding color (92pts)

 Above 1 half-bottle per lot $1600-2200
 and 2 bottles

 1240 Château Lafite Rothschild
 - Vintage 1983 Pauillac hs, stl, nl (93pts) (1)
 Château Latour
 - Vintage 1983 Pauillac bn, lwisl (94pts WS) (1)
 Château Pichon Lalande
 - Vintage 1983 Pauillac ts, gsl, lbsl (94pts) (1)

 Above 3 bottles per lot $1000-1400

 1241 Château Margaux - Vintage 1978
 Margaux
 1ts, 1vhs, 1hs, 3lbsl, 1nl, 2scc, 1 different importer,
 outstanding color

“The 1978 Château Margaux is a significant wine for two 
reasons: that is was the first under the Mentzelopoulos 
family after acquiring the property and also, it was their 
best wine in many years. Today it is still going strong. 
Clear in color, it has quite a deep garnet core. The nose 
is very seductive with black fruit, leather, scorched earth, 
a hint of lavender all beautifully defined and quintessen-
tially Margaux. The medium-bodied palate has exquisite 
balance, the acidity nicely judged, still a little masculine 
and “solid” compared to the subsequent vintages under 
Paul Pontallier, yet fresh and vital. Sure, there is a gritti-
ness and a touch of rusticity towards the finish, but all in 
all, this represents a great 1978 Left Bank and a signpost 
that the First Growth was back on the right track after a 
dismal run of vintages during the 1970s.”(93pts)

 3 bottles per lot $700-900
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 1250 Château Latour - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 ts, vlwrl

“The dense, opaque garnet-colored 1982 Latour reveals 
slight amber at the edge. Sweet, smoky, roasted aromas 
in the nose combine with jammy levels of black currant, 
cherry, and prune-like fruit. It possesses extraordinary 
concentration and unctuosity, with a thick, fat texture 
oozing notes of cedar wood, tobacco, coffee, and over-
ripe fruit. Low acidity as well ashigh alcohol (for Bor-
deaux) give the wine even more glycerin and textural 
chewiness. The finishlasts forever.”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $1400-1800

 1251 Château Latour - Vintage 1990
 Pauillac
 1bn, 2vlscl

“This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, with 
layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral and 
berry character. Amazing. It is a wine with perfect struc-
ture, perfect strength. It s 1961 Latour in modern clothes. 
It is hard not to drink it now.”(100pts WS)

 3 bottles per lot $1800-2400

 1252 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1986
 Pauillac
 2ts, 1vhs

“Clearly the youngest looking, most opaque and concen-
trated wine of the group, it tastes as if it has not budged in 
development since I first tasted it out of barrel in March, 
1987. An enormously concentrated, massive Mou-
ton-Rothschild, comparable in quality, but not style, to 
the 1982, 1959, and 1945, this impeccably made wine is 
still in its infancy I suspect the 1986 Mouton-Rothschild 
requires a minimum of 15-20 more years of cellaring; it 
has the potential to last for 50-100 years!…”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $2000-2800
_____________________________

 1253 Château Mouton Rothschild - Vintage 1979
 Pauillac
 4bn, 2ts, 2vhs, 3hs, 1htms, 12lbsl, 1x12 bottle owc, 
 outstanding color (96pts WS)

 12 bottles per lot $3000-4000
_____________________________

 1247 Château Angelus
 - Vintage 1988 St. Emilion bn, lbsl (91pts) (1)
 Château Calon Segur
 - Vintage 1988 St. Estephe 2ts, 2wisl, 2sdc (2)
 (91pts)
 Château Cheval Blanc
 - Vintage 1988 St. Emilion stl (93pts JK) (1)
 Château Clerc Milon
 - Vintage 1988 Pauillac 1bn, 1ts, 2lbsl (92pts WS) (2)
 Château Le Tertre Roteboeuf
 - Vintage 1988 St. Emilion 1bn, 1ts, 1lbsl, 1stl (2)
 (91pts)
 Château Leoville Las Cases
 - Vintage 1988 St. Julien vhs, sdc (92pts) (1)
 Château Lynch Bages
 - Vintage 1988 Pauillac 1bn, 2lbsl, 1lwisl (92pts) (2)

 Above 11 bottles per lot $1500-2000
_____________________________

 1248 Château Haut Brion - Vintage 1989
 Graves
 3vlbsl

“This continues to be one of the immortal wines and one 
of the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last half-cen-
tury. Consistently prodigious and almost a sure bet to 
top the scoring card of any blind tasting of this vintage 
as well as other years, the 1989 Haut-Brion is a seam-
less, majestic classic, and a tribute to this phenomenal 
terroir and its singular characteristics. The wine still 
has a very thick, viscous-looking ruby/purple color, a 
spectacular, young but awesome smorgasbord of aromas 
ranging from scorched earth, liquid minerals, graphite, 
blackberry and black currant jam to toast, licorice, and 
spice box. The levels of fruit, extract, and glycerin in this 
viscous, full-bodied, low-acid wine are awe-inspiring. 
The brilliant symmetry of the wine, extraordinary puri-
ty, and seamlessness are the hallmarks of a modern-day 
legend.”(100pts)

 3 bottles per lot $5000-7000

 1249 Château Lafite Rothschild - Vintage 1982
 Pauillac
 vhs, scc, cuc

“The 1982 Lafite possesses a dark, dense ruby/purple 
color with only a subtle lightening at the rim. Spectac-
ular aromatics offer jammy cherry and black fruits in-
tertwined with lead pencil, mineral, and smoky wood 
scents. Powerful for a Lafite, this wine unfolds to reveal 
extraordinary richness, purity, and overall symmetry in 
addition to stunning flavor depth and persistence. The 
finish lasts for nearly a minute. The modern day equiv-
alent of Lafite-Rothschild’s immortal 1959 An amazing 
achievement!…”(100pts)

 1 bottle per lot $2000-2800

END OF SALE

SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!
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2015 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (719)

 DOMINUS

1986 Dominus ...................................................... (620)

1990 Dominus ...................................................... (620)

1994 Dominus ............................................. (416),(650)

1996 Dominus ...................................................... (620)

1998 Dominus ............................................... (620),621

1999 Dominus ............................................... 622,(623)

2001 Dominus ............................................. (623),(810)

2002 Dominus ...................................................... (623)

2005 Dominus ...................................................... (623)

2012 Dominus ......................................................... 841

 EISELE VINEYARD CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2013 Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon .............. 565

2015 Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon .............. 566

 FAIRCHILD ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Stones No.  
 1 (541)

2013 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, GIII ... (541)

2014 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Stones No.  
 2 (541)

2015 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Sigaro . (541)

 GRACE FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1993 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (624)

2002 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (624)

2004 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (624)

2005 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ........ (624),625

2007 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon .................. 626

2013 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

2015 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

2016 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

1994 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 850

1995 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (851)

1996 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (851)

2003 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 895

2004 Harlan Estate Red ................................. (851),896

2005 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 897

2008 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (112)

2009 Harlan Estate Red .......................... 108,(109),417

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (112)

2010 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 111

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (112)

2012 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 543,584

2013 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 585

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ...................... 571

2014 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (568)

2015 Harlan Estate Red ............................. 569,570,586

 HEITZ CELLARS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1974 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon, Martha’s 
      Vineyard .................................................... 113

 BEVAN CELLARS RED

2015 Bevan Cellars Red, Sugarloaf Mountain ......... 564

 BOND

2003 Bond, Melbury ............................................. (614)

 Bond, Pluribus ............................................. (614)

 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (614)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................... (614)

2004 Bond, Pluribus ............................................. (614)

2007 Bond, Pluribus ............................................. (539)

2010 Bond, Melbury ............................................. (539)

 Bond, Pluribus ............................................. (539)

 Bond, Quella ................................................ (539)

 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (539)

 Bond, Vecina ......................................... 106,(539)

2012 Bond, Melbury ............................................. (539)

 Bond, Quella ................................................ (539)

2015 Bond, Pluribus ............................................. (105)

 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (105)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................... (105)

 BRYANT FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1997 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon ................. 615

2000 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (616)

2004 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (616)

2012 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (107)

 CARTER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2014 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

2015 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

2016 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

 CAYMUS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1994 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (617)

1997 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (617)

1998 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (617)

2001 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ........................................................ (617),880

2002 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection . 881

2004 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (617)

2005 Caymus Cabernet Sauvignon, Special Selection 
       ............................................................... (618)

 COLGIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2014 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .... (415)

2015 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .... (719)

 COLGIN RED

2005 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................... 619

2009 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (415)

2010 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................... 414

2014 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (415)

 ALSACE

 KELLER

2017 Riesling, G-Max, Keller ................................. 727

 ARGENTINA

 TIANO & NARENO MALBEC

2013 Tiano & Nareno Malbec, Travesia 1908 ......... 345

 AUSTRALIA

 PENFOLDS GRANGE

1990 Penfolds Grange .................................... (245),535

1993 Penfolds Grange ................................. (245),(842)

1995 Penfolds Grange .......................................... (245)

1996 Penfolds Grange .......................................... (245)

1998 Penfolds Grange ........................ (245),(842),(853)

2002 Penfolds Grange .......................................... (245)

2005 Penfolds Grange .......................................... (842)

 TORBRECK SHIRAZ

2003 Torbreck Shiraz, Run Rig ............................. (853)

 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ABREU CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (104)

2007 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (537)

2012 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Los Posadas ........ 103

 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (104)

2013 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch 
       ...................................................... (104),(537)

2014 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (537)

 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (104)

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ................................................. (538)

 BERINGER PRIVATE RESERVE CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

1997 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................... (809)

2001 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................... (809)

2004 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................... (809)

2005 Beringer Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ............................................................... (809)

INDEX BY PRODUCER

To view and download the index 
in other formats, such as by Vintage, 
and to download the catalog in Excel, 

for easy sorting,
please visit: www.AckerAuctions.com
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 MAYBACH CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

2012 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

2013 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

 MORLET FAMILY VINEYARDS CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

2013 Morlet Family Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, 
      Mon Chevalier .......................................... 828

 MYRIAD CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2015 Myriad Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer Dr. 
      Crane Vineyard ....................................... (548)

 Myriad Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer George 
  (548)

 OPUS ONE

1979 Opus One .................................................... (418)

1981 Opus One .................................................... (418)

1982 Opus One .................................................... (418)

1985 Opus One .................................................... (418)

1988 Opus One .................................................... (632)

1992 Opus One .................................................... (632)

1994 Opus One .................................................... (632)

1995 Opus One .................................................... (632)

1996 Opus One .............................................. (418),633

1999 Opus One ....................................................... 634

2004 Opus One .................................................... (418)

 PAUL HOBBS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Paul Hobbs Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer Dr. 
  (811)

 Paul Hobbs Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard .................................. (811)

 Paul Hobbs Cabernet Sauvignon, Hyde Vineyard 
  (811)

 PROMONTORY RED

2009 Promontory Red ........................................... (549)

2010 Promontory Red ........................................... (549)

2013 Promontory Red ........................................... (721)

2014 Promontory Red ........................................... (721)

 REALM RED

2011 Realm Red, Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard . (419)

 Realm Red, Beckstoffer To-Kalon Vineyard . (419)

2012 Realm Red, Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard . (419)

2014 Realm Red, The Absurd ........................... 420,484

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon, Monsieur Etain 
       .................................................................. 550

2013 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................... (592)

2014 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................... (592)

2018 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ...................... 743

2015 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon ..... (545)

 LOKOYA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

1995 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (630)

1996 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (631)

1997 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (631)

1998 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (630)

1999 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (630)

2002 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (631)

2003 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (630)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (631)

2004 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (630),(720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (631)

2005 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (720)

2006 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (720)

2007 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (720)

2008 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (720)

2009 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (720)

2011 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (546)

2012 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (546)

2013 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Spring Mountain 
      District .................................................... (546)

2014 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (546)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (546)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mt. Veeder ..... (546)

2015 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mt. Veeder ..... (546)

1985 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon, Martha’s 
      Vineyard .................................................... 627

1997 Heitz Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon, Martha’s 
      Vineyard ................................................. (628)

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (120)

2012 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Few and Far 
  114,115,(589)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (544),(590)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard .......................................... 121,(123)

2013 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ............................................................... (588)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Few and Far 
  116,117,(575),(589)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan 118,(120),(590)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard .......................................... 122,(123)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Wraith .. (591)

2014 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Ark Vineyard 
  (572),(573)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ...................................................... (574),(588)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan 119,(120),(576)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Wraith .. (591)

2015 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Ark Vineyard 
  (587)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (544),(577)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Wraith .. (591)

2016 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Ark Vineyard 
  (587)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (590)

 JOSEPH PHELPS WINERY

1997 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ................ 898,899

2002 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................... (810)

2004 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ....................... 629

 KAPCSANDY FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2013 Kapcsandy Family Cabernet Sauvignon, Grand 
      Vin, State Lane Vineyard ........................ (124)

 Kapcsandy Family Cabernet Sauvignon,  
 Roberta’s (124)

 LEVY AND MCCLELLAN CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

2010 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon ..... (545)

2013 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon ..... (545)
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 VENGE FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Venge Family Cabernet Sauvignon, Bone Ash 
      Vineyard .................................................... 559

 VERITE RED

2013 Verite Red, La Joie ...................................... (560)

 Verite Red, La Muse .................................... (560)

 Verite Red, Le Desir .................................... (560)

 CALIFORNIA RED

 QUINTESSA RED

2005 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2010 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2013 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2014 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

 SINE QUA NON GRACIANO

2016 Sine Qua Non Graciano, The Third Twin ..... (598)

2017 Sine Qua Non Graciano, The Third Twin ..... (598)

 SINE QUA NON GRENACHE

2007 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Dangerous Birds ... (125)

 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Pictures ................ (852)

2008 Sine Qua Non Grenache, The Duel .............. (852)

2010 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Five Shooter ......... (126)

2011 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Dark Blossom ...... (126)

2014 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Testa dei Cherubini . (599)

2015 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Le Chemin Vers 
      L’Heresie ................................................ (599)

2016 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Dirt Vernacular ..... (599)

 SINE QUA NON PINOT NOIR

2005 Sine Qua Non Pinot Noir, Over and Out ...... (852)

 SINE QUA NON RED

2002 Sine Qua Non Red, Just For The Love Of It . (852)

 SINE QUA NON SYRAH

2005 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Atlantis Fe 203 1A ...... (852)

 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Atlantis Fe 203 1B ...... (852)

2007 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Dangerous Birds . (125),(852)

 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Labels ........................ (852)

2009 Sine Qua Non Syrah, The Thrill of Stamp 
      Collecting ............................................... (852)

 Sine Qua Non Syrah, This is Not An Exit ..... (852)

2010 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Five Shooter ............... (852)

2011 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Dark Blossom ............... 127

2014 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Capo dei Putti ............ (600)

2015 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Trouver L’Arene ......... (600)

2016 Sine Qua Non Syrah, Ratsel 16 .................... (600)

 THE THIRD TWIN GRACIANO

2016 The Third Twin Graciano ............................. (598)

2017 The Third Twin Graciano ............................. (598)

 THE THIRD TWIN MOURVEDRE

2016 The Third Twin Mourvedre, Nuestra Senora del 
      Tercer Gemelo ........................................... 601

2004 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 606

2005 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 607

2006 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 608

2007 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 609

2008 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 610

2009 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 611

 THE FLIGHT RED

2015 The Flight Red ................................................ 582

2016 The Flight Red ............................................. (583)

2017 The Flight Red ............................................. (583)

 THE NAPA VALLEY RESERVE RED

2006 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       ......................... 900,901,902,903,904,905,906

2007 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       ................................ 907,908,909,910,911,912

2008 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 913,914,915,916,917,918,919,920,921,922,923,

 924,925,926,927,928

2009 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 929,930,931,932,933,934,935,936,937,938,939,

 940,941,942,943,944,945,946,947,948

2010 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 949,950,951,952,953,954,955,956,957,958,959,

 960,961,962,963,964,965,966,967

2011 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 968,969,970,971,972,973,974,975,976,977,978,

 979,980,981,982,983,984,985,986,987

2012 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 988,989,990,991,992,993,994,995,996,997,998,

 999,1000,1001,1002,1003,1004,1005,1006,100

 7,1008

2013 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 1009,1010,1011,1012,1013,1014,1015,1016,10

 17,1018,1019,1020,1021,1022,1023,1024,1025,

 1026,1027,1028,1029,1031

2014 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 1032,1033,1034,1035,1036,1037,1038,1039,10

 40,1041,1042,1043,1044,1045,1046,1047,1048,

 1049,1050,1051,1052,1053

2015 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 1054,1055,1056,1057,1058,1059,1060,1061,10

 62,1063,1064,1065,1066,1067,1068,1069,1070,

 1071,1072,1073,1074,1075,1077

2016 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 1078,1079,1080,1081,1082,1083,1084,1085,10

 86,1087,1088

2017 The Napa Valley Reserve Red 
       . 1089,1090,1091,1092,1093,1094,1095,1096,10

 97,1098,1099

 SCHRADER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2006 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard .................................. (551)

2007 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, GIII .............. (551)

2010 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, RBS ............. (555)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, T6 ................ (555)

2011 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, LPV ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, RBS ............. (555)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, T6 ................ (555)

2012 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard .................................. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, GIII .............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, LPV ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, RBS ............. (555)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, T6 ................ (555)

2013 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 553

2014 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 554

2015 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard .................................. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, GIII .............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, LPV ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, RBS ............. (555)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, T6 ................ (555)

2016 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2007 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .. 1233,1235

2009 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 556

2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 557

2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 558

2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 593

2014 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 594

2015 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ...... 578,595

 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon, The Flight 
  597

2016 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .. 1234,1236

2017 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 579

2018 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 
       ........................................... 580,596,744,1237

 SECOND FLIGHT OF EAGLES

2013 Second Flight of Eagles .................................. 581

 SHAFER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2000 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 602

2001 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 603

2002 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 604

2003 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 605
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 POL ROGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Sir  
 Winston 849

 RENE COLLARD VINTAGE CHAMPANGNE

1969 Rene Collard Vintage Champangne, Carte d’Or 
       ............................................................... (192)

1975 Rene Collard Vintage Champangne, Carte d’Or 
       ............................................................... (192)

 SALON ASSORTMENT

MV Salon Assortment, Oenotheque ................ 323,324

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ...... 413,805

2002 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       . 325,326,327,328,329,330,331,332,333,334,335

2004 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ...... 336,337

2006 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       ...................................... 338,339,340,341,342

 TAITTINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2006 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne Rose ................................ 771,772

 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, La Grande 
      Dame Rose ............................................. (649)

 FRANCE MISC.

 CLOS ROUGEARD

2010 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard 
       ............................................................... (193)

2012 Saumur Champigny, Clos Rougeard ............. (193)

2013 Saumur Champigny, Le Bourg, Clos Rougeard 
       ............................................................... (193)

 DAVID LECLAPART VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2010 David Leclapart Vintage Champagne, L’Apotre 
       ........................................................... 343,344

 F. COTAT

2011 Sancerre, Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat ....... (194)

2014 Sancerre, Les Caillottes, F. Cotat ................. (194)

2015 Sancerre, Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat ....... (194)

2016 Sancerre, Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat ....... (194)

2017 Sancerre, La Grande Cote, F. Cotat .............. (194)

 Sancerre, Les Caillottes, F. Cotat ................. (194)

 Sancerre, Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat ....... (194)

2018 Sancerre, Les Caillottes, F. Cotat ................. (194)

 Sancerre, Les Culs de Beaujeu, F. Cotat ....... (194)

2015 Sancerre Rose, Chavignol, F. Cotat .............. (194)

2016 Sancerre Rose, Chavignol, F. Cotat .............. (194)

2017 Sancerre Rose, Chavignol, F. Cotat .............. (194)

2015 Sancerre Rouge, Chavignol, F. Cotat ............ (194)

2016 Sancerre Rouge, Chavignol, F. Cotat ............ (194)

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1976 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .................. 83

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (847)

1990 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (847)

1996 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne, Oenotheque 
  (646)

2008 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       ................................... (642),(643),(644),(645)

 HENRIOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Henriot Vintage Champagne, Cuvee des 
      Enchanteleurs ......................................... (188)

1990 Henriot Vintage Champagne, Cuvee des 
      Enchanteleurs ......................................... (189)

1996 Henriot Vintage Champagne, Cuvee des 
      Enchanteleurs ......................................... (189)

 JACQUES SELOSSE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne, Extra Brut 
       .................................................................. 190

1999 Jacques Selosse Vintage Champagne, Blanc de 
      Blancs ....................................................... 191

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1985 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................ (848)

1988 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................ (848)

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 804

 LAURENT PERRIER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1998 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Alexandra, Rose ................................. 314,315

2004 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Alexandra, Rose . 316,317,318,319,320,321,322

 LOUIS ROEDERER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1969 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 647

1989 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (534)

1990 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal ... 533

 Louis Roederer Vintage Champagne, Cristal Rose 
  (534)

 MARGUET VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2010 Marguet Vintage Champagne, Sapience .......... 284

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses ................................................... (648)

 PIERRE PETERS CHAMPAGNE

NV Pierre Peters Champagne, Grande Reserve .. (285)

 PIERRE PETERS VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2013 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 286,287

 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 288

 CALIFORNIA WHITE

 AUBERT VINEYARDS CHARDONNAY

2012 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Ritchie Vineyard 
  (561)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, UV-SL Vineyard 
  (561)

2013 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, CIX Estate 
      Vineyard ................................................. (561)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Eastside  
 Vineyard (561)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Lauren Vineyard 
  (561)

2014 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, CIX Estate 
      Vineyard ................................................. (561)

 Aubert Vineyards Chardonnay, Eastside  
 Vineyard (561)

 PETER MICHAEL CHARDONNAY

2012 Peter Michael Chardonnay, Point Rouge ......... 562

 SINE QUA NON WHITE

2009 Sine Qua Non White, On the Lam ...... (128),(852)

2011 Sine Qua Non White, The Moment .............. (128)

2012 Sine Qua Non White, In The Abstract .......... (128)

 CHAMPAGNE

 BILLECART SALMON CHAMPAGNE

NV Billecart Salmon Champagne, Cuvee Bicentenaire 
  (187)

 BILLECART SALMON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2004 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne, Blanc de 
      Blancs ..................................................... (768)

2008 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne, Extra Brut 
  769

 BOLLINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2004 Bollinger Vintage Champagne, RD ................. 770

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD CHAMPAGNE

NV Cedric Bouchard Champagne, Roses de Jeanne 
      Blanc de Noirs Cote de Val Vilaine ......... (283)

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2016 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Roses de 
      Jeanne Blanc de Noirs, Les Ursules ........ (283)

 DELAMOTTE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1970 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection . 296,297

1985 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection ..... 298

1999 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection 
       ............................... 299,300,301,302,303,304

2000 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection 
       ........... 305,306,307,308,309,310,311,312,313

2007 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Blanc de Blancs 
       ...................................................... (294),(295)
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 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 665

1998 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................................... 641,666,667

1999 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno 
       .................................................... 268,655,823

2000 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 668,824

2001 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ......... 96

2010 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ........................... 95

2015 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ...................... (205)

 G. MASCARELLO

2000 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello .............. (669)

2001 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello .............. (669)

2007 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ......... 206,207

2010 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ................ 208

 G. QUINTARELLI

1992 Alzero, G. Quintarelli ..................................... 656

1998 Alzero, G. Quintarelli ....................................... 97

1995 Amarone, G. Quintarelli ................................. 657

1997 Amarone, G. Quintarelli ................................. 658

 GAJA

1995 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ................. 98

2004 Barbaresco, Costa Russi, Gaja ..................... (670)

 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ............ (670)

 Barbaresco, Sori Tildin, Gaja ....................... (670)

1997 Brunello di Montalcino, Rennina, Gaja ............. 99

 L. SANDRONE

1996 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone ........... 100

 Barolo, Le Vigne, L. Sandrone ................. 101,659

2004 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone ........... 671

 MONTEVERTINE

2007 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ............. 806,(825)

2013 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

2014 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

2015 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ...................... 826

 ORNELLAIA

1998 Masseto, Ornellaia ......................................... 102

 POGGIO DI SOTTO

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Riserva, Poggio di Sotto 
  346,347,348,349

 R. VOERZIO

2004 Barolo, Brunate, R. Voerzio ......................... (672)

 Barolo, Cerequio, R. Voerzio ....................... (672)

 Barolo, Rocche dell’Annunziata Torriglione, R. 
      Voerzio ................................................... (672)

 TENUTA SAN GUIDO

1985 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................... 864

2012 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................... 483

 ITALY

 A. CONTERNO

1989 Barolo, Granbussia Riserva, A. Conterno ....... 651

 B. GIACOSA

1964 Barbaresco, Riserva, B. Giacosa ...................... 84

1982 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       ................................................................. (85)

1985 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       ................................................................. (86)

1988 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa 
       ............................................................ 87,(88)

1989 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa . 204

2001 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ....................... (264)

2003 Barbaresco, Asili, B. Giacosa ....................... (264)

2004 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano di Nieve, B. Giacosa 
       ............................................................... (661)

1978 Barolo, Villero Riserva, B. Giacosa .................. 90

1985 Barolo, Collina Rionda, B. Giacosa ............... (88)

1990 Barolo, Collina Rionda Riserva, B. Giacosa ..... 89

 Barolo, Falletto di Serralunga, Riserva, B.  
 Giacosa (88)

1998 Barolo, B. Giacosa ....................................... (661)

2000 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, 
      Riserva, B. Giacosa ................................ (265)

2003 Barolo, Le Rocche del Falletto di Serralunga, B. 
      Giacosa ................................................... (265)

2004 Barolo, B. Giacosa ....................................... (661)

 B. MASCARELLO

1978 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 91

1982 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 92

1989 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 93

1990 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 94

1999 Barolo, B. Mascarello .................................... 266

 CASANOVA DI NERI

2015 Brunello di Montalcino, Tenuta Nuova, Casanova 
  289,290

 CLERICO

2004 Barolo, Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico ......... 662

2007 Barolo, Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico ...... (663)

 EMIDIO PEPE

2010 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe ........ 291

2012 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe ...... 1125

2013 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe ...... 1126

 G. CONTERNO

1971 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 639,840

1973 Barolo, G. Conterno ....................................... 652

1978 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 640,653

1990 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 654,664

1996 Barolo, Cascina Francia, G. Conterno ............. 267

2017 Sancerre Rouge, Chavignol, F. Cotat ............ (194)

 GERMANY

 E. MULLER

2015 Riesling Auslese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . 195

2017 Riesling Auslese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . 196

 Riesling Auslese, Wiltinger Braune Kupp, E. 
      Muller ....................................................... 197

2015 Riesling Kabinett, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . 198

 Riesling Spatlese, Wiltinger Braune Kupp, E. 
      Muller ..................................................... (199)

2016 Riesling Spatlese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . (199)

 J.J. PRUM

2005 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

2015 Riesling Auslese, Bernkasteler Lay, Gold  
 Capsule, (200)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, GK, J.J. 
      Prum ....................................................... (201)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Gold 
      Capsule, J.J. Prum .................................. (202)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

2016 Riesling Auslese, Bernkasteler Lay, Gold  
 Capsule, (200)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Gold 
      Capsule, J.J. Prum .................................. (202)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

2017 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

 KELLER

2011 Riesling Trocken, G-Max, Keller ................. (262)

2013 Riesling Trocken, G-Max, Keller .................... 263

 MARKUS MOLITOR

2015 Riesling Auslese, Urziger Wurzgarten ***,  
 Markus (203)

 Riesling Auslese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr***,  
 Markus (203)

2016 Riesling Auslese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr***,  
 Markus (203)

2015 Riesling Beerenauslese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr, 
      Markus Molitor ...................................... (203)

 Riesling Spatlese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Markus 
  (203)

 Riesling Spatlese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr, Markus 
      Molitor ................................................... (203)
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2016 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 520

 CHATEAU LA GOMERIE

2000 Chateau La Gomerie, St. Emilion ................... 499

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

1989 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 856

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 687

2006 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 453

2008 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 521

2009 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 454

2010 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 455

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1957 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (866)

1962 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1239)

1965 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1242)

1966 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1243)

1969 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1242)

1970 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (866)

1971 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (866)

1975 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (866)

1981 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (866)

1982 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ......................................... 368,456,(866),1249

1983 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ............ (1240)

1986 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ....... 350,(866)

1988 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 369

1990 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 370

1997 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .............. (866)

2000 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 371

2002 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 457

2003 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 843

2009 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac .......... 372,373

2014 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 522

 CHATEAU LAFLEUR

1966 Chateau Lafleur, Pomerol ................................... 1

 CHATEAU LARCIS DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Larcis Ducasse, St. Emilion .............. 487

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1958 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (374)

1959 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 888

1962 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................ (1239)

1966 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................... 351,(1243)

1967 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................ (1244)

1970 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (867)

1971 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (867)

1973 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (867)

1979 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................ (1244)

1980 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (867)

1981 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (374)

1982 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................... 1250

1983 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ............................ (1240)

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

1961 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 361

1996 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... (773)

2004 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ..... 362,363

2005 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 485

2008 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... (773)

2009 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ..... 130,131

 CHATEAU GRAND PUY LACOSTE

1995 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ......... (1246)

2000 Chateau Grand Puy Lacoste, Pauillac ............. 886

 CHATEAU GRUAUD LAROSE

2000 Chateau Gruaud Larose, St. Julien .................. 887

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1957 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1960 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1961 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 364

1963 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1966 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............... (516),(865)

1967 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1968 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1969 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1970 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1971 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1972 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1973 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1974 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1975 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1976 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1978 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1979 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1980 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (865)

1981 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1982 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (865)

1983 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1985 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1986 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1988 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1989 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves .................. 855,1248

1991 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1992 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1993 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

1994 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............... (516),(517)

1995 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 365

1996 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ............. 366,518,813

2001 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ......................... (516)

2003 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 660

2005 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 449

2006 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 450

2008 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 451

2012 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 452

2015 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 519

 VALDICAVA

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Madonna del Piano, 
      Riserva, Valdicava .................................. (827)

2012 Brunello di Montalcino, Madonna del Piano, 
      Riserva, Valdicava .................................. (827)

2013 Brunello di Montalcino, Madonna del Piano, 
      Riserva, Valdicava .................................. (827)

 VALENTINI

2015 Trebbiano D’Abruzzo, Valentini ...................... 292

2016 Trebbiano D’Abruzzo, Valentini ........... 1127,1128

 RED BORDEAUX

 BAHANS HAUT BRION

2000 Bahans Haut Brion, Graves ............................ 882

 CARRUADES DE LAFITE

2000 Carruades de Lafite, Pauillac .......................... 358

 CHATEAU ANGELUS

1961 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ..................... (1238)

1988 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ..................... (1247)

2005 Chateau Angelus, St. Emilion ......................... 446

 CHATEAU AUSONE

2009 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion .......................... 447

 CHATEAU BEAUSEJOUR DUFFAU LAGROSSE

1990 Chateau Beausejour Duffau Lagrosse, St. Emilion 
  854

 CHATEAU BRANE CANTENAC

2000 Chateau Brane Cantenac, Margaux .............. (498)

2005 Chateau Brane Cantenac, Margaux ................. 883

 CHATEAU CALON SEGUR

1988 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe .............. (1247)

2000 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................... 686

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

1988 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (1247)

1995 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ............. (1246)

2009 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 448

 CHATEAU CLERC MILON

1988 Chateau Clerc Milon, Pauillac .................... (1247)

 CHATEAU CLINET

1995 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ............................ (1246)

2000 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ................................. 359

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

1996 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (875)

2000 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ........... (875)

2001 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 360

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 812

2009 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 355

 CHATEAU D’ISSAN

2000 Chateau D’Issan, Margaux .............................. 884
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1992 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 529

 CHATEAU PICHON BARON

2000 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ................... (816)

2009 Chateau Pichon Baron, Pauillac ................... (816)

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

1945 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................ (384)

1983 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ............... (1240)

1989 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................ (384)

1990 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................ (384)

1995 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac ................ (384)

2000 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac . 509,510,511,890

 CHATEAU QUINAULT L’ENCLOS

2000 Chateau Quinault L’Enclos, St. Emilion ........ (512)

 CHATEAU RAUZAN SEGLA

1994 Chateau Rauzan Segla, Margaux .................... 385

2000 Chateau Rauzan Segla, Margaux .................. (891)

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE

2000 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ......... 513,514

2005 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ................ 817

 CHATEAU TROPLONG MONDOT

1961 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ...... (1238)

1989 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ............ (6)

1990 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ............ (6)

2000 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ........... 892

2005 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion . 495,(775)

 DOMAINE DE CHEVALIER

1982 Domaine de Chevalier, Graves ..................... (386)

1986 Domaine de Chevalier, Graves ..................... (386)

1989 Domaine de Chevalier, Graves ..................... (386)

1996 Domaine de Chevalier, Graves ..................... (386)

2000 Domaine de Chevalier, Graves ..................... (386)

 LES FORTS DE LATOUR

1971 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ...................... (1244)

1982 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ...................... (1244)

2000 Les Forts de Latour, Pauillac ............... 885,(1244)

 VIEUX CHATEAU CERTAN

2000 Vieux Chateau Certan, Pomerol ...................... 893

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. GROS

2005 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, A.  
 Gros 688

 A. ROUSSEAU

1987 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................... 755

2005 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ......... 246

2012 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................... 722

2013 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, A. Rousseau ............. 8

2016 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................... 723

2013 Charmes Chambertin, A. Rousseau .............. (635)

2011 Clos de la Roche, A. Rousseau .................... (635)

2000 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... 4,846

2002 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 463

2003 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 464

2005 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... 5,465

2009 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 466

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

2000 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ......... 491,506,507

2003 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ....................... 492

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1962 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ......... (1239)

1970 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1971 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1975 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1979 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... 1253

1980 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1981 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1982 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1983 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (380)

1984 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1985 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

1986 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . 352,353,1252

1989 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (380)

1993 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac . (380),(524)

1996 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac 
       ............................................ (381),(525),(845)

1997 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (380)

1999 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (868)

2001 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (526)

2003 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 467

2006 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 468

2009 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ...... 469,470

2010 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 471

2012 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 472

2015 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (527)

2016 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 528

 CHATEAU PALMER

1928 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................... 382

2000 Chateau Palmer, Margaux ............................... 383

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2000 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves ....................... 508

2005 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves ....................... 493

 CHATEAU PAVIE

2001 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ........................... (775)

2005 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ................ 473,474,494

 CHATEAU PAVIE DECESSE

2000 Chateau Pavie Decesse, St. Emilion ................ 815

 CHATEAU PETRUS

1976 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 869

1982 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 870

1989 Chateau Petrus, Pomerol ................................. 354

1987 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (374)

1988 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................................... 2

1989 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (374)

1990 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ........................ 857,1251

1996 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 844

1997 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .............................. (374)

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .......................... 356,458

2001 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 563

2003 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .......................... 459,460

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .......................... 357,461

2009 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 462

 CHATEAU LE DOME

2010 Chateau Le Dome, St. Emilion ....................... 814

 CHATEAU LE PIN

1982 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol ................................ 829

1985 Chateau Le Pin, Pomerol ................................ 830

 CHATEAU LE TERTRE ROTEBOEUF

1988 Chateau Le Tertre Roteboeuf, St. Emilion .. (1247)

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

2000 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien 
       .................................... 500,501,502,(774),889

2003 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien . 523,(774),(876)

2005 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ................. 488

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

1957 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 375

1988 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ....... (1247)

2003 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ..... 489,490

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE POYFERRE

2000 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien ....... 376,503

2003 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien ............ (877)

 CHATEAU L’EVANGILE

2005 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 486

2008 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 367

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

1961 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ..................... (377)

1983 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ..................... (377)

1985 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ................... (1245)

1988 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ................... (1247)

1989 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ..................... (377)

1990 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ............ 878,(1245)

2000 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ................ 504,505

2005 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ................... (1245)

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1978 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .......................... 1241

1981 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................... 3

1983 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... (378)

1986 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .................. (378),858

1989 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ......................... (378)

1990 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 859

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux .................. 379,(845)
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 COQUARD-LOISON-FLEUROT

2017 Clos de la Roche, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot . 673,674

2018 Clos de la Roche, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ... 1100

2015 Clos St. Denis, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ...... (138)

2017 Clos St. Denis, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ...... (138)

 Echezeaux, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ............... 675

2018 Echezeaux, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ............. 1101

2017 Vosne Romanee, Premier Cru, 
      Coquard-Loison-Fleurot .......................... (138)

 D. BACHELET

2018 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  1199

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  (1201)

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Corbeaux, Vieilles 
      Vignes, D. Bachelet ................................. 1200

 D. LAURENT

2006 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Intra-Muros, D. 
  (780)

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Les Vaucrains, Vieilles  
 Vignes, (780)

 Vosne Romanee, Aux Beaux Monts, Vieilles 
      Vignes, D. Laurent .................................. (780)

2006 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, D. Laurent .... (780)

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

1996 Bonnes Mares, D’Auvenay (Leroy) ................... 22

 DOMAINE BIZOT

2009 Vosne Romanee, Les Jachees, Domaine Bizot . 676

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

1996 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 139

1990 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 704

1976 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  214

2007 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  832

2008 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  833

1976 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 215

1982 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 872

1986 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 216,834

1987 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 217

1992 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 218

1994 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 219

1998 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 220

2000 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 691

2004 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 221

2007 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 835

2016 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . 752,836

2017 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 734

 CHEZEAUX (PONSOT)

2004 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Chezeaux  
 (Ponsot) 1134,1135

 COMTE DE VOGUE

1987 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (211)

1998 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (211)

2001 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (703)

2004 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (211)

2006 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue ......... (211),(778)

2007 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (778)

2009 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (703)

1991 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .............. 10

1993 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ............ 247

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  690

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .......... (212)

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Comte de 
  (212)

1987 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (213)

1988 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (213)

1990 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 701

1993 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (702)

1997 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (213)

1998 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 779

2001 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 248

2002 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (702)

2003 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (213)

2004 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (213)

2006 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (703)

2007 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue .. (213)

2014 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 716

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2011 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ........................ 11

2014 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ........................ 12

2015 Echezeaux, Comte Liger-Belair ...................... (13)

2011 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 14

2014 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ..................... 15

2015 La Romanee, Comte Liger-Belair ................... (16)

2012 Nuits St. Georges, Clos des Grandes Vignes, 
      Comte Liger-Belair ...................................... 17

2011 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ................................................. 18

 Vosne Romanee, Clos du Chateau, Comte 
      Liger-Belair .............................................. (21)

 Vosne Romanee, La Colombiere, Comte 
      Liger-Belair .............................................. (21)

2014 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair ................................................. 19

2015 Vosne Romanee, Aux Reignots, Comte 
      Liger-Belair .............................................. (20)

2005 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 757

2006 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 210

2012 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, A. 
      Rousseau ................................................ (635)

 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................. (635)

2013 Mazis Chambertin, A. Rousseau .................. (635)

 A.F. GROS

2005 Richebourg, A.F. Gros ........................................ 9

 B. CLAIR

2016 Bonnes Mares, B. Clair ................................ (136)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos du Fonteny, B. Clair 
       ............................................................... (136)

 B. CLAVELIER

2015 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, B. 
      Clavelier ............................................... (1197)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Corbeaux, B. Clavelier 
       ............................................................. (1197)

 Vosne Romanee, La Combe Brulee, B. Clavelier 
       ............................................................. (1197)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Brulees, B. Clavelier . (1197)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Hauts de Beaux Monts, 
      Vieilles Vignes, B. Clavelier .................. (1197)

2016 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Vieilles 
      Vignes, B. Clavelier .............................. (1197)

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

1999 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
  (776)

2002 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
  (776)

2006 Corton, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ...................... 1133

 C. ROUMIER

2006 Charmes Chambertin, Aux Mazoyeres, C. Roumier 
  689

 CHATEAU DE LA TOUR

2008 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Chateau de la  
 Tour (777)

2009 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Chateau de la  
 Tour (777)

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Chateau de la  
 Tour (777)

2016 Clos Vougeot, Hommage a Jean Morin, Chateau de 
  137

      la Tour .......................................................

 CHEZEAUX

2017 Griottes Chambertin, Chezeaux .................... 1198
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2005 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ..................................... 692

 FAIVELEY

2001 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (252)

2002 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (252)

2012 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (789)

2005 Clos Vougeot, Faiveley ................................ (252)

2012 Clos Vougeot, Faiveley ................................ (789)

1959 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley .................. 32

2013 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley 
       .............................................. 1137,1138,1139

1995 Echezeaux, Faiveley ....................................... 894

2001 Echezeaux, Faiveley ..................................... (252)

2002 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley .................. (252)

2006 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley .................. (252)

2012 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley .................. (789)

2016 Musigny, Faiveley ........................................ 1203

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Les Chaignots, Faiveley ...... 33

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Les Damodes, Faiveley ... (252)

 FOURRIER

2006 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ......................................... 790

2007 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ......................................... 253

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, Combe Aux Moines, Vieilles 
  791

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Cuvee 
      Centenaire, Fourrier .................................. 54A

2016 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cherbaudes, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ...................................... (147)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Goulots, Vieilles  
 Vignes, (147)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, Fourrier . (147)

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ......................................... 269

 G. ROUMIER

2004 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .......................... (242)

2005 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier ............................ 254

2010 Bonnes Mares, G. Roumier .............................. 34

2004 Chambolle Musigny, G. Roumier ................. (242)

 GEORGES MUGNERET

1990 Ruchottes Chambertin, Georges Mugneret ...... 148

 H. GOUGES

2018 Nuits St. Georges, Clos des Porrets, H. Gouges 
       ................................................................ 1103

 H. JAYER FOR GEORGES

1993 Nuits St. Georges, H. Jayer for Georges ......... 678

 H. LIGNIER

1993 Clos de la Roche, H. Lignier .......................... 410

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, H. Lignier 
       ............................................................... (679)

 DOMAINE DES CHEZEAUX

2011 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine des 
      Chezeaux .................................................. 140

2015 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine des 
      Chezeaux ............................................ 738,739

2012 Griottes Chambertin, Domaine des Chezeaux . 740

2014 Griottes Chambertin, Domaine des Chezeaux . 741

 DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

2002 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays ... 782

2005 Clos des Lambrays, Domaine des Lambrays ... 497

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

2002 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........... 784

2003 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........... 475

2005 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart .... 476,785

2016 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........... 536

 DOMAINE LEROY

1998 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy .......................... 24

2000 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy .......................... 25

1993 Corton, Renardes, Domaine Leroy ................... 26

2005 Corton, Renardes, Domaine Leroy ................... 27

2004 Gevrey Chambertin, Domaine Leroy .............. 250

1990 Richebourg, Domaine Leroy ........................... 141

1998 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine Leroy ............. (28)

2003 Vosne Romanee, Les Genevrieres, Domaine Leroy 
  241

2004 Vosne Romanee, Domaine Leroy ................. (251)

 DOMAINE TRAPET

2017 Chambertin, Domaine Trapet ........................ 1202

 DUJAC

2006 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ..................................... 142

2008 Bonnes Mares, Dujac .................................... 28A

2010 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ..................................... 28B

2016 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ..................................... 143

1998 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................... 29

1999 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................... 30

2006 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 786

2008 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 787

1990 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 636

1999 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ....................................... 31

2001 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 637

2016 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ................................... (144)

2017 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 724

2016 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Combottes, Dujac .... 145

2004 Morey St. Denis, Premier Cru, Dujac ............. 788

2016 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, Dujac .... (146)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, Dujac ... (146)

 DUROCHE

2018 Echezeaux, Duroche ..................................... 1102

 E. ROUGET

1990 Echezeaux, E. Rouget ..................................... 677

1970 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . (873)

1974 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . (873)

1975 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti . (873)

1987 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 222

1994 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 223

1997 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       ........................................................... 224,249

2003 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 225

2004 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 226

2017 Richebourg, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 735

1971 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 874

1976 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 227

1984 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 228

1986 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 229

1987 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 230

1992 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 231

1993 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 232

1994 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 233

1995 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 234

1997 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 235

1998 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 236

2003 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 237

2007 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 238

1976 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ........................................................... 23

2004 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti .................................................. 239,705

2006 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 240

2007 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 837

2017 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 736

 DOMAINE DE LA VOUGERAIE

2002 Musigny, Domaine de la Vougeraie ................. 781

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2006 Clos Vougeot, Domaine de Montille ............. 1136
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 LAMARCHE

2015 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche ............................... 1107

2016 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche ............................... 1108

2017 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche ...................... 1109,1110

2018 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche .............................. (272)

2015 Echezeaux, Lamarche ................................... 1111

2017 Echezeaux, Lamarche ........................... 1112,1113

2018 Echezeaux, Lamarche .................................. (272)

2016 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ......... 273

 La Grande Rue, Lamarche ............................ 1114

2017 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ......... 274

 La Grande Rue, Lamarche ................... 1212,1213

2018 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche 
       .................................................. 275,276,1115

2015 Nuits St. Georges, Les Cras, Lamarche ...... (1116)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Lamarche ...... 1120

2016 Vosne Romanee, La Croix Rameau, Lamarche . 1117

 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Lamarche . 1119

2017 Vosne Romanee, La Croix Rameau, Lamarche . 1118

2018 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Lamarche . (272)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Lamarche ........ 277

 MAISON LEROY

1966 Corton, Maison Leroy .................................... (57)

1953 La Romanee, Maison Leroy ........................... 756

1985 Ruchottes Chambertin, Maison Leroy ............. 152

1999 Volnay, Santenots, Maison Leroy ................... (57)

 MAREY-MONGE (DRC)

1969 Romanee St. Vivant, Marey-Monge (DRC) ...... 58

 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

2005 Pommard, Combes Dessus, Marquis d’Angerville 
  696

1993 Volnay, Champans, Marquis d’Angerville ........ 742

2002 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 256

2005 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 479

2007 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . 797

2016 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . (153)

 MEO CAMUZET

1996 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ............................ 59

2004 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ........................ (257)

2005 Clos Vougeot, Meo Camuzet ............................ 60

2004 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Boudots, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (257)

 Nuits St. Georges, Aux Murgers, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (257)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Brulees, Meo Camuzet . (257)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Chaumees, Meo Camuzet 
       ............................................................... (257)

 MUGNERET-GIBOURG

2016 Clos Vougeot, Mugneret-Gibourg ................... 154

2010 Echezeaux, Mugneret-Gibourg ......................... 61

 J.F. MUGNIER

2015 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................... 725

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................... 695

 J.M. FOURRIER

2014 Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, J.M. Fourrier ....... 52

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.M. 
      Fourrier ....................................................... 53

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Vieilles 
      Vignes, J.M. Fourrier ................................... 54

 J.M. MILLOT

2017 Echezeaux, J.M. Millot ................................... 683

2018 Echezeaux, J.M. Millot ................................ (684)

2016 Grands Echezeaux, J.M. Millot .................... (684)

 L. JADOT

2013 Beaune Rouge, Clos des Couchereaux, L. Jadot 
       ............................................................. (1140)

2002 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (793)

2005 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot .................................. 478

2006 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (793)

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ......... 758,759

2005 Chapelle Chambertin, L. Jadot ..................... (794)

2002 Clos Vougeot, L. Jadot ................................. (794)

2013 Clos Vougeot, L. Jadot ............................... (1141)

2008 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       ............................................................... (794)

2013 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot . 818

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       .............................................. 1209,1210,1211

2005 Griotte Chambertin, L. Jadot ........................ (819)

 Latricieres Chambertin, L. Jadot .................. (819)

2002 Musigny, L. Jadot ............................................. 55

2017 Musigny, L. Jadot ........................................... 760

2006 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, L. Jadot ........ (794)

2012 Vosne Romanee, Aux Malconsorts, L. Jadot . (794)

 L. LEMOINE

2007 Bonnes Mares, L. LeMoine .......................... (795)

 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. LeMoine ....... (795)

2001 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, L.  
 LeMoine (796)

 Clos St. Denis, L. LeMoine .......................... (796)

2002 Corton, Bressandes, L. LeMoine .................. (795)

2003 Corton, Bressandes, L. LeMoine .................. (795)

2000 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, L. 
      LeMoine ...................................................... 56

2013 Volnay, Santenots, L. LeMoine .................... (795)

2012 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, L. LeMoine 
       ............................................................... (795)

2016 Morey St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, H. Lignier . (679)

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2017 Clos Vougeot, Hudelot-Noellat ................... (1104)

2018 Clos Vougeot, Hudelot-Noellat ................... (1104)

 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 270,680,681

 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat .... 271,1105

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat 
  682,1106

 J. & J.L. TRAPET

2005 Latricieres Chambertin, J. & J.L. Trapet ......... 477

 J. DROUHIN

2013 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin ......... 35,36

2015 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin .............. 37

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin ........ (1204)

2004 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (255)

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  38,40

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (149)

2016 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (149)

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, J. Drouhin . (150)

2006 Clos Vougeot, J. Drouhin ............................. (242)

2017 Clos Vougeot, J. Drouhin ........................... (1206)

2013 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ..................... 39,41

2017 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ...................... 1205

2010 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin .................... (42)

2013 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ....................... 43

2017 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ................. (1206)

1999 Musigny, J. Drouhin ......................................... 44

2004 Musigny, J. Drouhin ........................... (242),(255)

2016 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 151

2017 Musigny, J. Drouhin ..................................... 1207

2013 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin .. 45

2017 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin . 1208

 J. GRIVOT

2005 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot . 693

 J. PRIEUR

1999 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Prieur ............... 694

 J. ROTY

2008 Charmes Chambertin, Cuvee de Tres Vieilles 
      Vignes, J. Roty .......................................... 792

 J. TRUCHOT

1999 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot . 46

2001 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot . 47

2005 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot . 48

 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, J. Truchot .... 49

2001 Gevrey Chambertin, Aux Combottes, J. Truchot . 50

2002 Morey St. Denis, Clos Sorbes, J. Truchot ......... 51
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2018 Chateauneuf du Pape, Deus Ex Machina, Clos St. 
  (1222)

 DELAS FRERES

2016 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, Delas Freres ...... (1223)

 Hermitage, Les Bressandes, Delas Freres ... (1224)

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

2007 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................... 184

2016 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (822)

 E. GUIGAL

1982 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............. (838)

1983 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ................... 82

1999 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............... 185

2013 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............... 480

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ................. 481

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................... 482

2015 Ermitage, Ex Voto, E. Guigal .......................... 764

2012 Ermitage Blanc, Ex Voto, E. Guigal ................ 765

2015 Ermitage Blanc, Ex Voto, E. Guigal ......... 766,767

 H. BONNEAU

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Marie Beurrier, H. 
      Bonneau .................................................. 1226

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Celestins, H. 
      Bonneau ......................................... 1229,1230

2013 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Marie Beurrier, H. 
      Bonneau ......................................... 1227,1228

 Chateauneuf du Pape, H. Bonneau ............. (1225)

2014 Chateauneuf du Pape, H. Bonneau ............. (1225)

 J.L. CHAVE

1990 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................... 862

2003 Hermitage, J.L. Chave .................................... 839

 M. CHAPOUTIER

2012 Ermitage, L’Ermite, M. Chapoutier ................. 802

1999 Ermitage Blanc, De l’Oree, M. Chapoutier .... 1231

2012 Ermitage Blanc, L’Ermite, M. Chapoutier ..... 1232

 M. JUGE

2009 Cornas, M. Juge ............................................. 638

 P. JABOULET

1990 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ......... 412,863

2009 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ............... 803

 T. ALLEMAND

2015 Cornas, Reynard, T. Allemand ........................ 186

 SPAIN

 COMANDO G

2018 La Brena, Comando G .................................... 293

 CVNE

2001 Rioja, Vina Real, Gran Reserva, CVNE ......... 807

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .......... 1157

2014 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1158,1159

2015 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1160,1161

2011 Corton, Bressandes, Ponsot .......................... 1162

2014 Corton, Bressandes, Ponsot .......................... 1163

 Corton, Cuvee du Bourdon, Ponsot 
       ............................. 1165,1166,1167,1168,1169

2015 Corton, Cuvee du Bourdon, Ponsot ...... 1170,1171

2016 Corton, Bressandes, Ponsot .......................... 1164

 Corton, Cuvee du Bourdon, Ponsot ............... 1172

2007 Griottes Chambertin, Ponsot ........................ (799)

2004 Morey St. Denis, Cuvee des Allouettes, Ponsot 
       ................................................................ 1176

2008 Morey St. Denis, Cuvee des Alouettes, Ponsot 
       ............................................................... (799)

2011 Morey St. Denis, Clos des Monts Luisants, 
      Pressee du Centenaire, Ponsot . 1173,1174,1175

 PRIEURE-ROCH

1996 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Prieure-Roch ........ 258

2016 Clos Vougeot, Prieure-Roch ......................... 1217

 R. CHEVILLON

1999 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
  278

 R. ENGEL

1999 Clos Vougeot, R. Engel .................................. 717

1995 Vosne Romanee, Les Brulees, R. Engel .......... 259

1996 Vosne Romanee, Maizieres, R. Engel ............. 260

2000 Vosne Romanee, R. Engel .............................. 718

 R. GROFFIER

1995 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
  (698)

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
  (698)

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
  800

 S. CATHIARD

2014 Romanee St. Vivant, S. Cathiard .................... 63A

 RHONE

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  (822)

 CHATEAU RAYAS

1990 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ............. 861

2005 Chateauneuf du Pape, Chateau Rayas ............... 79

1995 Cotes du Rhone, Chateau de Fonsalette, Chateau 
  80

 CLOS ST. JEAN

2017 Chateauneuf du Pape, La Combe des Fous, Clos 
      St. Jean ................................................. (1222)

2014 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ... (155)

2016 Ruchottes Chambertin, Mugneret-Gibourg ... (155)

 O. BERNSTEIN

2016 Bonnes Mares, O. Bernstein ....................... (1216)

2017 Bonnes Mares, O. Bernstein ......................... 1214

2016 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, O. Bernstein ......... 761

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, O. Bernstein ....... 1215

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Lavrottes, O. Bernstein 
  (1216)

 Charmes Chambertin, O. Bernstein ............ (1216)

2016 Clos de la Roche, O. Bernstein .................. (1216)

2017 Clos de la Roche, O. Bernstein .................. (1216)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Cazetiers, O. Bernstein 
       ............................................................. (1216)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Champeaux, O. Bernstein 
  (1216)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Villages, O. Bernstein . (1216)

2008 Mazis Chambertin, O. Bernstein ..................... 798

2017 Mazis Chambertin, O. Bernstein ................ (1216)

 PERROT-MINOT

2009 Morey St. Denis, La Riotte, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Perrot-Minot .............................................. 697

 PONSOT

2002 Chambertin, Ponsot ............................ (243),(707)

2010 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Ponsot ............... (243)

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Charmes, Ponsot ... (243)

2002 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (707)

2005 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (243)

2014 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (243)

2016 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ............... 1142,1143

1990 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 706

1996 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... (707)

1999 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... (707)

2004 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .............................................. (243),1144,1145

2005 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 62,244

2006 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... (243)

2007 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .... (243)

2008 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ...................................................... (243),(799)

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot . 63,(243)

2012 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 156

2014 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ...................................... 1146,1147,1148,1149

2015 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 157

2016 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ..................... 1150,1151,1152,1153,1154,1155

1997 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ........ (707)

2000 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ........ (707)

2009 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ........... 753

2013 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ......... 1156
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 COMTE LAFON

2001 Meursault, Les Perrieres, Comte Lafon ........ (712)

2004 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (712)

2005 Meursault, Charmes, Comte Lafon ............... (712)

2007 Meursault, Les Perrieres, Comte Lafon ........ (712)

2016 Meursault, Clos de Barrone, Comte Lafon ...... 169

 Meursault, Les Poruzots, Comte Lafon ........... 170

2000 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ................................. 64

2004 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ................................. 65

2009 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ................................. 66

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2014 Nuits St. Georges Blanc, Clos des Grandes  
 Vignes, (67)

2015 Nuits St. Georges Blanc, Clos des Grandes  
 Vignes, (67)

 D’AUVENAY (LEROY)

2002 Meursault, Les Narvaux, D’Auvenay (Leroy) .... 68

2004 Meursault, Pre de Manche, D’Auvenay (Leroy) . 69

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Folatieres, D’Auvenay 
  70

 DAUVISSAT-CAMUS

1990 Chablis, Les Clos, Dauvissat-Camus ................ 71

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2001 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 748

2002 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 749

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

1994 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 745

2004 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .......... (713)

2005 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive .......... (713)

2007 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 728

2013 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 820

1990 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 746

1996 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 411

2004 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ..... (714)

2007 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive 
       ................................................. (714),729,730

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 731

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ..................................................... 733

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 732

 FEVRE

2012 Chablis, Vaulorent, Fevre ........................... (1189)

2013 Chablis, Les Clos, Fevre ............................ (1188)

2015 Chablis, Bougros, Cote de Bouguerots, Fevre 
       .............................................. 1185,1186,1187

 H. BOILLOT

2004 Corton Charlemagne, H. Boillot ........... 1190,1191

 CHATEAU RIEUSSEC

2001 Chateau Rieussec, Sauternes .......................... 496

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 A. BICHOT

2014 Montrachet, A. Bichot .................................... 762

 A. ENTE

2013 Meursault, A. Ente ....................................... (612)

2014 Meursault, A. Ente ....................................... (612)

 B. MOREAU

2018 Meursault, Les Charmes Dessus, B. Moreau 
       ......................................................... 279,1121

 Meursault, Les Poruzots Dessus, B. Moreau 
       ......................................................... 280,1122

 BLAIN-GAGNARD

2016 Montrachet, Blain-Gagnard ............................ 158

 BOISSON-VADOT

2013 Meursault, Les Grands Charrons, Boisson-Vadot 
  613

 BONNEAU DU MARTRAY

2007 Corton Charlemagne, Bonneau du Martray ... 1177

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

1999 Chevalier Montrachet, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . 1178

2002 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . 1179

2004 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
       ....................................................... 1180,1181

2006 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
       ....................................................... 1182,1183

2008 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . 1184

 COCHE-DURY

2005 Bourgogne Blanc, Coche-Dury .................... (710)

2010 Bourgogne Blanc, Coche-Dury .................... (710)

2013 Bourgogne Blanc, Coche-Dury .................... (710)

2017 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ............ 1123

1999 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .................. 159

2008 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .................. 160

2012 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury ............... (161)

2013 Corton Charlemagne, Coche-Dury .................. 726

2005 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ (162)

 Meursault, Les Caillerets, Coche-Dury ........... 711

2010 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ (162)

2013 Meursault, Coche-Dury .................................. 163

2014 Meursault, Coche-Dury .................................. 164

2016 Meursault, Coche-Dury ......................... (162),165

 Meursault, Les Rougeots, Coche-Dury ........... 166

 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury ......... 167,(168)

2017 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ 1124

 COMTE DE VOGUE

2015 Musigny Blanc, Comte de Vogue .................... 708

 LOPEZ DE HEREDIA

1976 Rioja, Vina Bosconia, Gran Reserva, Lopez de 
      Heredia ..................................................... 808

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

1994 Vega Sicilia Unico .......................................... 747

2011 Vega Sicilia Unico ................................ 1129,1130

 VEGA SICILIA VALBUENA 5*

2016 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ...................... 1131,1132

 WASHINGTON

 QUILCEDA CREEK CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2003 Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon .............. 129

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1921 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 387

1929 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ............................... 7

1934 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 831

1937 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 388

1970 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (389)

1975 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (389)

1979 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (389)

1981 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (390)

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 391

1989 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (530)

1990 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (390),392

1991 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (209)

1993 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (209),393

1994 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ............... (209),(394)

1995 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (209),879

1998 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (209)

1999 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (394)

2000 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (209),395

2001 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........... 396,397,(530)

2002 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. (209),398

2003 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........ 399,(400),(530)

2005 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 401

2006 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 402

2007 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 403

2008 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (531)

2009 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes 
       ............................. 132,133,(404),405,406,407

2011 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (134)

2013 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 135

2015 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .................... 408,409

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION BLANC

1988 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... (532)

1990 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... (532)

1995 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... (532)

1997 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... (532)

1998 Chateau Haut Brion Blanc, Graves ............... (532)
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2012 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Few and Far 
  115

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (544)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. (123)

2013 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Few and Far 
  117

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (120)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard ................................................. (123)

2014 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (120)

 LOKOYA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (546)

 MAYBACH CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

2012 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

2013 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

 MORLET FAMILY VINEYARDS CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

2013 Morlet Family Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, 
      Mon Chevalier .......................................... 828

 MYRIAD CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2015 Myriad Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer George 
  (548)

 PROMONTORY RED

2009 Promontory Red ........................................... (549)

2010 Promontory Red ........................................... (549)

 SCHRADER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

2012 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

2013 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 553

2014 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 554

2016 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2017 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 579

 THE NAPA VALLEY RESERVE RED

2006 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ................. 905,906

2007 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ................. 911,912

2008 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ................. 927,928

2009 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ................. 947,948

2010 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ................. 966,967

2011 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ................. 986,987

2012 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ............. 1007,1008

2013 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ...................... 1031

2014 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ...................... 1053

2015 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ...................... 1077

2014 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot .................... 178,179

 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot . 180,(181)

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot .................... 182,183

2016 Meursault, Roulot ........................................ (177)

 V. DAUVISSAT

2005 Chablis, Les Clos, V. Dauvissat ...................... 801

 Large Formats
 ARGENTINA

 TIANO & NARENO MALBEC

2013 Tiano & Nareno Malbec, Travesia 1908 ......... 345

 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ABREU CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (104)

2007 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (537)

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ................................................. (538)

 BOND

2015 Bond, Pluribus ............................................. (105)

 Bond, St. Eden ............................................. (105)

 Bond, Vecina ............................................... (105)

 BRYANT FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Bryant Family Cabernet Sauvignon .............. (107)

 CARTER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2014 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

2015 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

2016 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

 DOMINUS

1994 Dominus ...................................................... (416)

1998 Dominus ...................................................... (620)

2012 Dominus ......................................................... 841

 EISELE VINEYARD CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2013 Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon .............. 565

 GRACE FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2013 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

2015 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

2016 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

2004 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (851)

2009 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (109)

2010 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 111

2012 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 584

2013 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 585

2015 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 586

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (120)

2006 Criots Batard Montrachet, H. Boillot 
       .............................................. 1192,1193,1194

2004 Montrachet, H. Boillot ...................................... 72

2005 Montrachet, H. Boillot ...................................... 73

 J. DROUHIN

2000 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . 709

 J. PRIEUR

1985 Montrachet, J. Prieur ...................................... 699

 J.M. ROULOT

2018 Corton Charlemagne, J.M. Roulot ........... 281,282

 L. JADOT

2014 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  821

2017 Montrachet, L. Jadot ...................................... 763

 P. GIRARDIN

2017 Corton Charlemagne, P. Girardin ................. (685)

 Meursault, Les Narvaux, P. Girardin ............ (685)

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2016 Chassagne Montrachet, Abbaye de Morgeot, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ............... (171),(172)

 Chassagne Montrachet, Les Chenevottes, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ........................... 173

2005 Corton Charlemagne, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . 174

2016 St. Aubin, En Remilly, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
  (175)

 St. Aubin, Le Banc, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . (175)

 PONSOT

2012 Corton Charlemagne, Ponsot ........................ 1195

2016 Morey St. Denis Blanc, Clos des Monts Luisants, 
  (1196)

 RAMONET

1988 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ............................ 74

1989 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ............................ 75

2016 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ........................ 1218

2010 Montrachet, Ramonet ..................................... 261

2011 Montrachet, Ramonet ....................................... 76

2015 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1219

2016 Montrachet, Ramonet .......................... 1220,1221

2018 Montrachet, Ramonet ..................................... 737

 RAVENEAU

2002 Chablis, Blanchots, Raveneau ........................... 77

 Chablis, Vaillons, Raveneau ........................... 700

2008 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ............................ 78

2012 Chablis, Butteaux, Raveneau ........................ (176)

 Chablis, Montee de Tonnerre, Raveneau ...... (176)

 ROULOT

2014 Bourgogne Blanc, Roulot ............................. (177)

2000 Meursault, Charmes, Roulot ........................ (715)

 Meursault, Les Perrieres, Roulot .................. (715)
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 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 687

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

2009 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 373

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1988 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................................... 2

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 356

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 357

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

2000 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ................. 502

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

2003 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ............ 490

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 379

2000 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 846

2005 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................... 5

 CHATEAU RAUZAN SEGLA

1994 Chateau Rauzan Segla, Margaux .................... 385

 CHATEAU TROPLONG MONDOT

1989 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ............ (6)

1990 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ............ (6)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. ROUSSEAU

1987 Chambertin, A. Rousseau ............................... 755

2006 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, A.  
 Rousseau 210

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2006 Corton, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ...................... 1133

 COMTE DE VOGUE

2006 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (211)

1991 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue .............. 10

1993 Chambolle Musigny, Comte de Vogue ............ 247

1990 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 701

2014 Musigny, Vieilles Vignes, Comte de Vogue ..... 716

 COMTE LIGER-BELAIR

2012 Nuits St. Georges, Clos des Grandes Vignes, 
      Comte Liger-Belair ...................................... 17

 D. BACHELET

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  (1201)

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

1990 Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ..... 704

2007 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  832

2008 Grands Echezeaux, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
  833

1976 Romanee Conti, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 227

 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, La Grande 
      Dame Rose ............................................. (649)

 GERMANY

 E. MULLER

2016 Riesling Spatlese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . (199)

 J.J. PRUM

2016 Riesling Auslese, Bernkasteler Lay, Gold  
 Capsule, (200)

2017 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

 ITALY

 B. GIACOSA

1988 Barbaresco, Santo Stefano Riserva, B. Giacosa . 87

 B. MASCARELLO

1978 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 91

1982 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 92

1989 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 93

1990 Barolo, B. Mascarello ...................................... 94

 CASANOVA DI NERI

2015 Brunello di Montalcino, Tenuta Nuova, Casanova 
  289

 G. CONTERNO

1998 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno . 641,667

1999 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ....... 655

2001 Barolo, Monfortino Riserva, G. Conterno ......... 96

2010 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ........................... 95

 G. MASCARELLO

2007 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ................ 207

 L. SANDRONE

1996 Barolo, Le Vigne, L. Sandrone ....................... 659

 MONTEVERTINE

2007 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

2013 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

2014 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

 RED BORDEAUX

 CARRUADES DE LAFITE

2000 Carruades de Lafite, Pauillac .......................... 358

 CHATEAU CLINET

2000 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ................................. 359

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 812

2009 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 355

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

2004 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ..... 362,363

2009 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ............ 131

2016 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ...................... 1088

2017 The Napa Valley Reserve Red ...................... 1099

 VERITE RED

2013 Verite Red, La Muse .................................... (560)

 Verite Red, Le Desir .................................... (560)

 CALIFORNIA RED

 QUINTESSA RED

2005 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2010 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2013 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

 CHAMPAGNE

 BILLECART SALMON CHAMPAGNE

NV Billecart Salmon Champagne, Cuvee Bicentenaire 
  (187)

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2016 Cedric Bouchard Vintage Champagne, Roses de 
      Jeanne Blanc de Noirs, Les Ursules ........ (283)

 DELAMOTTE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1970 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection . 296,297

2000 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection 
       .................................................... 311,312,313

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (847)

1990 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne .............. (847)

 HENRIOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Henriot Vintage Champagne, Cuvee des 
      Enchanteleurs ......................................... (188)

 LAURENT PERRIER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1998 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Alexandra, Rose ........................................ 315

2004 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Alexandra, Rose ................................. 321,322

 PHILIPPONNAT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Philipponnat Vintage Champagne, Clos des 
      Goisses ................................................... (648)

 PIERRE PETERS VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2013 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 286

 POL ROGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Pol Roger Vintage Champagne, Cuvee Sir  
 Winston 849

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2002 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ............ 335

2004 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ...... 336,337

 TAITTINGER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2006 Taittinger Vintage Champagne, Comtes de 
      Champagne Rose ................................ 771,772
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2012 Ermitage Blanc, L’Ermite, M. Chapoutier ..... 1232

 M. JUGE

2009 Cornas, M. Juge ............................................. 638

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1981 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (390)

1988 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 391

1990 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (390)

1993 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 393

2000 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 395

2001 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 396

2002 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 398

2003 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (400)

2005 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 401

2006 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 402

2007 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 403

2009 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .................... 133,407

2011 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (134)

2015 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 409

 WHITE BURGUNDY

 B. MOREAU

2018 Meursault, Les Charmes Dessus, B. Moreau .. 279

 Meursault, Les Poruzots Dessus, B. Moreau ... 280

 COMTE LAFON

2016 Meursault, Clos de Barrone, Comte Lafon ...... 169

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

2001 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 748

2002 Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanee Conti .... 749

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

2013 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 820

1996 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 411

2007 Chevalier Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ........ 729

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 731

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ..................................................... 733

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 732

 FEVRE

2012 Chablis, Vaulorent, Fevre ........................... (1189)

2013 Chablis, Les Clos, Fevre ............................ (1188)

 H. BOILLOT

2004 Montrachet, H. Boillot ...................................... 72

2005 Montrachet, H. Boillot ...................................... 73

 J. DROUHIN

2000 Montrachet, Marquis de Laguiche, J. Drouhin . 709

 J. PRIEUR

1985 Montrachet, J. Prieur ...................................... 699

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       .............................................. 1209,1210,1211

2005 Griotte Chambertin, L. Jadot ........................ (819)

 Latricieres Chambertin, L. Jadot .................. (819)

2002 Musigny, L. Jadot ............................................. 55

 L. LEMOINE

2013 Volnay, Santenots, L. LeMoine .................... (795)

 LAMARCHE

2018 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche .............................. (272)

 Echezeaux, Lamarche .................................. (272)

2017 La Grande Rue, Lamarche ............................ 1213

2018 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche . 275,1115

 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Lamarche . (272)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Lamarche ........ 277

 PONSOT

2005 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ....................... (243)

 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 244

2009 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot . 63,(243)

2012 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 156

2014 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ...................................... 1146,1147,1148,1149

2016 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       .............................................. 1150,1151,1152

2013 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ......... 1156

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .......... 1157

2011 Morey St. Denis, Clos des Monts Luisants, 
      Pressee du Centenaire, Ponsot . 1173,1174,1175

 R. GROFFIER

1999 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, R. Groffier 
  (698)

 RHONE

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  (822)

 CLOS ST. JEAN

2017 Chateauneuf du Pape, La Combe des Fous, Clos 
      St. Jean ................................................. (1222)

2018 Chateauneuf du Pape, Deus Ex Machina, Clos St. 
  (1222)

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

2016 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (822)

 H. BONNEAU

2013 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Marie Beurrier, H. 
      Bonneau .................................................. 1228

 Chateauneuf du Pape, H. Bonneau ............. (1225)

 M. CHAPOUTIER

1999 Ermitage Blanc, De l’Oree, M. Chapoutier .... 1231

2007 Romanee St. Vivant, Domaine de la Romanee 
      Conti ......................................................... 837

 DOMAINE DES CHEZEAUX

2015 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine des 
      Chezeaux .................................................. 739

2012 Griottes Chambertin, Domaine des Chezeaux . 740

2014 Griottes Chambertin, Domaine des Chezeaux . 741

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

2005 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........... 476

 DOMAINE TRAPET

2017 Chambertin, Domaine Trapet ........................ 1202

 DUJAC

2017 Clos St. Denis, Dujac ..................................... 724

 DUROCHE

2018 Echezeaux, Duroche ..................................... 1102

 FAIVELEY

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Les Damodes, Faiveley ... (252)

 FOURRIER

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ......................................... 269

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2017 Clos Vougeot, Hudelot-Noellat ................... (1104)

2018 Clos Vougeot, Hudelot-Noellat ................... (1104)

 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ................... 270,681

 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat ............. 271

 J. DROUHIN

2013 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin .............. 36

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin ........ (1204)

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  38,40

2006 Clos Vougeot, J. Drouhin ............................. (242)

2013 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin .......................... 39

2010 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin .................... (42)

2013 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ....................... 43

1999 Musigny, J. Drouhin ......................................... 44

 J.M. FOURRIER

2014 Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, J.M. Fourrier ....... 52

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.M. 
      Fourrier ....................................................... 53

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Vieilles 
      Vignes, J.M. Fourrier ................................... 54

 J.M. MILLOT

2017 Echezeaux, J.M. Millot ................................... 683

2016 Grands Echezeaux, J.M. Millot .................... (684)

 L. JADOT

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ................ 759

2013 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot . 818
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 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (544),(577)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Wraith .. (591)

2016 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Ark Vineyard 
  (587)

 JOSEPH PHELPS WINERY

1997 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia ................ 898,899

2002 Joseph Phelps Winery, Insignia .................... (810)

 LEVY AND MCCLELLAN CABERNET 

 SAUVIGNON

2010 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon ..... (545)

2013 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon ..... (545)

2015 Levy and McClellan Cabernet Sauvignon ..... (545)

 LOKOYA CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2009 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (720)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (720)

2011 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mount Veeder . (546)

2013 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Spring Mountain 
      District .................................................... (546)

2014 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Mountain 
  (546)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Howell Mountain 
       ............................................................... (546)

 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mt. Veeder ..... (546)

2015 Lokoya Cabernet Sauvignon, Mt. Veeder ..... (546)

 MAYBACH CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

2012 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

2013 Maybach Cabernet Sauvignon, Materium ..... (547)

 PAUL HOBBS CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2005 Paul Hobbs Cabernet Sauvignon, Hyde Vineyard 
  (811)

 PROMONTORY RED

2009 Promontory Red ........................................... (549)

2010 Promontory Red ........................................... (549)

2013 Promontory Red ........................................... (721)

2014 Promontory Red ........................................... (721)

 SCARECROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon, Monsieur Etain 
       .................................................................. 550

2013 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon .................... (592)

2018 Scarecrow Cabernet Sauvignon ...................... 743

 SCHRADER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

2011 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, CCS ............. (551)

2012 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Beckstoffer 
      To-Kalon Vineyard .................................. (551)

 EISELE VINEYARD CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2015 Eisele Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon .............. 566

 FAIRCHILD ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2012 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Stones No.  
 1 (541)

2013 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, GIII ... (541)

2014 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Stones No.  
 2 (541)

2015 Fairchild Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Sigaro . (541)

 GRACE FAMILY CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2013 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

2015 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

2016 Grace Family Cabernet Sauvignon ............... (542)

 HARLAN ESTATE RED

2003 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 895

2004 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 896

2005 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 897

2008 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (112)

2009 Harlan Estate Red ................................. (109),417

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (112)

2010 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 111

 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden .................... (112)

2012 Harlan Estate Red ........................................... 543

2013 Harlan Estate Red, The Maiden ...................... 571

2014 Harlan Estate Red ........................................ (568)

2015 Harlan Estate Red .................................... 569,570

 HUNDRED ACRE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Precious . (120)

2012 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Few and Far 
  114,115

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan (544),(590)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard .......................................... 121,(123)

2013 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Few and Far 
  116,117,(575)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan 118,(120),(590)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, The Ark 
      Vineyard .......................................... 122,(123)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Wraith .. (591)

2014 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Ark Vineyard 
  (572),(573)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Deep Time 
       ............................................................... (574)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Kayli  
 Morgan 119,(120),(576)

 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Wraith .. (591)

2015 Hundred Acre Cabernet Sauvignon, Ark Vineyard 
  (587)

 J.M. ROULOT

2018 Corton Charlemagne, J.M. Roulot .................. 281

 L. JADOT

2014 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  821

 PONSOT

2012 Corton Charlemagne, Ponsot ........................ 1195

2016 Morey St. Denis Blanc, Clos des Monts Luisants, 
  (1196)

 RAMONET

2016 Batard Montrachet, Ramonet ........................ 1218

2010 Montrachet, Ramonet ..................................... 261

2011 Montrachet, Ramonet ....................................... 76

2016 Montrachet, Ramonet ................................... 1221

 RAVENEAU

2008 Chablis, Les Clos, Raveneau ............................ 78

 ROULOT

2014 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ........................... 183

 OWC / OCB
 CALIFORNIA CABERNETS & MERITAGE

 ABREU CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2007 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Thorevilos ........ (537)

2013 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (537)

2014 Abreu Cabernet Sauvignon, Madrona Ranch . (537)

 ARAUJO ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2010 Araujo Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Eisele 
      Vineyard ................................................. (538)

 BOND

2010 Bond, Melbury ............................................. (539)

2012 Bond, Melbury ............................................. (539)

 Bond, Quella ................................................ (539)

 CARTER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2014 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

2015 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

2016 Carter Cabernet Sauvignon, The G.T.O ........ (540)

 COLGIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2014 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .... (415)

2015 Colgin Cabernet Sauvignon, Tychson Hill .... (719)

 COLGIN RED

2009 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (415)

2010 Colgin Red, IX Estate .................................... 414

2014 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (415)

2015 Colgin Red, Cariad Vineyard ....................... (719)

 DOMINUS

1994 Dominus ...................................................... (650)

2001 Dominus ...................................................... (810)

2012 Dominus ......................................................... 841
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 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 288

 SALON ASSORTMENT

MV Salon Assortment, Oenotheque ................ 323,324

 SALON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ...... 413,805

2002 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       . 325,326,327,328,329,330,331,332,333,334,335

2004 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil ...... 336,337

2006 Salon Vintage Champagne, Le Mesnil 
       ............................................. 339,340,341,342

 VEUVE CLICQUOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1990 Veuve Clicquot Vintage Champagne, La Grande 
      Dame Rose ............................................. (649)

 FRANCE MISC.

 DAVID LECLAPART VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2010 David Leclapart Vintage Champagne, L’Apotre 
       ........................................................... 343,344

 F. COTAT

2017 Sancerre, Les Caillottes, F. Cotat ................. (194)

 GERMANY

 E. MULLER

2015 Riesling Kabinett, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . 198

 Riesling Spatlese, Wiltinger Braune Kupp, E. 
      Muller ..................................................... (199)

2016 Riesling Spatlese, Scharzhofberger, E. Muller . (199)

 J.J. PRUM

2005 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

2015 Riesling Auslese, Bernkasteler Lay, Gold  
 Capsule, (200)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, GK, J.J. 
      Prum ....................................................... (201)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Gold 
      Capsule, J.J. Prum .................................. (202)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

2016 Riesling Auslese, Bernkasteler Lay, Gold  
 Capsule, (200)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, Gold 
      Capsule, J.J. Prum .................................. (202)

 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

2017 Riesling Auslese, Wehlener Sonnenuhr, J.J. Prum 
  (201)

 MARKUS MOLITOR

2015 Riesling Auslese, Urziger Wurzgarten ***,  
 Markus (203)

 THE THIRD TWIN MOURVEDRE

2016 The Third Twin Mourvedre, Nuestra Senora del 
      Tercer Gemelo ........................................... 601

 CHAMPAGNE

 BILLECART SALMON CHAMPAGNE

NV Billecart Salmon Champagne, Cuvee Bicentenaire 
  (187)

 BILLECART SALMON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2004 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne, Blanc de 
      Blancs ..................................................... (768)

2008 Billecart Salmon Vintage Champagne, Extra Brut 
  769

 CEDRIC BOUCHARD CHAMPAGNE

NV Cedric Bouchard Champagne, Roses de Jeanne 
      Blanc de Noirs Cote de Val Vilaine ......... (283)

 DELAMOTTE VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1970 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection . 296,297

1985 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection ..... 298

1999 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection 
       ............................... 299,300,301,302,303,304

2000 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Collection 
       ........... 305,306,307,308,309,310,311,312,313

2007 Delamotte Vintage Champagne, Blanc de Blancs 
       ...................................................... (294),(295)

 DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2008 Dom Perignon Vintage Champagne 
       ................................... (642),(643),(644),(645)

 HENRIOT VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1988 Henriot Vintage Champagne, Cuvee des 
      Enchanteleurs ......................................... (188)

1990 Henriot Vintage Champagne, Cuvee des 
      Enchanteleurs ......................................... (189)

 KRUG VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1996 Krug Vintage Champagne ............................... 804

 LAURENT PERRIER VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

1998 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Alexandra, Rose ................................. 314,315

2004 Laurent Perrier Vintage Champagne, Cuvee 
      Alexandra, Rose . 316,317,318,319,320,321,322

 MARGUET VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2010 Marguet Vintage Champagne, Sapience .......... 284

 PIERRE PETERS CHAMPAGNE

NV Pierre Peters Champagne, Grande Reserve .. (285)

 PIERRE PETERS VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE

2013 Pierre Peters Vintage Champagne, Cuvee  
 Speciale, 286,287

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, LPV ............. (551)

 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

2013 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 553

2014 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ..... 554

2016 Schrader Cabernet Sauvignon, Old Sparky ... (552)

 SCREAMING EAGLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2007 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .. 1233,1235

2009 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 556

2010 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 557

2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 558

2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 593

2014 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 594

2015 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon ............. 595

 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon, The Flight 
  597

2016 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon .. 1234,1236

2018 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 
       .................................................. 596,744,1237

 SECOND FLIGHT OF EAGLES

2013 Second Flight of Eagles .................................. 581

 SHAFER CABERNET SAUVIGNON

2000 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 602

2001 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 603

2002 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 604

2003 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 605

2004 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 606

2005 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 607

2006 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 608

2007 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 609

2008 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 610

2009 Shafer Cabernet Sauvignon, Hillside Select .... 611

 THE FLIGHT RED

2015 The Flight Red ................................................ 582

2016 The Flight Red ............................................. (583)

2017 The Flight Red ............................................. (583)

 VERITE RED

2013 Verite Red, La Joie ...................................... (560)

 Verite Red, La Muse .................................... (560)

 Verite Red, Le Desir .................................... (560)

 CALIFORNIA RED

 QUINTESSA RED

2005 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2010 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2013 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

2014 Quintessa Red .............................................. (421)

 SINE QUA NON GRACIANO

2016 Sine Qua Non Graciano, The Third Twin ..... (598)

2017 Sine Qua Non Graciano, The Third Twin ..... (598)

 SINE QUA NON GRENACHE

2007 Sine Qua Non Grenache, Dangerous Birds ... (125)
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 CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON

2000 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien 
       ............................................. 500,501,502,889

2003 Chateau Leoville Barton, St. Julien ................. 523

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE LAS CASES

2003 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, St. Julien ..... 489,490

 CHATEAU LEOVILLE POYFERRE

2000 Chateau Leoville Poyferre, St. Julien ....... 376,503

 CHATEAU L’EVANGILE

2005 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 486

2008 Chateau L’Evangile, Pomerol .......................... 367

 CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

2000 Chateau Lynch Bages, Pauillac ................ 504,505

 CHATEAU MARGAUX

1996 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 379

2005 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................... 5

2009 Chateau Margaux, Margaux ............................ 466

 CHATEAU MONTROSE

2000 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ................ 506,507

2003 Chateau Montrose, St. Estephe ....................... 492

 CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD

1979 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... 1253

1986 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ...... 352,353

2009 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ...... 469,470

2010 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 471

2012 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 472

2015 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ........... (527)

2016 Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Pauillac ............. 528

 CHATEAU PAPE CLEMENT

2000 Chateau Pape Clement, Graves ....................... 508

 CHATEAU PAVIE

2005 Chateau Pavie, St. Emilion ....................... 473,494

 CHATEAU PICHON LALANDE

2000 Chateau Pichon Lalande, Pauillac . 509,510,511,890

 CHATEAU QUINAULT L’ENCLOS

2000 Chateau Quinault L’Enclos, St. Emilion ........ (512)

 CHATEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE

2000 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ......... 513,514

2005 Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte, Graves ................ 817

 CHATEAU TROPLONG MONDOT

2000 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ........... 892

2005 Chateau Troplong Mondot, St. Emilion ........... 495

 DOMAINE DE CHEVALIER

2000 Domaine de Chevalier, Graves ..................... (386)

 RED BURGUNDY

 A. GROS

2005 Chambolle Musigny, La Combe d’Orveau, A.  
 Gros 688

 VALENTINI

2015 Trebbiano D’Abruzzo, Valentini ...................... 292

2016 Trebbiano D’Abruzzo, Valentini ........... 1127,1128

 RED BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU AUSONE

2009 Chateau Ausone, St. Emilion .......................... 447

 CHATEAU BRANE CANTENAC

2000 Chateau Brane Cantenac, Margaux .............. (498)

 CHATEAU CALON SEGUR

2000 Chateau Calon Segur, St. Estephe ................... 686

 CHATEAU CHEVAL BLANC

2009 Chateau Cheval Blanc, St. Emilion ................. 448

 CHATEAU CLINET

2000 Chateau Clinet, Pomerol ................................. 359

 CHATEAU COS D’ESTOURNEL

2001 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 360

2005 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 812

2009 Chateau Cos d’Estournel, St. Estephe ............. 355

 CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU

1996 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien .......... (773)

2004 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ..... 362,363

2009 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou, St. Julien ..... 130,131

 CHATEAU GRUAUD LAROSE

2000 Chateau Gruaud Larose, St. Julien .................. 887

 CHATEAU HAUT BRION

1996 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 366

2006 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 450

2008 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 451

2012 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 452

2015 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 519

2016 Chateau Haut Brion, Graves ........................... 520

 CHATEAU LA GOMERIE

2000 Chateau La Gomerie, St. Emilion ................... 499

 CHATEAU LA MISSION HAUT BRION

2000 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 687

2006 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 453

2008 Chateau La Mission Haut Brion, Graves ......... 521

 CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

1986 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 350

2009 Chateau Lafite Rothschild, Pauillac ................ 373

 CHATEAU LARCIS DUCASSE

2005 Chateau Larcis Ducasse, St. Emilion .............. 487

 CHATEAU LATOUR

1988 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ..................................... 2

2000 Chateau Latour, Pauillac .......................... 356,458

2005 Chateau Latour, Pauillac ................................. 357

 CHATEAU LE DOME

2010 Chateau Le Dome, St. Emilion ....................... 814

 Riesling Auslese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr***,  
 Markus (203)

2016 Riesling Auslese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr***,  
 Markus (203)

2015 Riesling Beerenauslese, Zeltinger Sonnenuhr, 
      Markus Molitor ...................................... (203)

 ITALY

 B. GIACOSA

1998 Barolo, B. Giacosa ....................................... (661)

 CASANOVA DI NERI

2015 Brunello di Montalcino, Tenuta Nuova, Casanova 
  289,290

 CLERICO

2004 Barolo, Ciabot Mentin Ginestra, Clerico ......... 662

 EMIDIO PEPE

2010 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe ........ 291

2012 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe ...... 1125

2013 Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, Emidio Pepe ...... 1126

 G. CONTERNO

2010 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ........................... 95

2015 Barolo, Cerretta, G. Conterno ...................... (205)

 G. MASCARELLO

2010 Barolo, Monprivato, G. Mascarello ................ 208

 G. QUINTARELLI

1998 Alzero, G. Quintarelli ....................................... 97

1997 Amarone, G. Quintarelli ................................. 658

 GAJA

1995 Barbaresco, Sori San Lorenzo, Gaja ................. 98

1997 Brunello di Montalcino, Rennina, Gaja ............. 99

 L. SANDRONE

1996 Barolo, Cannubi Boschis, L. Sandrone ........... 100

 Barolo, Le Vigne, L. Sandrone ....................... 659

 MONTEVERTINE

2007 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

2014 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine .................... (825)

2015 Le Pergole Torte, Montevertine ...................... 826

 POGGIO DI SOTTO

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Riserva, Poggio di Sotto 
  346,347,348,349

 TENUTA SAN GUIDO

2012 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido ........................... 483

 VALDICAVA

2010 Brunello di Montalcino, Madonna del Piano, 
      Riserva, Valdicava .................................. (827)

2012 Brunello di Montalcino, Madonna del Piano, 
      Riserva, Valdicava .................................. (827)

2013 Brunello di Montalcino, Madonna del Piano, 
      Riserva, Valdicava .................................. (827)
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 J.M. FOURRIER

2014 Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, J.M. Fourrier ....... 52

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J.M. 
      Fourrier ....................................................... 53

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, Vieilles 
      Vignes, J.M. Fourrier ................................... 54

 L. JADOT

2013 Beaune Rouge, Clos des Couchereaux, L. Jadot 
       ............................................................. (1140)

2002 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (793)

2006 Bonnes Mares, L. Jadot ............................... (793)

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, L. Jadot ......... 758,759

2002 Clos Vougeot, L. Jadot ................................. (794)

2013 Clos Vougeot, L. Jadot ............................... (1141)

 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot . 818

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, L. Jadot 
       .............................................. 1209,1210,1211

2005 Griotte Chambertin, L. Jadot ........................ (819)

 Latricieres Chambertin, L. Jadot .................. (819)

2002 Musigny, L. Jadot ............................................. 55

2017 Musigny, L. Jadot ........................................... 760

 L. LEMOINE

2000 Gevrey Chambertin, Lavaux St. Jacques, L. 
      LeMoine ...................................................... 56

 LAMARCHE

2015 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche ............................... 1107

2016 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche ............................... 1108

2017 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche ...................... 1109,1110

2018 Clos Vougeot, Lamarche .............................. (272)

2015 Echezeaux, Lamarche ................................... 1111

2017 Echezeaux, Lamarche ........................... 1112,1113

2018 Echezeaux, Lamarche .................................. (272)

2016 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ......... 273

 La Grande Rue, Lamarche ............................ 1114

2017 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche ......... 274

2018 La Grande Rue, Cuvee 1959, Lamarche 
       .................................................. 275,276,1115

2015 Nuits St. Georges, Les Cras, Lamarche ...... (1116)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Lamarche ...... 1120

2016 Vosne Romanee, La Croix Rameau, Lamarche . 1117

 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Lamarche . 1119

2017 Vosne Romanee, La Croix Rameau, Lamarche . 1118

2018 Vosne Romanee, Les Malconsorts, Lamarche . (272)

 Vosne Romanee, Les Suchots, Lamarche ........ 277

 MARQUIS D’ANGERVILLE

2005 Pommard, Combes Dessus, Marquis d’Angerville 
  696

2016 Volnay, Clos des Ducs, Marquis d’Angerville . (153)

 O. BERNSTEIN

2016 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, O. Bernstein ......... 761

 DUROCHE

2018 Echezeaux, Duroche ..................................... 1102

 FAIVELEY

2012 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, Faiveley ............. (789)

 Clos Vougeot, Faiveley ................................ (789)

2013 Corton, Clos des Cortons, Faiveley 
       .............................................. 1137,1138,1139

2006 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley .................. (252)

2012 Latricieres Chambertin, Faiveley .................. (789)

2016 Musigny, Faiveley ........................................ 1203

2009 Nuits St. Georges, Les Chaignots, Faiveley ...... 33

2011 Nuits St. Georges, Les Damodes, Faiveley ... (252)

 FOURRIER

2010 Gevrey Chambertin, Combe Aux Moines, Vieilles 
  791

2014 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Cuvee 
      Centenaire, Fourrier .................................. 54A

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Clos St. Jacques, Vieilles 
      Vignes, Fourrier ......................................... 269

 H. GOUGES

2018 Nuits St. Georges, Clos des Porrets, H. Gouges 
       ................................................................ 1103

 HUDELOT-NOELLAT

2018 Richebourg, Hudelot-Noellat ............ 270,680,681

 Romanee St. Vivant, Hudelot-Noellat .... 271,1105

 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaumonts, Hudelot-Noellat 
  1106

 J. DROUHIN

2013 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin ......... 35,36

2015 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, J. Drouhin .............. 37

2013 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  38,40

2014 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (149)

2016 Chambolle Musigny, Les Amoureuses, J. Drouhin 
  (149)

 Chambolle Musigny, Premier Cru, J. Drouhin . (150)

2013 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ..................... 39,41

2017 Grands Echezeaux, J. Drouhin ...................... 1205

2010 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin .................... (42)

2013 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ....................... 43

2017 Griottes Chambertin, J. Drouhin ................. (1206)

2016 Musigny, J. Drouhin ....................................... 151

2013 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin .. 45

2017 Vosne Romanee, Les Petits Monts, J. Drouhin . 1208

 J. GRIVOT

2005 Vosne Romanee, Les Beaux Monts, J. Grivot . 693

 J.F. MUGNIER

2005 Nuits St. Georges, Clos de la Marechale, J.F. 
      Mugnier .................................................... 695

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

2006 Corton, Bouchard, Pere et Fils ...................... 1133

 CHATEAU DE LA TOUR

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Chateau de la  
 Tour (777)

 CHEZEAUX

2017 Griottes Chambertin, Chezeaux .................... 1198

 CHEZEAUX (PONSOT)

2004 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Chezeaux  
 (Ponsot) 1134,1135

 COMTE DE VOGUE

2006 Bonnes Mares, Comte de Vogue .................. (778)

 COQUARD-LOISON-FLEUROT

2017 Clos de la Roche, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ..... 674

2018 Clos de la Roche, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ... 1100

2017 Echezeaux, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ............... 675

2018 Echezeaux, Coquard-Loison-Fleurot ............. 1101

 D. BACHELET

2018 Charmes Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  1199

2017 Gevrey Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes, D. Bachelet 
  (1201)

2018 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Corbeaux, Vieilles 
      Vignes, D. Bachelet ................................. 1200

 D. LAURENT

2005 Vosne Romanee, Aux Beaux Monts, Vieilles 
      Vignes, D. Laurent .................................. (780)

 DOMAINE DE LA ROMANEE CONTI

1996 DRC Assortment, Domaine de la Romanee Conti 
       .................................................................. 139

2016 La Tache, Domaine de la Romanee Conti ....... 752

 DOMAINE DE MONTILLE

2006 Clos Vougeot, Domaine de Montille ............. 1136

 DOMAINE DES CHEZEAUX

2015 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Domaine des 
      Chezeaux .................................................. 738

2014 Griottes Chambertin, Domaine des Chezeaux . 741

 DOMAINE DU CLOS DE TART

2016 Clos de Tart, Domaine du Clos de Tart ........... 536

 DOMAINE LEROY

1998 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy .......................... 24

2000 Clos Vougeot, Domaine Leroy .......................... 25

 DUJAC

2006 Bonnes Mares, Dujac ..................................... 142

2008 Clos de la Roche, Dujac ................................. 787

2016 Gevrey Chambertin, Les Combottes, Dujac .... 145

2004 Morey St. Denis, Premier Cru, Dujac ............. 788
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 WHITE BURGUNDY

 A. BICHOT

2014 Montrachet, A. Bichot .................................... 762

 B. MOREAU

2018 Meursault, Les Charmes Dessus, B. Moreau 
       ......................................................... 279,1121

 Meursault, Les Poruzots Dessus, B. Moreau 
       ......................................................... 280,1122

 BLAIN-GAGNARD

2016 Montrachet, Blain-Gagnard ............................ 158

 BONNEAU DU MARTRAY

2007 Corton Charlemagne, Bonneau du Martray ... 1177

 BOUCHARD, PERE ET FILS

1999 Chevalier Montrachet, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . 1178

2002 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . 1179

2004 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
       ....................................................... 1180,1181

2006 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils 
       ....................................................... 1182,1183

2008 Corton Charlemagne, Bouchard, Pere et Fils . 1184

 COCHE-DURY

2017 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Coche-Dury ............ 1123

2016 Meursault, Perrieres, Coche-Dury .................. 167

2017 Meursault, Coche-Dury ................................ 1124

 COMTE LAFON

2016 Meursault, Clos de Barrone, Comte Lafon ...... 169

2004 Montrachet, Comte Lafon ................................. 65

 DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

2013 Batard Montrachet, Domaine Leflaive ............ 820

2004 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 731

 Puligny Montrachet, Les Pucelles, Domaine 
      Leflaive ..................................................... 733

2005 Puligny Montrachet, Clavoillon, Domaine  
 Leflaive 732

 FEVRE

2012 Chablis, Vaulorent, Fevre ........................... (1189)

2013 Chablis, Les Clos, Fevre ............................ (1188)

2015 Chablis, Bougros, Cote de Bouguerots, Fevre 
       .............................................. 1185,1186,1187

 H. BOILLOT

2004 Corton Charlemagne, H. Boillot ........... 1190,1191

2006 Criots Batard Montrachet, H. Boillot 
       .............................................. 1192,1193,1194

 J.M. ROULOT

2018 Corton Charlemagne, J.M. Roulot .................. 281

 E. GUIGAL

2013 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, E. Guigal ............... 480

 Cote Rotie, La Mouline, E. Guigal ................. 481

 Cote Rotie, La Turque, E. Guigal ................... 482

2015 Ermitage, Ex Voto, E. Guigal .......................... 764

2012 Ermitage Blanc, Ex Voto, E. Guigal ................ 765

2015 Ermitage Blanc, Ex Voto, E. Guigal ......... 766,767

 H. BONNEAU

2011 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Marie Beurrier, H. 
      Bonneau .................................................. 1226

 Chateauneuf du Pape, Reserve des Celestins, H. 
      Bonneau ......................................... 1229,1230

2013 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee Marie Beurrier, H. 
      Bonneau ......................................... 1227,1228

 M. CHAPOUTIER

1999 Ermitage Blanc, De l’Oree, M. Chapoutier .... 1231

2012 Ermitage Blanc, L’Ermite, M. Chapoutier ..... 1232

 P. JABOULET

2009 Hermitage, La Chapelle, P. Jaboulet ............... 803

 SPAIN

 COMANDO G

2018 La Brena, Comando G .................................... 293

 CVNE

2001 Rioja, Vina Real, Gran Reserva, CVNE ......... 807

 VEGA SICILIA UNICO

2011 Vega Sicilia Unico ................................ 1129,1130

 VEGA SICILIA VALBUENA 5*

2016 Vega Sicilia Valbuena 5* ...................... 1131,1132

 WHITE BORDEAUX

 CHATEAU D’YQUEM

1990 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 392

1995 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 879

1999 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (394)

2000 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 395

2001 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .................... 396,397

2002 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 398

2003 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ................. 399,(400)

2005 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 401

2006 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 402

2007 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 403

2008 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (531)

2009 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes 
       .................................... 133,(404),405,406,407

2011 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................ (134)

2013 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes ........................... 135

2015 Chateau d’Yquem, Sauternes .................... 408,409

2017 Chambertin, Clos de Beze, O. Bernstein ....... 1215

 PERROT-MINOT

2009 Morey St. Denis, La Riotte, Vieilles Vignes, 
      Perrot-Minot .............................................. 697

 PONSOT

2016 Chapelle Chambertin, Ponsot ............... 1142,1143

1990 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 706

2004 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ....................................................... 1144,1145

2014 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ...................................... 1146,1147,1148,1149

2015 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ....... 157

2016 Clos de la Roche, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot 
       ..................... 1150,1151,1152,1153,1154,1155

2009 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ........... 753

2013 Clos St. Denis, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot ......... 1156

2012 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .......... 1157

2014 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1158,1159

2015 Clos Vougeot, Vieilles Vignes, Ponsot .. 1160,1161

2011 Corton, Bressandes, Ponsot .......................... 1162

2014 Corton, Bressandes, Ponsot .......................... 1163

 Corton, Cuvee du Bourdon, Ponsot 
       ............................. 1165,1166,1167,1168,1169

2015 Corton, Cuvee du Bourdon, Ponsot ...... 1170,1171

2016 Corton, Bressandes, Ponsot .......................... 1164

 Corton, Cuvee du Bourdon, Ponsot ............... 1172

2004 Morey St. Denis, Cuvee des Allouettes, Ponsot 
       ................................................................ 1176

2011 Morey St. Denis, Clos des Monts Luisants, 
      Pressee du Centenaire, Ponsot . 1173,1174,1175

 PRIEURE-ROCH

2016 Clos Vougeot, Prieure-Roch ......................... 1217

 R. CHEVILLON

1999 Nuits St. Georges, Les St. Georges, R. Chevillon 
  278

 RHONE

 CHATEAU DE BEAUCASTEL

2009 Chateauneuf du Pape, Hommage a Jacques Perrin, 
  (822)

 CHATEAU RAYAS

1995 Cotes du Rhone, Chateau de Fonsalette, Chateau 
  80

 DELAS FRERES

2016 Cote Rotie, La Landonne, Delas Freres ...... (1223)

 Hermitage, Les Bressandes, Delas Freres ... (1224)

 DOMAINE DU PEGAU

2016 Chateauneuf du Pape, Cuvee da Capo, Domaine 
      du Pegau ................................................. (822)
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 L. JADOT

2014 Chevalier Montrachet, Les Demoiselles, L. Jadot 
  821

2017 Montrachet, L. Jadot ...................................... 763

 PIERRE-YVES COLIN MOREY

2016 Chassagne Montrachet, Abbaye de Morgeot, 
      Pierre-Yves Colin Morey ............... (171),(172)

 St. Aubin, En Remilly, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey 
  (175)

 St. Aubin, Le Banc, Pierre-Yves Colin Morey . (175)

 PONSOT

2012 Corton Charlemagne, Ponsot ........................ 1195

2016 Morey St. Denis Blanc, Clos des Monts Luisants, 
  (1196)

 ROULOT

2014 Meursault, Clos des Boucheres, Roulot .......... 180

 Meursault, Perrieres, Roulot ........................... 183

2016 Meursault, Roulot ........................................ (177)
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Neck

Base Neck
Top Shoulder
Very High Shoulder
High Shoulder
High to Mid Shoulder
Mid Shoulder

Low Shoulder
Below Shoulder

Capsule

BOTTLE DESCRIPTIONS
BORDEAUX

NECK:
Normal level for all wines. In wines over ten years of age, this level 
suggests excellent provenance. Rarely used, except to emphasize a 

less than perfect.

BASE NECK:

wines of any age, this level suggests excellent provenance.

TOP-SHOULDER:

wine. For wines of any age, this level suggests excellent provenance.

VERY HIGH SHOULDER:

storage conditions throughout its life. Natural occurrence for wines 
of this age.

HIGH SHOULDER:
Usually not a problem for wines thirty years of age. This level may 
be caused by easing of the cork combined with natural evaporation. 
Check the clarity and the color of the wine in the bottle as a second-
ary indicator of provenance.

HIGH-TO-MID-SHOULDER:
Refer to High Shoulder and Mid-Shoulder level descriptions.

MID SHOULDER:
May suggest ullage during the life of the wine due to either easing of 
the cork or inconsistent storage conditions. Not abnormal for wines 

inspect clarity and color of the wine in the bottle, as well as condi-
tion of the cork.

LOW SHOULDER AND BELOW:
-

able, with exception given to rare bottlings and/or labels. (Not rec-
ommended for consumption.)

BOTTLE CONDITIONS
PREFIX

Because the shape of Burgundy bottles does not allow for a level rating system based on the shoulder of the bottle, levels are described by means of 

though consideration should be given to the clarity and color of the wine in the bottle, as well as the condition of the cork. Bottles with ullage between 

may cause a few drops of wine to become trapped between the capsule and the cork. This should not be confused with ullage, a natural occurrence in 
older wines, which may be accelerated due to poor provenance.

BN Base Neck Level
TS Top Shoulder Level
VHS Very-High-Shoulder Level
HS High-Shoulder Level
HTMS High-to-Mid-Shoulder Level
MS Mid-Shoulder Level
LS Low Shoulder

v - very    s - slightly  
l – lightly  h – heavily

CORK CONDITIONS
CC Corroded Capsule
CRC Cracked Capsule
CUC Cut Capsule

NC Nicked Capsule
NOC No Capsule
WC Wrinkled Capsule
WXC Waxed Capsule
TC Torn Capsule
DC   Depressed Cork
SDC   Slightly Depressed Cork
PC   Protruding Cork
SPC Slightly Protruding Cork
SOS   Signs of Seepage
SSOS Slight Signs of Seepage

    (Usually done to authenticate)

OCB Original Cardboard Box
OGB Original Gift Box
OWC Original Wooden Case
2OCB Two Original Cardboard Boxes
2OWC Two Original Wood Cases
CRW Cracked Wood

BOTTLE SIZES
Half Bottle........................................ .375 Litres
Bottle................................................ .750 Litres
Magnum........................................... 1.5 Litres
Double Magnum.............................. 3 Litres
Jéroboam (Burgundy,
Champagne & Rhône)..................... 3 Litres
Jéroboam (Bordeaux)...................... 4½-5 Litres
Impérial...........................................  6 Litres
Methuselah (Burgundy,
Champagne & Rhône)..................... 6 Litres
Salmanazar....................................... 9 Litres
Balthazar.......................................... 12 Litres
Nebuchadnezzar...............................  15 Litres
Melchior........................................... 18 Litres

BSL Bin Soiled Label
GSL Glue Stained Label
WASL Water Stained Label
WISL Wine Stained Label
WASVL Water Stained Vintage Label
WISVL Wine Stained Vintage Label
FL Faded Label
LL Loose Label
NL Nicked Label
SCL Scuffed Label
TAL Tattered Label
TL Torn Label
TSL Tissue Stained Label
WOL Writing on Label
WRL Wrinkled Label
STL Stained Label
NOL No Label
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BUYERS CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. BUYER’S AGREEMENT.

By bidding at auction, each bidder (“Bidder”) agrees that these 
Conditions of Sale (“Conditions of Sale”) constitute the agreement 
between Bidder, on the one hand, and Acker Auction DE, LLC 
(“Acker” or “Acker Auction DE”), for Delaware live auctions, 
Acker Merrall & Condit Company (“AMC”) for California 
internet auctions and/or Acker Auction, Inc. (“Acker Auction”), 
for live New York Auctions (each respectively and together, 
“Acker” or “Auctioneer” or the seller/consignor the “Seller”), on 
the other hand, with respect to the sale of the property listed in the 
auction catalogue (in whatever format published) (“Property”).  
Acker may amend these Conditions of Sale or the catalogue from 
time to time and at any time through posted notices, addenda or 
errata or through oral auction site announcements during the sale.  
By bidding at auction, Bidder agrees to be bound by all of the 
terms and conditions of these Conditions of Sale and accepts 
personal liability to pay the purchase price, including the Buyer’s 
Premium (as defined below), taxes and any other applicable 
charges, for any successful bid. If the Bidder is the successful 
bidder by virtue of being the highest bidder accepted by the 
Auctioneer, or has otherwise agreed to purchase any lot, wines, 
spirits or other items, the Bidder is referred to herein as the“Buy-
er.”

2. ACKER AS AGENT.

Except as otherwise stated in these Conditions of Sale, Acker acts 
strictly as agent for the Seller.  
 
3. BEFORE AUCTION.
 
(a) Lots. Property is divided into separate groupings as determined 
by Acker in its sole and absolute discretion and each such group-
ing (a “Lot”) is subject to separate bidding at auction.
  
(b) Inspection.  Prior to auction, Bidder is advised to physically 
inspect any Property in which Bidder is interested in bidding and 
to rely on such inspection, as opposed to any descriptions in the 
catalogue or elsewhere.  

(c) Experts.  Acker may seek views of outside experts on certain 
Property either before or after the sale.  Some Property may be 
marked to indicate, or show other indicia, that it has been inspect-
ed by an expert (including visible writings, stampings and cut 
capsules). 

(d) Bidder Registration.  In order to bid at auction, Bidder must 
have an account with Acker or its affiliates.  Bidder can open such 
an account by: (i) completing and submitting a Bidder Registration 
form; (ii) completing and submitting an Absentee Bid form; or (iii) 
creating such account online (at www.ackerwines.com) or through 
the “Acker Wines” mobile app (available for downloading at the 
Apple App Store or Google Play Store).  In connection therewith, 
Bidder will be required to provide the card number, expiration date 
and security code for an active credit or debit card (Visa, Master-
Card or American Express), which Bidder authorizes Acker and its 
affiliates to validate.  Additionally, if an auction is set-up for 
payment in Cryptocurrencies (as defined below) via Acker’s 
vendor, BitPay, Inc. (“BitPay”), and Bidder desires to utilize this 
payment method, Bidder will be required to adhere to the BitPay 

verification process described Section 5(a)(iii) below. Acker and 
its affiliates may also require Bidder to provide bank or other 
financial references.  Acker and its affiliates retain the absolute 
right not to open or to close an account for any prospective 
Bidder and to refuse any prospective Bidder admission to, or 
participation in, any auction.  Bidders also agree to provide Acker 
with such information as Acker may reasonably require, includ-
ing a government issued identification containing a photograph, 
such as a passport, identity card or driver’s license.  Acker may 
use this information to verify Bidder’s identification and for other 
screening and due diligence purposes pursuant to its Privacy 
Policy (https://www.ackerwines.com/terms-conditions/#le-
gal-privacy), which is incorporated by reference.  If Bidder does 
not agree to the terms of the Acker Privacy Policy, please refrain 
from providing any personal information and cease any use of 
Acker’s website, apps, or other digital assets.

(e) Absentee, Telephone, Online and Mobile App Bidding.  
Prior to the sale, Bidders may make arrangements with Acker to 
participate at auction by absentee or telephone bidding.  Bidder 
may also participate in the sale by bidding through Acker’s and 
its affiliates’ online and/or mobile app bidding platforms, which 
participation shall be subject to the Website and Mobile App 
Terms of Use (available at https://www.acker-
wines.com/terms-conditions/). 

(f) Bidders wishing to participate by absentee bidding must 
complete and submit an Absentee Bid form to Acker in advance 
of the sale.  All absentee bids must be placed in United States 
Dollars.  If Acker receives identical absentee bids for any particu-
lar Lot and such bids are the highest amount for that Lot at 
auction, the winning bid for such Lot shall be determined by the 
Auctioneer in its sole and absolute discretion; provided that the 
exercise of the Auctioneer’s discretion is not in a discriminatory 
manner otherwise prohibited by applicable law.  The acceptance 
of absentee, telephone, online and mobile app bids for any Lot in 
a live auction is subject to the sole and absolute discretion of the 
Auctioneer.  With respect to bids placed through the online or 
mobile app bidding platforms, any online and mobile app notifi-
cations concerning Bidder’s bid status may be overridden by the 
Auctioneer.  As such, even if Bidder receives an online or mobile 
app notice indicating that its  bid has been accepted, please be 
advised that the Auctioneer may determine otherwise in its sole 
and absolute discretion, and the Auctioneer’s decision shall be 
final.  Acker offers complimentary absentee, telephone, online 
and mobile app bidding solely as a convenience to its clients.  In 
no event shall Acker or its affiliates or Auctioneer (or any of their 
respective officers, directors, shareholders, members, employees, 
attorneys, representatives, agents or assigns) be liable for any 
errors, omissions or failures relating to, arising from or in 
connection with the execution (or failure to properly execute) any 
absentee, telephone, online or mobile app bids. 

4. AT AUCTION.
 
a) Catalogues.  Bidder is advised to read the print or a PDF copy 
of the catalogue in its entirety.  While Acker has attempted to 
describe each Lot in the catalogue accurately, in no event shall 
Acker be liable for any error or omission in any such description.  
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Acker retains the absolute right to amend any description in any 
manner prior to and during the auction.  Classifications in the text 
are for identification purposes only and are based on standard 
sources.  Each statement regarding Property, whether oral or 
written, and whether made in the catalogue, an advertisement, bill 
of sale, invoice, addendum, notice, announcement, email, or other 
written or oral communication, is a statement of opinion ONLY 
and should not be relied upon by any Bidder.  Bidder must make 
appropriate allowances for natural variations of ullages, and 
conditions of cases, bottles, labels, caps, corks, capsules, and wine 
and spirits.  In no event shall Acker be required to accept a return, 
offer credit for, or adjust the price of any Property after delivery 
except under the terms stated in Section 5(e) below.  Images 
appearing in the catalogue or elsewhere are for illustrative and 
informational purposes only, and may not reveal defects or imper-
fections in any Lot.  Bidder is advised not to rely on images in 
determining whether to bid on Property, and is further advised to 
personally inspect any Property in which Bidder is interested in 
bidding prior to placing any bids.  ALL PROPERTY IS SOLD 
“AS IS”.
 
(b) No Representations, Warranties or Guarantees.  ACKER 
AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS AND SELLER 
(AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, 
DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOY-
EES, ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND 
ASSIGNS) MAKE NO ORAL OR WRITTEN EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR 
GUARANTEES AS TO THE MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE, ACCURACY, THE 
CORRECTNESS OF ANY CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION 
OR OTHER DESCRIPTION AS TO THE ORIGIN, PHYSI-
CAL CONDITION, SIZE, QUALITY, RARITY, AUTHEN-
TICITY, ATTRIBUTION, VALUE, ESTIMATED VALUE, 
IMPORTANCE, MEDIUM, PROVENANCE, EXHIBITION 
HISTORY, POTABILITY, LITERATURE, HISTORICAL 
RELEVANCE OR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES CON-
CERNING ANY PROPERTY.
 
(c) Non-Fungible Tokens.  From time to time, Acker may offer 
at auction a Property that is associated with a non-fungible token 
(“NFT”).  NFTs are unique software identification codes recorded 
in embedded “smart contracts” that leverage blockchain technolo-
gy to identify the rightful owner, chain-of-title, and original issuer 
of the NFT. 

 (i) Without limiting the generality of the Section 4(b) above 
and notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, 
ACKER, ITS AFFILIATES AND SELLER (AND EACH 
OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, 
SHAREHOLDERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTOR-
NEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) 
cannot and do not represent or warrant that an NFT is 
reliable, current or error-free, meets Bidder’s requirements, 
or that defects in the NFT will be corrected.  Acker cannot 
and does not represent or warrant that an NFT or the deliv-
ery mechanism for the NFT are free of viruses or other 
harmful components. 

(ii) Bidder acknowledges and agrees that ownership of an 
NFT carries no rights, express or implied, other than proper-
ty rights to the NFT.  Bidder acknowledges and agrees that 

NFTs may be issued by third parties and not by Acker itself, 
and that the transfer of title to the NFT may be subject to 
separate terms and conditions established by the issuer of the 
NFT and applicable to all subsequent owners. Similarly, 
Bidder acknowledges and agrees that NFTs may be issued by 
Acker and that transfer of title to the NFT will be subject to 
separate terms and conditions established by Acker and 
applicable to all subsequent owners.   All Bidders should 
refer to a catalogue descriptions for a synopsis of key supple-
mental terms that may be applicable to Lots that include 
NFTs.

(iii) Bidder acknowledges and agrees that there are risks 
associated with purchasing and holding NFTs.  By purchas-
ing, holding and using NFTs, Bidder expressly acknowledg-
es and assumes all risks associated therewith including, but 
not limited to, risk of losing access to the NFT due to loss of 
private key(s), custodial errors or purchaser errors, risk of 
mining attacks, risk of hacking and security weaknesses, risk 
of unfavorable regulatory changes, actions or intervention in 
one or more jurisdictions, risks related to token taxation, 
personal information disclosure, fraud, counterfeiting, cyber 
attacks and other technical difficulties that may prevent 
access to or use of NFTs, risk of uninsured losses, unantici-
pated risks, volatility and market risks, such that the value of 
NFTs are subject to the potential for permanent or total loss 
of value.  

(iv) Bidder acknowledges that Bidder has sufficient under-
standing of the functionality, usage, storage, transmission 
mechanisms and other material characteristics of 
cryptographic tokens (like NFTs), token storage mechanisms 
(such as token wallets), blockchain technology and block-
chain-based software systems to understand these terms and 
to appreciate the risks and implications of purchasing and 
owning NFTs.  Bidder acknowledges that Bidder has 
obtained sufficient information to make an informed 
decision about owning an NFT, including carefully review-
ing the terms of the applicable smart contract and the NFT 
and fully understands and accepts such terms.

(v) Bidder acknowledges that there is substantial uncertainty 
as to the characterization of NFTs and other digital assets 
under applicable law.  Bidder represents and warrants that 
Bidder has the right to purchase and own an NFT in compli-
ance with applicable laws and regulation relating to such 
purchase and ownership in Bidder’s jurisdiction.

(d) Reserve Price.  Each Lot is sold subject to a reserve price, 
which is the minimum price below which the Lot will not be sold 
(unless the Auctioneer choses, in its sole and absolute discretion, 
to accept a lower price and Acker pays the Seller as if the Lot had 
sold at the reserve price).  While Acker has the right to raise or 
lower the reserve price at any time prior to the time the Lot is 
opened for bidding by the Auctioneer during the live auction, 
under no circumstance shall the reserve price for a Lot exceed the 
low estimate for that Lot as printed in the catalogue or as amended 
by any oral or posted notice.  The reserve price for each Lot is 
available to prospective Bidders upon request, but Acker shall 
have no ongoing obligation to notify a prospective Bidder who has 
been informed of any reserve price if such reserve price has there-
after been changed.
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(e) Symbol Identifying Interest in Certain Lots.  If Acker or its 
affiliates has a financial interest in any Lot, including a full or 
partial ownership interest or the provision to the Seller of a 
minimum price guarantee, such Lot will be identified in the 
catalogue by the symbol *.  Any such financial interest may be 
held by Acker or its affiliates or jointly by Acker or its affiliates 
and a third party.  Acker or its affiliates and any third party 
holding a financial interest in a Lot jointly with Acker and/or its 
affiliates benefit financially if such a Lot is sold at or above a 
particular price and may incur a loss if it is not.  Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, Bidder shall be deemed to have waived any further 
claim against Acker and its affiliates as to the failure to provide 
disclosures beyond those statutorily required to the maximum 
extent permitted by applicable law. 

(f) Estimates.  Each Lot in the catalogue is accompanied by a low 
and high estimate of the selling price, which estimates exclude the 
Buyer’s Premium (as defined below), taxes and any other applica-
ble charges.  While estimates are intended as a general guide for 
prospective Bidders, in no event do they constitute either a repre-
sentation or prediction of an actual selling price or value and 
should not be relied upon by Bidder as such.  Acker reserves the 
right to revise estimates at any time prior to the time the Lot is 
opened for bidding. 

(g) Bidding. 

(i) Bidder Warranties, Representation and Covenants. By 
bidding at auction (whether in person or through an agent, 
or through absentee, telephone, online, or mobile app 
bidding, or by other means), Bidder warrants, represents and 
covenants that: (A) Bidder is at least twenty-one (21) years 
of age; (B) Bidder has the legal authority, right, and capacity 
to buy, receive, possess and otherwise deal in any Lot 
purchased; (C) any bids made by Bidder or on Bidder’s 
behalf are not pursuant to any anti-competitive agreement 
and are otherwise in compliance with all applicable laws; 
(D) any funds used to pay for Property were not directly or 
indirectly obtained from any criminal activity; and (E) 
Bidder (and any other party or entity on whose behalf 
Bidder may be bidding or acting) is not subject to any trade 
sanctions, embargoes or any other restrictions on trade in 
the United States or any other in jurisdiction in which 
Bidder or any such other party resides or conducts business.  
For the avoidance of doubt, if Bidder is bidding as an agent, 
each of the foregoing representations and warranties are 
made on behalf of both Bidder and its principal.

(ii) Bids per Lot. Unless otherwise announced by the 
Auctioneer, all bids are per Lot in consecutive numerical 
order as they appear in the catalogue. 

(iii) Bidding Up to the Reserve Price. Subject to the 
Auctioneer’s sole and absolute discretion, bids shall be 
entered in the order in which they are received.  The 
Auctioneer may open bidding on any Lot by placing a bid 
on behalf of the Seller.  The Auctioneer may further bid on 
behalf of the Seller up to but not at or exceeding the amount 
of the reserve price by placing successive or consecutive 
bids for the Lot, or by placing bids in response to bids 
placed by any other Bidder.

(iv) Bidding by Acker.  Acker and its affiliates reserve the 
right to bid for their own accounts or to procure the making 
of a bid on their behalf,  and provide notice of such right in 
their auction catalogues, online auction platform(s), and 
prior to live auctions in accordance with applicable law.

(v) Bidding by Acker Employees.  Acker reserves the right to 
permit its employees (in the sole and absolute discretion of 
Acker) to bid for their own accounts on any Lot in the sale.   
Employees shall bid only by absentee bid submitted prior to 
the auction and if they do not have certain confidential infor-
mation about the lot on which they are bidding and other-
wise comply with our employee bidding procedures.  
Employees may be permitted to bid at a discounted Buyer’s 
Premium. Acker’s discount policy shall be disclosed to any 
Bidder who requests it.  

(vi) Bidding Not Reaching the Reserve Price.  If bidding on 
a Lot does not reach the reserve price, the Auctioneer may 
remove the Lot from sale.  At the time of such removal and 
before bidding on another Lot begins, the Auctioneer shall 
announce that the removed Lot has been “passed”, “bought 
in” or other term of similar meaning.

(vii) Hammer Price.  The Bidder making the highest bid 
accepted by the Auctioneer will become the Buyer.  The 
striking of the Auctioneer’s hammer marks the acceptance 
of such bid as the “hammer price” and the creation of a 
contract for sale between Seller and Buyer. The Auctioneer 
has discretion to reopen bidding at any time during the 
auction in which case no contract shall be formed until such 
final bidding is completed.

(viii) Bidding Increments. The following are the bidding 
increments that will generally apply to bids, whether placed 
in person or through an agent, or through absentee, 
telephone, online, or mobile app bidding, or by other means; 
provided, however, that all increments during an auction are 
subject to change or modification in the sole and absolute 
discretion of the Auctioneer.  Any absentee bid submitted in 
an incorrect bidding increment will automatically be round-
ed down to the closest correct increment.  

Current Bid  Bidding Increments
$0 up to $1000  $50
$1000 up to $2000  $100
$2000 up to $3000  $200
$3000 up to $5000  $200, $500, $800
$5000 up to $10,000 $500
$10,000 up to $20,000 $1000
$20,000 up to $30,000 $2000
$30,000 and more  Auctioneer’s Discretion

(ix) No Liability for Bidding Errors.  In no event shall Acker 
or its affiliates or Auctioneer (or any of their respective 
officers, directors, shareholders, members, employees, 
attorneys, representatives, agents or assigns) be liable for 
any errors, omissions or failures relating to, arising from or 
in connection with the execution (or failure to properly 
execute) of any bids, whether placed in person or through an 
agent, or through absentee, telephone, online, or mobile app 
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bidding, or by other means, including errors or omissions 
relating to the loss of connection with the internet or Acker’s 
on-line or mobile app bidding platforms.

 
(h) Parcel Lots.  In the event that the catalogue lists a sequence of 
Lots carrying the same estimates and consisting of the same type of 
wine or spirits, quantity and bottle size (each a “Parcel”), Buyer of 
the first Lot in such Parcel may, in the sole and absolute discretion 
of the auctioneer, be granted the option to buy any or all additional 
Lots in the Parcel for the same hammer price if there is no higher 
absentee bid on any subsequent Lot within the Parcel.  If the option 
is not exercised on all such Lots, the Auctioneer will open bidding 
on the next unsold Lot and may elect to offer Buyer of that Lot the 
option to take any or all of the remaining Lots in the Parcel.  
Bidding shall continue in the same manner until all Lots in the 
Parcel have been offered and declared sold or unsold by the 
auctioneer.

(i) Auctioneer’s Discretion.  Acker and/or the Auctioneer shall 
have the sole and absolute discretion to: (i) withdraw any Lot; (ii) 
divide any Lot; (iii) combine any two or more Lots; (iv) accept or 
refuse any bid (whether made in in person or through an agent, or 
through absentee, telephone, online, or mobile app bidding, or by 
other means); (v) advance the bidding (in accordance with Section 
4.g.(iv) above),  including changing the increments, in such a 
manner as deemed appropriate; and (vi) in the event of error or 
dispute or multiple bids of the same amount, determine the 
successful bidder, continue the bidding, cancel the sale, or reoffer 
and resell the disputed Lot.  Wherever Acker and/or the Auctioneer 
exercises such discretion, its decision shall be final, binding and 
conclusive in all respects.    

(j) Buyer’s Premium.  The total amount due from Buyer for each 
Lot shall be the hammer price plus a commission equal to twen-
ty-four and one-half percent (24.5%) of the hammer price (“Buy-
er’s Premium”), in addition to any applicable taxes. If Buyer 
purchased a Property that includes an NFT, the same Buyer’s 
Premium amount will be due in addition to any applicable taxes. 

(k) Discounted Buyer’s Premium.  Acker provides discounts on 
the buyer’s premium to Bidders who transact with Acker or its 
affiliates over certain dollar thresholds. Acker’s discount policy 
shall be disclosed to any Bidder who requests it. Acker may deny 
such discounts for any particular auction on prior notice to the 
Bidders eligible for this discount before such auction takes place.   

(l) Post-Auction Sale of Property.  Any post-auction sale of 
Property offered at auction and sold in a private treaty sale shall 
incorporate and be subject to these Conditions of Sale as if sold at 
the live auction.  

 
5. AFTER AUCTION.
 
(a) Payment.

(i) When Due.  Final invoices reflecting the total amount due 
will be sent to each Buyer within seven (7) days following the 
auction (email to suffice).  Buyer agrees to pay such invoice in 
full within thirty (30) days following the date of auction.  Any 
amount of such invoice which remains unpaid more than thirty 

(30) days after the date of auction will be subject to a late fee 
equal to eighteen percent (18%) interest per annum, calculated 
on a daily basis, until such unpaid amount has been paid (“Late 
Fee”), notwithstanding any other provision of these Conditions 
of Sale.

(ii)Method of Payment – U.S. Dollars.  Except as provided in 
Section 5 (a)(iii) below, payment of each invoice must be made 
in United States Dollars.   Payment may be made by wire trans-
fer, check and/or certain credit or debit cards (subject to the 
provisions herein).  Any check returned unpaid will be subject 
to a $100 processing fee and will not be deemed paid for 
purposes of determining whether payment has been timely 
received.  Visa, MasterCard and American Express are accept-
ed, without a convenience fee, for payments in the aggregate of 
up to $15,000.00 per auction.  To the extent permitted by law, 
the portion of any payment made by credit card in excess of 
$15,000.00 per auction shall be subject to a 3% convenience 
fee.  By bidding at auction, Bidder authorizes Acker, without 
further notice to Bidder, to charge any credit or debit card used 
by Bidder to create an account with Acker and its affiliates or 
to make payment on any current or past invoice issued to 
Bidder by Acker or its affiliates, any balance of Bidder’s 
invoice that remains unpaid more than thirty (30) days after the 
auction (in addition to both a 3% convenience fee on any 
amount in excess of $15,000.00 and all other applicable fees 
and expenses, including late fees).

(iii) Method of Payment – Cryptocurrency.  For sales that 
permit payment in Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Dogecoin, 
PAX, Gemini Dollar or BUSD (each a “Cryptocurrency” and 
collectively, the “Cryptocurrencies”), payment may be made 
via a digital wallet transfer of Cryptocurrency to Acker’s 
digital wallet.  To accept Cryptocurrency as a form of payment, 
Acker has entered into an agreement with BitPay, a block-
chain/cryptocurrency payment processor that enables Acker to 
accept Cryptocurrencies as a payment method for invoices.  
Bidder may deliver Cryptocurrency payment from Bidder’s 
digital wallet maintained at BitPay or from a digital wallet 
hosted at another exchange that is registered to Bidder, or if 
Bidder registered a bid as a company, then in the name of the 
company.  Prior to receiving payment from Bidder, BitPay may 
require that Bidder complete a verification process and create a 
“BitPay ID” at the time of payment.  Bidder agrees, upon 
Acker’s request, to provide documentation confirming that the 
Cryptocurrency payment was made from a digital wallet regis-
tered in the name of Bidder or the company that Bidder 
represents.  Partial payments will not be accepted.  Further-
more, partial payments from multiple digital wallets or using 
multiple Cryptocurrencies will not be allowed.  If Bidder 
purchases multiple Lots, Bidder may pay for one Lot from one 
digital wallet using one Cryptocurrency and for another Lot 
from a different digital wallet using the same or a different 
Cryptocurrency, but payment must be accomplished through 
separate transactions for each Lot.  For Cryptocurrency 
payments, the spot rate of exchange for the relevant Cryptocur-
rency will be set on the date Acker submits a payment request 
through BitPay and will be based on the rate set forth by BitPay 
as available through its exchange.  All payments made using 
Cryptocurrency shall be subject to a 1% transaction fee, provid-
ed that this transaction fee will be waived if Acker receives 
Bidder’s full payment in good and cleared funds within two (2) 
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weeks of the auction.  Acker reserves the right to add or remove 
any and all Cryptocurrencies as a payment option at any time 
and in its sole discretion.  

If Bidder makes payment in Cryptocurrency from a digital 
wallet, Bidder represents and warrants that the source of wealth 
for the digital wallet is not attributable, either directly or 
indirectly, to (i) a citizen or resident of, or located in, a 
geographic area that is the target of sanctions or embargoes 
imposed by the European Union, the United Kingdom, the 
United Nations or the United States or (ii) an individual, or an 
individual employed by or associated with an entity, identified 
on the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Denied Persons or 
Entity List, the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Specially Desig-
nated Nationals or Blocked Persons Lists, or the U.S. Depart-
ment of State’s Debarred Parties List, or similar lists promul-
gated by the government of the European Union, the United 
Kingdom, or the United Nations. 

(b) Title and Taxes.  

(i) New York Live Auctions (“New York Live Auctions”). 
Except for the transfer of title and ownership of Property 
associated with an NFT, which will be subject to the provi-
sions of Section 5(b)(iv) below, title to and ownership of 
purchased Property passes to Buyer in the State of New 
York, where New York live auctions are fulfilled and where 
all Property will be located at the time of the auction and 
when released to Buyer. Title to purchased Property shall 
not pass, nor shall possession of such Property be trans-
ferred to Buyer, until payment in full has been received by 
Acker in good and cleared funds.  Upon Acker Auction’s 
receipt of payment in full in good and cleared funds, 
purchased Property will be released.   

For New York Live Auctions (conducted by Acker Auction) 
Acker Auction is required to release purchased Property to 
Buyer in the State of New York, and, therefore, it is required 
to charge and collect New York sales tax, which will be 
applied to Buyer’s purchase. Property may be picked up in 
person from the designated location in New York. If 
purchased Property is released by Acker Auction to a 
licensed freight forwarder hired by Buyer for immediate 
shipment to a point outside of the United States, New York 
sales tax will not be applied to Buyer’s purchase.  

(ii) Delaware Live Auctions (“Delaware Live Auctions”).
Except for the transfer of title and possession to Property 
associated with an NFT, which will be subject to the provi-
sions of Section 5(b)(iv) below, title to purchased Property 
shall not pass, nor shall possession of such Property be 
transferred to Buyer in the State of Delaware, until payment 
in full has been received by Acker in good and cleared 
funds.  Upon Acker Auction DE’s receipt of payment in full 
in good and cleared funds, purchased Property will be 
released.  Within  five (5) days from the date title passes and 
the Property is made available, the Buyer must (i) arrange to 
pick up the Property in person from Acker Auction DE’s 
Delaware facility, or (ii) arrange for the delivery of the 
Property to a carrier with all necessary permits and licenses 
for shipment to a destination outside the United States of 
America. If the Buyer does not select one of the two options 

above, the Buyer will be deemed to have consented to the 
transfer of the Property to Acker Storage and Acker Auction 
DE will transfer the Property, in the Buyer’s name, to Acker 
Storage and Buyer will be responsible to pay any and all of 
Acker Storage’s fees and service charges and the Property 
will be subject to the terms of  Acker Storage’s storage agree-
ment that can be located at ackerstorage.com/StorageAgree-
ment.pdf. Acker cannot deliver Property within the State of 
Delaware. Arrangement to pick up the Property from Acker 
Auction DE can be made by calling (302) 525-8601.  
ACKER AUCTION DE DOES NOT SHIP, TRANS-
PORT OR DELIVER ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AND SHALL HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO SHIP, 
TRANSPORT OR DELIVER PURCHASED PROPER-
TY TO BUYER.  UNDER THE APPROPRIATE 
CIRCUMSTANCES, ACKER AUCTION DE MAY, IN 
ITS SOLE AND ABSOLUTE DISCRETION, AGREE 
TO DELIVER PROPERTY TO A CARRIER WITH 
THE NECESSARY LICENSES AND PERMITS TO 
SHIP ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OUTSIDE THE 
UNITED STATES, PROVIDED THE BUYER 
ASSUMES THE RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLY 
WITH THE LAWS OF ALL GOVERNMENTAL ENTI-
TIES WITH JURISDICTIONS OVER THE TRANSAC-
TION AND TO PAY ANY AND ALL TAXES, FEES, 
EXPENSES, FINES, INTEREST, ATTORNEYS’ FEES, 
TARIFFS, LEVIES AND OTHER TAXES, COSTS AND 
EXPENSES RELATED TO THE TRANSACTION AND 
INDEMNIFIES AND HOLDS HARMLESS ACKER 
AUCTION DE AND ITS AFFILIATES FROM ALL OF 
THE FOREGOING AND ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND 
COSTS. After the Property has been delivered to Buyer, in 
the State of Delaware, Buyer may make arrangements to 
leave the Property in storage in the state or to have the 
Property delivered elsewhere, Buyer assumes sole and exclu-
sive responsibility for any required shipping, transportation 
or delivery arrangements of the purchased Property from the 
State of Delaware to Buyer’s desired destination and shall be 
solely responsible for any and all state and local sales or use 
taxes and/or other duties, taxes, tariffs or fees due or assessed 
by the jurisdiction and any interest or penalties related there-
to.  If purchased Property is not picked up from Acker 
Auction DE by Buyer in-person within five (5) days after 
payment in full has been received by Acker Auction DE in 
good and cleared funds or if, prior to the expiration of such 
five (5) day period Buyer notifies Acker in writing (email to 
suffice) that the Property is to be shipped to a destination 
outside of the United States, Acker Auction DE will automat-
ically transfer custody of such Property to Acker Storage 
located at 1800 Ogletown Road, Suite E, Newark, DE 19711 
(info@ackerstorage.com), which storage facility shall act as 
agent for Buyer in providing on-site storage of such Property 
until pick-up, shipping, transportation or delivery arrange-
ments have been made outside the State of Delaware. The list 
of storage fees applicable can be found at ackerstor-
age.com/Storage Agreement.pdf. 

Buyer agrees to pay all storage fees and other applicable 
charges imposed by Acker Storage and understands that 
Acker Storage has and may enforce a  lien (including without 
limitation a lien under section 6 Del. C. 7-709(a)) on any 
Property transferred to it to be stored.  Once physical custody 
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of Property has been transferred to Acker Storage, Buyer 
may pick up such Property in person from Acker Storage, 
leave the Property in storage in Delaware or make 
independent shipping, transportation or delivery arrange-
ments for the Property to be delivered outside of the State 
of Delaware. To arrange in-person pick up from Acker 
Storage or for a full list of services offered by Acker 
Storage, please visit info@ackerstorage.com or call (302) 
731-1483 during regular business hours.  Please read 
Acker Storage’s terms and conditions carefully as they 
contain limitations as to Acker Storage’s liability for loss 
or damage to Property and as to the services Acker 
Storage is prepared to provide.  

ONCE CUSTODY OF ANY PURCHASED PROP-
ERTY HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO ACKER 
STORAGE AS PROVIDED ABOVE, ACKER AUC-
TION DE AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS 
AND SELLERS (AND EACH OF THEIR RESPEC-
TIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLD-
ERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, 
REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) 
SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY OF ANY KIND TO 
BUYER OR ANY OTHER PARTY IN CONNEC-
TION WITH ANY SUBSEQUENT DETERIORA-
TION, DAMAGE, OR OTHER LOSS OF ANY 
KIND IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, NO 
MATTER HOW OCCASIONED, WHETHER 
RELATING TO, ARISING FROM, OR IN CON-
NECTION WITH THE STORAGE OF SUCH 
PROPERTY AT ACKER STORAGE, THE SHIP-
MENT, TRANSPORTATION OR DELIVERY 
THEREOF (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITA-
TION, WHILE SUCH PROPERTY IS IN TRAN-
SIT), OR OTHERWISE. NOTE THAT THE 
LIABILITY OF ACKER STORAGE MAY BE LIM-
ITED BY LAW OR BY THE TERMS OF ITS STOR-
AGE AGREEMENT.

(iii) Internet Auctions of Wine and Spirits. Internet 
Auctions are conducted by either AMC or Acker 
Auction. Internet auctions of wine are conducted by 
AMC, under a license issued by the State of California. 
Internet auctions of spirits are conducted by Acker 
Auction, under a license issued by the State of New York. 
However, Property, at the time of the auction, may be 
stored at Acker’s New York or Delaware storage facili-
ties. Except for the transfer of title and ownership to 
Property associated with an NFT, which will be subject to 
the provisions of Section 5(b)(iv) below, title to and 
ownership of purchased Property passes to the Buyer in 
either the State of Delaware or New York, depending 
upon where the auction is fulfilled  and where, unless 
other arrangements are made, all Property will be located 
when released to Buyer. Title to purchased Property shall 
not pass, nor shall possession of such Property be trans-
ferred to Buyer, until payment in full has been received 
by AMC (for wine auctions) or Acker Auction (for spirits 
auctions) in good and cleared funds.  Upon receipt of 
payment in full in good and cleared funds, purchased 
Property will be released to Buyer.  Property may be 
picked up in person from Acker’s New York or Delaware 

facilities, depending on where the purchased Property is 
located at the time of auction.  Neither AMC nor Acker 
Auction can arrange for shipping purchased Property to any 
destination within the United States outside of New York, 
California or Delaware.  If the Property is released to Buyer 
in New York or California,  or if Buyer requests AMC or 
Acker Auction to arrange delivery to either New York or 
California, sales tax for the respective state of delivery will 
be collected from the Buyer. 

(iv) Transferring Title via NFT. If Buyer has purchased a 
Property that is associated with an NFT, then Acker (or the 
Seller) will not transfer title or ownership of the NFT to 
Buyer until payment in full has been received by Acker in 
good and cleared funds.  Upon Acker’s receipt of payment in 
full in good and cleared funds, title and ownership of the 
NFT will be transferred to Buyer.  To receive the NFT, Buyer 
will use a digital wallet or wallet service provider registered 
in Buyer’s name or for which Buyer has title and that 
supports the NFT, and understands and accepts that failure to 
ensure this may result in Buyer’s inability to access the NFT.  
If the bid was made on behalf of a company, then the digital 
wallet used to accept the NFT will be registered to the 
company or the company will hold its title.  

Buyer represents that the digital wallet or wallet service 
provider to which Acker (or the Seller) will transfer the NFT 
is not owned by or associated with (i) a citizen or resident of, 
or located in, a geographic area that is the target of sanctions 
or embargoes imposed by the European Union, the United 
Kingdom, the United Nations or the United States or (ii) an 
individual, or an individual employed by or associated with 
an entity, identified on the U.S. Department of Commerce’s 
Denied Persons or Entity List, the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury’s Specially Designated Nationals or Blocked 
Persons List, or the U.S. Department of State’s Debarred 
Parties List, or similar lists promulgated by the government 
of the European Union, the United Kingdom, or the United 
Nations.  

Risk of loss and responsibility for the NFT for which title is 
passed will transfer to Buyer when Acker (or the Seller) has 
sent the NFT to the digital wallet Buyer has specified.  Buyer 
is responsible for implementing reasonable measures for 
securing the other storage mechanism Buyer uses to receive 
and hold the NFT, including any requisite private key(s) or 
other credentials necessary to access such storage mecha-
nism(s), and further specifically acknowledges that the risk 
of acquiring, transferring, creating, holding or using the NFT 
or Buyer’s wallet rests entirely with the Buyer.  If Buyer’s 
private key(s) or other access credentials are lost, Buyer may 
lose access to the NFT.  Acker is not responsible for any such 
losses.

(c) Collection and Delivery of Property. Title to purchased 
Property shall not pass, nor shall possession of such Property be 
transferred to Buyer, until payment in full has been received by 
Acker in good and cleared funds.  Upon Acker Auction’s receipt of 
payment in full in good and cleared funds, purchased Property will 
be released to Buyer and available for pickup by Buyer at Acker’s 
designated location.  Acker does not ship alcoholic beverages 
within the United States.  Any shipping or delivery arrangements 
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required after the release of purchased property to Buyer  shall be 
the sole responsibility of Buyer and at Buyer’s sole cost.  Acker 
cannot release purchased Property to a carrier for delivery outside 
of the designated delivery state, with the exception of release to a 
licensed freight forwarder for delivery to a destination outside the 
United States, or (for live and internet auctions only) delivery to 
New York, California or Delaware.

For Delaware Live Auctions, after title passes and the Property 
has been picked up by the Buyer or delivered to Acker Storage, 
pursuant to Secti 5(b)(ii) above, any Buyer who arranges 
shipping, transportation or delivery of purchased Property outside 
of the designated location acknowledges that it is the owner and 
shipper of such Property. Neither Acker Auction DE nor Acker 
Storage nor any of their affiliates make any  representation as to 
the legal rights of any person or entity to ship, transport, deliver or 
import Property into any state, country or jurisdiction.  Buyer 
shall be solely and exclusively responsible for the shipping, trans-
portation and delivery of purchased Property, determining the 
legality of having such Property shipped, transported and/or 
delivered to the applicable destination, and compliance with any 
laws and the payment of all applicable taxes, duties, tariffs and 
fees (including without limitation any interest or penalties) 
associated therewith.

(d) Importation and Exportation.
 

(i) Importation and Delivery.  Acker and its affiliates make 
no representation as to the legal rights of anyone to import or 
deliver any Property or other goods into any state or jurisdic-
tion.  Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely respon-
sible for the transport of the Property and for determining the 
legality and the tax/duty consequences of bringing the 
products to Buyer’s chosen destination.

(ii) Exportation.  Property sold at auction may be subject to 
laws governing export from the United States, and Acker and 
its affiliates make no representation as to the legal rights of 
anyone to export such Property or other goods into any state 
or jurisdiction.  It shall be Buyer’s sole responsibility to 
determine, before bidding at auction, whether an export 
permit or license is required for Buyer’s purchase and, if 
required, to obtain any such required permit or license.  The 
denial of, or delay in obtaining, any such permit or license 
shall neither justify the rescission of any sale nor any delay in 
making full payment for the purchase.

 

(e) Rescission.

(i) Claims by Buyer.  Acker has the right but not the obliga-
tion to rescind a sale if any statement in Acker’s offering 
materials concerning a Lot is materially incorrect or such Lot 
is short or is in unsound condition (e.g., cooked and spoiled), 
Buyer’s sole remedy shall be rescission of such sale in 
Acker’s  sole and absolute discretion.  If Buyer seeks rescis-
sion under this paragraph 5(e)(i), Buyer must so notify Acker 
in writing within ninety (90) days after the auction.  Buyer 
may only make such a claim if the Property in question: (A) 

has the Acker auction sale date reference sticker(s) on the 
relevant bottle(s); (B) is in the same condition as when it was 
released by Acker to Buyer or when custody thereof was 
transferred to Acker Storage; and (C) has been delivered to 
and from Buyer and stored under appropriate conditions.  TO 
THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, 
BIDDER WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO MAKE ANY 
CLAIM OR BRING ANY LEGAL ACTION AGAINST 
ACKER AND ITS AFFILIATES, AUCTIONEERS AND 
SELLERS (AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE 
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, MEM-
BERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTA-
TIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) RESULTING FROM 
ANY DETERMINATION MADE (OR FAILED TO BE 
MADE) BY ACKER UNDER THIS SUBSECTION.  IN 
THE EVENT THAT BUYER FAILS TO PROVIDE 
TIMELY AND PROPER NOTICE TO ACKER UNDER 
THIS SUBSECTION, BUYER SHALL DEEMED TO 
HAVE WAIVED ANY RIGHT TO RESCISSION AS 
HEREIN PROVIDED.  Only the Buyer of record of the 
Property shall be entitled to make a claim of rescission under 
this subparagraph.

(ii) Buyer’s Sole Remedy.  THE REFUND TO BUYER OF 
THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID FOR ANY PROPERTY 
SHALL BE BUYER’S SOLE REMEDY FOR ANY 
CLAIM OR MATTER RELATING THERETO.

(iii) Different Importers/Bottle Numbers.  Although Acker 
may at times state in the catalogue or elsewhere if a Lot 
includes Property from different importers, failure to so state 
is not grounds for rescission of the sale of any Lot.  Similarly, 
any incorrect statement or omission in the catalogue concern-
ing bottle and/or sequence numbers of Property from those 
producers that number their bottles is not grounds for rescis-
sion of the sale of any Lot.

(iv) Limited Guarantee.  Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained within these Conditions of Sale, Acker 
agrees to refund the purchase price to the Buyer of any Proper-
ty purchased from Acker that is not of the vintage or from the 
producer as was stated in the catalogue or otherwise represent-
ed by Acker, including, but not limited to, Property that is 
counterfeit or has indicia which suggest that it is likely coun-
terfeit, provided that: (A) the Buyer directly purchased the 
Property from Acker; (B) the Buyer returns such Property to 
Acker within ninety (90) days of the date of delivery of such 
Property to Buyer; and (C) that Buyer returns such Property in 
materially the same condition as it was delivered to Buyer.
  
  

(f) Default by Buyer.  If Buyer fails to make payment in full in 
accordance with these Conditions of Sale within thirty (30) days 
following the auction, Acker Auction DE may, in its sole and 
absolute discretion: 
 

(i) Cancel the sale, retaining any partial payment as liquidated 
damages;

(ii) Resell Property publicly or privately for Buyer’s account 
and at Buyer’s risk, with estimates and a reserve set at Acker’s 
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sole and absolute discretion, and charge Buyer for any 
deficiency between the final bid in the resale and the final bid 
placed by Buyer, in addition to all costs and expenses of both 
the initial sale and the resale at Acker’s regular rates and the 
Buyer’s Premium due in connection with both sales;

(iii) Set off all sums due from Buyer against any amounts 
which Acker or its affiliates may owe to Buyer;

(iv) Exercise all the rights and remedies of a party holding a 
first priority perfected security interest in any Property or 
other property in the possession of Acker or its affiliates and 
which is owned or has been consigned by Buyer;

(v) Collect from Buyer the total amount due (including the 
Late Fee) plus any loss, cost or expense incurred by Acker in 
effecting such collection;

(vi) Collect from Buyer reasonable attorneys’ fees and 
expenses incurred by Acker in exercising any one or more of 
the rights or remedies set forth in this Agreement;

(vii) Prohibit Buyer from directly or indirectly purchasing 
from Acker and its affiliates and from participating in future 
auctions and other events held, hosted or sponsored by Acker 
or its affiliates; 

(viii) Exercise any right or remedy against Buyer available to 
the Seller at law, equity or otherwise; or 

(ix) Release the name and address of the Buyer to the Seller to 
enable the Seller to commence legal proceedings against 
Buyer to recover all amounts due.     

Acker may, in its sole and absolute discretion, exercise any one or 
more of the preceding remedies or any combination thereof.

With respect to Delaware Live Auctions, if Buyer fails to pick up 
the Property in-person or fails to arrange for shipping, transporta-
tion or other delivery of the Property after payment in full has been 
received by Acker Auction DE, and after the Buyer has had five (5) 
business days after payment to to pick up the Property itself or 
authorize delivery of the Property to Acker Storage and has not 
paid the storage fees for the Property at Acker Storage, Acker may, 
in its sole and absolute discretion, take any of the following actions 
in order to pay off all storage fees and other expenses incurred by 
Acker or Acker Storage:

(i) Cancel the sale;

(ii) Resell Property publicly or privately for Buyer’s account 
and at Buyer’s risk, with estimates and a reserve set at 
Acker’s absolute and sole discretion, and charge Buyer for 
any deficiency between the final bid in the resale and the final 
bid placed by Buyer, in addition to all costs and expenses of 
both the initial sale and the resale at Acker’s regular rates and 
the Buyer’s Premium due in connection with the both sales;

(iii) Set off all sums due from Buyer against any amounts 
which Acker or its affiliates may owe to Buyer;

(iv) Exercise all the rights and remedies of a party holding a 

first priority perfected security interest in any Property or 
other property in the possession of Acker or its affiliates and 
which is owned or has been consigned by Buyer;

(v)  Collect from Buyer the total amount due (including the 
Late Fee and/or interest) plus any loss, cost or expense 
incurred by Acker in effecting such collection;

(vi) Collect from Buyer reasonable attorneys’ fees and 
expenses incurred by Acker in exercising any one or more of 
the rights or remedies set forth in this Agreement; provided, 
however, that prior to taking any of the foregoing actions, 
Acker shall make three attempts using reasonable business 
effort to contact the Buyer in writing (which may include 
electronic transmission) as to Buyer’s failure to pick up or 
arrange for shipping, transportation or other delivery of the 
Property.  Acker shall hold any monies received in connection 
with such sale (after receiving payment for its storage and 
other costs) in accordance with all escheatment rules of the 
State of Delaware and as provided under the Acker Storage 
Agreement.  

(g) Bidder’s Indemnity.  By bidding at auction, each Bidder 
(including Buyer) agrees to indemnify, defend and hold Acker and 
its affiliates, Auctioneers, and Sellers (and each of their respective 
officers, directors, shareholders, members, employees, attorneys, 
representatives, agents and assigns) (each, an “Indemnitee”) harm-
less from and against any and all losses, damages, demands, 
claims, suits, judgments, costs, expenses, or other liability of any 
kind (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses) relating 
to, arising from or in connection with: (i) Bidder’s actual, threat-
ened or alleged breach of any representation, warranty, covenant or 
other provision contained within these Conditions of Sale; (ii) any 
act or omission on the part of Bidder (or Bidder’s agents, employ-
ees or representatives) adversely affecting Property; (iii) any 
inaccuracy of any document or instrument delivered by Bidder 
pursuant to or in connection with these Conditions of Sale; or (iv) 
Bidder’s violation of any applicable law, statute, rule or regulation.  
Bidder further agrees to advance each Indemnitee, upon demand, 
all costs and expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and 
expenses) as they are incurred by such Indemnitee in connection 
with any matter covered by the indemnification provisions of this 
Section 5(g). All of Bidder’s representations, warranties and 
covenants herein, together with the indemnification provided from 
in this Section 5(g), shall survive completion of the transactions 
contemplated in these Conditions of Sale.

(h) Copyright.  Acker reserves copyright in all images, illustra-
tions and written material produced by or on behalf of Acker, 
including, without limitation, the content of the catalogue (collec-
tively, “Material”), and in no event may Buyer or any third party 
use any Material without Acker’s prior written consent.  In no 
event do Acker or its affiliates or Sellers make any representation 
or warranty that Buyer will acquire any copyright, reproduction 
right or any other intellectual property right in any Property.

6. GOVERNING LAW AND FORUM SELECTION.
  
(a) These Conditions of Sale, including the respective rights and 
obligations of the parties hereunder and the conduct of the auction 
for Live Delaware Auctions (including any online bidding in the 
auction, to which these Conditions of Sale apply), shall be 
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governed by the laws of the State of Delaware without regard to the 
conflicts of laws principles thereof.  For New York Live Auctions 
and Internet Auctions for spirits in New York, the governing law 
shall be New York (including any online bidding or use of the 
mobile app). For Internet Auctions of wine (conducted by AMC), 
the governing law shall be California (including any online bidding 
or use of the mobile app). For the benefit of Acker, by bidding at 
auction (whether in person or through an agent, or through absen-
tee, telephone, online, or mobile app bidding, or by other means), 
each Bidder (including Buyer) consents and agrees to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the state courts of the State of Delaware located in 
New Castle County for Delaware Live Auctions, San Francisco, 
California in connection with Internet Auctions of wine and/or 
New York, New York in connection with New York Live Auctions 
and Internet Auctions of spirits in connection with any legal claim 
or action relating to, arising from, or in connection with these 
Conditions of Sale, including the respective rights and obligations 
of the parties hereunder and the conduct of the respective auction, 
and consents to personal jurisdiction in such respective courts.  
Each Bidder (including Buyer) waives, to the maximum extent 
permitted by law, any objection to the laying of venue in any such 
court and any claim that such court would be an inconvenient 
forum for any action covered by this Section 6.  Each Bidder 
(including Buyer) agrees that Acker shall retain the right to bring 
legal proceedings in any court other than the state courts of the 
State of Delaware state courts located in New Castle County for 
Delaware Live Auctions or New York County, New York for New 
York Live Auctions or Internet Auctions of spirits or San Francis-
co, California for Internet Auctions of wine.

(b) To the extent required by applicable law, each Delaware 
auctioneer is licensed pursuant to 30 Del. C. 2301(a)(3). The New 
York auctions (including New York Live Auctions and Internet 
Auctions of spirits) are conducted pursuant to N.Y. Alcoholic 
Beverage Control Law §99-g. California auctions (including 
Internet Auctions of wine) are conducted pursuant to California 
Business & Professions Code §23355.1; Commercial Code 
§§1812.600-1812.610 and §2328. 

7. JURY TRIAL AND CLASS ACTION WAIVER.

EACH BIDDER (INCLUDING BUYER), SELLER AND 
ACKER IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY 
WAIVES, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY 
LAW, ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL BY JURY 
IN ANY LEGAL ACTION, PROCEEDING, CAUSE OF 
ACTION, OR COUNTERCLAIM ARISING FROM, 
RELATING TO, OR CONCERNING THESE CONDITION, 
INCLUDING THE RESPECTIVE RIGHTS AND OBLIGA-
TIONS OF THE PARTIES HEREUNDER AND THE CON-
DUCT OF THE AUCTION.

EACH BIDDER (INCLUDING BUYER), SELLER AND 
ACKER AGREE THAT ANY LEGAL ACTION OR PRO-
CEEDINGS WILL BE CONDUCTED ONLY ON AN INDI-
VIDUAL BASIS AND NOT IN A CLASS OR REPRESENTA-
TIVE ACTION OR AS A NAMED OR UNNAMED 
MEMBER IN A CLASS, CONSOLIDATED, REPRESENTA-
TIVE OR PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL ACTION, 
UNLESS EACH PARTY SPECIFICALLY AGREE TO DO 
SO IN WRITING FOLLOWING INITIATION OF THE 
ACTION.  THIS CLASS ACTION WAIVER IS NOT APPLI-

CABLE TO THE EXTENT SUCH WAIVER IS PROHIBIT-
ED BY LAW.

8. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY.

ACKER, ITS AFFILIATES AND SELLERS (AND EACH OF 
THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHARE-
HOLDERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, 
REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL 
NOT BE LIABLE TO ANY BIDDER (INCLUDING BUYER) 
FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, 
INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF 
ANY KIND (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
WHERE RELATED TO LOSS OF REVENUE, INCOME OR 
PROFITS, LOSS OF USE OR DATA, DAMAGES FOR 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, USER ERROR SUCH AS 
FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS, INCORRECTLY CON-
STRUCTED TRANSACTIONS, OR MISTYPED ADDRESS-
ES; SERVER FAILURE OR DATA LOSS, CORRUPTED 
WALLET FILES, UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO APPLI-
CATIONS, ANY UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTY ACTIV-
ITIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION INTERNET 
OR SYSTEMS OUTAGES, VIRUSES OR MALICIOUS 
CODES, HACKING OR OTHER ATTACKS) ARISING OUT 
OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE SALE OR USE 
OF LOTS OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO THESE CONDI-
TIONS OF SALE, INCLUDING THE CONDUCT OF THE 
AUCTION,  REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, 
WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY 
OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY (EVEN IF THE 
PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH DAMAGES AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER 
SUCH DAMAGES WERE FORESEEABLE), AND EACH 
BIDDER (INCLUDING BUYER) EXPRESSLY WAIVES 
ANY RIGHT TO RECOVER ANY SUCH DAMAGES TO 
THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW. 

THE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF ACKER , ITS AFFILI-
ATES AND SELLERS (AND EACH OF THEIR RESPEC-
TIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, MEM-
BERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, REPRESENTATIVES, 
AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL BE THE AMOUNT PAID 
BY BUYER FOR ANY PROPERTY THAT IS SUBJECT TO 
RETURN AS PERMITTED HEREUNDER.

ACKER, ITS AFFILIATES AND SELLER (AND EACH OF 
THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHARE-
HOLDERS, MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, ATTORNEYS, 
REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS AND ASSIGNS) SHALL 
HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY TO ANY PERSON OTHER 
THAN BUYER OR OTHER LIABILITY OF ANY KIND OR 
NATURE UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, IN TORT OR OTH-
ERWISE, WHETHER AT LAW OR IN EQUITY, WITH 
RESPECT TO THIS AGREEMENT OR THE OFFER, PUR-
CHASE, SALE OR OWNERSHIP OF ANY PROPERTY.

9. PERSONAL DATA AND INFORMATION.
 
Acker and its affiliates process each Bidder’s and Buyer’s personal 
data and/or information, as applicable, in accordance with its 
privacy policies available at: https://www.acker-
wines.com/terms-conditions/#legal-privacy.
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10. MISCELLANEOUS.
 
These Conditions of Sale constitute the entire understanding and 
agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter 
contained herein and supersedes and cancels all previous agree-
ments and commitments, whether oral or written, in connection 
with the matters described herein.  No waiver or modification of 
these Conditions of Sale shall be binding unless in writing and 
assented to by both Bidder and an authorized representative of 
Acker.  No failure to insist upon compliance with any term or 
condition of these Conditions of Sale, whether by conduct or other-
wise, shall be construed to be a waiver of such term or condition.  
In the event any one or more provisions of these Conditions of Sale 
is determined to be invalid or unenforceable in any respect, the 
validity and enforceability of all remaining provisions hereof shall 
not in any way be affected or impaired.  In the event of a conflict 
between these Conditions of Sale and any other document, terms, 
or policy published by Acker (including, without limitation, the 
Website and Mobile App Terms of Use), these Conditions of Sale 
shall control.  No provision of these Conditions of Sale shall be 
construed to create a partnership or other joint venture or enterprise 
between or among any of Acker, Bidder and Seller.  None of the 
terms and conditions set forth in these Condition of Sale may be 
assigned by Bidder without Acker’s express written consent.  Each 
of Acker’s affiliates and auctioneers (and each of their and Sellers’ 
respective officers, directors, shareholders, members, employees, 
attorneys, representatives, agents and assigns) shall be an express 
third party beneficiary of the protections, rights and authority 
bestowed upon such entity or person by and throughout these 
Conditions of Sale.  These Conditions of Sale shall be binding 
upon Bidder’s heirs, executors, beneficiaries, successors and 
assigns.  Section headings herein are for purposes of convenient 
reference only and will not affect the meaning or interpretation of 
any provision of these Conditions of Sale.  These Conditions of 
Sale shall be construed as if jointly drafted and without regard to 
any presumption or other rule requiring construction against any 
party on account of its participation in the drafting hereof.  Bidder 
acknowledges that it has read these Conditions of Sale in their 
entirety, understands that these Conditions of Sale constitute an 
important legal document, has had the opportunity to consult with 
legal counsel of its own choosing prior to bidding at auction, 
agrees to be bound by all of the terms and conditions set forth 
herein, and that Acker has not provided any legal advice to Bidder 
in connection with these Conditions of Sale or the subject matter 
thereof.
 
11. LICENSE NUMBER.
 
To the extent required by applicable law, each Delaware auctioneer 
is licensed pursuant to 30 Del. C. 2301(a)(3). The license number 
assigned to Acker by the Delaware Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Commissioner is 15350. For New York Live Auctions and Internet 
Auctions of spirits, Acker Auction, Inc.’s New York Auction 
License No. is 1413658.  For California auctions, including 
Internet Auctions of wine, AMC’s license number is 604246. 
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absenTee bids
For those who wish to bid by fax, e-mail, phone or ‘BidLive’ over the internet,:

________________ 

An Absentee Bid Form follows this page, and is provided for those who wish to bid either by fax, email, or phone.
Please complete this form in its entirety to include lot numbers and the highest dollar amount you wish to  

pay for each respective lot, and return it to Acker Merrall & Condit no later than 9:00pm ET on  
Tuesday, June 22nd, 2021.

If you wish to bid via fax:
Please fax your bids to 302.525.8603 

If you wish to bid via e-mail:
Please e-mail your bids to info@ackerwines.com prior to 9:00pm ET on Tuesday, June 22nd, 2021.  
Be sure to include all information required on the Absentee Bid Form in your transmission.

DO NOT SEND YOUR BIDS BY REGULAR MAIL.

If you wish to phone in your bids:
Please contact our office between the hours of 9:00am and 6:00pm ET, Monday through Friday, at  
302.525.8601  and ask to place some bids.
• Please have your bids ready, as well as a credit card.

If you wish to bid by phone during the auction:
• Phone bids will be accepted on an appointment basis only. Please fax your
• Absentee Bid Form to 302.525.8603 by 9:00pm ET on Tuesday, June 22nd, 2021.  
• Please print the word TELEPHONE at the top of your Absentee Bid Form.

Restrictions regarding phone bidding:
• Phone bidding is offered as a courtesy, and no guarantee of successfully contacting the phone bidder is made by Acker 

Merrall & Condit.
• When possible, phone bidders are urged to leave “emergency bids” in the event phone contact cannot be established.
• All bids must be accompanied by a credit card number, expiration date and signature.

If you wish to ‘BidLive’ via the internet:
Please e-mail your request to BidLive@ackerwines.com prior to 12:00pm ET on Tuesday, June 22nd, 2021.   
Please be sure to include all information required on the Absentee Bid Form in your transmission.

AckeR Auctions de, LLc, 1800 ogLetoWn Rd. suite d, neWARk, de 19711 
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AUCTION CATALOGUE SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Auction catalogues may be ordered on an individual or subscription basis. The most economical way to 
receive catalogues is to become a subscriber. Recipients of our catalogues will receive a list of prices realized 
shortly after each auction, as well as a calendar of upcoming events. Catalogues are mailed immediately upon 
release from the printer, usually two weeks prior to each auction. Please complete this form in its entirety 
and return it to Acker Merrall & Condit by fax or mail to begin receiving your catalogues.

 NAME

 ADDRESS

 OFFICE PHONE

 OFFICE FAX

 HOME PHONE

 HOME FAX

 E-MAIL

One year subscription – includes at least eight wine auction catalogues.
$250 domestic; $500 international

Single copy
$30 domestic; $50 international

Payment may be made by check, money order or credit card. Please do not send cash.

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

 
 CARD NUMBER        EXP. DATE                     SECURITY CODE # 

 SIGNATURE

Visa or Mastercard ONLY (CVV2 code is the 3 digit number on back of card)

AckeR Auctions de, LLc, 1800 ogLetoWn Rd. suite d, neWARk, de 19711 
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Office Use Only

21-7 21-7
Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

Bid in $
(note increments)

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 10 *

NAME:

Office Use Only
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Office Use Only

21-7 21-7
Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Either/Or
(Please Bracket)

Lot # Lot # Bid in $
(note increments)

Bid in $
(note increments)

*MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH ABSENTEE BIDS FORM ON PAGE 10 *

NAME:

Office Use Only
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